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Abstract
The Belgian mental healthcare reform is located between the current mostly residential models of
delivery, and the first line care as well as ‘ambulatory’ mental healthcare. The implementation of a
novel function through new community mobile services and interventions aims to bridge the gap,
while also offering care alternatives.
The presented research is a qualitative study of four such new mobile projects, each with one
participating “2A” team and one “2B” team i.e. for acute and long-term care respectively. Their main
goal is to maintain people in their home environment and within their social fabric, offering
supportive, individual and flexible therapeutic interventions through multi-disciplinary networks.
After an initial observation of the teams, a set of intensive semi-structured interviews were carried
out, followed by a second observation period. Drawing upon and developing critical social theories,
the interviews and observations were analysed using a constructivist grounded theory method. This
was underlined by a methodology using a Foucauldian and social justice lens, including experiential
knowledge literature to examine mental healthcare constructs. Concepts of confluence and social
navigation allowed this analysis to focus on the way different contested categories in mental health
are shared; on how they are part of the same field and in effect are confluent through their
differences.
The analysis presented reflects the process of inquiry. Firstly, a presentation of the data collected
through the interviews uses three levels: (i) team working, (ii) working with other services and (iii)
working within a wider context. Using those levels and taking into consideration the second
observation with the teams four subcategories are explored: existing in ‘time’, making use(s) of
‘space’, carrying ‘memory’ and (up)holding (on to) ‘value(s)’. These in turn, set the basis for two central
categories: forming ‘relationships’ as well as borrowing words and diffusing ‘language’.
The analysis reveals a series of emerging paradoxes through the subcategories and central categories,
borne out of the disparities in the content between the interviews and the direct observations. In an
original way these paradoxes reflect contested meanings present within the wider field of mental
health and psychiatry. Located on social justice principles, a set of possibilities is examined at the end
of this work, further exploring these paradoxes in practice, which may in fact prove to be important
opportunities for navigating the future of mental healthcare.
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Prologue
This work started as a piece of critical exploration which was to concentrate on the different
ways community mental healthcare models were adapted and adopted by mobile teams as part of a
deinstitutionalisation reform process in Belgium (generally known as the “107 reform”). However, this
type of research inevitably tends to omit the broader social and political questions concerning the
context in which a study is being undertaken. Many explanations have been given to the processes of
mental healthcare reform from the point of view of social policy changes, new drugs and economic
theories amongst others (Prior, 1993). However, all these explanations omit any substantial reference
to movements within psychiatry itself and, in particular, to the ways in which psychiatric professionals
such as nurses, social workers, occupational therapists and psychologists as well as psychiatrists,
essentially (re)define, or not, the social construction of ‘mental illness’ in their given structures. The
main focus of this work became what that (re)definition involved, how it occurred and how it was
represented through the work of psychiatric professionals in mobile community teams.
It has been suggested that people wishing to undertake doctoral study need to find a topic
which ‘inspires’ them (Birks and Mills, 2011). In my case, this research was a revelation, as much about
methodology and the ways we choose to look at and study our world, as it was about the Belgian
mental healthcare reform. This study is not a neutral act, nor did I set out on this PhD journey
‘uninitiated’ (Charmaz, 2005:510). In fact, I don’t pretend, nor aim for neutrality or objectivity. In this
way, there could have been many ways to look at mobile community work and the ways in which
mental healthcare systems operate. However, I chose various yet particular tools (as much as they
chose me) in order to construct a specific lens which was used for this study.
As a freshly graduated mental health professional, with some experience within services, I
found out very quickly how certain paradoxes were inevitable in practice. Throughout my years in
services on both sides of the fence (between professional and ‘beneficiary’; p69) and in different
(albeit mainly low) levels of professional practice, I became aware of the well-established hierarchies
that were in place. Although omnipresent, they were seldom discussed and I repeatedly became a
witness to the (often devastating) results. A few months before embarking on this PhD journey, whilst
still working as a mental health professional, a service-user I intermittently had encountered killed
themselves. This person had ‘passed’ all the protocols, including the manualised semi-structured
interviews measuring suicidal risk. They had been offered an evaluated and ‘evidenced based care’
with different teams and professionals supporting them. Through this exercise of ‘care’, little to no
signs of risk were detected; the service-user was said to have strong “protecting factors” despite their
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complicated experiences both personally and within their context. Yet despite access to professional
input, despite the “resources” and “expertise” provided, they were found dead around midday in their
home in the most ordinary of settings, if one may go so far to say under such circumstances.
This event was a shock to the system, it was a shock to my system and increased my
disillusionment of a care practice that was paradoxical in ways I had not expected. This incident, which
followed others (perhaps less shocking) before it, served as yet another example and made my
frustrations and the culmination of unanswered questions difficult to ignore any longer. Why had such
a tightly knit system, based on supposed ‘evidence-based models’, practiced by experienced
professionals failed so lethally? All those boxes checked, models and their fidelity criteria evaluated,
clinical notes carefully coded, thoughts and opinions shared during team meetings, structured home
visits and interventions offered, yet here we all were, my colleagues and I, sharing our disbelief and
our condolences.
The idea of bearing witness became central throughout this PhD journey, including in
hindsight of previous experiences within the field of mental healthcare (as seen in the example above).
As Charmaz writes “a journey begins before the travellers depart” (2006:1). I didn’t start out as a
neutral witness: based on past experiences and interactions I had come into contact with the field of
study in various settings and from different positions and angles. Nor did I become one during the
research process, since being a researcher itself is (as argued above) far from neutral. Rather, my own
position was questioned, reflected on and challenged, constantly re-evaluated and further ‘amplified’
by the studied ground. As a researcher, I took on the position of ‘witness’ and far from a static act I
became part of the process of ‘witness-ing’.
Whilst nearing the end of this PhD, somebody asked me how the experience was of “going
down the rabbit hole”. I found their question difficult to answer realising that even the initial
convictions I perhaps held about practice had all been systematically deconstructed. When starting on
this journey, my previous experience in the mental health field, both personally and professionally,
had made me feel fragmented. This PhD was an opportunity to navigate those fragments, put the
pieces back together, without the need for a given, established and constraining certainty. In the end,
I found no single, liberating and fixed reality but rather different ways in which we construct our world
and in turn (try to) navigate it. Ultimately, we become complicit to and with a system, even if we
choose to renounce it. Acts and positions exist in relation to others; views are always dependent on
where one is standing.
The word ‘thesis’ can be defined as a ‘sustained argument’ (Birks and Mills, 2011). However, I
hope that this thesis and resulting argument does not become a given and final interpretation but
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rather an invitation for dialogue. The essence of this work has been its process of deconstructing
customary notions, much like Aristotle’s ‘endoxa’ (accepted wisdoms), to show that they are in fact
‘paradoxa’ (Smith and Lewis, 2011). Just as the Occupy Wall Street activists replied when asked what
their demands were, here too, “the process is the message” (Sheridan, 2011 quoted by Hoffman,
2011). Through this process, the reader is invited to critique established constructs within western
society and specifically surrounding mental health and illness, to question hierarchies and systems of
knowledge and how they can be changed, to reflect on ways in which social justice can be promoted
and applied, all while trusting and navigating the process itself.
The idea of studying the process of deinstitutionalisation while it was being implemented was
introduced in the early stages of the reform by some of the people involved in its shaping. With models
and tools developed in other countries, the Belgian context was an opportunity to use an academic
and qualitative lens to explore such a process as it was happening. Evidenced models of intervention
were offered as the main basis for the reform and the study originally aimed to examine their
implementation within the Belgian context. The scope of the study widened however, to include the
contextual elements and wider socio-political aspects incremental in grasping such a complex process
as a deinstitutionalisation reform. Moving beyond customary notions of “evidence-based practice”,
questions arose about the roles of professionals and their interaction with the fundamental but also
practical approaches within their work and the larger mental health system.
The thesis is formulated in three main parts. The first includes the introduction, followed by
the methodology constructed for the study and its method. A brief overview to the four participating
projects is then presented. The second part of this work concentrates on the analysis of the data
gathered through direct observations with mobile community teams and interviews with the
professionals. The third and final part includes a discussion of the analysis, followed by the last chapter
of this work which take a reflective look at existing possibilities for change.
Any real change implies the breakup of the world as one has always known it, the loss of all
that gave one an identity, the end of safety. And at such a moment, unable to see and not
daring to imagine what the future will now bring forth, one clings to what one knew, or
dreamed that one possessed. Yet, it is only when a man is able, without bitterness or self-pity,
to surrender a dream he has long cherished or a privilege he has long possessed that he is set
free — he has set himself free — for higher dreams, for greater privileges (Baldwin,
1961/1993:82).
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Part I: Setting the Scene
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Chapter 1:
Introduction to the study
Introduction to Chapter 1
This first chapter will set the context of the mental healthcare reform as well as of the present
study of it. Firstly, Belgium’s history is presented followed by an explanation of modern-day Belgium
including its health, social and mental healthcare institutions. The mental health reform currently
under way is presented as well as how it is situated within the international movement towards care
in the community (WHO, 2001; 2002; 2008), including the European Community models which
became important in its shaping. The reform’s most novel function (‘function 2’), which will also be
the main focus of this study and involves the development of mobile mental healthcare teams, is
introduced followed by the participating projects and their contexts. Finally, the questions and aims
as well as the emerging methodological framework in which this study was conceptualised and carried
out are introduced. This chapter will therefore present the socio-political context for this study. As
such it is somewhat different from the content that follows but nonetheless imperative in describing
the setting in which this research took place.

Belgium’s history
“What people do and say, […] is always circumscribed by time, place and socio-historical
context” (Prior 1993:2) and, as will be seen throughout this work, “a historical consideration, an
appreciation of the temporal” became an important focus (Joseph, 2015:17). A country that has
always been polarised on matters of politics, Belgium has in recent decades faced new divisions due
to its differences in language and the unequal economic development across its regions, factors which
impacted the mental health reform and this study (Witte, Craeybeckx and Meynen, 2010).
Belgium is made up of three separate regions Brussels-Capital, Flanders and Wallonia, and
three communities, based on its three national languages: French, Dutch (Flemish) and German. The
Flanders region is situated in the north of the country and is Dutch-speaking while Wallonia in the
south is French-speaking. The Brussels-Capital region is bilingual. As for the German community, it is
rather small and exists in the eastern part of Wallonia, near Germany. Belgium’s linguistic diversity
and related political conflicts are reflected in its political history and complex system of governance.
The following brief presentation of Belgium is based on a thematic approach. The themes
include the economic and social changes, the population and the language(s) divide. Each is analysed
through the concepts of politics and power, both of which became central during this study (as will be
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explored in the following chapter). The premise is that political events are closely associated with the
impact of power. This account of history is deliberately presented in this way, in order to connect with
the contents of the whole thesis, which, as will be explored, is heavily based on Foucauldian notions
of power and knowledge as well as social justice ideas (p47-56). This chapter is therefore a way of
‘setting the scene’ for the present study.

Population
Throughout history, Belgium has been both a cosmopolitan centre of trade and culture as well
as a major battleground between the main European powers. The Belgian Revolution in 1830 gave
rise to an independent, French-speaking Belgium mainly formed by catholic powers and the bourgeois
class. It sought to be neutral after historically being invaded by its powerful neighbours. Belgium is a
constitutional monarchy and parliamentary democracy, with a laicist constitution based on the
Napoleonic code (Cook, 2002).
Today, the Belgian territory is still divided in three Regions (Service Public Fédéral Belge,
2019a). The total population of Belgium is a little over 11 million (Eurostat, 2018) with more than 95%
located in urban areas. Around 6% of the population are citizens of the European Union Member
States, while nearly 13% originate from non-EU countries. It is estimated that around 25% of the total
population are descendants or people with a foreign background, most from European ancestry and
many from Morocco, Turkey and the Democratic Republic of Congo (Myria, 2015). The diversity in
population reflects the economic and social changes, heavily influenced by the country’s colonial past
as well as its recent industrial power, which saw massive waves of migration from its colonies to
Belgium. Furthermore, many Europeans made the capital their home, following the establishment of
European institutions in Brussels (although they do not always adopt the Belgian nationality; Myria,
2015).
Throughout this work I met many different people, from policy makers to professionals and
service-users. Each represented different aspects and layers of Belgium’s complex and decentralised
regional system within a federalist social reality. For example, in Flanders, I visited a house with
animal-skin rugs and ornaments, the residents of which each owned a car. In Ghent, I visited a cul-desac with small terraced houses, previously inhabited by working class families, now home to young
alternative communities. In Brussels, I met people who were homeless, Congolese and North African
immigrants as well as university graduates, now employees of multinational companies. In Wallonia,
I came across people living below the breadline, often lacking the bare necessities as well as many first
and second-generation workers from various European, eastern European and African countries, all
carrying symbols of the past.
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Economic and social changes
The Industrial Revolution hit Belgium in the early 19th century, ahead of its European
neighbours. The Walloon region rapidly developed its mining and steelmaking industries which thrived
well until the mid-20th century while the Flanders textile industry underwent a severe crisis further
deepened by famine. With the end of World War II, the Flemish cities of Ghent and Antwerp expanded
their industries. The 1970s oil crises caused the country’s economy to go into recession which was
particularly lengthy in Wallonia, its steel industry in severe decline by then. The country’s economy
continued to shift northwards and it is now concentrated in the so-called “Flemish Diamond area”
which includes the cities of Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent and Leuven and is one of the wealthiest regions
in Europe (Witte, et al., 2010).
Belgium’s history as well as its economy is very much associated with its colonies, the most
important of which was the Congo. Originally, the “Free Congo” was entirely conceded to King Leopold
II and was recognised as his private possession, which he used primarily as a source of revenue. As a
result, concern grew internationally due to the extreme and savage treatment of the Congolese
population. An estimated 10 million people were killed (Cook, 2002; Witte, et al., 2010). Today’s
Belgian population very much reflects its colonial past. However, the collective and national memory,
despite many movements by academics and concerned citizens, frequently omits the important and
tragic details of this past (De Witte, 2002).
Due to its geographical position, Belgium has a policy of mediation and has been an advocate
of European integration with the aim historically to avoid being subjugated to more powerful
neighbours. As a result, the country played an important role in both World Wars and went on to
become one of the founding members of the European Union. Today, the capital hosts major
institutions, including the European Commission, the Council of the European Union and the European
Parliament as well as the NATO headquarters (Witte, et al., 2010). Although an important player in
European and international affairs, Belgium is also a haven for tax, foreign holdings and arms deals
(Duquet, 2015; Meers, 2018).
Being in the centre of a highly industrialised region Belgium has become one the largest
trading nations trading raw materials, chemicals, raw diamonds and pharmaceuticals amongst others.
However, the economy has been and continues to be very unequal across and within its regions. At
present, unemployment rates in Wallonia are over double those in Flanders (Statbel, 2018). This divide
has contributed in tensions between the regions which have further fed into the existing language
divide (Witte, et al., 2010). As a result, pro-independence movements have gained in popularity in
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Flanders, with the nationalist and separatist N-VA currently standing as one of the largest parties in
the region (along with the Flemish Christian-Democratic Party; RTBF, 2018).

Language(s)
As mentioned, Belgium has three official languages: Dutch, French and German. There is no
official data regarding distribution or usage of the official languages or their dialects (de Witte, 1992).
An estimated 60% of the Belgian population speaks Dutch (over 6 million) and is mainly concentrated
in the north of Belgium, while French is spoken by 40% of the population (over 3 million) and is based
in Wallonia. Just under a million French-speakers are based in the bilingual Brussels-Capital region.
Both Belgian Flemish and Belgian French have minor differences in vocabulary and semantic nuances
from the varieties spoken in the Netherlands and France, respectively. Many Flemish people still speak
dialects of Dutch within their local environments. The Walloon French dialects are now only
understood and spoken occasionally; they are seldom used in public and have largely been replaced
by modern French (Witte and Mares, 2001).
The linguistic conflict is central to the Belgian political landscape. Historically, the economic
power of the industrial south meant that French was the dominating language, including the French
speaking nobility and the bourgeoisie that made up most of the ruling class. As a result, people from
Flemish regions who could only speak Dutch were effectively second-class citizens. The Flemish
population refused to adopt French as their official language and strongly reacted by creating Flemish
movements and a separate identity. By raising awareness about its culture and history, Dutch became
more and more accepted until it was officially recognised, in the 60s and 70s, as a national language
making it equal in the education system (Witte, et al., 2010). The formerly unitary Belgian state
became a federal one and repeated governmental crises finally divided it into its three regions.
Belgium’s political power is organised to meet demands in representing the main linguistic
and cultural communities, making it a complex institutional system. The largest Belgian political
parties have separated into distinctive components to represent those political and linguistic interests
of each community (Witte, et al., 2010). The Federal State affairs include justice, defence, federal
police and social security amongst other aspects of public finances, while it also controls substantial
parts of public health. Regions have authority on matters of territory such as the economy,
employment, agriculture etc. Communities originally dealt with matters of culture, education and the
use of their respective language within their linguistically determined geographical boundaries. They
now also deal with more personal matters, indirectly associated with language, such as health policy
and assistance to individuals (protection of youth, social welfare, family aid, immigration assistance
services and so on; Service Public Fédéral Belge, 2019a).
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Peoples’ origins, their class and gender along with the regional realities and the linguistic
conflict so central for the Belgian landscape, shaped the context in which this study took place. The
federal state’s organisation was not therefore a mere supra structure, but actually mirrored people’s
everyday life. The paradoxes intertwined in the regional differences directly affected service-users’
situation, including their distress and how it was presented and represented within the psychiatric
system as well as the possibilities offered to alleviate it.

Health and Social Care
Similar to Belgium’s governmental system, its healthcare is composed of several parts and/or
levels. The federal government organises and regulates a primarily publicly-funded healthcare and
social security service. Healthcare insurance coverage, known as “mutuelle”, is compulsory and
provided for everybody. A system of independent medical practitioners as well as public, university
and semi-private hospitals and public or private institutions deliver care. They are mainly paid by the
patients themselves and later reimbursed (an average of 75%) by the different health insurance
institutions. For services involving extended care, there is a complementary system of health
insurance offered by those agencies and/or private insurances. Medications are generally partly paid
by patients, while the supplier gets paid a supplement by the social security services. For
hospitalisations most costs are directly invoiced to insurance agencies and the patient’s personal part
is to be paid directly by them (except if they have complementary insurance; Corens, 2007).
Healthcare is organised in three layers. First-line care is mainly provided by general
practitioners (GPs) and emergency services as well as polyclinics for non-urgent care and involves
primary care functions. Second-line care includes acute and immediate care provided by hospitals.
Rehab-clinics, old-age and home-care services are provided by long-term care. Patients usually contact
their GPs for common health problems. For specialised care, most doctors combine private practice
with hospital work (this includes psychiatrists). There are two distinct types of hospitals: general
hospitals and psychiatric hospitals, while certain general hospitals include psychiatric wards. Most
hospitals are publicly funded and are independent units or part of larger organisations. They receive
funding from the public health service based on the activities they deploy, number of beds operated,
specialist knowledge etc. (Corens, 2007).
Much in the same way that healthcare is organised, every Belgian citizen also has the right to
social assistance and social integration. To ensure this, each municipality has Public Centres for Social
Welfare (Openbaar centrum voor maatschappelijk welzijn or OCMW for Dutch-speakers, Centre public
d'action sociale or CPAS for French-speakers and Öffentliches Sozialhilfezentrum or ÖSHZ for German-
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speakers). Social services provide financial help, medical help, housing and legal advice. People who
may not have sufficient means to live receive a minimum income (Service Public Fédéral Belge, 2019b).
The Belgian health and social service structures are based on a system of equity and choice by
which at first glance every citizen is offered the same opportunities across the country; every patient
has access to any doctor in any region they may wish to. It is a system most frequently based on
reimbursement, with each sum paid upfront at the end of a doctor’s visit partly reimbursed by a health
insurance provider later. Nevertheless, it is also an extremely complex system that is difficult to
navigate at times, especially since it demands the ‘patient’ to be actively engaged in their choices.
Moreover, the inequality in wealth across the regions considerably limits certain parts of the
population whereas others are offered more possibilities (Corens, 2007).

Mental Healthcare
Mental healthcare in Belgium operates in part under the same rules as general healthcare.
The insurance system still applies for consultations in private practices or for hospital in-stays (except
for psychologists/psychotherapists). As is the case for many countries (as will be discussed later; p2829; appendix A.6), mental healthcare in Belgium has seen some considerable shifts concluding with a
general mental healthcare reform in which the current study is focused (specifically on ‘function 2’).
The following paragraphs offer an overview of how the ‘107 reform’ (as it became known) was
historicised, how it was interpreted and is presently represented given its historical context and
introduced based on the formal guide Towards Better Mental Healthcare. One such guide was
published for each of the three regions in 2010 by the federal public service for health due to their
differences (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
History
Care was originally provided mainly within psychiatric hospitals, while in the 1970s two types
of beds for adults were established. “A” beds were used for short-term stays while “T” beds
represented longer term care. At the same time, the creation of the Belgian National Institute of
Disability Health Insurance (INAMI/RIZIV) and the development of community care through the
creation of mental health centres and other institutes for medico-pedagogical support or
rehabilitation allowed people to avoid hospital care and favour “ambulatory” care instead (Corens,
2007; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
In the 1980s awareness and understanding further grew around the fact that the residential
offer of care does not always fulfil people’s needs. An agreement was put in place by which a fixed
number of hospital beds was set, limiting the possibility to create more. Patient associations started
raising awareness both among politicians and in the general public. By the end of the decade, a new
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form of residential care for people who no longer needed hospital was introduced and it took the form
of sheltered housing (IHP/ibw), including houses for psychiatric care (MSP/pvt) aimed specifically at
people suffering from ‘mental health issues’. Both those residential structures exist today where
residents live individually or in small groups and can participate in daily activities: they are encouraged
to live autonomously and actions are undertaken for their ‘social reintegration’ (Corens, 2007; Service
Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). Other forms of care were also introduced in the community in
the 1990s. Most notable are the Psychiatric Care teams for people At Home (SPAD/PZT), teams which
still offer care at home through a coaching and psycho-educational approach, including support and
supervision for mental health professionals (Corens, 2007; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux,
2010).
Although those changes saw an increase in the awareness surrounding mental health issues,
they further widened the gap between the residential and community sectors. Since regulatory
frameworks differ between the regional and federal levels, including how structures are financed
across different forms of healthcare, these changes promoted the development of fragmented
services which increasingly worked separately rather than as part of an integrated system. The
deinstitutionalisation reform, as will be shown later in this chapter, aimed to close that gap between
different mental health structures towards a more cohesive care model (Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010).

Regional Differences
Projects developed differently for each region. In Flanders, the 1960s saw the creation of
“dispensaries for mental health” which emphasised prevention work and the early detection of
psychological distress. These dispensaries evolved into mental health centres (CGG) by 1975 and were
given an important place in the landscape of mental healthcare as they partly took over service-users’
care. The underlying philosophy of those centres was, and remains today, that mental and psychiatric
problems require a wider approach than a purely medical one. These centres developed exponentially
and have now become multidisciplinary teams offering support within a psychiatric and
psychotherapeutic approach (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Wallonia also had some particularities with the creation of “guidance centres” in 1975. Those
were ambulatory structures, developed locally throughout the Walloon territory, if and where
professionals wished to set them up. A decree reinforced the orientation of mental health by
redefining its funding, control and evaluation in a more global manner. Much like Flanders, mental
health centres and services (Centre de Santé Mentale or CSM and Service de Santé Mentale or SSM)
were established in Wallonia as a result (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
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The Brussels region remains a particular example within the wider Belgian structure, since the
number of hospital beds has always remained low and in constant decrease while it hosts a high
number of mental health centres. This difficulty in bed capacity proved a challenge for the reallocation
of funds, which was the reform’s main basis (shown later). With the complex socio-economic
background of a city and the specific social frames of Brussels, the capital has always presented itself
as a very different region compared to the others. As a result, Brussels has a long experience of formal
and informal collaborations in ‘extra-mural’ care (outside of the hospital setting) and indicates how
much of care work transpires through networks. Finally, both the main linguistic communities operate
within the region, each with its own institutions of care (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
As will be explored throughout this work, the regional differences presented diverse
challenges for the participating projects as well as for the service-users. People’s social realities and
the care possibilities they were offered were both shaped, and in turn themselves shaped the way in
which mobile teams developed and operated within their communities.

Reforming Mental Healthcare Internationally
Given the 40-year developments (presented above) and looking to reforms internationally,
mental healthcare in Belgium further changed orientation towards community care, offering services
within the home environment as opposed to treatment within a residential setting. Looking at the
presented evidence of countries where mental healthcare was already community based, reports
suggested that treating people at home had better success rates and better results than residential
care. As a result, residential care was said to have become a circumstantial necessity marked by
intensive treatment (WHO, 2001).
In order to draft and later implement the reform, Belgium turned to those presented
evidence-based models of their European neighbouring countries with fewer beds, in order to develop
a strategy and support its implementation (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). Presented
below are some summaries of the mental health systems across Europe that were used as inspiration
and in particular the aspects which were dominant to this reform. This is not an exhaustive list but
rather includes models that seem to be mentioned or referenced most frequently in Belgian reform
guides and manuals (more information for each model can be found in appendix A.6).
The UK model is a clear reference for the Belgian 107 reform, especially the way in which
community mental health teams are organised. The main models referenced are the Crisis Home
Treatment Teams (CRHT) for the «2A teams», the Community Mental Health Teams (CMHTs) and the
Assertive Outreach Teams for the «2B teams» (see later p28-29; appendix A.6; Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010; Natalis and Pieters, 2016). Note that the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) has
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a secondary care that is boosted while its tertiary care (or equivalent of «Function 4» in the Belgian
system) is smaller (National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2011).
The Netherlands Flexible Assertive Community Treatment (FACT; Veldhuizen and Bähler,
2013) was mainly adopted and adapted in Flanders. It was developed in the Netherlands and aims to
combine the ACT and CMHT models into one team. To combine care for these two groups, the FACT
team employs a flexible ‘switching’ system. This flexibility to switch between the two modes of service
delivery within the same team is said to enhance continuity of care and reduces drop-out rates. For
service-users who are at risk of recurring episodes of psychosis and/or hospitalisation stays, the same
team immediately switches to intensive ACT support. This combination of flexibility and continuity ties
in well with the “natural” course of people who may present chronic difficulties, recurring episodes
and relapses (Veldhuizen and Bähler, 2013; Sood, Owen, Onyon, Sharma, Nigriello, Markham and
Seabrook, 2017).
Trieste in Italy has long been a source of inspiration for other European countries that seek
ways to organise mental healthcare differently with mainly community and neighbourhood-oriented
care along with a minimum number of beds. The city became famous for its model of “democratic
psychiatry” in the 1970s. The hospitals were closed and replaced by ambulatory care, focusing on
people’s ‘socialisation’. With the hospital no longer active, attention was given to establish support
and care in the neighbourhoods. Based on this history, the services in Trieste have developed a few
guiding principles. The team focuses on the whole person taking on a holistic approach, they include
the network and social group that the person is part of with the aim to include as many actors as
possible. Finally, the teams have a rights-based approach with an emphasis on the civil rights of people
(Dell’Acqua, 1995; Mezzina, 2014).
The model from the city of Lille, in the North of France, was also referenced in the 107 reform
practices. This model is based on a system of integrated care with different services acting as partners
from primary care to specialised services (Roelandt, Daumerie, Defromont, Caria, Bastow and Kishore,
2014). In particular, the Community Mental Health Mobile teams in Lille offer home hospitalisation
services in the form of intensive care with the help of other professionals either in health, mental
health, the social or the justice sectors (EPSM Lille-Metropole, 2019; Roelandt, et al, 2014). A
continuous link with primary care through the GP is put in place while there is an emergency response
at any time provided by the mobile team. Their main aim is to avoid situations escalating, based on a
system of accessibility, coordination and networking. As a result, hospital bed numbers have
decreased and those that remain are on open wards (EPSM Lille-Metropole, 2019; Roelandt, et al.,
2014).
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The Lausanne model in Switzerland was also important for the Belgian reform. This model was
based on a plan of action aiming to reinforce psychiatry in terms of liaison and coordination. The main
goal was to improve continuity of care between the different institutions as well as to find better
solutions for the population’s expectations. As part of the solution to this, a mobile team was
developed with the aim to ensure interventions within the community loosely based on an ACT model.
The mobile team therefore reinforces coordination and liaison between services through the practice
of case management (Bonsack, Ferrari, Gibellini, Gebel, Jaunin, Besse and Morandi, 2013).

International Evidence and Fidelity Criteria
Each of the models was a source of inspiration in developing specific guidelines for the Belgian
reform and more specifically as guidance for the new mobile community teams (explored later). As
can be quickly noticed in the descriptions of those European models, each country and region have
their own context within a broader health and social care system with a different history, therefore
different drivers. Furthermore, the resources and implementation strategies for each were also very
different to how the 107 reform was conceptualised, agreed upon and applied. Each model used was
therefore linked to particular geopolitical and socioeconomic factors giving it a particular contextual
character.
There were two major arguments for the Belgian reform: one concerned the high numbers of
psychiatric beds and the other the increased suicide rates compared to other countries (Service Soins
de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). The development of community teams within different European
contexts were all part of the supporting evidence that the Belgian government used as inspiration for
what became the 107 mental health reform (of which more later). Each model attempted to offer
accessible mental health services based on “sound evidence of best practice” (Department of Health,
2001:6). However, there is little research or evidence on the implementation of these models in these
countries and where there is, it does not always present as successful (National Audit Office, 2007).
In terms of the number of beds, Belgian policy-makers looked to the ways in which they could
decrease them. For example, in the UK, CRHTs and AOTs developed exponentially in number since
2000 (Department of Health, 2001; National Audit Office, 2007). However, a national audit report
concerning CRHTs across the country showed that despite this introduction to the mental healthcare
system on a national scale, wide regional variations existed, often with a lack of dedicated input from
key social and care professionals. As a result, teams could not provide the intended multi-disciplinary
and/or comprehensive care. Furthermore, only half the proposed admissions to hospital were
screened by crisis teams and successfully avoided. This evidence suggested that the stipulations set
by the original CRHT model were not always implemented or maximised (National Audit Office, 2007).
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Another major incentive for the Belgian reform was the high suicide rate (WHO, 2014). The
Belgian reform guide suggested that evidence from the UK showed the number of suicides to have
decreased, leaving mental healthcare professionals convinced that the direct reason for this decrease
was the change in the organisation of care services (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Conversely, studies have suggested that in countries with national policies, programs, legislations and
more funding for mental health suicide rates may increase (Burgess, Pirkis, Jolley, Whiteford and
Saxena, 2004; Shah, Bhandarkar and Bhatia, 2010; Rajkumar, Brinda, Duba and Thangadurai, 2013).
The Belgian mental health reform attempted to re-organise mental healthcare towards an
integrated system, yet integrated care itself is often a poorly defined concept while its implementation
is far from simple. This has particular implications with a wide gap between policy discourse and
practice (England and Lester, 2005). There is little evidence to show the successful implementation of
community mental healthcare models and paradoxical results are produced in terms of their effects.
Questions arise not only about whether those models are/have been implemented, but also about
the evidence those models are based on, about how they are implemented and with what results.
Although specific characteristics of fidelity criteria were developed as part of the community mental
healthcare models presented above, the Belgian reform was based on the suggested models and
alleged results rather than on their successful implementation, for which available evidence was
limited.

The ‘107’ Mental Healthcare Reform
Belgian citizens with mental health difficulties have usually turned to their GPs as a first port
of call for psychosocial issues. Different providers, from mental healthcare to education and social
services, as well as housing, have also acted as first line care. Depending on the severity of the
presentation, people can be redirected for a more specialised assistance towards mental healthcare
centres, psychiatric hospitals, general hospitals and private psychiatrists and psychotherapists. This
referral or redirection technique, however, has not always happened harmoniously, mainly due to a
lack of knowledge of available resources which effectively blocks people from being directly and
quickly referred to the best available service (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). This has
been further prevented due to the taboo which surrounds the mental health field (Sartorius, 2007;
Thornicroft, Rose, Kassam and Sartorius, 2007). To add to this, once people are referred, the waiting
lists for services have usually been very long, adding to the time lag (Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010).
Following the 2001 WHO (2001) report and subsequent reports that identified an urgent need
to widen structures and a better organisation of care, Belgium started actively promoting a different
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offer of care, based on people’s needs. Already late compared to other countries, Belgium’s reform
took a more concrete shape between 2002 and 2009 (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). In
2002 a law was approved recognising patients’ rights (‘Loi relative aux droits du patient’, 2002:3341).
It stipulates that individual rights are determined by the quality of services, free choice of mental
healthcare services, access to medical notes, the protection of privacy and assures mediation in case
of complaint. 2007 saw the introduction of “therapeutic projects”. With the WHO data in 2008
showing a striking difference in the number of beds between Belgium compared to other countries
(for example, Italy or the UK; WHO, 2008), Belgian officials turned to the examples explored above as
support to implement a mental health reform. Finally, in 2009 Belgium’s federal, community and/or
regional public health ministers agreed to re-organise mental healthcare from a residential system
into a community one, constructed of circuits and networks of care for both ‘acute’ and ‘chronic’
needs. The agreement stated that a circuit of care included all concerned structures within mental
healthcare and their purpose was to answer to the needs of a target group. Each circuit was to be
organised as a collaboration between care providers. Furthermore, hospital admissions were to be
avoided as much as possible. If, however, an admission proved inevitable, considerable efforts were
to be made to shorten it as much as possible. By 2010, given the diversification in mental healthcare,
a specific plan was put in place to reallocate existing funds from residential care into other structures
of care, as well as to introduce complementary investment funds, that would allow these circuits of
care to take shape. This was done through “article 107” which was subsequently adopted as the name
of the reform (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Respecting the older order of existing care, the reform was put in place in a way that would
allow for its progressive adaptation within conditions that were deemed acceptable for professionals.
Its aim was to avoid services and institutions competing but rather it was intended for them to amplify
and complement each other’s action for the benefit of service-users. Five main goals were identified:
(i) deinstitutionalisation by boosting intensified and specialised ambulatory care as an alternative to
hospitalisation; (ii) inclusion for rehabilitation within an indispensable collaboration with other
sectors, such as education, culture, work and social housing; (iii) ‘de-categorisation’ put in place
through circuits and networks of care and in collaboration with other care sectors; (iv) intensification
of care within hospitals and (v) consolidation, by regulating different projects at a federal level, as well
as within the communities and regions within a globalised vision of mental healthcare (Service Soins
de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
By 2009, based on previous reports and aiming at a reorganisation of mental healthcare the
application of article 107 was finally put in place moving funds from hospitals towards other care
modalities (about 10% to start with). This article also stipulated specific funding arrangements from
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the federal government for a limited time allowing those circuits and networks of care to be initiated
as pilot projects until formally established. In other words, ‘article 107’ was a financial technique that
permitted reallocating some of the funds aimed at hospital care. Those funds were used as resources
and personnel allowing them to be moved towards a needs-adapted form of care. This was done by
“freezing” funds allocated for ‘T’ (long-term; p24) beds but, at least during the first steps of the reform,
no actual beds were put out of use. Note also that there was no set number given concerning the
number of beds to be “frozen”. The funds were based on the hypothesis that hospitals had surplus
resources available for “other” purposes which would be restructured and directed towards the new
projects. The development of new care functions would provoke a different activity for hospital beds
which would be used less or not at all as a result, thus allowing for the actual closure of beds. All the
successive Belgian governments engaged themselves to “open up” the current service of care in order
to intensify cooperation between institutions within and outside the hospital walls. They also launched
the creation of new mobile teams that offered intensive care for ‘acute’ situations as well as longterm care (the main focus of this work). Rehabilitation teams within hospital were also created that
worked specifically towards social reintegration. Finally, intensive units in residential care were
formed for both ‘acute’ and ‘chronic problems’ when a hospitalisation is thought to be indispensable
(Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).

The ‘107’ Five Function Model
As mentioned, Belgium’s mental health reform has as its main objective to maintain people in
their home environment and within their social fabric, by offering supportive, individual and flexible
therapeutic interventions through multidisciplinary networks. The goal of the final model put in place
is to associate in a global way all the structures available, by integrating all the resources of residential
and community care. The organisation, therefore, aims to include all actors present within a territory
and aims at creating strategies to answer to a needs-based care approach for the target population
within that area. The organisational aspects of care were to evolve progressively to make way for a
network of alternative services distributed across the given areas. This implied an adaptation of each
of the resources available, so as to allow each function to develop within a complementary model
based on the actors’ creativity and originality within their area, but at the same time always based on
the global philosophy of the reform (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
To construct this new model a few main functions were proposed, functions that were to be
progressively organised into a network of alternative services distributed within a given zone. A low
threshold first line care would facilitate accessibility towards care, which until recently was riddled
with stigma. The model is further presented through 5 key functions: (i) prevention, mental healthcare
promotion, early intervention, screening and diagnosis, (ii) mobile teams for acute and chronic
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psychosocial problems, (iii) rehabilitation teams, (iv) intensive residential treatment units when
admission is necessary and (v) specific residences (for more details see appendix A.7; Service Soins de
Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Those functions were proposed as possibilities and were always prospective rather than
actual, in the same way that the European models were used as inspiration (Van der Jeugt, 2015).
Although the initial proposition included a deinstitutionalisation process (through the reduction in the
number of hospital beds and the development of a mobile community function), throughout the
reform, the idea of a “balanced care model” prevailed (Natalis and Pieters, 2016). This model proposes
that a mental health system that is comprehensive should include both community and hospital-based
care, rather than one largely or solely provided by one of these functions (Thornicroft and Tansella,
2013). In this way, the reform’s guide has often been used to propagate different opinions about the
reform’s main aim with contradicting positions, from ideas linked to deinstitutionalisation and the
reduction of hospital beds (Van der Jeugt, 2015) to ‘balanced care model’ propositions defending
hospital structures (Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
The model’s second function concerns teams that are mobile and visit people at home or
elsewhere. They will be the main focus of this study. One type of team can support people in acute or
sub-acute situations, and another can support people who present chronic difficulties. This new
function was designed to explore a new form of care that is quicker and more accessible, as well as
adapted to the home or live-in situation. As an alternative to hospital, the offer of care is one that is
mobile, with an immediate and intensive intervention for ‘acute’ situations. Intensity and duration of
care is also adapted for people in ‘chronic’ situations since those may vary greatly. Care is organised
based on resources and as a complement to the first function, but with a mobile approach and
‘expertise’. The partnership is structured using a holistic approach by considering the person’s
environment and general health, as well as ensuring continuity in care. Resources from other functions
are used in an individual manner according to service-user need (Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010).
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Figure 1. ‘107’ Five Function Map (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010
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Mobile Team Guidelines
The reform called for a better organisation of the existing care structures, by respecting the
older order but with a progressive adaptation towards a new care system, with each function
complementing rather than competing. The second function, although to some extent and in most
cases informally carried out by the ambulatory sector, was to be financed by the hospital sector, while
formally developed and implemented based on European evidence-based models (presented above).
In effect, it was the main function to be developed through the advancement (for the most part) of
new mobile teams, promoted by psychiatric hospitals. The second function gave the reform a novel
service of care and was regarded as key in restructuring and integrating care networks (as seen in
Figure 1).
Two types of mobile teams were established early on to be included as ‘Function 2’ on the
five-function map (Figure 1), broadly based on the evidence-based models presented above. One was
concerned with ‘crisis’ and aimed at offering intensive support as an alternative to hospitalisation. The
other involved longer-term care for users needing support in several areas of daily life. Using a
multidisciplinary approach, both these models were said to be grounded on “evidence-based”
interventions, centred on the person and based on recovery as complementary facets of a necessary
professional expertise. The teams were generally to operate within the same catchment areas.
Although these teams were both set up as community care initiatives, their target population
significantly differed and so did their intervention times (Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
Mobile crisis teams or 2A teams aimed at preventing or shortening psychiatric admissions.
Comprising several workers from different disciplines offering intensive psychiatric care at home for a
short period (usually between four to six weeks), their main objective was to offer short-term support
before referring towards other care solutions. The idea was also for 2A teams to offer a first diagnosis
that would define future care paths. For people who are already supported by services, the objective
was to ensure a continuity in care, through consultation and collaborative practices between the 2A
team and the existing professionals. 2A teams were to work flexibly with a permanent access (24/7).
Several teams were also to have the possibility to refer to a few psychiatric crisis beds available at all
times when needed (Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
2B team guidelines were aimed at people presenting “chronic mental difficulties” and/or
“severe psychiatric illness”, with complex needs that needed more support than ambulatory care
could offer. In order to avoid hospitalisations and especially frequent readmissions as well as to
shorten admission periods, an intervention at home was deemed essential. Offering better access to
adapted care according to the needs of people presenting a “severe psychiatric illness” was seen as
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more beneficial in the community in comparison with traditional hospital structures, while also
allowing for a better continuity of care and flexibility in care delivery. Particularly, the idea was to use
a “case management” approach by which each full-time equivalent worker would have a caseload of
ten users. Furthermore, the service was to be accessed in the evenings and weekends. Working within
the person environment, at home or elsewhere, while assertively engaging with them was seen as
core. Finally, in-reaching and outreaching practices with hospital, were seen as important aspects of
2B team work (Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
Although these guidelines and available models were used as starting points, candidates
within different terrains each submitted specific 107 project proposals describing their intent within
their given context. Each selected project was organised and developed following local negotiations,
both in terms of their funding but also their position within their area’s mental health structure.
Fidelity criteria from the EU models and function guidelines presented above were not followed in the
strict sense but were rather abstract guidelines which the teams interpreted in parallel with their
diverse realities. While there were some expectations from the federal government on the teams’
development, there was no strict model imposed, nor any specific implementation strategy (Van der
Jeugt, 2015).
Mental healthcare networks were set up as pilots and continue to operate as such. During the
starting period, several mental health professionals (mainly from the second function) from each
project had the opportunity to visit teams abroad in order to experience first-hand different systems
and ways of working within those teams. Specifically, most workers within the newly developed
mobile teams had previously been employed by the residential setting of their promoting hospitals.
Furthermore, experts from other countries were also invited to visit the new Belgian mobile teams as
well as meet with network partners, in an effort to exchange knowledge about community work (Van
der Jeugt, 2015).

The Research
This study was conceptualised and set up through these exchanges between Belgian mental
health professionals and experts from abroad focused on the reform’s second function. Specifically,
the director of studies for this study was an active participant as an expert of the Birmingham mental
health community care model. As a result, this study focused on the reform’s second function which
concerns mobile community teams and which gave a novel aspect to Belgian mental healthcare, one
based on evidence-based models aimed at reducing hospital beds yet financed primarily by those
same hospitals. Focusing on the Function 2 teams was an opportunity to capture evidence-based
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models being adopted and adapted between different contexts through a process of knowledge
exchange (Collins, 2010).
Similar reforms had been underway and taken place in other countries with models produced
as a result. With the reform coming late, compared to other countries, this meant that models and
tools used in Belgium had, in theory, already been tested and implemented elsewhere. However, as
seen earlier (p28-29) a wide gap exists between policy discourse and practice (England and Lester,
2005). With little evidence showing the successful implementation of community mental healthcare
models and where available showing paradoxical results produced in terms of their effects (National
Audit Office, 2007), this study changed course. Questions arose not only about whether those
supposed evidence-based models had been implemented but also about the evidence those models
were based on, about how they were implemented and with what results. Although specific
characteristics of fidelity criteria were developed as part of the community mental healthcare models
(p26-28; appendix A.6), the Belgian reform was based on the suggested models and alleged results
rather than on their successful implementation, for which available evidence was limited. Finally,
although much of the literature in this work may be considered dated, this reflects both how the 107
reform was introduced later than its European neighbours. Implementation studies dating back to 15
years as well as sociological and anthropological works on deinstitutionalisation from the 1990s were
used as references throughout this study, showing both the limits of implementation as well as how
it is still relevant in this current context.
As mentioned, the idea of studying the process of a reform taking place in vivo was introduced
in the early stages of the reform by some of the people involved in those. Personally, this study was
an opportunity to delve into frustrations that arose from having worked as a professional within
community teams as well as in research in the field. Furthermore, it was a unique opportunity to do
this in a country that was interlinked with my personal history. Finally, coming in from a university
outside the Belgian context, gave me the possibility and the tools to witness this contested reform
from a particular angle, as will be explored in the following chapter.
The Belgian context presented a new challenge, especially given the country’s particularities
and socio-political idiosyncrasies. Looking at this reform using an academic and qualitative lens, was
a prospect worth exploring, especially since such a study had not been conducted before, particularly
within such a complex environment. Furthermore, Belgium and its context presented a unique
opportunity to study the wider field of mental health and psychiatry within a very particular
environment, permeated by particularities in language, culture and politics. Specifically, the creation
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of the function 2 mobile teams was perhaps the most concrete expression of the reform and had the
potential to be an important facet in changing the approach to mental healthcare.

Participating projects
Four 107 reform function 2 projects were selected for this study to be presented as case
studies: HERMESplus in Brussels (point 1 on the map below), Manage in Wallonia (point 2), PAKT in
Gent (East Flanders; point 3) and PRIT in West Flanders (point 4). The teams were recruited in such a
way that each represents Belgium’s main areas/regions and their population respectively: two
projects are from Flanders; one is located in Brussels and another in Wallonia. Two of those serve a
rural population (West Flanders and Manage) while the two remaining are in urban areas (Gent and
Brussels). Each project includes two teams a 2A team and a 2B team (or 2B function).
Federal guidelines (presented above) were used as basic instructions on how these projects
were organised and divided (Natalis and Pieters, 2016; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Nevertheless, the way in which each team evolved differed widely across and within projects. In this
sense, although this thesis is perhaps superficially presented using a traditional quantitative structure,
it is nevertheless qualitative and heavily influenced by the ongoing methodological exploration that
occurred throughout the study. In effect, the way the participating projects were selected and in turn
the ways the data was collected and analysed does not account for generalizable results, nor are they
presented chronologically. Instead this is a study built on a more subjective temporality, as will be
further explored in the following chapter.

Brussels: HERMESplus
The Brussels Region, which is the capital of Belgium, is relatively small compared to other
European cities. The centre has a population of 1.2 million while the metropolitan area counts over
2.1 million. As a major international centre and the host of a number of EU institutions, it also hosts a
large number of migrants and expatriates that speak many languages, including Arabic, Spanish,
German and Italian. The population of Brussels is younger than the national average. The gap between
the rich and poor is wider, with the latter often living under the poverty line, including an increased
level of homelessness (Englert, Luyten, Mazina and Missinne, 2017). These particularities in the
population very much reflect both the mobile team service-users as well as their needs.
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Figure 2. Map of Belgium with Projects’ Locations

As mentioned, the Brussels region presents a few differences compared with the rest of the
107 projects due to the relative lack of psychiatric beds as well as an already boosted community
network of care. Specifically, the HERMESplus project, which was selected for this study, is not
attached to a hospital and therefore was not set up in the traditional way by reducing beds to fund it.
Conversely, it was developed solely using governmental funds. It is also the only bilingual project to
reflect its territory. The HERMESplus includes the five functions as drafted by the federal government
and also includes service-user and carer organisations. In terms of the second function of the reform
model and unlike other projects, only one 2A team was created while for the equivalent 2B team a
network was established of already existing community teams within the area.
A direct product of the 107 reform (unlike the rest of the teams within the project), the 2A
team operates from the city centre and covers a large area including the centre and most of the
municipalities in the north, east and south of the region. For the purpose of this study, the Antonin
Artaud mental health centre was deemed closest to the 2B function, serving a chronic, long-term
population within the centre of Brussels. The team was also closest to the other 2B teams across the
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country in terms of target population while it also provided an interesting picture in its relationship
with the hospital function (function four). Unlike other projects Antonin Artaud is originally an
‘ambulatory’ sector centre and has been operating for over 40 years. It is not funded by a hospital and
operates in part as an ASBL (Association Sans But Lucrative – non-profit association).

Wallonia: Région du Centre
The Centre or Central Region is an Hainaut province in the Walloon region of Belgium. It was
at its highest economic position due to its coal industry and later its steel as well as glass, railway,
textile and iron industries. As a result, it welcomed large successive waves of immigrants who worked
in the mines, with the largest coming from Italy and later Poland. Workers from Turkey, Morocco,
Algeria and Greece as well as the Congo and other African countries also immigrated and were
integrated progressively, forming a multicultural landscape across the region. With the successive
closing of the coal mines, the Central Region was hit hard, with disastrous consequences that the
population still experiences today (Caestecker, 2000).
The ‘107’ project included the cooperation and participation of service-user and carer
organisations. The function 2 involved a 2A and a 2B team with funding from two hospitals in the
region: Saint Bernard and Jolimont. Project members were originally employed by the hospitals and
were hired to work for the teams through a “sliding” process i.e. by moving personnel from one
structure to the other, using the same funding, contract and hierarchy used by the “host” hospital.
The 2A team was formed six months ahead of the 2B team, with many team members moving from
the former to the latter. Both teams were based in the administrative buildings of the Saint Bernard
Hospital, a psychiatric facility in operation since the 1930s (CP Saint-Bernard, 2019). Access to both is
ensured through a shared telephone line.

Ghent: PAKT
Ghent is a city and port in the Flemish Region of Belgium and the second largest municipality
by number of inhabitants in Belgium. It is a strong economic and cultural hub with a high employment
rate. The city centre hosts a multicultural population as a result of a big wave of immigration in the
late 1990s, while the suburbs are mostly inhabited by Flemish families (Caestecker, 2000).
The PAKT project includes the city of Ghent, its suburbs and the region of Eeklo. At the
beginning of this research there was one large 2A team which, during the course of this study, in the
spring of 2015, was split into two teams one for the north and another for the south of the area. The
south team was followed after the split due to its more urban character. The 2B function was shared
between four different teams and the north team was selected for this study, again due to its more
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urban population. The funding for the PAKT project has been ensured through the collaboration
between four hospitals in the region.

Central-West Flanders: PRIT
West Flanders is the most western province of the Flemish Region of Belgium. It borders the
Netherlands in the north as well as France and the Walloon region in the South, while it also overlooks
the North Sea. It is an area with a historically rich industry and hosts two important ports (Caesteker,
2000).
The Central-West Flanders project operates in the middle of the West Flanders area and
serves for the most part rural zones. Its name “PRIT” stands for the major cities of its area: Roeselare,
Izegem and Tielt as well as the municipality of Pittem where the “host” or promoting hospital is based.
The PRIT mobile teams share an office and are situated in a renovated house in the centre of
Roeselare, a town in West-Flanders. They also share the same central telephone number. All workers
come from the hospital which means they had previous experience of working in a residential setting
although a few workers had also worked in ambulatory settings. The teams also shared a psychiatrist.
During this study the psychiatrist was replaced.

Research Questions
Through the process of reform three main questions came into focus: How do new,
community services link with and shape existing services? How are models of working in the
community ‘adopted and adapted’? How do professionals working in these new services experience
their work and professional role? This study therefore had three main aims. First, to describe the new
services within the existing wider system. This was to be done looking at service design in three levels:
team (‘collaborative working’), intro-organisation (‘co-ordinated working’) and inter-agency (‘cooperated/co-operative working’). Secondly, the aim was to analyse the models of working and how
those are ‘adopted and adapted’ at a local level describing what the services become, based on the
people implementing those models in practice. Lastly, the aim was to investigate the impact of the
existing culture and beliefs about the role and function of those new mental health services.
Evidenced models of intervention in the community were offered as basis for this reform and
this study originally aimed to explore which of those were used (if any) by understanding knowledge
transfer techniques. Each evidence-based model used was specific to a broader health and social care
system with different drivers, differently resourced and with different implementation strategies,
each with their own history. How this evidence and knowledge was exchanged, adopted and adapted
for the differing Belgian contexts was the original focus of this research. Knowledge was classified as
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‘explicit’ and ‘tacit’ and this understanding was important in the early stages of the reform process.
While 'explicit knowledge' is offered through descriptive and manualised means, there remains the
question of 'tacit knowledge’, which cannot be as easily transferred (Collins, 2010). In other words,
models are adequately described and manualised to ensure that they are transferable. However,
allowing for teams to interact with 'experts' of said models was hypothesised to enhance knowledge
about those models by offering direct experience of their use (Polanyi, 1967).
The roles of professionals could therefore be understood as being developed through
interaction within practical contexts (Prior, 1993). Those were to provide insights into practices which
cannot simply be obtained from explicit knowledge (Collins, 2010). Professionals may have an array of
literature on offer which prescribes and describes how a service should be organised and how practice
should unfold. However, those cannot capture the detail of the practical process of mental health
interventions (Prior, 1993). As a result, examining and reflecting on professionals’ specific culture,
their assumptions, their beliefs and their attitudes, offered an important insight into their practice.
The question surrounding how professionals working in new mobile community mental health
services experience their work and professional role has been explored before. Only one qualitative
study at the start of this research was found which aimed to answer this question. Conducted in
Norway, it sampled six professionals from three community mental health teams who were
interviewed twice through focus groups. Four central themes arose. Firstly, the professionals saw their
roles as varied from consultants to supporters and carers in all aspects of their service-users’ daily life.
Secondly, all the workers aspired to meet individuals within their social fabric while trying to assist
them. Thirdly, the experience of working in those new community teams was compared to previous
employment mostly in residential settings. Professionals’ new-found role was characterised as
‘liberating’ compared to their previous work, which allowed their relationships with individuals to be
more egalitarian and person-centred. Finally, the professionals commented on the expectations other
mental health services had of them. Expectations could be high when the need arose for the new
professionals to solve a problem, but low in how they were regarded for their knowledge and
experience. It is important to note that the study was limited in its region and sample. While it looked
at teams, it failed to provide an insight into the individuals making up those teams, as well as the
mental healthcare structures outside those which were not accurately described. However, the study
did add some interesting and alternative insight to the knowledge base of mental health work and
specifically the changing culture of professional roles within the community setting (Elstad and
Hellzen, 2010). More explicitly for this study, it provided an important focus on professionals’
experience, most notably in the shift between working within the residential sector compared to the
community.
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Due to Belgium’s intricate cultural, social, economic and political make-up, implementation of
this reform has included many facets which need to be taken into consideration. With a system that
had already been established, mobile community teams were seen as a potential change to the mental
health landscape both in terms of organisational structures, but also in terms of mental health cultures
and beliefs. Creative and original actors within those specific teams and localities proved paramount,
as they accounted for this mental health community culture shift. Providing a descriptive narrative of
that process quickly became a goal, including everyday working tasks such as face to face therapeutic
interventions to service functionality within the wider system. This narrative provided an insight into
theories of knowledge transfer, but also so much more, within a mental health culture and the actors
within it, their meanings and social constructs. After all, “it is by studying what people do and say
about what is commonly called mental illness, that we may best come to understand what it is” (Prior
1993:1). With mental health reforms unfolding across the world, this study may point out the need to
consider specific as well as wider social and cultural factors. Ultimately the de-institutionalisation
process and the field of contested mental health at large may be a matter of their particular but also
broader socio-political context.

Beyond ‘evidence-based practice’
As examined above, the 107 reform came into focus during a global movement towards
community-oriented care (WHO, 2001; 2002). Data concerning long-term residential care became a
driver with a stark contrast between countries with a low number of beds and Belgium’s increased
number, signifying that the political complexity in implementing a reform had to be solved (WHO
2008; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). This reform was said to be partly established on
evidence models and expertise developed and implemented abroad, especially when it came to the
mobile team function. However, such evidence does not detail (or at least not fully) successful
implementations of such models.
The customary notion of ‘evidence-based practice’ is often described as being the foundation
of mental healthcare. Although the idea is indeed to provide people with the best care based on the
best evidence, careful examination shows this evidence to be both limited (as shown above) but also
limiting. More specifically, through time, research has become increasingly restricted, with specific
paradigms regarded as valid such as Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs). This, however, is a very
specific type of evidence-based research, which limits the possibilities of other types of research to be
used. It is also imperative to question the decision-making procedures within this research: not just
what the research is about or how it is carried through, but also by whom it is done and who is left
behind (Morgan, Felton, Fulford, Kalathil and Stacey, 2016). Of course, the most notable exclusions to
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this type of ‘evidence-based’ study is experientially led research, which is a growing but often
disregarded in mental health (Wallcraft, Schrank and Amering, 2009).
The 107 reform’s second function was firmly grounded in this limited/limiting evidence-based
value system, as seen above, with its specific but limited view on ‘best care’. In a time when the
service-user and survivor movement became increasingly important internationally, with people
proclaiming “nothing about us, without us”, the lack of a critical experiential voice in the 107 reform
proved problematic. Moreover, the way in which the mental health care reform was developed and
later historicised omitted radical care alternatives which were developed and had existed in Belgium.
The most notable example was the town of Geel, which as early as the 13th century took on the early
adoption of de-institutionalisation and community care, based on the practice of ‘host families’
allowing former in-patients access to family life (Goldstein and Godemont, 2003). It was evident from
the start of the reform that the service-user voice was uncritical and un-politicised if not entirely
absent, in the same way that the rest of the reform was presented as adhering to an evidence-based
positivist ‘neutrality’ in terms of its politics. When examining the new ‘evidence-based’ driven mobile
teams, this research aimed to deconstruct the fundamental notions beneath that evidence, while also
considering this growing body of experiential work. Focusing on the individuals at the receiving end of
the care experience, the idea was to go beyond the established ‘evidence-base’. With a growing
movement of experiential and survivor knowledge, driven by people experiencing mental health
distress and receiving care, this body of work was not only important to consider but impossible to
ignore any longer.
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Chapter 2:
Methodology
Introduction to Chapter 2
Moving on from the history and context of the study explored in the previous chapter, this
chapter will examine the central ideas which were used to understand it. A specific methodology was
developed for this work, which moved beyond the ‘107 reform’ itself and came to encompass wider
notions within the field of psychiatry and mental health. A Constructivist Grounded Theory approach
underpinned this research while using a Foucauldian lens proved important when thinking about the
wider field of mental health. This chapter therefore moves from the descriptive contextual elements
presented in the introduction to examine the philosophical position used as the basis upon which this
study was conceptualised.
As such, a brief summary of the constructivist elements supporting this study’s methods and
an introduction to the main texts by Foucault are explored. Foucault has been an important figure in
the deconstruction of prevailing notions in mental health, offering a methodology to examine
established and imposed power and knowledge hierarchies (Rabinow, 1984; Gutting, 2005; Oksala,
2013). As a result, emergent ideas of social justice became central and brought many of the different
elements of this methodology together, including a lens through which the different ‘knowledges’
surrounding mental health were understood and critically evaluated. A rationale for the selection of
Constructivist Grounded Theory, which is ideologically linked and underpinned by social-justice ideas,
is followed by a detailed explanation of what such a selection entailed in understanding the specific
subject. The chapter ends with a note on the researcher and the subjective positioning inherent both
in the methodology but also the studied context.

Constructivism
Constructivism maintains that science explains experience in the natural world through
mental constructs. Knowing the world is thus dependent on the mind, since knowledge of the world
is always subject to social construction (Crotty, 1998). Constructivism, thus, opposes the philosophy
of objectivism and positivism by which theory is constructed through hypothesis testing using
empirical measurement (Charmaz, 2006). In contrast, constructivists use a diversity of useful methods,
as no particular methodology in science is more valid than another (Clarke, 2005). For this study, a
Constructivist Grounded Theory methodology was selected allowing for meaning to be generated
through the examination of interpretations people give to their experiences as well as by exploring
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how they interact with each other (Holloway, 2008). The purpose of Grounded Theory is therefore to
generate new theory rather than to test existing theory using social processes and field work. Its main
methodological aspect is the constant comparisons linking theory construction to raw data.
Furthermore, using a constructivist approach to Grounded Theory (of which more later; p65-66) also
acknowledges that the resulting theory itself is an interpretation (Charmaz, 2006).
According to Thomas Kuhn’s seminal text The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962),
constructivism as an epistemology urges social sciences researchers to reflect upon the “paradigms”
that may be underpinning research and then consider other ways in which results could be
interpreted. With social relationships and interactions at the forefront of the researcher’s world of
which they cannot be exempt, categories of knowledge, and in turn reality, are therefore dynamically
shaped. Ultimately, these relationships and interactions also alter the way in which science is
organised. Social constructionism therefore presupposes that human beings exist within shared
constructs of life, making up social activity. Social structures and institutions are shaped and in turn
reflect shared meanings. Research must present its results with a focus on the wealth of accessible
and possible social constructs rather than aiming to “represent” social realities (Charmaz, 2006). In
this regard, ‘mental illness’ is not a scientific fact which is ‘out there’ ready and waiting to be revealed.
Rather, as will be explored later in this chapter, it is constructed in accordance with the dominant
beliefs and theoretical structures of the age (Prior, 1993).
More specifically, pathologies are portrayed as “natural processes”, understood as a sum of
symptoms which add up to a recognisable disease. In other words, they are understood as natural
manifestations and regarded as ontologically real entities. However, in practice this system of
classification has proven elusive since no commonly agreed somatic pathology could be established
for specific forms of insanity (Kupfer, First and Regier, 2002; Pierre, 2008; Davies, 2013). This inevitably
leads to questions about the reality of those disease categories. In other words, many object that the
problem with categorising mental illness is not solely linked to the (dis)agreement amongst ‘psy’
disciplines. Rather, it reflects the wider nature of human reality and how it is puzzling and elusive
(Sedgwick, 1982/2015).
It is evident that what has been designated as ‘mental illness’ is a multi-faceted, polymorphic
phenomenon and, in that sense, it is perhaps impossible to have any single definition of it. Indeed, it
has been specified, applied and classified by the definition of a psychiatric treatment rather than any
commonly held set of signs and symptoms. In other words, it is defined more by what psychiatry does,
rather than what it says it is (Prior, 1993). Its empirical base is in the treatment itself rather than the
sum of symptoms. This is perhaps most evident when applied to people who are classified within the
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same diagnostic group, when in fact they may not present as such. In effect, it is suggested that mental
illness is first and foremost the result of social and political practice, rather than the expression of
naturally occurring phenomena (Prior, 1993; Sedgwick, 1982/2015); the presence of illness only
becomes apparent when reflected through the specialised language and practices of professional
mental health workers, as they are the ones who define and shape the features and create patterns
of ‘mental illnesses’ (Prior, 1993). This, however, is in no way meant to deny or discredit the very
serious distress and daily suffering with which people deemed ‘mentally ill’ are faced with.

Foucault: Power and Knowledge in Mental Health
If the world can be understood through constructs, how does one decide which ones ought to
be adopted to form a specific world view? The risk with assuming a solely constructivist view is that it
may lead to a relativist vacuum, where any interpretation has the possibility of being valid (Frank,
2010). In this way, certain constructs (such as those used in mental health) can have damaging effects
on people who are deemed ‘mentally ill’. A position that is only relative to the next creates the illusion
of neutrality where all positions can co-exist under different prisms. In relation to a mental health
reform for example, the idea of deinstitutionalisation becomes one that is celebrated in comparison
to a residential based system. However, upon closer inspection any position becomes permeated by
its own bias, especially in its comparison to other positions, with its language reflecting particular
forms of knowledge. Readings of Foucault were referenced to answer this so called ‘neutral relativism’
by looking at notions of power and knowledge (Rabinow, 1984; Gutting, 2005; Oksala, 2013).
My point is not that everything is bad but that everything is dangerous. If everything is
dangerous, then we always have something to do. So my position leads not to apathy but to
a hyper- and pessimistic activism. I think that the ethico-political choice we have to make
every day is to determine which is the main danger (Foucault, 1983:231-232).
There are three parts of Foucault’s writings that became important in this work. One concerns
the way in which he develops a methodology to look at social structures (Rabinow, 1984). The second
is the way in which he deconstructs notions of power and knowledge using this methodology (Oksala,
2013). Finally, it was of particular interest to understand how Foucault uses the above in his extensive
history of madness, which offers an important elaboration, orientation and direction into how the
process of deinstitutionalisation as well as reform can be understood in this study of mobile teams
(Foucault, 1972; Gutting, 2005). In fact, the following paragraphs argue that going beyond the
residential institution and into community care may not so much liberate persons but may instead
propagate an established neoliberal rationalism which is imposed on the individual though the
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reformed psychiatric system. In this way, services become part of the institution by being more
focused on their own success than on reforming an established structure.

Archaeology and Genealogy
Foucault considered himself a historian, although different from others in his methodology.
Throughout his different ‘histories’ he employed two distinctive terms: ‘archaeology’ of thought and
later on ‘genealogy’ (Gutting, 2005). Foucauldian ‘archaeology’ of thought proposes that language is
a source of thought, not just an instrument of expression (Gutting, 2005). As a result, language
constrains individuals in how they are able to think (implicit rules in language restrict their range of
thought). ‘Genealogy’ on the other hand considers the historical causal explanation in a critical way.
Foucault presents genealogy as a “history of the present” (Foucault, 1977/1995:30-31), so that
present rules are understood and evaluated through history (Gutting, 2005).
Foucault shows that ultimately there is a very close link between the knowledge we hold and
established power. This is a crucial idea throughout his analyses and one that is revisited throughout
this work (Rabinow, 1984; Gutting, 2005; Oksala, 2013). Changes in thought are caused by social forces
that control behaviour, rather than changes in thought itself. With power and knowledge closely
intertwined Foucault shows that power established institutions such as schools, hospitals and prisons
constitute subjects rather than particular knowledge bases. Those institutions in turn incite, provoke
and produce forms of knowledge which educate, care for and punish. Therefore, knowledge
actualises, modifies, redistributes and stabilises categories of power. Foucault regards power as
having the potential for a positive epistemic role; instead of constraining or eliminating knowledge,
power can also produce it and in turn transform power structures that give rise to it (Oksala, 2013).
For the present study, understanding the processes in which power and knowledge coexist and
reinforce particular hierarchies of thought, as well as relationships was central in understanding the
mobile teams’ work, including their link with service users but also their position within the wider
mental health system and society at large.

From Biopower to Governmentality
In order to fully appreciate Foucault’s views on power, it is important to consider his later
texts and especially his lecture courses at the Collège de France, in which he presents different types
of powers valid across the ages (Foucault, 1979/2004). An introduction to those is crucial to form a
picture about the social order which defined ‘madness’ and which is important in this study of mental
health structures.
I try to carry out the most precise and discriminative analyses I can in order to show in what
ways things change, are transformed, are displaced. When I study the mechanisms of power,
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I try to study their specificity [...] I set out to grasp the mechanisms of the effective exercise
of power; and I do this because those who are inserted in these relations of power, who are
implicated therein, may, through their actions, their resistance, and their rebellion, escape
them, transform them—in short, no longer submit to them. And if I do not say what ought to
be done, it is not because I believe there is nothing to be done. Quite on the contrary, I think
there are a thousand things to be done, to be invented, to be forged, by those who,
recognizing the relations of power in which they are implicated, have decided to resist or
escape them. From this point of view, my entire research rests upon the postulate of an
absolute optimism. I do not undertake my analyses to say: look how things are, you are all
trapped. I do not say such things except insofar as I consider this to permit some
transformation of things. Everything I do, I do in order that it may be of use (Foucault,
1978/1994:91).

Biopolitics
Foucault first defined ‘sovereign power’ which was created on violence and the right to kill. In
other words, the sovereign was powerful since he had the right to kill or refrain from killing. This
‘sovereign power’ transformed, especially in the West, throughout the 17th century to become what
Foucault calls ‘biopower’. Contrary to ‘sovereign power’, ‘biopower’ has a positive influence on life
“that endeavours to administer, optimise and multiply it, subjecting it to precise controls and
comprehensive regulations” (Foucault, 1976/1990:137). The idea is not to kill anymore but rather to
“invest in life through and through” (Foucault, 1976/1990:139). Biopower and biopolitics are reflected
in a number of techniques to control bodies and populations. This includes medical care and the
normalisation of behaviours amongst others. Mechanisms of power and knowledge assume
responsibility with individuals now taking charge of their own life (Oksala, 2013). Using this lens,
understanding notions of choice, self-determination and independent living all become central in
community mental health services and are frequent themes when engaging with service-users (as will
be shown later in this work; Morgan, et al., 2016).
Biopolitical techniques are further legitimised by expert knowledge which works on
continuous regulatory and corrective mechanisms. Biopower infiltrates political power through the
use of experts, interpreters and administrators. In the present study mental health professionals and
policy makers become the vehicles for biopower. As for violence, biopolitical societies are obviously
violent but make attempts to exclude its use or at least hide it. As a result, violence becomes harder
to discern not only because it is hidden but because it is mediated. It is filtered and given scientific
legitimacy in order to be compatible with the aims of a biopolitical society (Oksala, 2013). From ‘cruel
compassion’ when designating someone as ‘mentally ill’ and in need of help by taking away their
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agency and marginalising them (Szasz, 1973) to the threat of coercion and forced admissions, violence
in mental health is very present yet often covert (Chan, 2002; Morgan, et al., 2016).
It is important to note that Foucault’s analysis of biopower has also foreshadowed the growing
criticism of medical intervention in today’s society, since many areas of life are increasingly
medicalised and brought under bio-scientific control (Lupton, 1997). Although, he does not make
explicit judgments about these processes of medicalisation, he gives a strong theoretical basis and
historical processes that explain how its development was made possible (Oksala, 2013). As will be
seen later in this work, the study of madness is an example of such a medicalising process, with often
detrimental and harmful effects on mental healthcare service-users and their distress often
understood and explained mainly in psychiatric terms (Davies, 2013; Frances, 2013).

Governmentality and Pastoral Power
Foucault confirms that his work, his ‘histories’, were concerned with showing not how objects
were natural to be discovered through valid scientific methods, nor how they were products of a
certain ideology. Rather, his work aimed to show how they became scientific objects through the use
of practises that formed part of the experience of reality. Foucault called this process ‘governmental’
power or ‘government’ functions, and this became one of his main theoretical tools for analysing
‘rationality’ and the techniques and procedures which form the social order. As he explained “I have
proposed to call governmentality […] the way in which one conducts the conduct of men […] a
proposed analytical grid for […] relations of power” (Foucault, 1979/2008:186), later adding that “the
state is a practice […] inseparable from the set of practices by which the state actually became a way
of governing, a way of doing things” (Foucault, 1978/2007:277). As will be explored below, psychiatry
and the mental health system are facets of the state; vehicles that have come to propagate a set of
governmental practices directed at the individual.
For Foucault, in order to understand the genealogy of the state as a political form of
centralised power, it is important to also understand its tendency towards individualisation. He calls
this ‘pastoral power’ and it is orientated towards individuals with the intent to rule them continuously
and permanently. “Pastoral power is a power of care” (Foucault, 1978/2007:127). In other words,
modern political power regulates a population in an individualised manner. The idea is to normalise
people’s conduct by continuous care and compulsory forms of knowledge whilst in doing so ensuring
obedience. The modern state becomes a space in which individuals are to be integrated but only under
very specific conditions: their subjectivity is shaped in the form of a particular type of individualised
knowledge and normalisation to which they comply and obey. By doing this, the state subjects its
population to continuous care, control and guidance in the name of its wellbeing (Oksala, 2013). As a
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result, one cannot deviate much from the formulated norm before being considered ‘abnormal’.
Perhaps, this may explain why more and more people are diagnosed with a mental illness (Whitaker,
2010). As mentioned, statistics show that one in four Belgians suffered from mental health problems
and a third was unable to continue work for long periods of time (Demarest, et al., 2004). In this way,
the specific conditions shaping subjectivity set out by the modern state, become increasingly
restricted whilst deviation and disobedience becomes a personal responsibility.

Neoliberal Governmentality
Liberalism is seen by Foucault as the main determinant for the birth of ‘biopolitics’ in Western
societies through the use of power and knowledge. It can be traced to the conception of economics
as an autonomous and neutral object of scientific knowledge. This new ‘regime of truth’ meant that
the laws of economics were brought to the forefront and notions of social justice or political right
were no longer important (Foucault, 1979/2007). The emergence of neoliberal governmentality
further redefines the limits between economics and politics (Foucault, 1978/1994; Oksala, 2013).
Economic rationality affects the whole of human action through politics and the state. Social
conditions ensure and encourage natural competitiveness and self-interest, so much so that they also
produce them. Competitive free markets function within the knowledge that such an order is superior
economically but also morally and politically, since it is the most advantageous in securing freedom
and happiness for its members (Oksala, 2013).
The individual reflects this larger social order; they become themselves a permanent
multifaceted enterprise. Foucault explains that neoliberal governmentality produces a specific type of
subjectivity. Different from the political or legal citizen of a disciplinary society, the economic subject
has other tendencies, preferences and motivations (Geekie and Read, 2009). Subjects are understood
as having a natural self-interest and their tendency for competition is nurtured and enhanced. As such
they are assumed to be rational persons, who will navigate this social order based on an economic
knowledge, where the necessary costs and desired benefits are constantly considered for maximum
economic returns. In effect, to understand who we are (and who we are not) requires exposing this
neoliberal governmentality which dominates us and our societies (Oksala, 2013).
Inevitably, neoliberal governmentality hits harder those who are easily deemed ‘irrational’,
who may not be able to navigate this order and whose ‘costs’ are bigger than their ‘benefits’ with no
returns. People who may not manage themselves as a permanent multifaceted enterprise cannot
become economic subjects as demanded by neoliberal governmentality. Closely interlinked with the
domination of neoliberal states are therefore the developments in welfare, which have been
saturated in recent years by austerity politics and policies. People with mental health problems have
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been shown to be disproportionately affected by cuts in support services (Spandler, Anderson and
Sapey, 2015; Thomas, 2016). What is considered ‘irrational’ becomes central in understanding the
societal frame in which a mental healthcare reform takes place. Questions inevitably arise on how
such a reform comes to reflect the wider complexities in which it exists in terms of both the political
context and the power structures borne out of it.

History of Madness
Foucault did extensive work on his ‘history of madness’, in which he takes a position that goes
against the established perceptions where notions of ‘normality’ do not allow for any meaningful
alternatives and deviant behaviours placed outside of it. In Foucault’s view, madness can be a
commendable challenge to that of normality, even if normality would be a welcomed relief for many
people (Foucault, 1972; Gutting, 2005).
In his work on madness, Foucault explains that in the past madness played an important role
in our understanding of human possibilities. However, during the ‘classical age’ (what the French call
the end of the renaissance period which began in the middle of the 17th century) madness was seen
as the opposite to reason, also taking a physical form. People who were deemed ‘mad’ were isolated
and confined from ordinary life. Furthermore, this condemnation had a moral tone. The ‘mad’ were
seen as dominated by passions, in a constant delirium which reflected their inability to distinguish the
real from the unreal. They were understood as taking a radical choice in rejecting humanity and the
community in its totality. (Foucault, 1972; Gutting, 2005). Although, this view somewhat changed with
the mad returning to the human community throughout the 19th century, they were still seen as
moral offenders of social norms. They were guilty of their situation and the aim was to change their
attitudes and behaviours. The ‘mad’ remained isolated but were now subject to a ‘moralising therapy’
within a ‘therapeutic asylum’ (Foucault, 1972; Rabinow, 1984; Gutting, 2005).
Modern views of madness further shifted towards medical notions. Although they could at
first be seen as neutral treatments moving beyond personal responsibility, Foucault digs deeper. He
explains that the moral domination seen in the asylum is based on “the apotheosis of the medical
personage” (Foucault, 1972:269). With people deemed ‘mentally ill’, doctors inevitably are requested
to control their care (Davies, 2013; Frances, 2013). However, this rule is not based on a medical
authority but rather a moral one. In other words, doctors do not hold a knowledge that can cure; their
knowledge is arbitrary at best. Instead, they represent the moral demands of a society. This in turn
legitimises ‘mental illness’ as a condition based on an objective scientific discovery itself the product
of an ideal of objective, value-free knowledge. This in turn, gives little room for other systems of
knowledge such as moral therapies which were value-led (Foucault, 1972). As a result, ‘mental illness’
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is not in fact based on a scientific truth or successful cure but was rather introduced mainly to justify
a medical authority, amongst others (Foucault, 1972; Rabinow, 1984; Read and Dillon, 2013; Gutting,
2005).
Aside from the structure of the asylum, Foucault also commented on the psychoanalytic
therapeutic relationship between the doctor and ‘patient’. He regarded it as the principal reflection in
the domination of the ‘mad’. The ‘medical personage’, sitting behind the couch becomes “an absolute
Observation, a pure and circumspect Silence, a Judge who punishes and rewards in a judgment that
does not even condescend to language”. For Foucault, psychoanalysis not only fails to build a
meaningful interaction but instead “has not been able, will not be able, to hear the voices of
unreason”. Perhaps effective in some cases, it “remains a stranger to the sovereign enterprise of
unreason” (Foucault, 1972:278).
There is no common language: or rather, it no longer exists; the constitution of madness as
mental illness, […] bears witness to a rupture in dialogue, gives the separation as already
enacted and expels from the memory all those imperfect words, of no fixed syntax, spoken
falteringly, in which the exchange between madness and reason was carried out. The language
of psychiatry, which is a monologue by reason about madness could only have come into
existence in such a silence (Foucault, 1961/2006:xxviii).
Foucault regarded his work as subjective. He was not just showing how the mad were
perceived by the sane, but he was also taking the position of a ‘mad’ person himself. He was criticised
for it insofar as a genealogy of madness presupposed it to be a singular category rather than a variety
of experiences (Russo and Shulkes, 2015). However, it is perhaps exactly this point which makes his
work interesting especially in terms of his methodological analytical tools, rather than to have claimed
a so-called singular ‘objective’ category. All in all, Foucault saw ‘reason’, which was originally regarded
as the key to liberation, as the primary tool used to dominate us. In the same way that the concept of
truth has been used systematically to justify actions until they turn out to be false, so the idea of
madness should be used with caution. What is regarded as rational may someday turn out to be
irrational and where established constructs are seen as socially just (and justified), perhaps they are
merely the most powerful within a society that further perpetuates them.

Social Justice in Mental Health
Based on Foucault’s texts and constructivist theories it can be asserted that mental health or
illness is socially constructed. It reflects an experience that is greatly altered by social inequalities while
the concepts themselves are constructed and altered by social narratives, specific discourses, power
structures and norms (Foucault, 1972; Read and Dillon, 2013). As such, the ‘mental illness’ construct
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asserts that it is a particular social order which led society to consider a difference between mentally
ill and mentally healthy. This difference becomes significant enough to assign people to what becomes
their social group, where the line between them is all but arbitrary. This line results in a process of
marginalisation by assigning negative labels to the “illness” group through the use of negative
stereotypes and by considering its members to be inferior to those without a mental illness. Through
stereotypes and perceived inferiority, discrimination is justified against members of the subordinated
group while privileges are awarded to dominant group members (Holley, Stromwall and Bashor,
2012).
This raises ethical and social justice considerations. Research has mainly dealt with mental
health oppression through stigma, which is primarily seen as an individual oppressive label (Stuart,
2008). Using a critical approach, the scope for research broadens, moving from individuals to groups,
with questions arising not only about the oppressed social groups but also the privileged ones,
including how those interlink through established power and knowledge structures (Corrigan, Watson,
Byrne and Davis, 2005). Given the process of mental healthcare reform it seems important to observe
whether there is a shift in the established power/knowledge narrative and its resulting oppressive
mental health constructs or whether those are maintained but in different settings. After all, “when
we can identify and understand how people can create and sustain such an oppressive world we have
gained important tools we can use to change it” (Aguinaldo, 2007:94). More importantly by tracing
the (re)produced power relations and positions of subjects within those new settings we can look at
a common project of “one historically created system” (Collins, 1991). By focusing on the
interdependencies within this system and being attentive to the practices and processes that “secure”
it and order it hierarchically, we can better advance a position of social justice for recognition,
redistribution or reconciliation (Razack, 1998; Joseph, 2015).

Social Justice and Constructivist Grounded Theory
The constructivist approach to Grounded Theory has been built on theories of social justice.
Inquiry in this area assumes focusing on and “furthering equitable distribution of resources, fairness
and eradication of oppression” (Charmaz, 2005:203). As employed for this study, Grounded Theory
methods consist of simultaneous data collection and analysis, with each informing and focusing on
the other throughout the research process. Analysis begins early, focusing on further data collection
while emerging analyses are refined. Grounded Theory entails developing increasingly abstract ideas
about participants’ meanings, action and worlds and seeking specific data to fill out, refine and check
the emerging conceptual categories. This work results in an analytic interpretation of participants’
worlds and of the processes constituting how these worlds are structured. Thus, Charmaz’s
“processual” emphasis (2006) can be used in Grounded Theory to analyse relationships between
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human agency and the social structure in which it exists. This in turn poses emergent theoretical and
practical concerns in social justice studies. The critical stance in social justice in combination with the
analytic forces of Grounded Theory broadens and sharpens the scope of inquiry. Such efforts locate
subjective and collective experience in larger structures and increase understanding of how these
structures work as well as to how they can be bettered (Charmaz, 2005).
A major strength of Grounded Theory methods is that they provide tools for analysing
processes and these tools hold much potential for studying social justice issues. A Grounded Theory
approach encourages researchers to remain close to their studied worlds and to develop an integrated
set of theoretical concepts from their empirical material that not only synthesise and interpret them
but also show those “processual” relationships. Novel aspects of experience give rise to new
interpretations and actions. This view of emergence can sensitise researchers to study change in new
ways, and Grounded Theory methods can give them the tools for studying with implications for social
justice and democratic process (Charmaz, 2005). As Charmaz writes:
An interest in social justice means attentiveness to ideas and actions concerning fairness,
equity, democratic process, status, hierarchy and individual and collective rights and
obligations. It signifies thinking about being human and about creating good societies and a
better world. It prompts reassessment of our roles and national and world citizens. It means
exploring tensions between complicity and consciousness, choice and constraint, indifference
and compassion, inclusion and exclusion, poverty and privilege and barriers and
opportunities. It also means taking a critical stance towards actions, organisations and social
institutions. Social justice studies require looking at both realities and ideals. Thus, contested
meanings of “shoulds” and “oughts” come into play. Unlike positivists of the past, social justice
researchers openly bring their shoulds and oughts into the discourse or inquiry (Charmaz,
2005:510).
Based on these ideas of social justice the methods employed, including how the interviews
were developed, reflect this difference between the current mode of working and people’s idealistic
view. However, the question remained, how can one establish which interpretations are the most
“socially just” i.e. which contested meanings of “shoulds” and “oughts” reflect a socially just world
view? Aside from personal representations of the researcher’s “shoulds” and “oughts”, the
conversation can be expanded by including the participants’ ideals too. These not only concerned the
work between service-users and professionals but were inclusive of the organisational and social
systems in which those relations were set up, encouraged and/or constrained. Furthermore, those
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ideals were never static but transient and part of the wider process of research; continuously under
exploration, alteration before becoming temporarily visible.
The aim of this study was not to identify interpretations in a fixed and simplified way so as not
to limit critiques of power by assuming stable pre-existing objective and knowable patterns. Rather, it
was about understanding how the processes of differentiation and ‘systems of domination’ interrelate
and interact, how they are produced, reproduced and effectively resist change by multiple interactions
across time, space and the different hierarchical levels (Joseph, 2015). In this way the process of
identifying ideas that would be deemed ‘ethical’ and ‘socially just’ becomes somewhat elusive but
valid, nonetheless. Those concepts are at the same time extremely abstract, urgently practical and
never simple but complex and challenging (Adorno, 2000). It is a practise allowing for more dialogical
possibilities, going against a monologue of the established power/knowledge structure and asking
questions about life, from the individual to the community. “Shoulds” and “oughts” of a more socially
just system are themselves not static or stable nor pre-existing or objective and knowable patterns.
Rather, they are processes that allow differences and possibilities, without straightforward answers
but legitimately diverse, thus shaking established and closed models of power/knowledge.

Confluence and Social Navigation
This research could initially be seen as a study of intersectionality examining different
identities from ‘professional’ to ‘service-user’ or ‘psychiatry’, ‘madness’ and ‘mental health’.
Intersectional methodologies are said to study “the relationships among multiple dimensions and
modalities of social relations and subject formations” (McCall, 2005:1771). In this way, the identities
studied throughout this work could be conceptualised as forms of oppression and privilege where biomorality becomes key: healthy people are seen as morally superior and ‘reasonable’ compared to
those deemed unhealthy (‘health-ism’; Metzl, 2010), in the same way that ‘sane’ people view people
deemed as ‘mad’ or mentally ill in a discriminatory or stigmatising way (‘sane-ism’; LeFrançois,
Menzies and Reaume, 2013). Using a Foucauldian perspective, however, one quickly realises that
those sections may perhaps not be so separate after all. Although those categories could be explored
as separate yet mutually constitutive, this would mean relying on predetermined analytical systems
of oppression. In other words, intersectional approaches rely on established aspects of identity and
difference. In contrast, an ‘analysis of confluence’ (Joseph, 2015) presents the opportunity to consider
the effects of oppression without presupposing the mechanics of difference as a means to advance
positions of social justice (as will be shown later).
As opposed to intersectional approaches, confluence is offered as an alternative way of
examining systems of oppression and specifically psychiatry and mental healthcare. All categories and
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systems of difference are suspect and complicit with a focus on how they are common, including in
their resulting fields of knowledge and practices (Joseph, 2015). In this way, social and community
psychiatry can only exist because of residential psychiatry. Even though they appear to be separate
modalities of care they are in fact ‘interlocked’, in the same way that ‘professionals’ and ‘service-users’
are part of the same hierarchical system.
“An analysis of confluence also acknowledges identity qua difference as complicit within and
a product of historically perpetrated violence rendering positions of ‘anti-(racist, oppressive, [or
psychiatric] etc.)’ impossible” (Joseph, 2015:15). As will be seen later in this work, the difference
between service-users and professionals, between hierarchical systems within teams as well as the
wider relation between higher financial and political structures, are finally perpetuating the same
systems of power. It is a methodology with a respect for complexity, for historical productions of
representations and interpretations. “Interlocking systems need one another […] they help to secure
one another” (Razack, 1998:13). In other words, an analysis of confluence allows to study the
(re)creation of hierarchical powers within a historical continuum rather than as exclusive positions
based on differences.
To study a confluence is to trace how more than one idea, system, factor, or influence run or
merge together at a similar point or junction, just as two or more bodies of water run together
and affect the composition and trajectory via their contributing sources. The study of
confluence is never static, no part is completely distinct from another, and there are multiple
perspectives from which one can examine or trace the same idea, system, factor, or influence.
Confluence demands a historical consideration, an appreciation of the temporal. It must also
attend to complexity by engaging with the terrain as it is, with its many contributors of
differing composition. Imagine that no cubes of a matrix, spheres of intersecting difference,
or systems that interlock can remain static. Imagine that their relations are fluid and therefore
time must always be an aspect for consideration (Joseph, 2015:29).

Social Navigation
Within these fluid relations, this study focuses primarily on locating the service-users and
professionals within a wider hierarchical structure of mental healthcare. The concept of ‘navigation’
is often used to describe the way people move within situations of social volatility and in uncertain
circumstances, to how they act when in difficult situations, under the influence of multiple forces or
in the way they seek to escape confining structures. The term ‘navigate’ literally means ‘to sail’ and in
this way it defines a special kind of movement within a moving environment. Instead of the movement
across solid surfaces, ‘navigation’ highlights motions within a fluid and changeable matter. In other
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words, it highlights the concept of ‘motion within motion’. When used to illuminate social life it directs
the attention to the fact that people move in social environments of actors and actants (or individuals
and institutions respectively), that engage and move them as much as they also move along. Usually,
social structures and agents within them are studied as if motionless but using the concept of
‘navigation’ allows to see the interactivity or ‘intermorphology’ of motion between the two (Vigh,
2009).
With the concept of ‘social navigation’ the emphasis is on the fact that the reform was set in
a moving environment. The image of this changing process was seen as that of a “convergence of
waves and currents” (Lefebre, 1991:91-2). As a methodological lens the concept of ‘social navigation’,
designating ‘motion within motion’, examines how people act in and shape their social environments
in constant dialogue with the way the social environment moves and shapes the circumstances of
their lives as well. It therefore also entails a rethinking of the setting in which a life is configured and
reconfigured, constrained or free. Rather than understanding positions and movements on a stable
social setting, navigation moves the analytical gaze toward the way people not just act but also
interact with their social environment and adjust their lives to the constant influence of social forces
and change (Vigh, 2009). Service-users, professionals and mobile teams were seen not just as a static
part of a deinstitutionalisation reform, but were rather actively part of a changing process, which they
shaped but which also shaped them.

‘Knowledge(s)’ in mental health
In order to delve deeper into the different articulations of ‘mental illness’, ‘madness’ and
distress, it is important to examine the different existing discourses as well as how they compare and
are confluent within the field. Although different constructs and modes of thinking about mental
health do exist, some prevail and become more established and widespread while others, although
less powerful, open up possibilities and disturb established powerful models of understanding
experience (Thomas, 2014). Those take an active position against powerful constructs but exist
because of those. This can be understood in the Foucauldian sense, with ideas that are more
established reflecting the social order, i.e. just being the most powerful and not necessarily the best
suited to a democratic and socially just model of many co-existing possibilities.

Biopsychosocial model
The current mental health system can be mostly understood through a “bio-psycho-social”
model, first coined and proposed by Engel (1977). This model is used in care, either within the hospital
or the community. Until recent decades the traditional approach towards health and specifically
mental health was a medical or biological one. As a result, illness and disease were exclusively treated
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by medical means. Research in psychology and social sciences challenged this approach and sought to
create a wider model of health. Based on this approach psychosocial notions to disease are included,
without letting go of the original biomedical model, so that individual ‘lifestyles’ can also be
considered (Read and Dillon, 2013; McInerney, 2018).
This new biopsychosocial model appears to be a balanced one that reflects all the possible
relevant factors of health and illness. However, in practice, this is a mere “illusion of balance” so that
for example ‘vulnerability’ is translated as a series of social stressors or ‘triggers’ which only work on
those by implying pre-existing biological or genetic predisposition (rather than a social vulnerability).
In other words, critics of this model point to the fact that there is no real integration of models but
instead we are seeing “a colonisation of the psychological and social by the biological” (Read, Mosher
and Bentall, 2004). Those medicalised models of mental illness are exported onto other disciplines
which “overshadow” different understandings of the experience of madness (Beresford, 2013:ix):
The colonisation has involved the ignoring, or vilification of research showing the role of
contextual factors such as stress, trauma (inside and beyond the family), poverty, racism,
sexism, and so on in the aetiology of madness. The colonisation even went so far as to invent
the euphemism ‘psycho-education’ for programmes promulgating the illness ideology to
individuals and families (Read, et al. 2004).
In this perfect example of a Foucauldian power/knowledge regime, the ‘biopower’ has in fact
produced an extension of its knowledge which continues to propagate it rather than discredit it.
Inevitably, the biopsychosocial model is very much present in Belgium’s mental healthcare field and
was reflected both in the conceptual frameworks of the reform as well as the evidence-based models
recreated by the mobile teams (p26-28; appendix A.6). As will be explored in the interviews, constructs
surrounding the biological foundations of ‘mental illness’, as well as the psychological and social
aspects, were often models employed by the teams.

Diagnostic Systems
There are two systems of classification for ‘mental disorders’ (the International Classification
of Diseases or ICD-10; WHO, 1994 and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual or DSM-5; APA, 2013),
each with multiple editions. This fact demonstrates that categorisation in psychiatry is often subject
to revision, dispute and contestations, with many ethical considerations surrounding those debates
(Greenberg, 2013). Aside from the older versions, the efficacy and validity of the current constructs of
mental disorder have been worked on extensively, with specially working groups set up to study
diagnoses (Pierre, 2008). It has also been concluded that existing psychiatric categories have no
objective validity, in that “no one laboratory marker has been found to be specific in identifying any
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of the DSM-defined syndromes” (Kupfer, et al., 2002: xviii). There is also a lack of reliability due to an
inability to distinguish between major ‘syndromes’, leading to “extremely high rates of comorbidities”
and “short-term diagnostic instability” (Kupfer, et al., 2002: xviiii). Finally, the lack of treatment
specificity is a “rule”. The introductions of the DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) and DSM-5 (APA, 2013) state
that “since a complete description of the underlying pathological processes is not possible for most
mental disorders, it is important to emphasize that the current diagnostic criteria are the best
available description of how mental disorders are expressed…” (APA, 2013:xli). Both introductions are
cautious, claiming that “a diagnosis does not carry any necessary implications regarding the aetiology
or causes of the individual’s mental disorder…” (APA, 2013:25). With no objective markers for
psychosis (schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and schizoaffective disorder) it becomes impossible to
demarcate the boundaries of the different disorders adequately and accurately to clearly diagnose on
assessment and match pharmacology in a straightforward manner. This leads to the conclusion that
the classifications used are just a way to order and capture varieties of mental distress. In this way,
they are not diseases but constructs which are never stable (Kupfer, et al., 2002; Pierre, 2008; Davies,
2013).
Other critics of the classification systems debate ideas of “diagnostic inflation” and
“medicalising normality” (Frances 2013; Greenberg, 2013). By increasingly creating disorders,
psychiatry has led more people into the world of mental health and as a result to be treated with
medication. After all, the DSM has exponentially grown in size throughout its various editions (APA,
2013). This debate is complex as it is very much predicated on the attitudes one has towards normality
and suffering, as well as larger philosophical, cultural and ethical considerations (Davies, 2013). As
argued throughout this chapter, the diagnostic systems are another reflection of the fact that ‘mental
illness’ invokes large questions about power and knowledge systems currently in place.
Diagnostic systems and the biopsychosocial model of ‘mental illness’ are undoubtedly
powerful knowledge systems that propagate much of mental healthcare (APA, 2013; National Institute
for Mental Health, 2018). Those models were employed both in the policies that were developed as a
result of this reform, as well as in the conceptual bases of the mobile teams (Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010). As such, this study was an opportunity to explore the change in setting from a
primarily residential to the community sector, including whether those models became pervasive
within the new practice of mobile teams.

Experiential Knowledge
In the past decades and as a direct response to an increased sense of disillusion towards
previous models, a growing movement of ‘experiential’, ‘survivor’ knowledge and radical mental
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health politics has developed, which brings forward different sets of ideas, notions and
understandings to the mental health field. In some ways it has ran parallel to established notions in
mental health but in most ways, it goes unambiguously against what the survivor movements explicitly
argue is an oppressive system for service-users of mental healthcare services. This ‘experiential’,
‘survivor’ or ‘consumer’ knowledge is made up of people who experience, and in many cases survive,
mental health ‘care’ (survivors do not consider they have been cared for) as well as of professionals
and/or academics allying themselves with this view (e.g. LeFrançois, et al., 2013; Spandler, et al., 2015;
Morgan, et al., 2016; Russo and Sweeney, 2016).
There are several such movements, each reflecting a diversity of understandings and positions
based on similar but also different value systems. Such movements include the Peer Recovery
Movement, which aims at transforming mental health services with more user-driven and recoveryorientated approaches (Davidson, Bellamy, Guy and Miller, 2012). The Hearing Voices Movement
challenge the notion that to hear voices is characteristic of mental illness but instead it regards the
experience as meaningful and part of human variation (Longden, Corstens and Dillon, 2013). Other
movements are concerned with human rights violations carried by psychiatry amongst others and aim
at raising awareness of such interventions and banning non-consensual treatments (e.g. World
Network of Users and Survivors of Psychiatry).
In recent years, there has been a resurgence of more radical mental health politics and social
movements. ‘Mad Studies’ emanated from the anti-psychiatry and Mad Pride movements and other
identity-based struggles, such as black feminism (Collins, 1991). It is a movement that regards
psychiatry as a branch of medicine and constructs an identity based on the experience of ‘madness’
(e.g. LeFrançois, et al., 2013). Other radical movements have focused on wider issues of the ‘madness’
experience such as welfare difficulties, social inequalities and the politics of alliance between users
and professionals (Cresswell and Spandler, 2016). Although the two above movements are presented
as distinct, they are not necessarily so, nor are they mutually exclusive, with many key figures active
in both.
[…] all these present struggles revolve around the question: Who are we? They are a refusal
of these abstractions, of economic and ideological state violence which ignore who we are
individually, and also a refusal of a scientific or administrative inquisition which determines
who one is (Foucault, 1983:212).
These movements were important references throughout this work, specifically as means to
deconstruct the powerful biopsychosocial and diagnostic systems of knowledge but also as practical
implementations of novel and more socially just practices (see later). Using a Constructivist Grounded
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Theory approach with an interest towards ideas of social justice was an opportunity to analyse and
reflect on the mobile teams’ practice in relation to these survivor and experiential movements.
Furthermore, these understandings offered a strong yet fluid platform on which service-users could
take a more central position within the work. In other words, since this study was primarily focused
on professional representations, this literature was a much-needed invitation to service-users’ voices.

De-institutionalisation
Practice holds much of ‘mental illness’ constructs together, and as such it is practice that
became the object of study. Assuming ‘psychiatric disease’ as such does not exist, professional
practice certainly does. As a result, what is studied is not just abstract ideas but organisational
arrangement of everyday life. It is an organisation that discusses, describes, ‘treats’, ‘cares’ and
ultimately organises real human beings by use of paradigmatic assumptions, frameworks,
concepts/constructs, terms, ideologies and systems (Prior, 1993). To examine the process of
deinstitutionalisation and the transition of care from hospital to the community, it is necessary to also
understand the way in which ‘mental illness’ has been structured and represented in the social world.
It is often argued that reformers and legislators are at the centre of changes in the
organisation of care and that those are a direct and conscious product of specific actions and desires
(Prior, 1993). However, it has also been argued that such organisational changes in social life often
begin as the result of unintentional consequences and of unintended actions rather than of designed
movements (Merton, 1967). More importantly, the policy-oriented view of social life also tends to
overlook the fact that change always occurs within a discursive context, and that human interests are
always to be transformed and in turn occur within the conceptual and theoretical structures of the
age (Prior, 1993).
The 107 mental healthcare reform in Belgium was introduced based on a set of federal
government guidelines (p29-35) which were based on a wider international movement towards
community care. Strengthened financially by promoting psychiatric hospitals, mobile mental
healthcare teams inevitably were to hold certain characteristics linked to their organisational
backgrounds. In this regard, this study on de-institutionalisation paid close attention to the
governmental policies and structural hierarchies and how those were reflected within mobile team
work and practice. The reform also took place during a time when ‘experiential’ movements linked to
ideas promoting social justice are increasingly at the forefront of policy, with co-production between
policy makers, professionals and service-users becoming standard practice (e.g. NICE, 2013;
Psytoyens, 2014). It was therefore important to examine whether this was a reform of its time,
consistent with the different accessible knowledges, or a reflection of established power structures.
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Terminology
In many ways, these different discourses that surround the mental healthcare field and
notions around mental illness, madness and distress are reflected in the many labels, the language
and accompanying constructs used to describe people and their situations. This variety of positions
become even more complex by the fact that the meanings assigned to these labels vary and alter over
time depending on the particular circumstances in which they are used. This is not only true for
diagnostic criteria or meanings assigned to descriptions of extreme states but carries on through to
the wording used to claim an identity. Although the word ‘patient’ or ‘client’ may be assigned to the
biomedical and/or even biopsychosocial model, other denominations are as complex and contested,
with ‘consumer’, ‘survivor’ and/or ‘user’ used interchangeably by some, while carefully rejected by
others (e.g. Burstow, 2013; Morgan, et al., 2016).
Throughout this work, the word ‘service-user’ will mostly be used, as well as ‘survivor’, to refer
to the actual people with lived experience of mental distress and users of the mobile teams. There can
be no one language that is universally acceptable to this heterogeneous group of people and each
term has its usefulness and problems (Pembroke, 2009; Burstow, 2013). This study concerns services,
so ‘service-user’ was perhaps the most explicit term possible for this specific piece of work. However,
even here this term is used with caution as it still poses a real problem in terms of the limits of its
representation. For example, throughout the study, people who were not consensual to a mobile team
intervention were often included in the services and discussed by the teams. In general, I have tried,
however, to use terms that have come from the mental health user/survivor movement and avoided
terms that represent purely medical ways of thinking about mental distress (Kalathil and Perry, 2014).

Grounded Theory
Based on the above deconstruction of ‘mental illness’ constructs, as well as the specificity of
this research in terms of its qualitative features surrounding the professionals within mobile teams,
Grounded Theory methods were employed to make sense of practice (Charmaz, 2006). The following
paragraphs will give an overview of Grounded Theory and more specifically the constructivist
elements which became important for this study.
Grounded Theory is based on Pragmatism and Symbolic Interactionism. Pragmatism puts
forward the notion that debating ideas and beliefs about the world may produce practical answers
and actions, which in turn assign meaning to those original ideas or beliefs (Corbin and Strauss, 2008).
Symbolic Interactionism is based on symbols and how they are used to make meaning, produce
communication and allow experiences to be shared. People create symbols to represent their world
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and construct meaning. To understand our shared world is to look at how people make sense of it
(Stern and Porr, 2011).
With its basis in symbolic interactionism, meaning can be generated by examining
interpretations people give to their experiences and exploring how they interact with each other
(Holloway, 2008). The purpose of Grounded Theory is to generate new theory rather than test existing
theory using social processes and field work. Its main methodological aspect is the constant
comparisons linking theory construction to raw data. Thus, it controls for internal validity while
challenging the researcher’s interpretation and analysis (Birks and Mills, 2011). Although there are
diverse explanations about the essence and conduct of Grounded Theory, there are some key
characteristics which include open or initial coding, focused coding, axial and theoretical coding,
categorisation of data, concurrent data generation and analysis, memo writing, theoretical sampling,
constant comparative analysis using theoretical sensitivity, theoretical saturation and sorting to finally
(re)constructing theory (Charmaz, 2006). Through these actions, theory is based in data which is
systematically collected and analysed (Myers, 2013). Practical theories specific to people and place
are studied, while simultaneously formal theory, abstract and generalizable to a wider population, is
generated (Glaser, 1992).
It is important to make the distinction between the objectivist origins of Grounded Theory and
the constructivist approaches developed later. As Charmaz explains “an objectivist approach resides
in positivist tradition and thus regards data as real in and of themselves and does not attend to the
processes of their production” (Charmaz, 2006: 131). As a result, no attention is paid to the social
context, the researcher, the participants and their interactions. Therefore, an objectivist stance
assumes that data represents “objective facts about a knowable world” (Charmaz, 2006:131). On the
contrary, a constructivist approach “places priority on the phenomena of study and sees both data
and analysis as created from shared experiences and relationships with participants” (Charmaz,
2006:129). It is a study on how (and sometimes why) participants construct meanings and actions in
particular social contexts. However, the theory produced is not only based on the participants’
interpretation of their given context but a constructivist approach also acknowledges that the
resulting theory itself is an interpretation (Charmaz, 2006).
In the classic use of Grounded Theory given by Glaser and Strauss (1967), theory is sought to
be discovered as emergent from the data and separate from its observer. However, later on Kathy
Charmaz assumed a different, constructivist position which is the one employed for this study (2006).
The constructivist approach is based in the same ideas of Grounded Theory which allow one to learn
about the world studied using a specific method with the aim of establishing theories of
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understanding. However, neither data nor theory is discovered but rather are part of the studied world
and the data collected. In other words, grounded theories are constructed by “past and present
involvements and interactions with people, perspectives and research practices” (Charmaz, 2006:10).
Unlike a mirrored reflection, one gives an “interpretative portrayal” of the world.

Constructivist Grounded Theory
Constructivist Grounded Theory is therefore built on constructivist elements rather than
objectivist learnings while it belongs within the interpretative tradition. Theoretical understanding is
based on the theorist’s abstract interpretation of the studied phenomenon showing patterns of
causality and connections that can be unspecific rather than linear. Theory thus adopts evolving,
multiple realities where facts and values are intricately interconnected. As Charmaz put it “truth [is]
provisional; and social life [is] processual” (2006:127). Thus, Constructivist Grounded Theory goes full
circle to its symbolic interactionism roots whereby action paves the way for analysis (Mead, 1932;
Charmaz, 2006).
Building on constructivist elements, Grounded Theory challenges earlier assumptions about
“objectivity, the world as an external reality, relations between the viewer and the viewed, the nature
of data and the author’s representations of research participants” (Charmaz, 2005:509). Instead,
constructivism allows one to view positivist principles as social constructions to query and revise. If,
however, positivist principles are adopted they are done so knowingly with rationales made explicit.
Constructivists ask: What do people assume is real? How do they construct and act on their view of
reality? Practices and actions are therefore at the core of constructivist research emphasising and
interpreting multiple realities which in turn inform theories (Clarke, 2005; Charmaz, 2005; 2006).
A constructivist approach gives priority to the studied phenomena with both data and analysis
created from shared experiences and relationships with participants and/or other sources.
Constructivists study how – and sometimes why – participants act and construct meaning in specific
situations. As mentioned, a constructivist approach goes beyond the way participants view their
situation but builds theories on the interpretations participants make by acknowledging in turn that
the resulting theory is an interpretation itself. The theory is thus interlinked with the researcher’s view
as it cannot exist separately of it. The constructivist approach means learning how, when and to what
extent a studied experience is embedded in larger and often hidden positions, networks, situations
and relationships. Subsequently, differences and distinctions between people become visible as well
as the hierarchies of power, communication and opportunity that maintain and perpetuate such
differences and distinctions. A constructivist approach means being alert to conditions under which
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such differences and distinctions arise and are maintained. In this view, any analysis is contextually
situated in time, place, culture, situation and persons (Charmaz, 2006).

Rationale and Selection
Grounded Theory was suggested as a possible avenue of qualitative method by my director of
studies. Reticent at first, I considered other methodologies; at first glance Grounded Theory aims to
be presented as an objective method based on positivist traditions. However, after exploring it further,
Charmaz provided solid answers to questions I had about objectivity (as explored in the previous
section; 2005; 2006). Based on subjective understandings, Constructivist Grounded Theory proved to
be the best fit for the current study. With little qualitative research in the field of mental healthcare
reforms across the world, a qualitative approach that gave meaning to, rather than measure
participants’ views, seemed important and appropriate (Holloway and Wheeler, 2009). After all,
qualitative research is concerned with just that: understanding experience and investigating meanings
people give to this (Holloway, 2008).
Five different approaches were considered and although Grounded Theory was chosen, many
facets of some ethnographic and case study approaches can be found within the final method.
Narrative and Phenomenological approaches were also considered but given that their investigation
is focused on individual identities and personal experiences, they were thought to be inappropriate
for the current study which is more concerned with the professionals as a system including their social
(and) work context (Birks and Mills, 2011; Denzin and Lincoln, 2017).
Grounded Theory investigates shared meaning and actions (Holloway, 2008). It aims to
explore “what’s going on” (Glaser, 1992:41) and it is appropriate for investigating an area where little
is known (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). It proved suitable for this study because it allowed forming an
explanatory framework while also producing theories which offer practical actions and consequences.
An ethnographic approach was also considered as it investigates culture sharing of a particular group
within their “natural surroundings” (Harris, 1968). It aims to study a group’s norms, values and
behaviours from the group’s perspective (Wolcott, 2008). It is therefore appropriate to explain
common social processes in a cohesive group (Fetterman, 2010). Certain aspects of ethnography were
used, especially in the observation periods with each team, but within a Grounded Theory approach
as argued by Charmaz (2006) and explored in this chapter. Finally, this study presents a series of case
studies as particular units within a culture (Yin, 2009). In this way, it is an investigation of study norms,
values and behaviours from the perspective of those chosen cases (Cresswell, 2013). Studying those
was of specific interest since they were chosen to represent different contexts.
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Grounded Theory Ethnography
Unlike ethnographic research which has the potential of “seeing data everywhere and
nowhere” (Charmaz 2006:23), Grounded Theory ethnography is focused and allows the researcher to
concentrate on fundamental social process. Grounded Theory ethnography gives a more complete
picture of the whole rather than a chaotic general approach. It is then possible to compare the data
with emerging categories in order to demonstrate relations between concepts and said categories.
Grounded Theory strategies can increase ethnographers’ involvement in their research inquiry,
despite pressures they might face to be full participants in their research settings. In this sense,
Grounded Theory dispels the positivist notion of passive observers who merely absorb their
surrounding scenes. Instead, grounded theorists select the scenes they observe and direct their gaze
within them. This method provides systemic guidelines for “probing beneath the surface and digging
into the scene” (Charmaz, 2006:23). It also allows to maintain control over the research because it
assists the researcher in focusing, structuring and organising the study.
Understanding derives most directly from the immediacy in one’s participation in the shared
world of social actors (Prus, 1996). In practical terms, this means the researcher needs to share some
experiences, but not necessarily all viewpoints with those being studied. Henri Bergson states:
“Philosophers agree in making a deep distinction between two ways of knowing a thing. The first
implies going all around it, the second entering into it” (Bergson, 1903/1999:1). The Grounded Theory
ethnographer’s job is to explore the second way. By moving around an object, qualitative methods
tend to generate a map of the object of study from the outside but may not enter it. Such studies may
look at phenomena from a variety of locations and standpoints, yet Grounded Theory ethnographers
can go deep into experience to make an interpretative rendering (Charmaz, 2006).

The Researcher
A constructivist approach emphasises the studied phenomenon rather than the methods of
study. Theorists therefore take a reflective position on the different ways of knowing and representing
studied life, by paying attention to the observed realities and their collected renderings. Further,
researchers aim to locate their own self within these realities. This means that they do not assume
that data waits to be discovered in the external world or that methodological procedures will correct
limited views of the studied world. Nor does it assume impartial observers entering the research scene
without an interpretative frame of reference. Instead, what a researcher might experience depends
upon their prior interpretative frames, biographies and interests as well as the research context, their
relationships with research participants, concrete field experiences and modes of generating and
recording empirical materials. Qualitative methods cannot be based on pure induction – the question
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rests on the frame of knowledge that is available. Data is therefore defined by shared constructs.
Similarly, conceptual categories arise through one’s own interpretations of the data rather than
stemming from them or from particular methodological applications. Thus, a theoretical analysis is
merely an interpretation of a given reality, not an objective reporting of it (Charmaz, 2006).

Locating the Self as the Researcher
Do not ask who I am and do not ask me to remain the same: leave it to our bureaucrats and
our police to see that our papers are in order. At least spare us their morality when we write
(Foucault, 1969/1972:17).
Michel Foucault wrote in order to escape from a fixed identity and was quite proud that he
was difficult to be classified. Differing yet equally plausible versions of his life have been written but
no definitive picture can be drawn, which is just what he wanted. Ultimately, much of his existence
was the writing of his books and these tell us more about him than any collected fragments of his
private life (Gutting, 2005). This chapter has been an exercise in deconstructing what appears, at first,
to be fixed constructs. In the same way, as a subjective researcher, I am less interested in constructing
a specific and fixed identity. My position was confluent throughout this work, while socially navigating
a conflicting and contested field. In this regard, I do not claim to be a grounded theorist, nor a
constructivist but rather I am aiming to use a methodology: the best available lens through which I
can do justice to this study and more importantly to the people involved. Were I to have a different
set of participants, operating within a different strata of so-called ‘mental health’, my approach and
process would have been somewhat, if not entirely, different.
Undoubtedly, past experiences, knowledge and biases all become drawn into the research
process, but rather than objectifying, they can enhance sensitivity (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011). After
all, “objectivity in research is a myth” (Corbin and Strauss, 2008:32). Furthermore, the researcher’s
abilities, identity, theoretical orientation, self-understanding, reference-group attachments,
demographic characteristics and other personal factors influence the research process (Junker, 1960).
From this perspective, having insight into the area to be studied, through my experience as a Belgian
born European citizen, a background as a mental health professional and a mental health recipient as
well as a French speaker with a ‘foreign’ identity, gave me an interesting advantage. This, however,
was also a potential bias. Firstly, I am a French speaker but not a Flemish one and this fact could
somewhat impair aspects of this study. I am also aware I have a particular accent: Greek although not
always discernible. As a woman in my late 20s, this was also perceived in different ways depending on
the interlocutor: either as young and inexperienced, too critical or even naïve, but sometimes also
relatable. Furthermore, having worked in the field may have given me an understanding but a
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professionalised one. Although unimportant to me personally, I was often asked to situate myself
based on my disciplinary background. Openly acknowledging my own pre-existing knowledge, beliefs
and biases guided me to reflect on the preconceived ideas I may have had about the data, whilst also
giving transparency to the study. This could assist readers in judging my ability to tune in and interpret
participant’s voices.
As mentioned, I use an extensive list of ‘experiential knowledge’ and my sources are definitely,
to some extent, ‘survivor’ led. However, I do not claim that title. I may have been a customary user of
mental health services for a period; nevertheless, I was a beneficiary of this system rather than a
‘survivor’ of it (most probably due to my privileged background). I do not wish to appropriate the
important and eye-opening efforts done by the people who call themselves ‘survivors’ and/or activists
within this field, for whom so much is owed, with (more often than not) little restitution.
Starting this research journey was a challenge in trusting its process. What was important for
me was clear, but I didn’t necessarily know how or where I was going. Still, basing decisions on the
things that mattered to me meant that I was going to end up where I needed to go. Of course, I could
not have predicted how this work was to end when I set off on this journey, but its start and its end
are sort of similar in a spirit of temporal subjectivity that is the ultimate thread running through all
this labyrinthine work. This nuance is central for me as a subjective researcher and allows my work
not just to be an opinion piece, a static hypothesis I am proving or disproving, but a study based on a
particular methodology as a means for critical evaluation.
I don't feel that it is necessary to know exactly what I am. The main interest in life and work is
to become someone else that you were not in the beginning. If you knew when you began a
book what you would say at the end, do you think that you would have the courage to write
it? What is true for writing and for a love relationship is true also for life. The game is
worthwhile insofar as we don't know what will be the end. My field is the history of thought.
Man is a thinking being. The way he thinks is related to society, politics, economic, and
history… (Foucault, 1982/1988:9-10).
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Chapter 3:
Method
Introduction to Chapter 3
The method proposed involved four 107 reform projects. As mentioned in the introduction
chapter (p37-40) those were: PRIT in West Flanders; the Central Region project in Wallonia; PAKT in
Gent; HERMESplus in Brussels. The teams were recruited in such a way that each represents Belgium’s
main areas/regions and their population: two projects were from Flanders, one was located in Brussels
and one in Wallonia; two of those served a rural population (West Flanders and Wallonia) while the
two remaining were in urban areas (Gent and Brussels). Each project included two teams: 2A teams
dealt with ‘acute’ distress and ‘crises’ while 2B teams served service-users presenting with ‘chronic’
difficulties, based on the formal reform guides (p34-35).
Data was collected in several ways. A first observation period was carried out averaging two
to three days with each team (four to six days with each project) that aimed to paint a picture of each
team’s practice, their daily organisational structure and their role within their existing systems and
contexts (appendix C). During that time the projects’ own data and federal government data were also
collected (appendix B). Particular attention was given to the models of working or therapeutic
frameworks that each team adopted and adapted within their contextual development. Based on
these observations, a questionnaire was developed which was used to return to the teams and
interview their members (appendix D). An analysis of those interviews gave way to a second, longer
observation of a total of eight days per project (four days for each team) that focused mainly on the
teams’ practice and interventions.
The questionnaire was used to direct the interviews. It was developed in a way that would
allow interviewees to describe three levels of collaboration in their (i) work as a team, (ii) with other
mental health services and (iii) with agencies or services outside mental health (p79-84). Based on the
constructivist elements of this study, all three levels were examined from a realist perspective,
exploring present circumstances and an idealistic perspective questioning how teams ought or should
work (p55-56). In order to create the final draft that was used to interview the teams, ground rules
were first set up. The structure for the final questions was also developed through some pilot
interviews. Furthermore, specific attention had to be given to the language difficulties in translating
the questions in both French and Flemish in order to conduct the interviews in the interviewees’
mother tongue (p85-86). The Flemish-speaking interviews created a particular set of problems given
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that I do not speak the language as opposed to French, which I speak fluently. Several routes were
considered and others tested before concluding with the final approach that answered and controlled
the inconsistency of my language abilities in the best way possible.

Project selection
The selection process for each project was a collaborative action based on an invitation to
participate. The PRIT project was already to be included in the study before I became involved with it,
based on the ongoing involvement of my director of studies through the Formation Programme for
Belgian Mobile Teams (p75-76). The Brussels project was my choice, suggested by my affinity with the
city I grew up and lived for many years. For the Wallonia region, two projects were considered. I met
both the teams and presented my proposal and in turn was introduced to each context. The Centre
Region was chosen given its contextual particularities, as well as its rural position which would match
with the PRIT project. Finally, Ghent was included both as a balance to the Brussels project in terms
of its urban character as well as due to the links established with its university.
Given the particularities of the Belgian reform process as well as the time constraints, this way
of selecting the projects was not necessarily entirely based on Grounded Theory methods and
specifically did not involve much theoretical sampling (strategic decisions on new samples chosen in
order to obtain more information and continue the comparative process; Charmaz, 2006; Birks and
Mills, 2011). However, certain practical aspects had to be thought of in advance, so as to have access
to projects and in turn set the groundwork for interviewing. It was important to have a good
representation of both Flemish and French speaking projects as well as a picture of both urban and
rural populations in each. This is hoped to have been achieved in the current selection procedure.

Ethical Considerations and Approval
As with any research study, it was necessary to meet the standards for ethical conduct and in
turn consider the potential harm to participants. Glaser’s (1994) and Strauss (1987) ethical
considerations of Grounded Theory were used to structure the research framework. First, it was
essential to recognise and establish a relationship with participants that would be mutually beneficial
(Birks and Mills, 2011). In the aim to allow for a more equal position of power between the participants
and me, the interviews were presented as a space for a reflective process to unfold. This was a unique
debriefing opportunity for participants and specific care was given to create a detached environment
for them to share and reflect on their work. Furthermore, justice and non-maleficence was ensured by
treating all the participants fairly, equitably and appropriately, while also encouraging autonomy by
allowing individuals to make a free choice regarding their participation by preserving their anonymity
and assuring they had the right to withdraw at any time. Consent was sought to record participants,
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transcribe the interview content and use extracts in their data, while arrangements were made to
keep that data secure, protecting confidentiality. As directed by Birmingham City University’s Faculty
of Health, Education and Life Sciences policy, the data will be destroyed five years after the study has
been completed. Given the Grounded Theory bases, fidelity considerations were achieved through
systematic supervision, record keeping, field notes and memos (Glaser, 1992; Corbin and Strauss,
2008; Charmaz, 2006).
After the study’s design was approximately set up, ethical approval was sought from
Birmingham City University, based on the ethical considerations mentioned above. Given that the
study did not include participants with a high risk of “physical or psychological” harm, seeking and
receiving ethical approval was relatively straightforward. However, particular attention was given to
the disclosure of information that could raise issues regarding services and people receiving care. For
such eventualities, supervision and in turn the appropriate service management were used as sources
of help. Furthermore, written consent was sought and information was given both through the
projects’ own ethical panels for the complete course of the study as well as from individual
participants themselves prior to each interview. The interviews were videotaped since many were
focus groups, to ensure each participant speaking could be recognised when the content was
transcribed.
Consent was sought with each project stating their agreement to take part in the study. As
the study progressed, ethical clearance had to also be sought with each of the projects for the
interviews. A collaboration with Ghent University was set up for this ethical clearance process to take
place in Belgium. Each project is overseen by several scientific committees and in turn, ethical panels
depending on the number of “promoting” hospitals behind their financing. Through the agreement
made with Ghent University all four ethical panels involved were contacted and clearance was sought
and accepted. This process took a considerable amount of time; a total of six months (appendix G).

Witnessing: Observations
Based on Charmaz’s Grounded Theory ethnography (2006) already discussed (p67), a first
observation period was carried out with each team for a period of two to three days per team (four
to six for each project). This was achieved in order to get a first picture of each team as well as for me
to get to know the team members and vice versa. Following the interviewing process, I revisited the
teams and sought to observe their practice and interventions more closely by accompanying workers
on visits to service-users. This was for a period of four days with each team (eight for each project).
To practically implement Charmaz’s Grounded Theory ethnography (2006) and to witness the
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participant methods were used (1987), in line with the Chicago School of thought and in turn with the
constructivist Grounded Theory approach. The term Chicago School refers to the “researchers’ ability
to know and understand the broad range of social meanings by which members of a social scene
organize their attitudes, behaviour, and, ultimately, their social world as ‘verstehen’, a process of
interpretive understanding” (Adler and Adler, 1987:12). In order to gain understanding of the teams,
I was to study their perspectives and to do so it felt necessary to venture, firsthand, into the place
where their activity was organised, in order to observe them “in situ” (Hughes, 1971). Only by
observing their everyday work and by talking with them could I start to understand their
interpretations of their work and the meaning they assigned to it.
As a field researcher and based on the Chicago School methods, I was explicit and overt about
my role and made my intentions known as I began to meet and know the different team members. I
started my observations in a Grounded Theory fashion by asking “What is going on?” (Adler and Adler,
1987; Strauss and Corbin, 1998). As opposed to roles of complete observer or complete participant
(Junker, 1960), I oscillated between the observer-as-participant and participant-as-observer roles. At
first, I tended toward an observer-as-participant mode as I was rather detached but overt and
interactions with members were brief and relatively formal. I entered each setting as a rather passive
observer, watching individuals from a safe and reclusive point while saying ‘little’. However, as the
days progressed and I got to know a few members and actively interacting with them, my role started
to shift and I found myself adopting a more participant-as-observer role. This was due to team
members being increasingly accepting while I was able to form a series of relationships. As a result,
some members became key respondents and informants allowing me to gain further insight into the
teams’ setting. This gave me an increasingly “insider status” from which I could gather data better. All
in all, this progressive evolution of stages reflects the increasing acceptance I felt with each team, so
that my role shifted from a “provisional” or “marginal” to a “categorical” or “involved” membership
status (Adler and Adler, 1987).
Junker (1960) identified specific factors to the functions researchers take in their settings, such
as the fact that conditions already established within the setting could affect the observation while
the researcher’s abilities, identity, theoretical orientation, self-understanding, reference-group
attachments, demographic characteristics and other personal factors influence the observation
process. This of course, includes the prior knowledge and involvement the researcher has with the
setting, including the level of comfort with practices within it. Finally, Junker explained that changes
within the setting, as well as undergone by the researcher throughout the research process are also
important aspects of the data collection. Not only my background within mental health but also and
specifically my prior involvement with the teams in setting up the study were focal points in the
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unfolding of the study process. Furthermore, both members of my supervising team had prior
involvement with workers. This impacted upon how I was introduced and how my presence was
understood by team members. Furthermore, my language abilities, my professional background in
mental health services and my preconceived ideas about the work as well as my demographic
characteristics also played a role as already established in the methodology chapter of this work (p6869; Junker, 1960).

Federal and In-project Outcome Data
Any data collected from the teams such as project proposals, outcome measures, assessment
and intervention tools as well as federal data were treated as what Charmaz calls “extant texts” (2006).
“Extant texts” are different from “elicited texts” such as interviews, in that as a researcher I did not
have any effect on their construction. However, they were used as they complement the interviews
and observations while they also give a certain perspective for each project. It was also apparent that
federal data collected during the time of this study were not developed based on the projects’ own
choice and as such reflected the federal level rather than the teams’ everyday work (appendix B).
It is important to note that this data may be presented as to “mirror reality” since they look
as reports of “facts” (Charmaz, 2006). However, they also reflect a shared definition of outcome
measures and in turn serve to enforce such definitions. To some extent and for the first part of this
study such definitions won’t be altered or contradicted but will be presented as they were discovered,
mainly in the form of demographic data which serves as a backdrop for each team. However, following
on from the interview analysis and looking at them from a constructivist and “survivor knowledge”
perspective, some of the data are put into perspective by exploring the purposes and objectives of
such outcomes. As a result, definitions are altered or contradicted, reviewing some seemingly
concrete categories, such as diagnoses for example. One may find sharp differences between those
in-project or federal reports and the observations as well as the interviews. It is those differences that
steered both the analysis and the subsequent observations.

‘Expert’ Involvement and Intervention
Around the time of the first observation the teams were visited by an “expert” for a set period.
This was part of the “Formation Programme for Belgian Mobile Teams”, financed by the public federal
health service (SPF, FPS; Van der Jeugt, 2015), with the aim to offer education, training, coaching and
support for members of the newly founded projects. This came into effect by the end of 2012 and
carried on for several years until 2015. Specifically, for the Function 2 of the reform, a two-way
exchange was put in place by which project members travelled abroad with the opportunity to work
with different mental healthcare services. The ‘Formation Programme’ also involved experts who
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came from abroad and offered support in the starting up and continuing needs of the teams. This
offered opportunities for different members such as team workers and leaders as well as coordinators
to work with, learn and exchange experiences and knowledge with mental health professionals from
other countries. Feedback from this ‘Formation Programme’ was collected which was structured
around a number of themes with the theme of “starting up and further development/deployment of
mobile teams” most referenced as a learning experience (Van der Jeugt, 2015).
Many participants in this study had the opportunity to be part of this ‘Formation Programme’.
Furthermore, and in conjunction with the present work, the director of studies for the research acted
as “expert” and was invited to spend a period of four days with each team (eight days per project).
The teams set what would be interesting and important to share and in turn, a dialogue ensued at the
end of the four days, which allowed for an exchange of thoughts. The teams were generally
appreciative of this exchange. Furthermore, experiences from the ‘Formation Programme’ were
definitely referenced and reflected upon during the interviews.
Originally, this “expert” involvement was thought that, to some degree, would orientate the
study in understanding the projects’ development. It was hypothesised that the ways in which projects
adopted certain models from abroad and in turn adapted them to their context would be heavily
influenced by the knowledge and experiences exchanged during these encounters. Although this is
certainly true and was reflected in the interviews, the content produced both by the observations and
interviews, showed a broader spectrum of subjects with the knowledge exchange theme being one
component amongst others.

The Interviews
Given the Grounded Theory approach and based on the first observation with each team, a
questionnaire for a semi-structured interview was developed (appendix D). Driven by the themes
collected during the first observation with the teams, a structure reflecting three levels of service
design was established. Each level also included several prompts to be used if needed, thus allowing
for the interviewees’ own interpretations of the chosen themes. Furthermore, each level covered two
sub-levels, one where participants were asked to explore how things are and the other exploring their
ideals in how things should be. The questionnaire was then used to complete a series of intensive
interviews in the form of one-to-one conversations or focus groups together with a few team
members. Finally, the interviews were both audio and video recorded given the number of
participants to allow for each team member to be differentiated when speaking. Those were then
transcribed and translated where applicable and finally analysed using a constructivist Grounded
Theory approach.
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The Questionnaire
Originally, the questions were much more specific, structured and directive but given the
chosen Grounded Theory analysis, they were changed to become more open ended yet directed.
There was considerable exploration into how the levels should be divided. Finally, great reflection was
spent into how the interview approach and the specific questions set a particular tone for the ensuing
conversation and how controllable that would be or even how much need there was to control this
altogether.
In order to test out the questionnaire, three pilot interviews were organised with a team
leader and two psychiatrists from a different project. This allowed me to think upon the questions and
their clarity, on the time needed to complete each level and the interview as a whole. It was also an
opportunity to hear the interviewees’ feedback, on whether the questions seemed clear and relevant
to their work. For example, I was told that some questions, especially those that were concerned with
language, were too abstract and needed more orientation. Conversely, for other questions, it became
apparent that those were too directive. Instead, allowing the participants to develop their ideas within
a more relaxed framework of questioning produced interesting ideas worth exploring. In general,
however, the questions were said to reflect mobile teams’ work and practice.
The questionnaire was somewhat “boosted” as the interviewing process for each project was
completed. Based on Grounded Theory ideas, certain categories started to form, especially as themes
were repeated from one project to the next. However, the original structure was kept mainly because
I wasn’t interviewing the same people but rather different teams within different contexts. Prompts
were added as the interviews progressed. Developing themes that came up in subsequent interviews
were explored to advance emerging categories.
Consent was sought before each interview, while some ground rules for the focus groups were
set. These were mainly involved with facilitating a discussion, allowing for different opinions to be
expressed and recorded as well as time-keeping guidelines to move the interview along. It was
specified that the participants were the experts making each of their answers valid and important.
Finally, after each interview feedback was taken by asking participants to consider whether the
questions were pertinent to their work.

The Participants
Interviews were conducted with three proposed groups: the team leaders, the team members
and the psychiatrists. The psychiatrists from both 2A and 2B teams were interviewed together (where
applicable) but each team leader was interviewed separately (as will be explored later). Team
members from each team were also interviewed as separate groups in the form of focus groups. The
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interview with the psychiatrists and team leaders took roughly an hour while the aim for the focus
groups with team members was two hours. This was calculated based on the pilot interviews.
However, due to particularities in each project these differentiations between participants was not
always possible, either because some psychiatrists or team leaders were present during their team’s
focus group or because some teams did not have team leaders or finally because the teams’
psychiatrist was not very involved with “on the ground” work. A total number of 12 participants was
set for the focus group and, later during the Flemish-speaking ones, a total of six to allow time for the
interpretation process. Finally, it was asked of the focus groups to include a representation of the
teams’ different disciplines. Table 1 provides an overview of the participant numbers for each project
including the interview durations.
There were several reasons why three different interview groups were set up and teams were
differentiated, many based on the first observations with the teams. Firstly, although the projects
represent one function, each team operates different facets of this function. This meant that 2A and
2B teams had to be interviewed separately given that they serve different populations and follow
different models. It was decided to interview the team leaders separately, since their function within
and outside the team was different to the other workers, especially given their access to higher
structures within the network. Each team leader was therefore interviewed separately to allow those
differences in themes to emerge, but also to see how they overlap and how the function fits in within
the network and the wider mental health system. The team leaders’ role came to represent this link
between the higher hierarchies and the practical and organisational aspects of working, as well as
providing an overview of team dynamics and decision-making.
Separating the psychiatrists from the teams and team leaders was a more difficult decision. It
was felt that by doing so it would reinforce the problematic idea that because psychiatry operates a
separate and thus higher or more important role, psychiatrists require a separate interview. However,
after the first observation with the teams it became clear that in the same way that team leaders had
a different role than the rest of the workers, so did the psychiatrists. Although this was a difficult
decision, separate interviews were planned. The reasoning behind this was that given the reform,
psychiatry’s role is also by default changing through this new community function. In order to capture
this potential shift, the interest was to see how psychiatrists experienced this change in their own
respective roles. Interviewing the other workers separately proved to give them more space to express
certain points that they certainly would not have done, or perhaps not in the same way, had the
psychiatrists’ been present.
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Table 1.
Number of Participants Interviewed for Each Project, Including Interview Duration
Projects (in the chronological order

Participants (in

Number of

Duration

they were interviewed)

chronological order)

participants

HERMESplus

2A team (FG)

6

2h

2B team (FG)

10

2h

2A assistant psychiatrist

1*

1h

2B psychiatrists (FG)

2

1h

2B team leader

1

1h

2A team leader

1

1h

Psychiatrists (FG)

2*

1h

2B team members (FG)

11

2h

2A team members (FG)

10

2h

2B team leader

1

1h

2B psychiatrist

1

1h

2A team members (FG)

5

2h (3h)***

2B team members (FG)

3

2h (3h)***

Psychiatrist**

1

1h

2A team leader

1

1h

2B team members (FG)

6

2h (3h)***

2A team members (FG)

6

2h (3h)***

2B team leader

1

1h

17 interviews (10 FG)

67*

26h (30h)***

(Brussels)

Region du Centre (Wallonia)

PAKT
(Ghent)

PRIT
(Central West Flanders)

Total:

*Some participants took part in more than one interview;
**One psychiatrist for both 2A and 2B teams;
***Duration excluding interpretation (duration including interpretation)
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There is, as Charmaz writes, a “hierarchy of credibility” by which “different weight is given to
the word of people or organisations with different status” (2006:137). With people at the top of a
hierarchy seen as more credible it was important to try and remain open to “theoretical possibilities”.
As such, it was central to allow space for all the participants to be able to express themselves as freely
as possible, without deflecting certain meanings, opinions or ‘voices’ already at the forefront of this
mental healthcare reform discussion.

Intensive Interview Structure
Charmaz’s intensive interviewing was used as it fits with the Grounded Theory method
particularly well: “Both Grounded Theory methods and intensive interviewing are open-ended yet
directed, shaped yet emergent and paced yet unrestricted” (Charmaz, 2006:28). An intensive
interview approach was also complementary with the observations. Although the structure of an
intensive interview may range widely, a semi-structured questionnaire was used in this instance to
focus the questions. As Charmaz notes, an intensive interview can be conversational. However, it does
follow a different “etiquette”:
The researcher should express interest and want to know more. What might be rude to ask or
be glossed over in friendly agreement in ordinary conversation becomes grist for exploration.
Research participants often expect their interviewers to ask questions that invite reflection
about the topic. The interviewer therefore asks participants to articulate their intentions and
meanings. As the interview proceeds, details will be asked to be clarified in order to obtain
accurate information and learn about the participants’ experiences and reflections (Charmaz,
2006:28).
The interview questions were presented in three parts reflecting the three levels of service
design (see also appendix D). The first level focused on the team and ‘collaborative working’. The
second explored intro-organisation or ‘co-ordinated working’ encompassing the larger organisational
structure that provides mental health services, including other teams, departments, both in hospital
and the community. The third level examined inter-agency or ‘co-operated working’ which involves
other statutory agencies separate from mental health organisations, such as primary care, general
healthcare, social care/welfare as well as agencies who provide supporting resources for mental
health service-users in the community e.g. housing, employment, cultural needs, leisure, education
amongst others. Finally, based on the social justice methodological underpinnings of this study, all
three levels were explored from two perspectives: a realist perspective (what is happening now, how
things are) and an idealistic perspective (what ought to happen, how each of the respondent thought
things should be; p54-56).
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An overview of the questions was introduced at the start of the interview and then each level
was reintroduced when the previous one was completed. The prompts were only used when
necessary. As mentioned, several prompts were added in the course of the interviewing process but
those were only used if somebody mentioned them. Particular attention was given to themes of time,
space, memory, values, language and relationships as the interviews unfolded and as will be explored
in the analysis.
The first part of the interview focused on the experience of working as members of a team.
This concerned team members specifically. Questions explored why the team came to be, the principal
elements that made up the service and the persons the team work with. It was also an opportunity to
explore the differences of individual and team work. Participants were asked to define their current
or target population, the principal organisational and distinct features of the service, the origins of the
model used and the way it was implemented. We also explored clinical roles as shared or distinct
functions, as well as the general and new experience (in most cases) of working in a mobile team.
Finally, I questioned people’s ideas of how all these things should be in an ideal world.
This first level was an opportunity to have an overview, in the participants’ words, of who the
team is, who they work with, how and why. Here, I was particularly interested in how the team
organises for the specific population they are trying to reach. For that purpose, I often started by
asking about the population. This was an excellent opportunity to also hear how team members
described the people they see in their daily work. This usually led to the models i.e. the ways in which
the team organises for that specific population, especially in the context of the community. For
example, a 2A team that primarily offers support during crises may opt to work for longer hours,
perhaps also during weekends, since a crisis can happen anytime. This is not true for all the 2A teams
that were interviewed and finding out why and how they implement a certain model was of interest.
A 2B team on the other hand may prefer working in pairs with the rationale that having a one-to-one
relationship presents a higher risk of experiencing it as too intense and strenuous on both sides
(professional and user). Others may prefer a one-to-one relationship as it can be of particular strength
and may also make other team members more available. The discussion on models would also involve
specific interventions used by the team such as psychological or educational/occupational ones
amongst others.
During the interviewing process a prompt was added mentioning modalities and specificities
of the service. Modalities concern the setting which sets the tone for the models of care that will be
used (modalities of care in the community are different to the ones used in residential setting).
Specificities on the other hand focus on the specific therapeutic interventions. Those organisational
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aspects also include various roles and disciplines that may be determined by people’s or the service’s
specificities. The different roles and disciplines were also explored, concerning all the team members.
Here the psychiatrist’s role was of particular interest. Particular attention was paid in exploring the
hierarchies that may exist in a hospital setting and which perhaps are similar or different in a
community setting. This was also, as mentioned, a reason to interview the psychiatrists separately,
also in view of capturing any change in their role from hospital to the community. Given the context
of community work the role of a psychiatrist may prove to be less ‘hands-on’ since a lot of the
information gathering and intervention is done with other workers acting as mediators. Both the roles
of the psychiatrists and the team leaders are always a little separated from the rest of the team for
reasons of medical responsibility or organisational structures respectively. How those differences
were experienced and understood offered an important picture of team dynamics. More specifically,
analysing these dynamics would show whether hospital models were employed in the community or
whether new models were developed and adopted.
As mentioned, each level included a question on how the team members thought things
should be in order to catch a glimpse into the participants’ ideal world (how it would look, who they
thought their service should be for and how they thought they should organise to achieve this). Again,
their ideals on what their and others’ roles should be was also of interest. Specifically, this was a way
to understand what participants understood their new role to be and what it could be for them. This
was linked to the methodological underpinnings of this study based on ideas of social justice.
The second part of the interview focused on the team’s work as part of an organisation. The
focus was on the “intra-agency level” which includes other mental healthcare structures with which
the team were in collaboration. These could include partners within the network of care established
by the project, and usually did, but it was also open to other separate services. As a result, services
included ranged from other mental health teams and departments within the community but also
residential settings such as psychiatric inpatient units within psychiatric or general hospitals. The focus
of the questions was mainly about how the team works with other mental health services, how their
target population populations may compare or whether unexpected differences arose. It was also a
prompt to question possible interfaces in the work between services or how the focus and purpose of
contact was different. At this point, the hierarchy of the “promoting” or funding hospital was also
examined inasmuch as it imposed definition, categories and descriptions or whether the team had
room to explore those within their new community setting. Finally, this was also the opportunity to
comment directly on the use of particular terminology and question its specificity, if any. For example,
explore the meaning behind the use of psychiatric categories and diagnoses, if used, and if not,
question this choice, as well as words such as “user” or “patient”. This level was an exploration of the
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team’s collaboration with other mental healthcare services, but it was also a way to understand
whether the team worked and saw themselves as alternatives, where possible, to those existing
services.
The teams were asked to describe the population they served and how comparable it was
with other services. The hypothesis was that residential and community services would have the same
target population. However, the work would take different shapes depending on the setting. If
populations were thought to be comparable between the mobile teams and the other settings, I
further questioned how the team’s work was different in comparison with what other services
offered. Of course, the comparison with hospital and its role or purpose for team members was
central. Moving on from the idea that the reform is a process of de-institutionalisation, hospital
populations would be comparable to that of the teams, given that the latter offer an alternative to
institutional care. Conversely, there may also have been an entirely “new” population given the teams’
mobility and in turn access and reach towards people that would had not access to care before. In
Ghent, for example, the teams got to meet members of the Turkish community who until then had
not had access to residential care. With new mobile teams visiting at home, they were introduced to
a different form of care.
Since the setting and in turn the work in the community is different, the suggestion was that
the language used by the team would also by default be different. For example, in the hospital there
may be a wider use of diagnostic terms while in the community descriptions of the home environment
or family relationships may have become more important. This was a very important aspect of what I
aimed to capture and asking directly about language differences between those settings was an
opening to do so. The general interest lay in how the teams work with community structures, but the
main focus was on the collaboration and differences with the hospital setting since this held the clue
to understanding whether a de-institutionalisation reform is actually happening or not. If the teams
stated that they did not need to collaborate with the hospital because they were reaching an entirely
different and incomparable population, then the hypothesis would be that the reform was not a
process of de-institutionalisation. Conversely, if the teams were involved with the same population as
the hospital but used the same language and intervention models as the residential setting then the
hypothesis would point towards a de-hospitalisation process rather than one of de-institutionalisation
(Prior, 1993). If a team, however, did present as providing a different service but for the same
population, this could mean that they perhaps have an indirect impact on hospital admissions. In that
case how a collaboration is maintained and what terms are used to communicate between two very
different settings was worth reflecting upon. Furthermore, in instances where a mobile team serviceuser may feel the need to be hospitalised, the decision-making and collaboration process, as well as
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the function the hospital would serve becomes central. Considering that in Belgium, the residential
system is very much established, quite large and as such a dominant structure within mental
healthcare, exploring ways in which this reform and specifically the mobile teams may be shifting the
hospital system (or not) was of explored.
In terms of ideals, the teams were asked about how they would want their collaboration to
be with community structures and the hospital. However, they were also challenged to think about
the ideal function of those other structures. Most specifically, the role of a hospital structure and its
function was questioned, whether it was necessary and in what instances; what other structures could
or should exist instead, if at all. The questions were not just a so-called neutral open-ended exploration
of participants’ ideas but were rather aimed to focus on the specificity and need for certain structures.
Prior to the reform and the de-institutionalisation idea, those structures would have for the most part
remained unquestioned. Asking people about their ideals aided in further unravelling the meanings
assigned to different fields of care.
The third part of the interview focused on the team’s work as part of a mental health agency.
The inter-agency level included other statutory agencies separate from mental health organisations,
such as primary care, general healthcare, social care/welfare, and agencies who provide supporting
resources for mental health service-users in the community (e.g. housing, employment, cultural
needs, leisure, and education amongst others). It was also an opportunity for participants to give more
general statements on the 107 mental health reform, in terms of its ideology versus its practice, as
well as a broader reflection of society and the possible change in culture.
The question aimed to explore how service-users’ differing needs could be addressed and the
role of the team and services outside mental healthcare in doing so. GPs were of interest as well as
welfare services and social care. Mobile teams are also frequently in contact with these social
services/agencies since their populations may often be similar. Again, some aspects of the work of the
mobile teams may overlap with those services and where they are similar but also where they differ
and why was explored.
Again, the aspect of language was of particular interest in how it may differ within those
structures and why. It was expected that the teams would employ a more “specialised” language while
their affinity and “skills” developed with the service-users would present an opportunity to strengthen
collaborative projects with social care structures. This level was also of significant since the first line
of care could be invaluable in terms of the mobile teams’ accessibility as well as for giving the option
to potential service-users to avoid residential care. How the team built links with those agencies and
how they communicated effectively or how they influenced each other was brought into focus.
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The teams were also asked about their ideals for this level. Again, the interest mainly lay in
the collaboration with agencies and ways in which it could be better. It was also an opportunity for
participants to explore themes regarding mental health within the wider society. Subjects such as
stigma and the culture linked to it were explored at this point. These reflections were especially
welcomed and were also a good way to close the interviews, usually because ideas became too
abstract and were not necessarily ones that were possible to explore further.

The language(s)
The interviews were conducted in the participants’ mother tongue, with a few exceptions. For
the French-speaking interviews this was easily done by translating the questionnaire and carrying on
with the interviewing process in French. The transcription was then done in French again, as was the
initial coding analysis. However, the Flemish-speaking teams presented a challenge given that I do not
speak the language. A series of trials were investigated before coming up with the final interviews
which involved Flemish to English simultaneous interpreting. A brief summary of those trials is
explained in the following paragraphs.
It was important to allow Flemish-speaking teams to be able to express themselves in their
mother tongue as had been the case for the French-speaking teams. After appraising a few ideas, it
was thought best to involve another Flemish-speaking PhD Student from Ghent University who could
carry on with the interviewing in my place, while I was present. After an introduction to the study and
its methodology, as well as some coaching with the questionnaire and interviewing technique, the
student carried on with three separate interviews with the PAKT project. Unfortunately, these did not
prove to be successful for several reasons. First, given my previous encounters with several projects
and the specific participants, I had a tacit understanding of the context that was difficult to impart,
mainly based on my previous involvement with the teams (first observations). Secondly, having
developed the questionnaire and subsequently used it several times, I had built an experience in
conducting the interviews, including an intensive style fed by the previous data. Thirdly, the data
collected from previous interviews had only gone through initial coding but an understanding of it had
started forming. Specifically, different themes and subcategories had started to form but those were
still unclear and abstract. Again, those were difficult to transmit in a way that did their content justice.
Finally, in line with the subjective elements of both the first observation based upon ethnographic
techniques, as well as the development of the methodology used, it became clear that the interviews
should be conducted by me, rather than somebody else (even if their knowledge had been greater).
In order to conduct the interview myself it was thought best to involve interpreters that would
translate the content in vivo. This way, I would be able to follow the interview as it was taking place
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and direct it as appropriate. After a first interview with a certified interviewer, the financial aspect of
involving a certified professional, as well as the fact that he had no background in mental health
proved to produce poor results. Finally, in a last attempt to find a better solution, the department of
translation and interpreting of Ghent University was contacted. Two students referred by a professor
were involved for the remaining Flemish interviews and subsequent transcription and translation of
those.
Having the same persons involved throughout this process proved invaluable both because
they developed an expertise in the subjects discussed, while they also became familiar with the
process and the people involved in it. Furthermore, given the affiliation with the university the
students were also well equipped with the necessary interpreting tools to carry on with the interviews
with minimal interference. The questions were asked in English and where participants did not
understand the interpreters would step in. Moreover, in order to keep the process as simple as
possible, one-to-one interviews were translated by consecutive interpreting, meaning that a
translation was provided after a short speech. For the focus groups, the two interpreters were
involved in simultaneous mode by which they translated directly, as participants spoke. Considerable
time was reserved to allow for the interpreters to switch during the interviews but also for them and
the team to have breaks.

Constructivist Grounded Theory Analysis
All the interviews were first transcribed in the original language in which they were conducted.
The French interviews were coded in French and subsequent codes and categories were then
translated. The Flemish transcripts were translated word for word by the same interpreters present
during the interviews. The translations were then verified by my Flemish-speaking supervisor who
mainly advised on linguistic particularities of the mental healthcare field, as well as more specifically
of the Belgian reform. For both languages, specific attention was given to particularities in the wording
and language used, especially in the mental health field. Words that may be used daily, but which are
difficult to translate and/or are unique to each language, were thought to reflect specific meanings
and cultures surrounding the teams and their context. Those words were collected and reflected on
as part of the analytic process (p137-139).
The transcriptions were analysed using a Constructivist Grounded Theory approach. A list
based on different readings of this method were compiled to make sense of this method. There were
ten hallmarks of Constructivist Grounded Theory, which will be visited and revisited throughout the
analytical process:
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1. Open or initial coding: Grounded Theory starts with “open coding” involving a close
examination of words or phrases (Charmaz, 2006; Birks and Mills, 2011).
2. Focused and theoretical coding: Existing significant codes direct subsequent analysis so that
new codes are focused around an identified core. In turn, theoretical coding further advances
coding with codes drawn from existing theories to assist in the final theoretical integration.
Those prove important because they offer explanations in relation to a theoretical body of
knowledge (Charmaz, 2006; Birks and Mills, 2011).
3. Axial Coding: As open codes are collected and the study progresses, axial coding also starts to
take place on several levels simultaneously (Corbin and Strauss, 2008).
4. Memo writing: This is a continuous process (Glaser, 1992) described as a ‘conversation with
the self’ and it offers a way of tracking the analytic process (Corbin and Strauss, 2008)
5. Categorisation of data: Significant data is then assigned relevant labels and conceptual groups
and in turn sub-categories and further macro-categories are created with a label assigned to
each (Myers, 2013).
6. Concurrent data generation, constant comparative analysis and theoretical sampling: Data
is constantly collected and analysed, with new data being compared to older data. As a result,
categories develop (Birks and Mills, 2011). Comparing new data with older data allows for
constant examination of their similarities and differences as well as the absence and presence
of data all the while testing and refining conclusions (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). Theoretical
sampling allows for the comparative process to continue while new samples are chosen (Birks
and Mills, 2011).
7. Theoretical sensitivity: The concluding theory must echo the data by recognising its meaning
(Otkay, 2012). At this point, personal subjectivity must be considered to maintain internal
validity and reliability and move away from personal bias (Morse, Stern, Corbin, Bowers,
Charmaz and Clarke, 2009) thus seeing data in an innovative and original way (Urquhart,
2013).
8. Theoretical Saturation: This constantly occurs until no new understanding is arising from the
data and a central theme has been developed allowing for theoretical sampling to finally be
stopped (Birks and Mills, 2011).
9. Theoretical Integration: Causal and correlational links are formed between categories while
also explaining any variation in the data (Myers, 2013).
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10. Central Category: Encompassing and drawing together all categories identifies a central
category which fits closely to the original data. It is accurate yet abstract but most importantly
it is based on the previous coding steps and represents the participant’s voices. Thus, a central
category carries the main explanation on which all other categories can be based (Birks and
Mills, 2011).
The diagram (next page) shows the basic steps of the analytical process for this study. This is
not necessarily a chronological timeline since I had to go back and forth between different steps, but
it is a representation of the main analytical building blocks on which the theory was built. This diagram
will be revisited throughout the rest of this work.
Note that during data collection there were aspects of the experience with the teams which
go beyond the meaningful or the relevant within this particular piece of work. Given that qualitative
work is always permeated by many variables that lie outside the field of study, those aspects were
certainly recorded but have only been briefly discussed, if at all. However, this is not to say that they
were not paid attention to and reflected upon.
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Figure 3.1 The Analytical Process

Table 3.1 The Analytical Process
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Chapter 4:
The Projects
Introduction to Chapter 4
During the first observation period which lasted between four and six days with each project
(two to three days with each 2A and 2B team/function), each team offered an introductory overview
of their practice, their daily organisational structure and their role within their existing systems and
contexts using a check list that was developed for this purpose (appendix C). Here is an introduction
to all four projects based on those first observations. It is presented in the chronological order the
teams were visited, to reflect the process in which they were observed. Each observation was used as
an example for the next by comparing and contrasting how the different teams made sense of the
federal guidelines (p34-35).

Witnessing: First observation
A list with several points was proposed as a blueprint for observations which gave them a
specific focus (appendix C). This was done in order not to get lost in data but rather to have specific
research answers in order to carry out the interviews (Charmaz, 2006). The list included organisational
aspects of the teams such as opening times, discussions and meetings, telephone access, referral
procedures (including inclusion and exclusion criteria) and access to the team (e.g. waiting lists), as
well as intervention models. I also questioned members about their information sharing and
information keeping techniques, who their closest partners were, their assessment tools, their
resources. I also began to form a picture of who worked in the teams, their disciplines, where they
came from (residential or community settings), how long they had been there and what hierarchical
positions they took in the decision-making processes. Finally, it was also an opportunity to find out
more about the language they used in their everyday activity, i.e. how they talked of their work and
the people they saw.
During this first observation, it was decided for me not to attend any visits to service-users
with the team, since the focus was on the teams’ organisation. I mostly stayed at the teams’
headquarters, was present during their meetings and formal and informal debriefing sessions,
telephone referrals or follow ups. This was also the first opportunity I had to talk to individual team
members to present myself and get to know them too. There were a few instances where I was invited
to take part in conversations as well as to be present in some visits. This was done purely at the team
members’ insistence and ultimately reflects the ethnographic approach to the study.
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Quantitative data was also collected for each project, during that first observation period. This
included outcome measures the teams collected as well as on-paper tools they may have been using.
Also, many provided me with their project proposals based on the reform guide. Furthermore, federal
data was also collected although that proved less detailed than originally expected (appendix B). There
is little homogeneity between projects as each collects information according to their own references
and definitions. The data collected during the observation is presented here as it was shared, reflecting
each team’s own renderings.

The Projects
Brussels: HERMESplus
Since this Brussels project was not attached to a hospital and the 2B team representation was
actually an ambulatory centre, this first observation proved to be quite different from the others.
More specifically, the 2A team had been developed using the governmental funds since no promoting
hospital was involved and in effect no beds were “frozen” to finance the team. Furthermore, it was
the only project that was bilingual. In any case, this was my first introduction to 107 mobile teams.

2A team: TANDEMplus
The 2A team had been operating for the last two and a half years as a direct product of the
107 reform. The team was based in the city centre and covered a large area including the north, west
and south of the Brussels region. Team members always visited people either at home or elsewhere.
Generally speaking, service-users represented the Brussels population. They were from poorer socioeconomic areas and lived in highly precarious conditions whether in terms of earnings, education,
employment or housing.
When I first met the team it comprised four professionals, two of which worked four days a
week. Most of the members had come directly from working in a hospital setting while others had
worked in the community and in ambulatory mental health centres. For others this was their first job
in the mental health field while one member came with a social services background. There were two
nurses, a social worker and a psychologist while an assistant psychiatrist had also just started his
placement there. However, they all presented themselves as “psycho-social workers” of equal
standing; their disciplinary background was only revealed if and when needed. A consultant
psychiatrist attended the weekly team meetings as well as two “function referrers” fulfilling consulting
and supervisory roles. The team did not use an active psychiatric function within the team. They took
an actively critical stance towards psychiatry, avoided prescribing medication or diagnosing but
instead preferred to refer to external psychiatrists, based on service-users’ requests.
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Three part-time staff operated the phone line from the TANDEMplus offices, taking in referrals
for both the 2A team, as well as re-orienting people towards the rest of the HERMESplus network and
project. These three persons were considered “experts by experience” although they were not
formally employed as such. It was unclear why this was the case. Originally, the team only accepted
referrals from other professionals, but quickly started accepting them from anybody who called,
including self-referrals, even if rare. The team explained that family members were the most frequent
callers. Officially, the ages ranged between 16 and 65 years. However, the team avoided supporting
people under 18, given the legal limits, especially related to young people’s parents, which apply for
underage users in Belgium.
The team did not operate in the evenings or weekends, as they regarded ‘crises’ different from
emergencies. Crises were defined as long-term situations, usually involving the person’s network,
which was no longer able to handle an increasingly complex situation. Many service-users were
presented as having “psychosocial problems” with a “psychiatric profile”. Emergencies, where people
presented with urgent suicidal ideas or where violence was an issue, were directly redirected to an
Accident and Emergency (A&E) department. Service-users were usually people who had not yet had
contact with the HERMESplus network or other out-of-hospital mental healthcare, while others had
often “disengaged”. The team (re)referred them towards the professional network of care, including
ambulatory mental health centres and private professionals, medical centres, schools or community
services amongst others. The team’s intervention model was based on psychosocial theories, which
meant that the workers usually preferred to refer people towards ambulatory or even non-mental
healthcare structures. This could be an indication of the gap that exists, especially in the Brussels
region, between the ambulatory mental health sector and hospital care. Furthermore, this transpired
to be a big difference compared with other projects where the main referrers were psychiatric care
providers and where the collaboration with residential care was much more important and close.
Each new referral was evaluated by a team member and an intervention officially took place
between four and six weeks, although in practice this was often longer. Continuity in a person’s care
was ensured as much as possible by having the same worker involved throughout an intervention.
Although all team members were informed of every situation, each user had a person of reference
(unlike other 2A teams). People were visited as often as three times or at least once a week. The team
took decisions together in a ‘horizontal’ manner and frequently met to hand over important
information. Although time consuming, the team travelled by public transport or by bike around their
very large catchment area. This created a considerable time limitation on the number of visits they
were able to do. The first observation period happened a few days after the Paris November attacks,
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during which most of the public transport in Brussels was inactive. This inability to travel as easily
showed how important the aspect of mobility was for this team.
The team had to be flexible and creative especially for people who did not want them
involved. This was mainly due to Belgium’s strict confidentiality law, called ‘professional secret’
(appendix A.2). Based on this law, a service-user must explicitly give their consent for any information
to be shared between professionals. Workers took particular attention when they introduced
themselves and often gave people time to decide whether they wanted support. This was revealed
not to always be as important for other teams. All in all, this team did not appear to be a standard 2A
team.

2B team: Antonin Artaud
As mentioned, given that the HERMESplus was funded solely with governmental funds and
Brussels already had a large array of mental health services within the community, it was deemed
more optimal to create a network of partners made up from those services that would all serve the
function 2B without creating a new and separate team. For the purpose of this study, Antonin Artaud,
an ambulatory mental health centre and an ASBL (Association Sans But Lucrative – non-profit
association) funded mainly through regional funding, was deemed closest to this function, serving a
chronic, long-term population within the centre of Brussels.
Firstly, a brief note on the team’s chosen name: Antonin Artaud was a French literary figure
of the twentieth-century avant-garde theatre. His most noted contribution to drama theory has been
his “theatre of cruelty”, an intense theatrical experience that combined elaborate props, magic tricks,
special lighting, primitive gestures and articulations, themes of rape, torture and murder to shock the
audience into confronting the basic elements of life. Artaud’s creative abilities were developed, in
part, as a means of “therapy” during the artist’s many hospitalisations for mental illness. While being
treated in hospital by Edouard Toulouse (a French psychiatrist who developed ambulatory teams),
Artaud was encouraged to express himself through poetry. His life and work very much reflected his
mental states (Morfee, 2002).
The Antonin Artaud service was therefore a product of the development of ambulatory mental
healthcare. The team had been active for the last 40 years, occupying the same location in the centre
of Brussels. Originally, the service started as a day centre based on the ideas of the anti-psychiatry
movement of the 60s and 70s coming from Italy (Corbascio Fox, 2006). It quickly developed other
functions such as protected housing facilities and a mental health centre. The latter that also had a
mobile function (when needed) was similar to the 2B function.
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There were nine professionals with different disciplinary backgrounds including psychiatric
nurses, psychologists, social workers and psychiatrists working at the centre when I first visited.
Although the team explained that they operated in a horizontal way, in practice psychiatric nurses and
social workers were the main case managers, while psychologists only got involved if requested. The
psychiatrists operated somewhat separately from the rest of the team and met with people
independently, in their consultation room. The whole team was said to know of every situation and
decisions were taken at a team level. However, this was not always the case in practice. Rather than
resembling multi-disciplinary discussion, team meetings were very much directed towards the
psychiatrists.
The centre was mainly a drop-in centre for service-users with or without appointments. The
team’s “welcoming” function (“accueil”, p138) was very important for them since it was seen as the
main way for them to keep a low threshold while also being able to re-orient towards other services,
when possible. In other words, anybody could drop in or call at any moment and in this way the centre
was regarded as accessible. There was a first come, first served policy and when the team’s maximum
capacity had been reached no new users were taken on. Instead, they were re-orientated towards
other services. The team organised their shifts in such a way for a member to always be present in
order to receive people who came to visit, answer the phone or deal with emergencies. This
“permanence” function was carried out by all members of the team except the psychiatrists. People
who dropped in were not always users but often came to ask questions, find out about referral
procedures or just had a cup of coffee. At the back of the centre was a small garden where a lot of
people met and socialised. This was a space the team members seldom visited. In fact, I found out
about this garden later on during my involvement with the team, after spending some time with
service-users.
People who used the service lived in the centre of Brussels and were presented as having a
“severe psychiatric disorder”. Most had long standing links with mental health services, often with
intermittent hospital stays. Since there was no intervention time limit, many service-users had been
involved with the centre for over 20 years. The active caseload ranged between 150 and 230 serviceusers at any given moment. Each team member had an individual caseload of around 20 people, while
each user was assigned one of the two psychiatrists. Interventions were usually of a ‘social’ nature
such as finances and housing, reflecting the needs of the target population. Nevertheless, the team
often had a very ‘psychiatric’ function too i.e. linked to symptomatology and medication. Note that in
Belgium, there is only one treating psychiatrist who holds medical responsibility and who can be
associated with a service or entirely private. However, people can also visit other psychiatrists if they
wish. In the Antonin Artaud team the psychiatrist tried to always act as the “treating psychiatrist” and
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as such aimed to see people at least once a month. People were therefore prescribed medication or
depot injections administered by the team’s nurses. This was very different from the other projects I
visited.
Given that service-users were often seen for decades, interventions around physical and
somatic problems linked to these ageing populations also had become relevant. Furthermore, a
person’s continuously changing context was also considered, although the team mainly worked on
individualised interventions, based on psychodynamic theories focusing on the service-users.
According to the team’s motto “we are present and we are continuous”, service-users were said to be
supported as much as needed. In terms of mobility, the team was not as mobile compared with
other/classic 2B teams, but only did so when necessary. For people who disengaged, their file was
kept “dormant” but they were seldom discharged. The team was very close to a protected housing
service which operated next door to the centre. Service-users were sometimes admitted to hospital.
The team saw this as a necessity in certain cases. There was a general philosophy that long-term
admissions were better, while short stays were seen as a risk for (more) crises during discharge. There
was also frustration that, although the hospitals were aware of the team, they did not always alert
them when a person was either admitted or discharged.
During this first visit, the frequency at which service-users were seen by the psychiatrist was
being discussed. It was felt that once a month was too often and service-users were getting too
“attached”. Originally, there were two psychiatrists involved, both of whom had been with the team
since its formation. One of the two had recently passed away and this resulted in a great sense of grief
for both the team and the service-users. As an established service that presented as very committed
to its service-users, the notion of “getting old together” was particularly felt at that moment. The team
saw themselves as professionals who had a “caring” role, pushing for “therapeutic choices”.
All in all, this was to become an example of ambulatory mental health centres, especially in
terms of its similarities but also its differences with mobile teams. The most important difference was
the gap between the centre and hospital structures, which was proven to be smaller for other projects.
Nevertheless, there was a sense in which the Antonin Artaud team and other mobile teams were
similar in terms of their understanding of people’s distress, their values and interventions. This
became even more apparent during the interviews, as will be shown in later chapters.

Wallonia: Région du Centre
I first met with the two team leaders for this project during the selection procedure for the
Walloon teams. Both teams were based in the administrative buildings of the Saint Bernard Hospital,
a psychiatric facility, but operated from separate offices. As mentioned, the workers were originally
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employed by the hospitals and were hired to work for the teams through a “sliding” process on a
voluntary basis (by moving personnel from one structure to the other, but using the same funding,
contract and hierarchy used by the “host” hospital). The 2A team was formed six months ahead of
the 2B team, with many team members moving from the former to the latter.

2A Team: Emc²
There were 15 people working in the 2A team including one psychiatrist, when I first met the
team. The team leader was a social worker while the other professionals ranged from nurses, social
nurses, psychologists and assistant psychologists as well as special educators (occupational therapists;
OTs). Shifts were based on those of the hospital while nurses and OTs worked the out of hours’ shifts.
At night, callers left a message and were called back within 15 minutes. This system was later
transformed with night callers being redirected to the hospital phone line. This was done based on
statistics that showed very few calls during the night.
The team met often to handover between shifts. Decisions on referrals, inclusions and
discharges were also taken during those times with the psychiatrist acting as the ultimate decision
maker. Anybody could refer to the service including self-refer. Interventions were usually four weeks
long, but if necessary were shortened. Sometimes, the team worked solely with the referrer or the
family and social network if the person in question was refusing to have them involved. The team’s
caseload ranged from as low as seven people to 30 (average of 20 to 25). Every service-user was visited
by a pair of workers while the caseload was shared by the whole team.
The team described the service-users they saw as presenting with a crisis of a “psychosocial”
nature that may or may not be accompanied by a “psychiatric profile”. A diagnosis was therefore not
essential and in fact the team explained that the medical model was rarely used and even avoided.
Taking into account that the area the team operated in is one of the poorest socioeconomically in the
country, many users presented with psychosocial problems given this context. The team leader had a
background in social work and the psychiatrist had systemic training, so the inclusion criteria were
developed based on these models. Moreover, the psychiatrist had a consulting and supervisory role
within the team. Nevertheless, team workers most of whom had previously been employed by the
hospital did not always agree with the psychiatrist’s model. Other models were also applied depending
on the situation and the professionals involved.
All in all, the team did not present themselves as a ‘hospitalisation at home’ service. Instead,
their intervention was mainly based on strengthening a person’s network. They worked towards
finding other professional partners to support the user in the long-term. This involved services such
as the SPAD (ambulatory psychiatric teams) or the 2B team. The team avoided increasing the time
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limit because they wanted to avoid becoming “too needed” by a service-user. They hoped instead for
the person to form links with long-term services. In other words, the team did not just aim at providing
an individualised service according to the person’s need but mainly worked towards strengthening the
user’s professional and personal network.

2A/2B Collaboration
The teams used the same computer system which is based on a hospital software. As a result,
several problems linked to continuity, confidentiality and transfer/referrals were experienced by the
teams. In other words, it was felt that files were created in a way that fragmented people’s everyday
life and situation. Furthermore, the teams shared the same phone line. Each team was responsible for
it on a rotational basis and referred to the other when appropriate. For people who were referred but
whose situation was unclear, a “mixed assessment” was organised with a worker from each team. In
practice, this created a few problems, most notably on the information obtained, how relevant it was
and on the decision-making process for inclusion. Workers felt that referrals were often biased
depending on who was responsible when the calls came through.

2B Team
There were seven people working for the 2B team with a part-time psychiatrist who was also
working in the forced admissions ward (for people involuntarily admitted). The funding for the 2B
team was linked to the local SPAD team (ambulatory team at home) although their target population
differed considerably, with the 2B team seeing people that were deemed more “severe” and needing
a more intensive intervention. This multidisciplinary 2B team worked in a different way according to
their disciplinary background, as well as their personal perspectives but in all they were said to do the
same work. Furthermore, the psychiatrist’s double function in the team and within the hospital was
seen as an important step in allowing a decrease in the number of forced admissions.
Service-users could be referred by anybody, including self-refer. In general, the team aimed
to meet with the referrer to increase their visibility but also to explain the criteria for inclusion. Those
usually included people who were said to be “revolving door” hospital users, people who had difficulty
engaging with services, who presented as “chronic” and “disengaging”. It was also important for the
team to be able to offer options and possibilities to re-orient people towards other services within the
area’s professional network. However, given that there were many disparities in service provision
across the area, the team did include service-users that may not have fitted these criteria. In other
words, the team felt that if they didn’t get involved, people could find themselves without any support.
Most referrals were said to come from the Saint Bernard hospital where the team was based. The
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team explained that this could have been due to the hospital being the main “host” in terms of their
budget, while hospital workers were also more aware of the mobile team’s work.
Two workers were assigned to each service-user. The team met regularly to exchange
information and to set precise objectives for people. Users were said to be seen “as short as possible,
as long as necessary”. This could be daily to once a fortnight. The psychiatrist visited service-users at
least once a year or more if deemed necessary. Usually, the 2B team would support people during a
crisis without the involvement of the 2A team, except for weekends. In general, the team did not have
a clear model. There was considerable resistance to concepts such as “psycho-education” as well as
attitudes of “social control” (see also p128). Conversely, “confidentiality” was very important for the
team (appendix A.2). Workers did not share everything either with the team’s psychiatrist or with
other services. Their main interest was to form a connection and a relationship with service-users. This
relationship was believed to be “therapeutic”. It allowed a secure platform on which the person could
express their wishes for the future. The team and the person were said to work together in achieving
these wishes. The idea was to see people’s strengths as well as their limits, while “distress” and
“suffering” were understood to be more important than “symptoms”. The team discharged people
from their service when they found their presence no longer necessary. They explained that this did
not necessarily mean that someone was “symptom free” but rather that the network around them
could support them in their daily life. In any case, any former service-user could be re-referred to the
team.
The team explained that they referred people to hospital if necessary. In other words, hospital
was not a place to avoid rather the question was whether it was necessary. Although the threshold
for “risk” had decreased considerably since the team’s creation, hospital was still seen as an important
and positive option to have in certain situations. Several examples were explored, such as people who
had been in hospital for a very long time and who as a result struggled to live in the community. For
others, it was said to be too costly to pay for a house as well as a hospitalisation to the extent that
people chose to be admitted. It is important to mention that during my first visit with the team, the
workers explained that the region had seen an increase in so called “pirate houses”. Those are private
houses that resemble psychiatric hospitals but there are no formal records for their residents and
practices as they operate outside the law. Moreover, there is no control in how care is provided with
increasing revelations of abusive practices and severe human rights violations (Giot and Mann, 2016).
For the team, it was therefore important to have controlled, long-term hospital environments that
would shelter and “treat” people who were said to have “chronic problems”. In conclusion, the team
did not always avoid referrals to hospital but was said to be more present as a post-hospitalisation
service rather than a pre-admission one. In general, the team aimed to create links with other services
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including GPs, service-user groups in the area, as well as local A&E departments in general hospitals.
However, it became obvious that A&E doctors preferred to discharge people without offering any
support, let alone referring to the 2B team.
The most striking revelation during my visit was the way in which the team members narrated
their experience of having worked in hospital for years and suddenly getting to know people in the
community, in many instances people they had known as in-patients too. One worker explained that
for the first six months as a new 2B team member, she would return to visit her previous in-patient
ward in order to feel “secure”. However, when asked whether she would go back to her previous work
after two years of working in a mobile team she was adamant that she wouldn’t. Members also
explained that visiting people within their home/own environments helped workers to also
understand situations better. However, the team also felt it very important to not become active
agents of “social control”. Conversely, the team’s hope was instead that mental illness should be seen
as a part of human experience. “We are all a little mad” explained the team leader.

Ghent: PAKT
As mentioned in the introduction, at the time of my first visit there was one large 2A team
which, during this study, in the spring of 2015, was split into two teams one for the north and another
for the south of the area. My first observation with the team was before the split. I then followed the
south team after the split. The 2B function was shared between four different teams and I mainly
worked with the north team. This choice was based on the fact that the north team served a more
urban population, which was an important characteristic when this project was selected. The funding
for the PAKT project had been ensured through the collaboration of four hospitals in the region.

2A team: Mobiele Crisis Team (MCT)
There were 19 professionals working with the 2A team during the first observation. The team
operated in the whole territory of Ghent and was based in two locations. One was at Dok Noord, a
building overlooking the Handelsdok (trade dock) canal and the other was at the University Hospital
Psychiatric Rapid Response Unit (UPSIE) ward (part of the Ghent University Hospital, UZGent).
Specifically, the UPSIE is a small closed ward which accommodates people who are in crisis for a period
of three days of observation, assessment, medication and reorientation to an appropriate service or
discharge. Most 2A members were former hospital employees, including some from the UPSIE.
Referrals were only accepted from other professionals and were all assessed for inclusion.
Calls were generally re-referrals or concerned people needing support while on waiting lists for longterm services. Referrals that came from hospital were usually for people wanting to be discharged
earlier as well as for beds to be freed for new admissions. Service-users were therefore understood to
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be part of the “severe psychiatric population” (people who had past admissions). They usually
presented with a “severe crisis”. The team explained that they preferred to include people with a
“psychiatric” profile rather than a “psychosocial” one. However, a psychiatric diagnosis was not part
of the inclusion criteria. The team assessed people on how acute their situation was, on the duration
of their crisis and the network available (both professional and personal). Finally, they also questioned
whether the team’s involvement would prove beneficial. For re-referrals, the team included people
for whom there was a new difficulty in their situation.
The team intervened on average for four weeks, but this was shorter if necessary or as long
as six weeks. People were seen as much as every day or as infrequently as once a week. The team
managed “risk” through their direct engagement and clinical judgement while safety, support and a
clear plan was also ensured. However, people who self-harmed, abused alcohol or were deemed too
“floridly psychotic” were usually referred to hospital. Once discharged from the team, service-users
were usually referred back to their GP, their psychologist or psychiatrist or sometimes to a day
hospital.
Generally speaking, the team did not adopt any particular model for their work, although
different members were trained in different approaches. Each presented themselves with their
personality and experience which they exchanged with other members. Many also went on training
courses, such as for Dialectic Behavioural Therapy, motivational work and suicide prevention
techniques amongst others, which they then fed back to the rest of the team. Their interventions were
said to be based on forming a “therapeutic relationship”: talking and engaging with service-users in
order to build a meaningful connection. The team valued the fact that they could rely on their “clinical
judgement” as they believed it was important for them to take the most effective decision for people’s
care.
Workers explained that they felt “free” to explore new ways of doing things without being
restricted by the precise rules of the hospital within their new role. They presented themselves first
as care workers and only used their disciplinary backgrounds and training if needed. There were two
psychiatrists working for the team, each with their own caseload. After the split, a psychiatrist was
assigned to each team. The team worked in shifts, with a “dispatch” person always available to answer
calls. Visits were done in pairs and the whole team met regularly during the day to debrief on their
activities. Many different members were involved with each service-user. A psychiatrist was always
on call but only did visits when booked in advance while the hospital crisis unit psychiatrist was on call
for weekend nights. All in all, the psychiatrists were felt to be absent in practice but only present
during some team meetings where discussions were solely directed at them. Team members felt that
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they spoke more as a team when the psychiatrists were absent. The psychiatrists’ involvement was an
issue that was raised repeatedly during my time with the team (including the interviews).

2B Team: MOBiLteam North
All four 2B PAKT teams cooperated and worked together mainly in terms of their referrals
system. However, each had their own target area and developed their own model and philosophy.
The 2B North team operated within the city centre which was also the main reason for its participation
in this study. There were 12 professionals working for this multidisciplinary team during my first visit,
including two volunteer experts by experience and a psychiatrist. Most workers had not directly been
employed by hospital and some had little or no experience within the residential setting. At the time
of my first visit there was some confusion on the expert by experience role within the team, both in
terms of specificity as well as on what information was collected within that role, how it was stored
and shared. The team worked with caseloads and each worker supported up to 18 people. They
generally followed the FACT model (p27; appendix A.6). All in all, team members felt that it was
difficult to balance both the ACT and CMHT functions which presupposed different approaches.
An assessment and screening team had been set up between all 2B PAKT teams, with one
member from each team assigned to it, while the team leaders and psychiatrists joined on a rotational
basis. Anybody could refer, including potential service-users themselves for whom a lower threshold
was set. Ultimately however, the decision on who was included was left up to the psychiatrist. An
important number of referrals came from one of the promoting hospitals, based on an agreement for
a fast-tracking referral pathway for “very vulnerable” people. The team leader expressed
dissatisfaction with this agreement, especially since it was felt that the same was not true for referrals
coming from the team towards hospital. It was also explained that referrals from hospital were not
always of a 2B “profile” but had to be included regardless. Moreover, service-users were sometimes
unaware of such referrals between the hospital and the mobile team. As a result, they had not always
had the opportunity to give their consent for the involvement of the 2B team.
Service-users supported by the teams often presented as “acute”, with a “double diagnosis”.
They were said to be “psychiatric patients” who were “chronic”. The team mostly supported serviceusers before an admission to hospital, while they saw the local PZT team (ambulatory team at home)
as a post-hospital service. Given that the team was mobile and operated within the community, the
question inevitably arose as to whether the team acted as an alternative to hospital or whether they
also offered support to people who would not have had any connection with a hospital but were
“new” to the mental health system.
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Given the team’s FACT model, workers employed three different approaches depending on
people’s needs: AOT, CMHT and “bemoeizorg” (“meddling” or intrusive care for people who actively
disengage with services and are difficult to establish contact with; p139). The team met regularly,
more often to discuss service-users on the “FACT board” (people who were said to be in “crisis”). The
team’s aim was to always have a concrete plan of action for service-users. Each person’s engagement
with the team was dependent on their needs. The team often acted as a safety net, with “dormant”
files for people with whom the team was not actively involved with but who were not discharged from
the service. However, this approach often prevented new inclusions.
In general, the team aimed to work closely with other services but often found it challenging
to do so. This was mostly due to difficulties in the sharing of information between services. Collecting
information appeared to be very time consuming and a lot of it had to be collected manually (mainly
by telephone to specific professionals). It was also interesting to see that in this project the 2A and 2B
teams did not work closely together. This was also due to the fact that the 2B team supported serviceusers through their crises and seldom referred them to the 2A team.

Central-West Flanders: PRIT
The PRIT project was a ‘typical’ 107 project, which included a 2A and 2B team with its
members all employed directly from its promoting hospital. The teams operated and organised closely
together, along with the local PZT service. All in all, this project was perhaps the most financially
comfortable in comparison with the other three participating in this study.

2A/2B Collaboration
The teams shared the same resources (office, computer system etc.) as well as the same
central telephone number. Any professional could refer people to the mobile teams, but self-referrals
were not accepted (people were advised to go through their GPs). It was felt that professionals knew
the target group better and therefore had better judgement when referring. A referral was first
assessed by phone by two social workers and if appropriate was forwarded to the teams. Both teams
were multidisciplinary. However, psychiatric nurses were the only ones to hold caseloads while the
psychologists had a consultancy role and saw service-users if it was stipulated as a need (although this
was not always clear when). The teams’ psychologists were also important actors in the development
of the service model. The social workers who mainly answered the phone could also be consulted
when needed. The teams also shared a psychiatrist who was the main decision maker when present.
Conversely with most other teams, the psychiatrist aimed to be the “treating psychiatrist” but this
rarely was the case in practice, due to opposition from other professionals. In general, any service-
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user had to have a GP who acted as a reference throughout an intervention and ensured continuity of
care for the future.
Both teams used the same personal recovery plan which was filled in with the service-user
during an intervention. The plan included an overview of the situation and the reasons for seeking
help as well as the goals expected. It also included a genogram and sociogram (a map of people’s
interpersonal relationships) as well as a short history and context description. Service-users shared
their daily living situation and activities by filling in a weekly activity diary. The recovery plan also
included information on a person’s medication. Furthermore, vulnerabilities and resources were
discussed. The plan also included psychometric tests, such as depression and anxiety questionnaires,
as well as some basic neuro-psychometric tests. Finally, service-users were also asked to complete
Cognitive Behavioural Schemas (specific events that trigger certain thoughts, feelings and behaviours
with the resulting consequences), as well as a signalling plan to use as future reference. Once
completed, a copy of the personal recovery plan was given to the service-user to keep and use as
needed. If they were re-referred to the service, their old plan was recovered and amended as
appropriate.

2A: MTA
Inclusion criteria for the 2A team included people who were experiencing a ‘crisis’ considered
acute and accompanied by a “psychiatric” problem. However, a diagnosis was not needed and whilst
symptoms had to clearly be acute those were sometimes said to be of a psychosocial nature. When a
person was included in the service, the team were involved for an average of four to six weeks. The
first week workers assessed the person’s situation by visiting daily and collecting information so as to
set up an intervention plan. Generally, the team adopted a collective approach: nobody held a
caseload, but all members visited service-users in pairs. The caseload ranged from around 22 to 25
service-users on average. The team met regularly including during the day to discuss people on the
“FACT board” (crisis situations) focusing on interventions and planning, have a handover for the next
shift and organise visits.
The team mainly used a FACT model approach (p27; appendix A.6) but adapted it for everyday
work, using different parts from different models. At its basis, the intervention was centred on the
recovery plan the team used, to which other relevant intervention techniques had been added. During
the first observation, the team explained that they aimed to include more risk management to their
intervention using a phased model approach. Generally speaking, most people were referred to a
psychologist or other ambulatory or community service. Particular attention was given to ensure
continuity of care both as follow up to the 2A team’s work but also during the intervention period
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itself. When people were said to need a hospital admission the 2A team generally referred them to
the general hospital because there were more acute care beds available. For more specialised care
people were referred to the psychiatric hospital. About 10% of people were referred to the 2B team.
As was the case with other teams, during my first visit it was explained that there was
uncertainty about the impact the mobile teams were having on hospital admissions and whether they
presented an alternative. For this 2A team (as for others) the A&E department’s priority remained to
admit people who were said to be in crisis, mainly in order to keep beds occupied. Once the beds were
full, the 2A team was called. The team also explained that A&E doctors were often not trained in
‘matters of mental health’. Furthermore, team members often found it difficult to work closely with
other services, mainly because information on service-users was not freely shared. Continuity in care
could not always be ensured due to the lack of transparency.

2B: MTL
As mentioned, the 2B team worked very closely with the 2A team but given the difference in
their target populations there were also a few differences in the way they organised. The 2B team
offered longer term support by building and maintaining support networks. People included were said
to have “a psychiatric problem with complications or impairments that have an impact in a person’s
everyday life”. The team explained that their threshold remained low and that they only offered
support for a maximum of 2 years. For more severe situations or complex presentations, people were
referred to inpatient services.
Service-users were first placed on a waiting list. They were then visited for an intake period,
where they were seen four times in a period of two weeks, including a visit by a psychologist and if
possibly by the psychiatrist too. The team generally paid attention to the service-user’s context in
order to get to know them and their situation. After those two weeks, the situation was discussed by
the team and, if included, a case manager was assigned. Case managers were responsible for people’s
support but if the need for more intensive care arose (e.g. increased frequency of visits) then the
situation automatically became shared with other members of the team. Service-users who were
going through a crisis or were potentially at risk of one were put on the "FACT board" and daily
meetings allowed for team members to discuss those situations. People who were admitted in
hospital were also included on the board and the team worked towards shortening their stay.
Service-users saw the psychiatrist once or more if needed. The treating psychiatrist still held
the responsibility for important aspects of people’s care such as medication. The 2B team’s
psychiatrist only changed medication after discussing it with the treating psychiatrist. Furthermore, as
in most projects, nurses within the team never administered medication. The team explained that
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they generally avoided using diagnoses. If used, they were mainly seen as hypotheses. However,
workers did some work with service-users and their assigned diagnoses especially in order to explore
the stigmas attached to such labels. It also became apparent that the team was not always in
agreement with other services or professionals on the subject of diagnoses. The team generally tried
to have an open line of communication with other professionals involved. As mentioned, the 2B team
intervened for a maximum period of two years. Service-users were mainly referred to private
psychologists, mental health centres (CGG) or psychosocial rehabilitation centres as well as the PZT,
since those services also operated for the long-term. Given the long waiting lists for those, the 2B
team often had to refer ahead of discharge to ensure continuity.
Unlike the 2A team, the 2B team felt that they had an impact on the number of hospital
admissions. Services in the areas referred people to the 2B team in order to avoid admissions. The
team also explained that their threshold for risk had decreased considerably and with that the rate of
admissions. However, when asked, the concept of risk remained unquantified and was said to depend
strongly on clinical intuitive judgement. Usually, communication was said to be quite open with
hospital. In general, however, the team valued their independence. In contrast with other 2B teams,
it appeared that this team worked with service-users who had given consent and agreed to an
intervention with all its facets. In this regard, it could be assumed that service-users’ situations were
perhaps less ‘chronic’ than in other areas, where often consent had to be actively sought and was not
always guaranteed. Furthermore, the team mainly worked on subjects surrounding mental health
while problems of a social nature were redirected towards other structures. This was possible given
the efficiency of social care within the area, unlike urban or socio-economically precarious contexts
where services were often saturated by social care demands.
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Part II: Analysis
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Chapter 5:
Categorical Levels – Presenting the Data
Introduction to Chapter 5
The following three chapters will explore the analysis that was done on the basis of the
interviews and the second observation period with the teams. Based on the Grounded Theory
methods (chapter 3) open coding quickly made apparent levels which were descriptive of the data and
which became increasingly obvious throughout the interviews. Those levels and ensuing sub-levels
will be discussed in this chapter which will in turn pave the way for the relevant analyses, subsequent
sub-themes (chapter 6) and categories that transpired (chapter 7).
All eight teams described their work focusing on two aspects: one concerned their daily direct
work with service-users at a team level while the other referred to the way in which they collaborated
and compared themselves with other services. Those collaborations comprised agents within the
mental healthcare sector including the residential sector and the already existing ambulatory (or
community) care sector. Other collaborations concerned first line (or Function 1; p31-32; appendix
A.7) and social care services as well as wider services such as the police, schools, private employers
and others. Finally, the participants also described their work within the wider geographic, societal
and political context. According to the questions developed for the study at each level (p80-85),
participants also provided their “ideals” i.e. ways in which they would like to see their work and
collaborations change.
The three categorical levels presented were based on initial coding technique, which with time
became more focused to produce conceptual groupings and categorical levels. “Categories explicate
ideas, events or processes in […] data, and do so in telling words” (Charmaz, 2006:91). Groups of those
“telling words” or focused codes are shown in italics throughout the text, with clusters of codes
underlined. Those make up the conceptual groupings and in turn categorical levels that reflect the
interview levels presented in the methods chapter (p80-85). Those levels are therefore made up of
concepts that are perhaps sometimes abstract but consistent with the raw data to reflect what people
are saying, are doing and/or what is happening (Charmaz, 2006; Birks and Mills, 2011). It is through
those levels, the field notes taken during the observations and interviewing process, as well as the
memos throughout the data collection, that a series of theoretical concepts and categories were born
which will be explored in the following chapters (Corbin and Strauss, 2008; Morse, et al., 2009; Birks
and Mills, 2011).
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As mentioned, this chapter will explore the initial categorical levels that came out of the
interview data based on open coding techniques and concurrent data generation, as well as constant
comparative analysis (Birks and Mills, 2011). While those were emerging from the first sets of
interviews, new samples were taken from the next projects’ interviews and so on, which further
boosted the initial and new data. Some initial theoretical sampling was used as a technique in this
interview process as new interviewees and new projects were included (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin and
Strauss, 2008; Birks and Mills, 2011).
Figure 3.2 below, as first shown in chapter 3 of this work (p89), shows this process with the
highlighted level representing the processes and results produced and explored in this chapter in
relation to the following chapters.

Figure 3.2 The Analytical Process: Categorical Levels

Table 3.2. The Analytical Process: Categorical Levels

Level I: Working in a Team - Team Work
Working With/For a Population:
The teams described working with and for a specific or target population. Description ranged
from “crisis” situations for most 2A teams to people needing long-term support and described as
“chronic” for 2B teams, also based on the original 107 reform guidelines (p34-35; Service Soins de
Santé Psychosociaux, 2010; Natalis and Pieters, 2016). For service-users who may have had previous
contact with mental health services, participants described where they had been cared for before, if
at all.
More specifically, 2A teams described populations that had been cared for by psychiatric or
mental health services before (known population) but also populations that would not have been in
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contact with services prior to the mobile teams’ creation (new population). Most participants made
the distinction between “crisis” and “urgency”. Although “crisis” situations were the main inclusion
criteria for 2A teams, a standard, fixed and strict definition did not exist. Many participants interlinked
the term with notions of burden and destabilising elements within a situation. Others, described a
“crisis” as an opportunity or a “necessary passage” which “introduces possibilities”. In general,
understandings of crisis were close to established models of crisis theory, which participants often
referenced back to their experiences with European ‘experts’ (p75-76; MacDonald, 2016).
For 2B teams’ population, most people were described as “revolving door in-patients” (people
with many admissions in hospital due to ‘chronic relapses’, complex living situations and increased
“vulnerabilities”; Joyce, Khan and Jones, 1981). Participants described inclusion criteria for their
service such as age and geographical area, while some used psychiatric diagnoses and/or symptoms.
All teams presented their respective populations as vulnerable, although it was not always clear what
was meant by this, and “diverse”, representing different socio-economic and cultural levels. The
chosen population reflected the teams’ function and context as shown in the next sub-category.
However, even if a population was key to the teams’ organisation, it was very difficult for participants
to actually ascribe clear definitions to those populations.

Working in a Particular Way - Intervention Models and Organisation
Models and values: Participants described the way in which they worked in order to serve
their target population(s). This was mainly done in two ways, by referring to specific (‘evidence-based’)
models (p26-28; appendix A.6) and through the agreement on common values. The Flemish teams
were more concerned with using ‘evidence-based’ models while the French-speaking teams
presented their work mainly through shared values. All presented their interventions as personcentred with notions about empowerment, independence and self-reliance (revisited throughout this
work). From the team’s point of view notions of flexibility and transparency towards the service-user
were deemed important, while perseverance to offer care for people not wishing to have the team
involved was also mentioned, always taking into account users’ wishes as seen through the FACT
model (p24-25; Veldhuizen and Bähler, 2013). Community and the home setting, time frame, intensity
and frequency of visits as well as the context of users’ situations were all mentioned as ways in which
mobile team work was structured. Family, personal networks and working with a person’s personal
context were also important and something the teams aimed to work with more. Many alluded to the
relationship and bond of trust that had been set up as the basic foundation for any successful
intervention with people (Shea, et al., 1992; Thomas, 2014).
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So, the idea is to meet the person in their suffering, to look at the suffering rather than the
symptoms. The team acts focused on the suffering. We are very aware that we go to patients
that sometimes do not want us to be present. So, there is the question of time: to really let
ourselves have time to create a connection, create a transfer/transference, to address the
issues, to allow the needs to come out for this patient, starting from what they have, the
resources they already have. So really move below what was broken in order to, finally, rely on
what they have still; to try and create other needs so as to develop other resources. I would
say that that’s one thing: flexibility. So, we really try to be very flexible. So, we can go 5 times
before they open the door; we go. Sometimes visits happen with the door half opened. As long
as they don’t refuse that, we go, we continue going; refuse clearly, and even then we think
about how we can do things. So, time, flexibility and the fact that our first input may not be
care. We are clear that we are a care team, but our first introduction could be something else.
If the patient tells us “I need to do some activities” we will start from there. We make a bet […]
that he knows what it is he needs better than us, while we stay vigilant […] and also propose
things, and take the time to do them. […] Really support him where he lacks going. It’s about
leaving our own frames of reference to be able to move within his representations (2B team
leader).
For Flemish teams, the model of “recovery” was at the forefront of their work (Anthony, 1996;
Bonney and Stickley, 2008), with most of them also employing a solution-focused model (O’Connell,
2005). All teams were concerned with avoiding medicalization and categorisation in their work. They
described their work as based on care and social responsibility with the hope to prevent relapses and
in turn avoid or shorten hospitalisations (based on the original 107 reform guidelines, p31-35; Soins
de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). Finally, it was important for many participants not to formalise their
work too much but to allow for possibilities.
Mobility and the home setting: Offering the possibility for care at home was an obvious
particularity of the intervention models, also based on how the teams were developed. The mobile
aspect of the work was therefore important in what the teams understood their work to be, how they
made use of it and how they organised around it (e.g. by using pairs to organise visits). The way in
which workers were organised differed across teams, with some employing an individual case
management approach, usually for longer term support (2B teams), while others working in pairs
mainly for short-time support work (2A teams).
Because you are going to a person’s home, you expect to meet that person, and then that day
you will also meet the neighbour, then the grandson, the dog who is barking, the workman
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who came to do a meter reading. It is often very lively. And for that reason, I come back to the
idea of pair work – but for that reason pair work becomes a useful tool, not only necessary but
useful, […] because you are not faced with all this alone; dealing with all this is a little
complicated (2A team leader).
Organisation: The teams described how they organised to be able to provide the necessary
resources, time and personnel in a way that fitted with their intervention model and/or values. This
included tools they would be using such as recovery or treatment plans, social maps, case files etc.
Also, the teams mentioned the methods used for their service to be made visible and accessible, such
as referrals to and from the service ensuring a certain continuity in the work. For example, the
participants having developed and using a “recovery plan” (p103) explained this process in this way:
The intention is twofold. It’s a document which must be given back to the client, because we
fill it in together with the client, to give back to them, with the intention of containing an added
value for the client. The client, well - he knows his story - but he gains a bit more ‘insight’ about
it; about how a crisis might be associated with a few themes of the past for example. That
insight comes back and gives meaning to somebody. So it’s a document for the client and for
us, which we project daily, well not daily, but which we project on team meetings and on which
we base our decision policy (2A team member).
In some cases, this plan is kind of left out and it’s rather conceived as an official tool which has
been used. But in other cases, it’s actually actively being used as a working tool, you know,
and it offers other tools which [workers] can effectively use. […] Some assistants will be more
inclined to use these tools, others will be more inclined to draw on direct experience and gut
feeling and won’t be strictly using this plan (2B team leader).

Working in a Team - Disciplines and Hierarchies, Working Together
All teams presented themselves as being multi-disciplinary, as stipulated by the 107 reform
guidelines although the use of disciplines differed amongst them. Most workers presented as doing
the same work, except for team leaders and psychiatrists, except for one project, where a clear
hierarchy was in place based on workers’ disciplines. One team did not have a team leader or a
psychiatrist. Participants went on to explain that they had a shared identity and that they did the same
work but in different ways, taking on different roles within the clinical setting (such as “bad cop, good
cop”), or by paying attention to different elements grounded both on their disciplinary background
but also their personalities. There was a sense in which participants could not make a clear distinction
between discipline and personality. In most teams, team members had been working together for a
couple of years and in most cases knew each other from before (since they were employed directly
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from their promoting hospital). Familiarity with colleagues seemed to be an important part of working
effectively together as a team and allowing for complementarity. Workers presented as having
different views but the same objectives, allowing for a homogenous team approach.
P1: From the perception, I think, from the training I’ve had, I think, we have a different
perception; while still being the same but we differ a little. For example, I am an educator (OT)
so the treatment, it shouldn’t interest me. But having worked in hospital for 34 years, it is
something that comes to me directly. I suppose that each person, depending on their training,
has perceptions that can be different while still remaining homogenous enough for the rest.
But everybody can defend their own way of looking at things or experiencing them. This way
we have several views and we have the habit of going in pairs but varying those. I think
different views are taken.
P2: It allows, perhaps, to have a global view of a situation.
P3: It really allows for complementarity within the team (2A team members).
Participants actively compared their work within the mobile team and hospital. There was a
dynamic period during which a lot of notions and habits learned in hospital had to be deconstructed.
Some found it hard at first, while some still find it hard to adapt to this new way of working. This was
sometimes linked to their disciplinary background, with social workers finding themselves more suited
to the mobile setting based on their work, which always had an outreaching focus outside the hospital
walls while nurses were left feeling a certain loss linked to their training and functions within the walls
(Prior, 1993). All shared a preference for mobile work, however, even if the change had proven
challenging.
At first, I was asking myself: “What are we doing here? What is the use to talk?” […] There
were moments when a patient was telling me that he had to phone somewhere and I wanted
to tell him to take my phone [or] ask him if he wanted me to do it. And then I told myself that
it is not how we should be working, and then, I realised other things. So, before I die, I will have
seen other things which are good also! (2A team member)
Team leaders and psychiatrist(s) were somewhat distinct from the rest of the team workers
(Prior, 1993; Hall, 2005; Iqbal, Rees & Backer, 2013; Morgan, et al., 2016). They represented different
functions both within and outside the teams, including coordinating, training, consulting, coaching
and managerial roles. This gave way to a particular hierarchy in the way the decision-making process
regarding clinical matters, such as who was included in the service and who not, what the decided
course of action would be etc., as well as regarding organisational questions (shifts, diaries, meetings
etc.). This hierarchy was especially true for psychiatrists who were thought to have a different and
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greater knowledge of the work (based on ‘medical models’; Read, et al., 2004), while their position
was also widely linked to the question of medical responsibility, generally held by the psychiatrist
(appendix A.1) and then vested and shared by the team members. Many psychiatrists were the main
persons communicating with other doctors.
I think it’s first of all a matter of position, considering the fact that [they are] a doctor, you
know. We still believe that this is someone with an even greater knowledge, or with more
knowledge and skills as far as these matters are concerned, and also because in the end [they
are] the ones who are responsible for the clients’ treatment, for the clients’ support. Because
it’s also important that [they] fully [support] the goals that are being pursued since [they are]
also [helping in] supporting these objectives. Because very often we do have to ask for the
doctor’s help, from time to time, to establish contact with a client’s treating doctor, to discuss
certain matters. Sometimes doctors can understand each other better or can communicate
better with each other, whereas we sometimes [can’t]. So, it’s of the utmost importance that
[the psychiatrist is] on the same page as our team concerning our wishes, but we can definitely
engage in dialogue with [them], [they are] very open and don’t mind you saying. If [the
psychiatrist] says something, we’re allowed to go against [their] point of view: [they] can deal
with opposition and you’re allowed to go against certain things. [They] can take that. So, it’s
definitely not the case that [they don’t] tolerate any opposition, it’s allowed, but there remains
a general feeling that the doctor should give his or her consent, and definitely with regard to
certain decisions. Taking an involuntary admission into account, for instance, then it’s actually
up to the doctor to take that decision, because we’re talking about a medical decision (2B team
leader).
One team rejected having a psychiatrist function within their team, opting instead to work without
one. However, the need for one, especially in matters of collaborations was not always clear.
P1: […] it’s more in regard to our exterior that [having a psychiatrist] has resonance.
P2: I don’t think so. I think that we have a big enough mouth to say: “it’s not because we don’t
have a psychiatrist that you shouldn’t listen to us” (2A team members).

2A/2B/PZT-SPAD differentiation and collaboration
As seen in Chapter 4, for urban projects, the 2A, 2B teams and PZT/SPAD teams worked as
separate partners within a wider mental health network. In Brussels and Wallonia, the PZT/SPAD
teams continued their work separately and/or in parallel with mobile teams. This was mainly because
funding for those teams came from the sheltered housing sector while mobile teams were formed
using mental health and residential care funding. In Ghent, however, the PZT (SPAD) function was
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integrated within the 2B team, while in West Flanders, the PZT team operated within the same space
as the mobile teams, thus facilitating in the continuity of care for 2B team service-users. In addition,
the 2A and 2B teams for both rural projects worked closely together, some even sharing office space
and employing one psychiatrist for both teams. Access for both teams was made through the same
telephone line. The question of inter-communication because of this joint access for both the teams
was a central theme in how they organised and collaborated.
For us the joint/communal telephone line is one of the realities that precisely, obliges us to
communicate, to make it so that patients are sometimes known by both teams. This can be
important since some patients change teams, which involves everyone (2A/2B team
psychiatrist).
In some cases, the collaboration between teams had a competitive characteristic that
appeared to be linked to the difficulty in assigning clear definitions to target populations (as seen
earlier in this chapter, p110-111)
It is sometimes very random, since we have a tendency to see a crisis when we hear a referral,
like they have a tendency to see that it concerns them more because there is something more
for the long-term (2A team member).

Ideal
Participants presented a wide range of different ideal scenarios for how they would like to
work in their respective teams. Many were concerned with having a different target population, either
by making it wider or including people with a more “vulnerable” and/or “severe” presentation,
including people who may not wish or agree to be cared for, at least in the beginning (as also stipulated
by the FACT model; p27; appendix A.6). This was translated in the wish to have a lower threshold and
increase the mobile team’s visibility for people to be able to access the service more easily. However,
this was not an idea shared by all the participants with some actively disagreeing and instead
preferring to offer more specialised care. The idea of a low threshold was therefore twofold with some
seeing it as a way to be more specialised and others as a barrier for people needing care.
Many participants wished for more flexibility in their work and hoped to avoid it becoming
too formal and/or bureaucratic with more transparency towards others and especially service-users.
Having the freedom of content in their work was definitely important. They also aimed to keep
spontaneity, creativity and time, with many mentioning the need for “fluidity” in their daily work.
Keeping a person-centred approach was also considered central, including taking particular care of
service-users’ own goals.
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To be able to keep time; that we don’t become teams based on “industrial” models in big
quotation marks, where we do a lot of procedures, filling in papers, signing documents. I think
we are very, very flexible; it is what qualifies us, we are very flexible and very transparent with
the patient, but all this in a lot of informal ways. My worry would be that we’d have to
formalise based on the number of patients, for the powers that pressure for results, numbers,
Personally, I see results, qualitative ones, but it’s difficult to express those. [So] to keep time
for the unpredictable (2B team leader).
Team members discussed the use of time across disciplines, with some having more available
time compared to others, most notably the psychiatrists. Some participants hoped for psychiatrists to
be more available, including the need for guidance, especially in these early years of mobile work,
where others alluded to the need for more “horizontal” work practices.
It’s complicated to ask for self-management when on the contrary we are always in comanagement (2A team leader).
Many teams called to increase the teams’ efficiency in order to be able to receive more
demands and discharge in a better way, so as to also avoid waiting lists. Furthermore, participants
wished for their work and function to be made clearer as well as setting a frame with specific goals.
Some mentioned their aspiration to become treatment teams rather than counselling or
“accompanying”/supporting ones. In order to do this, many teams expressed the need for more
guidance in their work, as well as training. All teams actively wished for external supervision. In turn,
the need for more resources and personnel was also discussed.
One project operated from within hospital grounds and some members explained that they
would prefer to have their own distinct space. However, others welcomed their offices within
residential spaces, arguing that this pushed them to be more mobile as well as to keep links with
hospital wards or personnel when needed.
Mobile teams should be distinct from hospital. […] I visited other teams […] and it’s true that
the models or the spaces were completely distinct from hospital. I found that good, because it
avoids confusion, it facilitates the idea of a new care setting a new care mode and inevitably
being within the psychiatric hospital walls gives different connotations (2A team leader).
Some teams wished for a clearer 2A/2B differentiation with separate phone lines where only
one existed. However, others preferred to make the already imposed differentiation smaller, some
even arguing that one large mobile team should exist which would include different roles and
functions within it.
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Most teams agreed that a small cost could be good for the service to impose on their serviceusers, in parallel with how the Belgian health system operates as a whole (p23-24; Corens, 2007). This
would also in turn help collect funds and increase services’ resources, as well as keep waiting lists
somewhat at bay.
Finally, one participant expressed the very clear wish to have more of an expert-by-experience
or peer support worker role and function, explicitly involved within the mobile teams, either by
employing directly or by building links and relationships with the existing and growing peer network
structures available throughout the country (such as Psytoyens for French speakers and UilenSpeigel
for Flemish speakers).
In multidisciplinary teams we could also imagine experts by experience. I was asking myself if
it would be good to have them in mobile teams […]. Even though we already do this, we could
really lean on the service-user’s capacities, to anticipate a new, or in any case eventual crises
and “what do I do in that case? What can I put in place for the day when..?” Because it is good
to avoid crises, but we also need to anticipate/foresee. Because sometimes some will come
back. Personally, I realise that there is a network which is becoming more and more important.
It’s the peer network, so peer support. I think, it is because there are more and more
connections made between people who have psychic problems, more and more spaces where
they can find themselves and at that moment there is a real mutual aid that happens. And the
moment we are not well, we can call on each other. Yes, we systematically avoid
hospitalisations, systematically. Because it’s true that family is not always the best, I mean,
those are always complicated relationships that will not always be especially supportive,
friends not always either. […] Whereas people who live a little of the same thing or who have
lived through the same things, yes, that can help a lot (2A team member).

Level II: Working with other services
Working with mental health services
Participants presented their work with other mental health services in two main ways. First,
by describing their collaboration with mental health services i.e. the way in which they worked
together when users were referred to the teams from other structures or when mobile teams referred
people to others. The second way in which participants presented their work with hospitals was by
comparison i.e. by comparing their function and setting to that of other structures, based on the
notion that mobile teams exist as an alternative to existing possibilities and/or as substitutes within
the mental healthcare system.
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Working with Hospital
Collaborating: Participants presented their collaborations with hospitals in specific ways
compared to other mental health structures. Given the context of the 107 reform (p29-35) their work
was interrelated first with what they called their ‘promoting hospital’ and the rest of the hospitals
within their area and beyond. This also reflected the fact that most teams were created by former
hospital workers. Furthermore, the teams presented as an alternative to hospitalisation admission
either by shortening the admission period or by avoiding admissions altogether (as stipulated by the
107 reform guidelines; p34-35). However how much that was true or effective was not always clear.
One of our goals is to prevent, or shorten, admissions. But to work towards shortening
admissions, still remains a shady notion, because the intention is not to install aftercare for
people in admission within psychiatric hospitals or other hospitals. Regarding that, we still
have not found what that is exactly – shortening admissions. It’s still a grey area, where I have
the impression also that, on a higher level, things are not what they should be yet (2A team
member).
As teams repeatedly mentioned, hospitals differ in function and time periods, with psychiatric
hospitals working on longer admissions and psychiatric wards within general hospitals focusing on
short-term stays. Most, if not all teams, had several differing opinions on hospitals, explaining that
collaboration depended on the particular hospitals, their populations and methods including the
particular wards within those hospitals.
Most participants agreed that communication, transparency and exchange of information
with hospital professionals was not always easy but became easier once certain “key persons” or
“persons of reference” became involved. Those “key persons” were people the team worked with
before and with whom a certain personal rapport had been formed, upon which a working relationship
was built. The professionals mentioned the difficulties they faced in the lack of transparency with
hospital structures, sometimes referring to the “high walls” between structures and professionals.
Examples ranged from late notices or even lack of notification of people being discharged, supposedly
within the care of the mobile team, which proved to be a major obstacle in providing continuity of
care for service-users.
Most participants agreed that hospitals were at times necessary. However, hospitalisation
habits were set in a ‘culture’ directed at occupying beds. Referrals to mobile teams were made only
when no more beds were available. This reflected the way in which decision-making procedures within
hospitals were presented by the mobile teams.
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I know to what extent hospital is important. But it is also important in people’s way of thinking.
When care is needed [that means] hospital care. We do not think that there may be an
accumulation of different types of care which will perhaps bring about the same well-being as
a hospital service (2A team leader).
The beds must be occupied. That’s what it’s about! (2A team member)
The psychiatrists […] are paid per admission, so the faster they send people home, the sooner
new ones can be admitted. And then they refer to us (2A team member).
The teams also mentioned the fact that hospital referrers usually had specific expectations of
the mobile teams, mainly in the form of out-patient hospital interventions. Participants did not always
align with this view, since hospitals have outpatient departments specifically aimed at providing care
for people’s return to their home. The teams saw their role as a separate function concerned with
support at home regardless of hospital stays. Nevertheless, most teams spoke specifically of in- and
out-reaching practises.
Finally, most teams spoke of a feeling of competition with certain hospitals, since much of the
population in question was comparable for both hospitals and the mobile teams.
Sometimes, psychiatrists see us as psychiatrists who take away their patients, because their
beds are not occupied yet. When do they rely or appeal to us? When their clients are
discharged, because there are other patients waiting to be admitted (2A team member).
Comparing: Teams were not always clear about how hospital populations and users of mobile
teams were comparable or not. For 2B teams most service-users had past hospitalisations but not all,
while for 2A teams many people seen were first time mental health service-users. Participants also
questioned the presentations they were brought to see and the time during which they were called
to offer support. They compared their work to hospital work by paying particular attention to the
differences between the hospital setting and people’s home setting.
In line with this, they also emphasised the possibility for the involvement of a person’s
personal network. Participants explained that involving the personal context is very different
depending on the setting. Within residential treatment structures a person’s context is perhaps less
involved than in the home environment where they occupy the same space as the service-user.
The fact that you work in the context is of course also very different than in the hospital. In the
hospital you come as an identified patient, while now, we go to the client and that immediately
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gives us a view on the residence, social contacts, context. That’s not a new public, but a totally
new approach, a different approach at least (2A team member).
The teams also reflected on the process of their changing roles (Elstad and Hellzen, 2010). This
was true both for professionals from hospital moving to the community as well as for users now visited
in their homes and private settings instead of hospital. This, in turn, was reflected in how participants
referred to the difference in the relationships formed between professionals and service-users
depending on the setting (Prior, 1993; Gilburt, Rose and Slade, 2008; Morgan, et al., 2016). Finally,
workers explicitly compared their own experiences of hospital versus community work, with many
clearly stating their preference for mobile work.
We all come from hospital. […] I think we deconstructed all this. I find that there really was a
reframing on the level of our intervention models. […] So when we were in hospital, we had
the patient within our walls, with our models and we had an easier, well, we imposed
something more readily. [Now] we go to their homes, we are invited to their homes, so already
it’s a completely different approach/action (2B team member).
Another category which was often mentioned was the difference in how time was organised
in hospital in comparison to the home environment. This was different for 2A and 2B teams, with 2A
teams offering short-term but intense interventions with longer lasting results and 2B teams taking
longer to effect change within the home environment.
Mobile team professionals explained that hospital workers had a different view of their inpatients which made for a very different vision, mind-set and/or model and philosophy to their way of
work in comparison with mobile team work. For example, many participants mentioned that hospital
only saw a “snapshot” or “photograph” of a user from the time they were inpatients, while
professionals in mobile teams got to see a more global picture within the home environment.
In addition, participants were adamant that although there could be similarities in the
function both structures served, all in all hospitals operated within a different function than mobile
teams. One particular example was the notion that hospital is often used for a “hotel” function,
something which the teams were unable to provide for their service-users. Finally, participants
mentioned the difference in cost since hospitals are a paid service (including for compulsory treatment
and forced admissions), which can sometimes be expensive for inpatients while the teams offer a
service free of charge.
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Ambulatory Teams and Other Mental Health Services
Collaborating: Many participants regarded their collaboration with ambulatory teams and
other mental health teams in a competitive manner but were clear that their functions differed, even
though the populations where somewhat comparable. Many team members explained that closer
collaborations became possible through specific relationships and personal links with “key persons”
as was the case with hospital professionals. In other words, ‘networking’ practices often boosted
collaborative work.
However, expectations from ambulatory or other mental health teams were often specific.
Participants mentioned that given the unfamiliarity of ambulatory teams with mobile team work,
certain attitudes sometimes arose, which were not always aligned with mobile team work. It has to
be acknowledged, that the ambulatory sector, which has been practising for over 40 years in the
community, were somewhat cautious of the ‘107’ reform, especially since the hospital structures were
heavily involved in its development (especially in terms of funding).
The question of confidentiality (linked to medical responsibility; appendix A.2) was also more
of a focus when talking about the collaboration between mobile teams and the ambulatory and
existing community sector (which was not as much a focus when talking about collaborations with
hospital). Teams often answered such problems with regular meetings, concrete agreements aiming
at complementarity and parallel working practices.
The most important point that was raised concerning the question of collaborative practices
between mobile teams and ambulatory services, however, was centred on the long waiting lists that
are making access to these services very difficult.
In Belgium we always bump into the same thing: waiting lists. This really slows down things
and it’s really difficult for clients, because if you’re convinced that your client shouldn’t get help
from an outreaching service, and can simply go to a [mental health centre] instead, but then
he has to wait for 6 months, 8 months, even a year- It rather has the opposite effect (2B team
member).
You lose people because of the waiting lists, definitely, that’s a common fact, if you send
someone for example to [an ambulatory mental health centre], at that moment in time he
wants to, or he’s motivated, but there is a waiting list and meanwhile, [our] support has
stopped. Say that he can start up [with the mental health centre] within five months, maybe
he doesn’t want to anymore then. [But] no one is going to stimulate him or something, like
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‘why are you not going?’ And that is not followed up […] we don’t know whether people get
there or not (2A team member).
Comparing: As mentioned, many teams regarded their work with ambulatory teams as
competitive although they explained that their functions and insights differed. In other words, they
pointed towards different approaches and visions with the ambulatory sector operating from a
prescriptive and therapeutic base (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010) while mobile work
aims to be person-centred (Rogers, 1961; Morgan, et al., 2016), demand-oriented (mostly valid for the
Flemish community inspired by the Netherlands; Rijckmans, Garretsen, van de Goor and Bongers,
2007), in many cases solution focused (O’Connell, 2005) and concerned with the “here and now”. This
was not true for all teams: some said to also work on a “therapeutic” level as their ambulatory
counterparts.
I told myself: if I had seen this patient in my psychotherapy practice, I would have done that,
that and that because he told me this, this and this. Now, I’m at his home and I observed this,
this and this. If I hadn’t been to his home, I wouldn’t have seen this. But now, I saw home so
my way of working on the psychotherapeutic level will be fundamentally different, more of a
systemic one which I would have missed with a psychotherapeutic framework which is more
restricted if you like (2A team psychiatrist).
Finally, ambulatory teams or community mental healthcare services (including private
psychologists and psychiatrists) came with a cost which differed from the free of charge services
offered by mobile teams.

Working with Other (Non-Mental Health) Services:
The teams described working with other services outside the mental healthcare sector such
as with General Practitioners (GPs) and “medical houses” (GP offices including other first line care
ranging from physiotherapy to psychological therapy) as well as social services, housing, cultural
spaces, private employers or schools and universities. Here, participants were less prone to compare
their work with other services but talked at length about their collaborations.
Collaboration: Many participants spoke of collaborations as dependant on the persons they
worked with from other services and the possibilities for personal links that could eventually be
formed with such persons. However, many also explained that several constraints arose due to
matters of confidentiality and the “professional secret” (appendix A.2). However, non-mental health
services were presented as important partners, with some more distant than others, that were often
regarded to have a significant facilitating role for mobile team interventions. Conversely, many
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participants spoke of the expectations and attitudes of such services differing widely from mental
health services. Those mentality differences as well as differing sensibilities made for a sometimes
difficult collaboration.
I think the only way is to go to these settings and search for people who have the same mindset as you and who can exercise a certain influence to set things in motion. I think it’s the only
possible way: search for close associates (2B team member).
GPs were often used by services as the key reference person, providing a continuous line in a
person’s path. GPs were often used as a “continuity of care” guarantor (Corens, 2007). However, GPs
were not all easy to work with and collaborations differed widely depending on personal values, visions
and sensibilities. Mobile team work was not always known to the GPs in the specific areas. Some teams
aimed to meet with them others leaned on “word-of-mouth” techniques. Given that GPs can also be
prescribers (Corens, 2007), this often presented the teams with problems of medical treatment change
or two different treatments being prescribed or administered without communication between them.
The question of who held medical responsibility was always in focus but not always answered clearly
(appendix A.1).
Social services were also an important partner for mobile teams. Workers described their work
as “accompanying” and facilitating users towards social structures. However, participants often
complained about the unfamiliarity in mental health matters in such structures. This lack of knowledge
often resulted in the difficulty of “working together”. Some teams offered support, training and
education to social services workers. However, due to those structures being very large, especially in
cities, as well as persons working within them often moving around, it was felt that it was very difficult
to form ties with specific “key persons” in order to form effective collaborations. Finally, those
structures are under strict policies, something that doesn’t always allow for the flexibility required for
mobile team service-users.
Administrative procedures are very, very heavy, sometimes already for us to make our way
through, so for the person directly concerned, it is sometimes very difficult, so they don’t
always do what is asked of them (2B team leader).

Working Within Professional (107) Networks
For some teams working within a professional 107 network (p32-33) had a certain significance
and as a result it was mentioned during the interviews. Although at first, it was planned to be
something that would be explicitly asked, it became apparent that it was a subject important for some
but not others. Therefore, it was left to the participants to actively bring it up in order to pursue it
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during the interviews. Here, the different subgroupings of those who mentioned the networks will be
explored, however those were perhaps not pertinent for all the teams and maybe the teams that did
bring it up, did so more out of frustration rather than successful collaborations.
For some teams working in a network was important and made for a very large part of their
understanding of the 107 reform (p32-33; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
We shouldn’t forget that the mobile teams are an emergence of the network. They are only a
little link. The project idea, the 107 reform is the work in a network (2A team leader).
In general, however, many participants expressed uncertainty about the purpose of their
respective 107 networks and which services were active and participating within them. They regarded
them as something abstract which did not necessarily push for dynamic collaborative work practices.
There was a sense in which participants were feeling split between their hospital promoters and their
community work.
P1: We are adrift.
P2: And actually, we compete with each other, with our employer that is (2A team members).
It was felt that partners within the networks were the same as others outside them and that
whether they were partners or not did not change the way in which services operated, especially in
comparison to before the networks were set up. Some were closer than others although that was not
dictated by the setting up of the 107 network but rather by the needs for effective collaborations
depending on the service-users’ situations. An interesting example is the collaborations with social
services, with the latter not presented as active partners within 107 networks. However, they were
important actors in people’s care and often became close partners for community interventions.
We work with the patient’s network. That is not ‘the’ network. Well, I think [the project
coordinator] is doing more of all that work on the formal network. We are not [involved] in
that. […] We are more [involved] in the spaces. So we don’t have a lot of things formalised.
There are very clear relationships according to patients, with the social services’ social workers,
with the family assistant, with the nurse, with home help, with the general practitioner, with
the treating psychiatrist - that could be even more - with the family of course, the carers - that
could be even more. […] We are not yet in a clear formalisation. So, [the project coordinator]
is working on plans towards integrated care, individualised care plans rather, so that there is
something more formal at the partner level, of those who work around a situation. But now,
it happens a lot in an informal way (2B team leader).
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Ideal
There was an interesting debate on the need or not for hospital structures. Some participants
questioned the 107 reform’s goal of gradually decreasing hospital beds to boost mobile care in the
community (as originally stipulated by the reform guide, p29-35; Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010). They wished instead to explore more possibilities with more distinguishable
care modalities but less specialised teams. Other participants questioned the need for hospital
structures and whether they should exist at all, also making reference to the Italian system of mental
healthcare which operates with no residential long-term treatment (p27; appendix A.6; Mezzina,
2014).
A pure and simple suppression of psychiatric hospital does not only do good. Because
sometimes it’s more violent to keep people in the community rather than to shelter them for
a few days, I mean, even if actually a hospitalisation always comprises a certain violence.
Sometimes, the simplest fact of leaving people in the community is violent. I mean, society can
be violent towards people who are suffering (2A team member).
I think also that as a society you have to dare say “actually […] we are here for you, not hospital
(2A team member).
In general, there was consensus that the hospital function should certainly be reduced with
some still deeming an intense residential treatment as a form of specific care necessary. Furthermore,
the wish was for mobile, ambulatory and community mental healthcare structures to be boosted with
a better alignment and integration of care.
[In my ideal] the hospital is always there but differently to the way it happens concretely,
provided that there are alternatives in the ambulatory sector or other forms of residential care
setting. But the hospital for a crisis is always there, different in its framework. It’s always the
same thing. I mean, Basaglia who says that “the hospital is ill and we have to tear it down”
and institutional therapy which says “the hospital is ill, we need to treat/care for the hospital”.
I think that a bit of both is needed. […] I think hospital needs to be reduced to a strict minimum
and at the same time be conscious of the fact what if we treat/care for hospital, it can do
amazing things and be a link in care that is fundamental. So, does the hospital exist? For me
yes, differently and to a minimum. Do the mobile teams exist? For me yes, because they have
this specificity as a tertiary team and a practice in the community. For me the mobile function
would clearly be inflated compared to the miniscule thing that exists now. Do mental health
services exist? Yes, I think yes, because again [they have] a different temporality. And I think
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that there is nothing that will outright replace a psychotherapeutic relationship, […] it is
precious to have a psychotherapeutic time, outside the home sometimes (2A team psychiatrist)
Personally, I always say that in a care system you need “and”, you don’t need “or”. You
shouldn’t imagine that one structure will compensate for all the others. There needs to be
several types of units and one must above all avoid iatrogenic situations. And the psychiatric
hospital is a prime example of an iatrogenic space (2A team psychiatrist).
We can always hope for a better collaboration, a better comprehension between one service
and another. It could be with hospital as with other services […] we could also hope that at
some point we manage to really function in a completely complementary way, with all the
people that are around. […] It’s clear that I could imagine something where we are in a hypercomplementarity with [everybody] (2A team member).
Some 2A teams could see their function as one of “gatekeeping” for hospital referrals
(National Audit Office, 2007). For most 2B teams the wish was for a better collaboration and “alliance”
with hospital, with some bringing up notions of “cross-pollination” from both sides in order to build
bridges.
If there are harmonious interactions, […] I hope that there could be a reciprocal spill
over/contagion effect (2A team psychiatrist).
So [for example] I will use certain elements from the residential settings to take on a stronger
position in the home environment and to build a bridge between these two settings. I point out
what exactly causes problems in a client’s home environment so that hospitals, in turn, can
take this information into account. You can actually call it cross-pollination (2B team member).
An idea was also to have joint decision-making procedures through close collaborations which
would allow for more harmonious continuity of care. Some participants, for example, mentioned the
possibility to be able to visit people admitted to hospital more easily as well as be involved in hospital
team meetings during that time.
I think if you turned [“Care Harmonisation Meetings”] for example into a habit, something
we’re doing too little right now, to say things like: “we’ll come and visit you during the first
week and we want to have a voice during the treatment period, the treatment itself”, then
you’ll have a considerable influence in introducing external aspects inside the residential
setting. And I believe it’s a matter of adopting that kind of attitude (2B team member).
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Others expressed the need for mobile teams (especially 2B teams) to act as treating teams
making them the main decision-makers of a person’s care (including holding medical responsibility;
appendix A.1). In this way, they argued, one would avoid repetition. Another way to do this was
through the use of a shared case file, but this idea was not shared by all participants with some seeing
it as a form of “social control”1 (Bloomfield and McLean, 2003) and instead favouring ‘gaps’ between
care structures, translating it as a way for service-users to enjoy (some) freedom.
Others wished for hospitals particularly to be more lenient, more aware and open-minded in
order to understand the context of the home setting and for outreach and in-reaching work to take
place in more efficient ways. This, participants argued would in turn allow for admissions to be
shortened with more accessible intensive care structures for people or as some participants called it
“time-outs”. Of course, participants admitted that this would require a change in the hospital
admission habits, as well as transparency between mental healthcare structures (overcoming
potential problems arising from practices involving the professional secret; appendix A.2).
Right now, we’re standing in the side lines and we do try to get in there (laughs) and to
introduce our idea of looking at the bigger picture. But we still have a long way to go to make
hospitals aware of the fact that they’re not alone when treating someone. […] And of the fact
that they should include these external aspects and that they should bear in mind to ensure a
smooth transition, instead of an abrupt one, when a client is about to be discharged. […] We
should work together. Because we need to know the reason of relapse. And we see where
things aren’t going well and which difficulties we come across. And if we can share this
information with them, they can take this into account while treating the client to reduce
chances of relapse by collaborating (2B team member).
Some participants argued in favour of a better articulation of professional networks with the
need for regular contacts in order to build closer collaborations based on shared views. In other words,
they wished for their presence to be stronger and closer to the networks. By having multiple care
players for a person’s care, each player would need to make gradual adjustments in order to align
their visions with those of others (a process otherwise known as ‘circuits of care’; Service Soins de
Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). Participants hoped to do this through training and by sharing insights,
knowledge, expertise and understandings. By sharing the work and the support as well as the
knowledge and expertise there would be less need for mediation while competitive work practices
could be avoided.

1

“Social Control”: referring here to the set of social practices which produce and maintain individuals who
conform to the norms of their social group (Herman and Chomsky, 1988)
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That everyone becomes aware that there is a whole and that we each participate towards a
little part of this whole; that everyone is as important; that we are not in a competition (2A
team leader).
Some deemed necessary that only one point of entry for all mental healthcare services should
be developed which would help to obtain a better alignment by making referrals easier and in turn
building a future plan on those (although evidence is mixed; Raine, Carter, Sensky and Black, 2006;
Gask and Khanna, 2011). Furthermore, some hoped for the introduction of extra specialised teams
that would come in where other teams would have a prevention and signalling role (Thornicroft and
Tansella, 2004). However, most agreed that it would be important to be attentive not to invade the
home setting with ambulatory and mobile teams, especially if ambulatory psychiatrists became
involved.
All participants agreed that better communication and collaboration practices with hospital
structures, ambulatory and community mental healthcare services as well as non-mental healthcare
services, such as first line care and social services would certainly be beneficial, including more
effective transfers and continuity of care for service-users. Most importantly, those practices should
be organised around the person and with their needs and wishes in mind.
Some participants mentioned that having privileged access and/or working agreements could
have a facilitating effect, especially for requests made towards oversaturated structures such as social
services. All in all, they wished for better service “harmonisation”. By avoiding competition and instead
focusing on mutual comprehension, sharing thoughts, including those on differences would allow
professionals from different structures to renew, reinforce and revisit their relationships (Thornicroft
and Tansella, 2004; Gask and Khanna, 2011). This however would presuppose that clearly defined
work practices would be expected from all parties involved, as well as major structural changes.
Some participants, especially those in more rural areas, expressed the need to collaborate
more with alternative services offering “normalising” spaces for the service-users who were described
as very lonely in the community setting (Warner, et al., 1998; Bhugra and Arya, 2005; Moriarty, et al.,
2007). Professionals imagined the creation of collective and/or creative spaces or activity centres
where social links and notions of citizenship would be supported. There was a sense of uncertainty
however, about who should be at the forefront of setting up such structures with participants
questioning whether it would be their role or that of service-users themselves. Moreover, existing
support was mentioned as just as important and it was deemed essential to be attentive to it, keep
on promoting and developing it.
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More welcoming structures in the ambulatory sector as well as alternative services; more
adapted work, more bosses that take risks with people who are ill, more spaces where people
can just have a coffee and talk with others, more social conviviality (2B team member).
If today I would want to put something in place in the mobile teams, it’s a collective space. I
mean people who find themselves alone at home, isolated from the world, with the mobile
teams sometimes as their only contact with the world. So a project […] would be to try and
create soup bars or places where they could come and eventually find themselves in. It’s maybe
one of those things that exist in hospital and that doesn’t exist in the mobile team. In hospital,
one of the therapeutic elements is the patients between themselves […] and that is lost when
people are alone at home (2A/2B team psychiatrist).
Some participants explained that they would like to have a “steering” function for non-mental
healthcare structures in order to clarify, justify and determine possibilities for non-mental health
professionals to understand and adjust their working practices (Meadows, Harvey, Jouber, Barton and
Bedi, 2007; Gask and Khanna, 2011). This would be based on person-centred practices said to be
employed by the teams. Services would therefore adapt to the team’s language. However, they
wished for the GPs to keep overseeing these processes. By boosting first line care through
collaboration and cooperation, a better communication and an effective contact would prove more
effective for successful continuity of care practices. One participant (a psychiatrist) went further by
suggesting a creation of a “general psychiatrist” who would operate a mental healthcare function
where GPs operate a general healthcare one.
Now, the residential care sits on top of everything and first line care is only a small piece; it
should be the opposite. There [should be] a broad safety net of first line care: psychologists,
society workers, nurses who are available and who guide care (2A team member).
At the centre of those ideals, all participants reflected on the need for interventions to be
person-centred, with more possibilities allowing a person’s best interests to be considered. A person’s
goals, needs, their decisions and choices would have to be at the forefront of any collaboration. For
participants, people’s best interest run parallel with the concept of person-centred care (Rogers, 1951;
Adams and Drake, 2006; Morgan, et al., 2016).

Level III: Working Within a Wider Context
The following subcategories are concerned with what participants mentioned that reflected
the wider scope to their way own of working and collaborative practices. These include subjects such
as the particular contexts within the geographical areas in which the teams worked (as seen
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throughout chapter 4), giving rise to certain particular problems which the populations they saw came
head to head with. They also include the 107 context and the different political issues which also made
up for a specific context. Given the ‘Formation Programme’, many teams had had the opportunity to
meet with other teams from other countries (p75-76). Many had also been able to learn about other
teams in Belgium. Those differences and similarities with other teams and other contexts were
sometimes brought up during the interviews, if only to make sense of workers’ own way of working.
Finally, many teams made statements regarding the wider societal and political context in which they
found both themselves and the service-users.

Geo-Political Area
The geographic areas that the projects were set up within differed widely between each other
and this contrast was also one of the reasons they were chosen. Aside from the fact that some were
in urban areas and others in rural settings, the difference between the Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels
regions was also important in how the projects developed (p25-26; Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010). The areas’ economy and subsequent available psychiatric beds for mobile team
funds were substantially different and that could be felt in the teams’ resources. Moreover, the areas’
economic possibilities for service-users as well as the ensuing political landscape also made for a
massive contrast in the standard of living between the regions (seen throughout chapter 4; Service
Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). Finally, the possibilities, given specific economic backdrops was
also felt, especially as mentioned in alternative spaces service-users could find themselves in, or the
possibilities for employment or housing. Moreover, some regions had better working social services
than others, with more structures available. A good example of this it the Flemish Centrum Algemeen
Welzijnswerk (CAW) or Centre for General Welfare Work, a service offering first line psycho-social
interventions and dealing with a wide range of matters from financial problems to family and
relational difficulties, all related to a person’s wellbeing. In areas where there was a heightened need
for social care, social services often were overwhelmed which made teams take some of the workload
in order to improve service-users’ conditions, showing that those with greater resources had better
mental health overall (Friedli, 2009). As a result, the presenting situations and the type of problems
service-users faced in mental healthcare services in Flanders or in Brussels and Wallonia differed
considerably. All these different contextual factors profoundly impacted on the work and set the tone
for the ensuing interviews.
Without wanting to stigmatise, without wanting to be pejorative, I think we are a little bit odd.
Well, there is nothing to be embarrassed about but in a different, particular type of functioning
[while] they function like this or like that. We would say that [the same] is not possible [here]
because we also have to take the people, their social identity, their education, their cultural
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level into account. All of this also interferes with the fact that everything is not possible with
everybody (2A team member).

107 context
Since teams were set up as part of the national 107 mental healthcare reform many
participants made reference to the guidelines and the interpretations they made of those. The 107
guidelines were written in a somewhat abstract and non-prescriptive way and that was done on
purpose in order to give each project the possibility to develop within its own context. As such, 107
called for an integrated system of mental healthcare but how each project made sense and interpreted
that depended on the specific environment, available resources, persons involved and possibilities (as
also explored in chapter 4; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
I sometimes have the impression that this reform happened upside down/backwards. First,
something ideological was decided which is completely sustainable/endurable and then we
told ourselves: “how can we put alternatives in place?” In addition, I find that there is no
control on the alternative or a control that looks from the outside. There are holes everywhere
within the alternative that create the problem of a lot of people who are forgotten. And this,
this scares me, it scares me for people (2A team member).
In the French speaking teams, there was a lot of reference to the fact that the 107 made an
explicit difference between matters of “mental health” and other of “psychiatry” with some
participants going as far as saying that 2A teams were concerned with “mental health” and 2B teams
were focused on “psychiatry” (Barker and Buchanan-Barker, 2011).
Most participants however, were more or less in agreement about the fact that the 107
reform was “hospital-centric” as it was promoting hospitals providing the finances based on their bed
occupancy (p29-35; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). Given the financial necessity of
hospitals, mobile teams were inevitably accountable to them.
I think the problem is that the hierarchies are imposed. I think that it is linked. I think that the
problem, for our patients, between the hospital and the community is that the hospital finds
that life starts when people are hospitalised and that before there was nothing and after that
the mental health centres have to take care of them. But that is a culture, a model that is based
at the central hospital level and I think that it should be thought completely in reverse. It’s the
hospital that is an accident in the journey (2B team member).
It means you speak like the one who pays you. The power of money (2A team member).
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We have to tell ourselves that they, what will supply their salary at the end of the month, is
that there are people who go into hospital. […] We could contemplate/consider something else
but at the same time, it’s their livelihood to put people in beds (2A team member).
There was a certain unease concerning the fact that alternatives did not exist for people
leaving hospital. With social services already saturated, especially in poorer areas, the reform was
seen as sometimes too ideological with few practical structures to help users in the community.
In Belgium, we are in a hospital-centric system, let’s put it like that. The problem is that
sometimes, I personally have the impression that for the 107 reform – and it’s very much a
caricature – but that there was a point where an ideological position was taken which was to
say that the birds’ cage must be opened. So, they opened the birds’ cage and they said “ah,
this way the cage is open”. But the problem is that there are birds that do not want to leave,
there are birds that when they leave, they die. It’s nice to open the birds’ cage, I agree with
that ideology. But, I think, that first you have to ensure/provide valid alternatives to
hospitalisations, especially for long-term ones with the necessary conditions for the person’s
well-being, or rather the bird’s (2A team psychiatrist).

Comparing with Other Contexts
As mentioned, the teams would sometimes use other contexts they had had the chance of
visiting, either to compare their current systems with both general as well as specific practices. As
expected, Dutch-speaking teams reflected on British and Dutch systems while French-speaking teams
often referred to French, especially the city of Lille, or Swiss teams. The latter also made extensive
reference to the Italian systems, especially in the Brussels region where community mental health
settings have been historically influenced by what became known as “anti-psychiatry” movements
(p26-28; appendix A.6). Often, teams would also make reference to other ways of working when
referring to how they regarded their ideals: both in things they would choose to do similarly or things
they would actively avoid.

Wider Socio-Political Context
The wider context can be divided into two groups. One concerned the wider Belgian system
and specific facets of it, such as the healthcare system etc. As mentioned above, the cost of services
was often referenced when comparing the mobile teams with other mental health and general health
structures. Given that the reform was not implemented through the national “health insurance”
system, the teams found themselves operating within a different system than the rest of healthcare.
This meant that they operated within specific geographic catchment areas rather than with people
having the choice to be cared by any team they may have preferred. Furthermore, and as mentioned,
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the 107 reform was presented as a very hospital-centric system with promoting hospitals setting the
tone by financing mobile teams. With a scenario where mobile teams were asked to answer to
hospitals, a “typical Belgian story” ensued, which appeared fragmented with a lot of lost time spent
in discussions between the different functions and their hierarchical levels.
I don’t like that this is organized by the hospitals and that the hospitals keep being the bosses
of the different teams. And that you, on the one hand, you have to keep a kind of diversity, but
on the other hand… It’s kind of a classical Belgian story in which you have a bunch of different
parties and then you reach a compromise about organizing mobile […] teams. But actually,
this is a typically Belgian solution: Wallonia and Brussels and Flanders, each make their own
team and each add their own nuances and then you, well you make many indirect costs, which
is a disadvantage at the expense of patient contact. So that, […] I sit together with my
organization, I sit with other organizations; it’s so divided fragmented/crumbled that you lose
so much time taking part in meetings in which all parties must defend their own opinions - and
compromise - one way or another (2B team psychiatrist).
The other concerns with wider context were mostly focused on the societal aspects of a
modern Western society including its stigmas and taboos (Sartorius, 2007; Thornicroft, Rose, Kassam
and Sartorius, 2007). Many participants mentioned the societal demands that were imposed on users
of their service, such as having an occupation and a steady income, especially in the community setting
(Corker, et al., 2013; Friedli and Stern, 2015). Very often service-users were unable to fit that profile
and such demands could not be met.
Because finally, today’s society constantly searches for returns and there always needs to be
results but, in psychiatry, it’s true that sometimes we have to accept that certain patients
won’t progress, will stay in their situation. But just the fact that there is a relationship and the
possibility to have a certain stability with them, have this trust, it’s already enormous (2B team
member).
For the participants this reflected a mentality which paved the way for stigmas and taboos
towards service-users. Perhaps in certain areas more than others, team members explained that
mental healthcare was still viewed as foreign and not something people would actively seek, even if
distressed. Some participants mentioned that they saw this new function or new role they occupied
as closer to one concerned with citizenship (Lister, 2004) as well as professional mental healthcare.
They viewed their relationship with service-users as a ‘professional – user’ relationship, but also one
of a citizen faced with another, in turn removing themselves from a mental healthcare role and into a
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social one (Chen, 2011; Clayton, O’Connell, Bellamy, Benedict and Rowe, 2013; Vervliet, Reynaert,
Verelst, Vindevoger and Maeyer, 2017).
We have a broader role: we’ll go for a walk with them on the streets, we’ll go somewhere and
in that particular moment you actually take on the role of a citizen rather than of a care worker.
[…] You know, you turn into a care worker the very moment you need to appeal to your
expertise. So, I’m partly a citizen; that’s when standing next to them when they’re also a
citizen. But when they’re having a difficult time, then I’ll take up my role as care worker in
order to play a facilitating role (2B team member).
I believe that some people also feel very uncomfortable sometimes when talking to clients or
they feel comfortable when talking to them from their position as a care worker, but after a
while [they] can’t act normal anymore. Whereas having a normal conversation with someone
and acting normal from time to time is so extremely important, but of course, if necessary,
they should be able to take on their role again as a care worker. Actually […] even in residential
settings, you can point out their citizenship and society’s expectations too, you know. That’s
something we have to appeal to more often from our position as a third party, like: people
simply won’t accept this or that kind of behaviour. […] There are two sides, I guess: on the one
hand you should slightly encourage society to be open-minded about different behaviour and
psychic vulnerability, but on the other hand you should also make your client understand that
particular behaviours are simply unacceptable: you just can’t do this or that. Again, it’s all
about that citizenship. There are certain things we can’t do either or we will be punished, and
they should also know that. I think residential settings should also make them aware of this
(2B team member).
The difference in the Flemish and French language made for some interesting distinctions in
how people understood both their respective socio-political and economic contexts as well as more
specifically their professional fields. This point, however, is further explored at the end of this chapter
as well as later on in this work.

Ideal
Participants expressed a specific need for more societal involvement and de-stigmatisation in
matters of mental health (Thornicroft, et al., 2007; Gronholm, Henderson, Deb and Thornicroft, 2017).
Many saw this happening through education, with some mentioning that different disciplines should
be trained in different healthcare settings in order to understand the different realities of
professionals and service-users. Some professionals made it clear that through their work they
understood that they were no longer carrying the expertise.
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The experts are not necessarily us, I think (P2BTL:23).
We’re talking about people who have been trained to help other people with a disability in
their household activities and very often they’re inclined to do everything themselves. And then
they find it difficult to understand us when we say: “you may not take control, they have to
collaborate with you”. There’s a difference between someone who’s bedridden and isn’t able
to do it anymore, and someone with mental problems, who needs to be activated to do these
kind of things. […] You definitely see that home care services really want to have some support
in that (2A team leader).
This in turn, could be used to change the current unrealistic societal demands, based on
currently powerful (neoliberal) notions of profitability/cost effectiveness, which effectively regard
people with “chronic” presentations as individually responsible for being economically non-viable and
a financial burden on society (Friedli and Stern, 2015; Thomas, 2016). Most, if not all, participants
agreed that any change in society and its mentality would happen by changing political and financial
power structures currently in place.
I think there is a lot of work to be done on de-stigmatisation to review the question of society’s
perception of mental health. That seems to me relatively fundamental (2A team psychiatrist).
Some participants questioned the place psychiatry has taken in society and called for a
mentality change. Others called for more awareness raising, that would allow society to “cohabit”
more harmoniously with psychiatry and in turn avoid the social exclusion of mental healthcare users
(Friedli and Stern, 2015). In other words, as one participant put it, it would be about bringing “madness
into society” (Adame, 2014). By doing so a shared language should be formed which would allow the
reintegration of people currently at the margins of society. However, it was unclear from participants
whether their wish was for psychiatric understandings of madness to be accepted or service-users’
experiences of madness.

The interviewing process: transient, personal views
Although this subcategory is not part of the actual research conclusions it most certainly was
and is part of the research process. Many participants mentioned their views on the interviewing
process as well as the interview questions mainly towards the end of the interview, as feedback, or
within the interviewing process, especially when people were unsure of their answers. All in all,
participants were happy with the interviewing process and the questions which were presented to
them seemed to be related to their everyday work. Many participants were, however, clear in the fact
that those were their personal views and may not be shared with other members of the team. This
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was also very apparent in the focus group where very often entire discussions and debates would start
on certain disagreements allowing a plurality of voices (Morgan, 1996; Kvale, 1996).
Many participants explained that their views were not set in time and as much as those had
changed with time and with experience, especially the novel experience of working in a mobile team,
so they were prone to changing again. Therefore, as it was important for participants to make it clear
that views expressed were personal and transient, so it is presented here. In this view, the interviews
could be said to have been ‘human conversations’ permeating the entire process of the study (Kvale,
1996). This approach was significant for the ensuing thematic analysis which will be explored in the
following chapters.

Language and Linguistic Differences: French and Dutch/Flemish
During the transcription and ensuing translation, it became obvious that certain words/terms
were difficult to translate or held a specific meaning connected to the spoken language and practice
reflecting its ontology (Davidson, 1974). Specific attention was paid to those language particularities
which were collected throughout the transcription, translation and ensuing analytical process. A few
examples from both the French and Flemish interviews were selected and are presented below,
including a brief explanation of their background and use. These explanations are based on the
ethnographic elements of this study (conversations and texts with native speaking professionals both
within and outside the teams) as well as through the use of online dictionaries (including bilingual;
Collins, 2019; Larousse, 2019) and multiple sources, multilingual search engines (MagicSearch,
Linguee, 2019 and Interactive Terminology for Europe-IATE)

French Glossary of Terms
-

“Suivi”: monitor, follow, follow-up (Larousse, 2012), aftercare. It is used in healthcare to mark
the period during which a person is supported and/or receiving care, but also in terms of
“follow-up” and “continuity”.

-

“Soin”: care, treatment, attention (Collins, 2019). From the verb "soigner" meaning "to treat",
it is an action with a finality, as opposed to care which is continuous. French speaking mental
health professionals often use “care” in English to make the distinction with “soin” as
treatment.

-

“Temporalité”: temporality, belonging to time, temporal value, relationship with time, use of
time. Temporality is sometimes also used in the English language, but it is not an officially
recognised word.

-

“Maladie”: disease, illness, sickness (Collins, 2019), disorder. In the French language there is
no distinction between ‘disease’, ‘illness’ or ‘disorder’ as it exists in English. When exploring
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its Latin roots “maladie” comes from the "male habitus" which translates into "ill-condition"
(Larousse, 2012). However, the difference between objective structural abnormalities and
subjective experience or response to a state is not made explicit (Helman, 1981).
-

“Lien”: link, bond, connection, relationship (Collins, 2019). French-speaking professionals
were very focused on what they called “travail du lien” (building relationships with serviceusers, building connections, working on relationships) which they often considered as the
basis of their intervention.

-

“Accompagnement”: accompanying, caring, support (Collins, 2019), escort, assist. Frenchspeaking teams described their work as “accompagnement” which encompassed different
specificities and functions and translated as both ‘care support’ but also the physical act of
escorting someone (e.g. towards other services or services).

-

“Accueil”: welcome, reception (Larousse, 2012; Collins, 2019), acceptance. From the verb
“accueillir” to accommodate, receive, take in (Collins, 2019). This notion was a pivotal notion
for French-speaking teams, both in how they received people but also their distress.

-

“Accroche”: hook, ‘click’, hang on. From the verb “accrocher” meaning to hang on, to win
over, to engage, to attract (Collins, 2019), to cling to, to stick at it (Larousse, 2012). Frenchspeaking team spoke of “accroche” when describing ways in which they would develop
relationships, links and bonds with service-users. Workers were very much interested in
creating a first link (see the term “lien” above) to eventually form closer, longer-lasting
relationships.

-

Folie: madness, folly, insanity, extravagance (Collins, 2019), craziness, lunacy, derangement.
Although at first glance “folie” directly translates as madness, it encompassed many different
meanings during the interviews.

-

“Mise en observation”: the equivalent of the mental healthcare act or the act of ‘sectioning’.
The literal translation means to put ‘under observation’ (appendix A.4; Collins, 2019).

-

“Etiquette”: label (Collins, 2019), used as a criticism around diagnostic labels (see later
Burstow, 2013).

-

“Tutoiement” and “vouvoiment”: use of familiar or polite form, respectively (Collins, 2019).
This is a typically French difference with English (and Dutch/Flemish), with informal and formal
forms of address made explicitly distinct.

Dutch/Flemish Glossary of Terms
-

“Aandoening”: disease, illness, condition, state (Collins, 2019), cf. French term “maladie”. A
professional pointed out that if/when professionals want to be ‘nicer’ they will use
“psychologische problemen” instead, meaning ‘psychological problems’.
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-

“Aanhaken”: building connections, ‘hooking up’, cf. French term “accroche”. It can also mean
shackling (Collins, 2019).

-

“Afstemmen”: align with, lock on, tailor, match, adapt, fit, tuning (Collins, 2019). Flemish
teams were active in regulating and adapting their views towards more effective
communication and coordination with other teams and services.

-

“Bemoeizorg”: meddling care, ‘intrusive’ care, interfering care (Collins, 2019). This is part of
the FACT-model of care, which distinguishes situations or people’s presentations according to
their care needs between CMHT, ACT and “bemoeizorg” (Veldhuizen and Bähler, 2013).

-

“Aanklampende zorg”: ‘connecting’ care, care by connecting, hanging on, accosting care
(Collins, 2019). This is similar to “bemoeizorg” (see above) but is considered less intrusive.

-

“Zorgvraag”: care demand, request for care, appeal for care (Collins, 2019). Flemish teams
were using this term specifically when they received referrals, including in whether and how
they chose to intervene in situations.

-

“Vermaatschappelijking”: bettering (Collins, 2019), socialisation, making something part of
the community. Specifically for mental health teams, this term was linked to ideas around
“citizenship” (p134-135; Lister, 2004) with workers actively engaged for service-users to take
their place in society, while receiving the necessary support.

-

“Zelfredzaamheid”: capacity to take care of one’s self, self-reliance (Collins, 2019).
Professionals used this term to measure people’s independence and ability to function in
terms of the support they needed.

-

“Draagkracht”: capacity (Collins, 2019). Professionals used this in similar ways to “resilience”
in English.

-

“Begeleiding”: guidance (Collins, 2019), monitoring, cf. French term “accompagnement”.

-

“Zorgwekkende zorgmijders”: ‘alarming’, worrying care avoiders (Collins, 2019). This term was
usually linked with the FACT model, with people falling under this category deemed eligible
for “bemoeizorg” (meddling care, see above; Veldhuizen and Bähler, 2013).

-

“Schakelen”: to change gears, to switch (Collins, 2019). In mental healthcare this term was
linked to referrals and was generally used to explain the “continuity of care” practices
between teams and services.

-

“Terugvalgroep”: fall-back group (Collins, 2019), relapse group. This is a term used for people
who need long-term care and who may be considered ‘revolving door patients’.

Conclusion
Through the categorical levels presented above, several categories started to emerge around
the concepts of time, space, memory and the values employed as well as the way in which they formed
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different types of relationships and how they communicated and collaborated within those through
language. With those themes slowly emerging, I felt compelled to revisit the data and while exploring
for components that ran through all the different levels (explored in this chapter). With the conceptual
codes presented above, I was interested to see what the main elements were in connecting and
interlinking the different levels.
With the initial and focused coding well underway the conceptual groupings and categorical
levels presented here offered a first introduction to the data (Myers, 2013). Memos produced during
this process show the emergence of a few themes, notably those of time and space as well as language
differences between the teams and other structures (explored in the following chapter). As a result,
the data was (re)coded using a more theoretical lens with theoretical sampling techniques enhancing
that emerging theory. In later interviews theoretical codes which were emerging were used as
prompts, especially when brought up spontaneously by participants. Workers who may have
mentioned the way in which they organised their time for example were further questioned to delve
deeper into the meaning of such notions and in turn to produce more rounded categories (Birks and
Mills, 2011; Otkay, 2012). Theoretical concepts (or subcategories, explored in the following chapters)
were held against the categorical levels (presented here) and vice versa, by constant comparative
analysis (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). In the end the subcategories of ‘time’, ‘space’, ‘memory’ and
‘values’ as well as the central categories of ‘language’ and ‘relationships’ became increasingly
crystallised with causal and correlational links formed between them (Myers, 2013).
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Chapter 6:
Subcategories – Making sense of the data
Introduction to Chapter 6
This chapter will take up the categories presented in the previous chapter and explore them
further, using data collected from a second observation with the teams (p73-75), in order to bring out
the themes on which the final theory for this research will be built. The themes slowly appeared during
the categorical level analysis (examined in the previous chapter) and were further explored during the
second observation period with each team. The themes were: time, space, memory, values,
relationships and language. In the following paragraphs, an exploration of the second observation will
be presented, followed by the subthemes and theory.
As shown in the previous chapter, initial coding of the interviews quickly became more
focused and produced a series of conceptual groupings which in turn produced the categorical levels
(see Figure 3.3, p146). As more interviews were collected and theoretical sampling took effect, the
more it allowed me to immerse myself into theoretical coding and integration for a more theoretical
analysis of the interviews to start (Birks and Mills, 2011). As a result, I was able to produce and finalise
the emerging theory based on concepts which run throughout the data (and not just confined to the
aforementioned levels). Although the conceptual categories gave a clear presentation of the interview
data, it is through theoretical coding that I was able to find relationships between and within those
categories; relationships that ran through all of them and brought them together into one integrated
theory (Birks and Mills, 2011; Myers, 2013). Through this theoretical analysis the methodology
grounded in social justice theories was put into full effect (by specifically looking at the data through
a social justice “lens”; p53-55).
Theoretical coding was key in transforming those initial concepts and categories into focused,
axial codes to finally arrive to the central categories running through the whole of the data. As
Charmaz explained “[t]heoretical coding is the constant comparison of previous and incoming data in
order to integrate a theory (converge into a coherent construct). Theoretical codes therefore specify
possible relationships between categories developed in focused coding” (Charmaz, 2006:63). The
initial categorical levels showed how participants presented their work, but theoretical coding allowed
to look at the underlying elements which were common across those presented categories.
Memos written during focused coding centred mostly on “language”, especially the FlemishFrench linguistic differences (p137-140) as well as the use of diagnostic and “psychiatric” language.
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Those memos showed that focused coding started becoming more theoretical as more and more
interviews were collected. Notions that had to do with context also started becoming important, with
participants often considering their given contexts and how that contrasted with others’ (e.g. p115116, p132-134). Time was also central in how the teams understood their work and made use of it
(p111-112, p116-117). As a result, I started paying attention to notions of “space” and “time” with
participants talking about “context”, “setting”, “environment” as well as “time”, “long and shortterm”, “temporalities”, “fast” and “slow” etc. These notions became important in how participants
presented their work within the teams but also in how they collaborated and compared, in their
“relationships” with other structures. Those notions gave me a new way to look at the data as a whole,
without fragmenting it into levels. It showed elements that ran through all those different categorical
levels for the teams.

Witnessing: Second Observation Period
With the categorical levels that were brought forward during the initial analysis of the
interview data and the new theoretical codes or themes that started to emerge I felt compelled to
revisit the projects in order to re-explore the interviews through the lens of direct participant
observation (p73-75; Adler and Adler, 1987; Charmaz, 2006). The aim was to boost the validity of the
interview data while also exploring the difference between the first observation period and the
interview content. In other words, the way in which workers presented their work and their daily
practice differed to some extent. This was also reflected in the interviews: what was presented as
work practices often carried ideal properties that hadn’t always been visible in practice. Revisiting the
teams aimed at assimilating theoretical sampling and integration grounded theory processes with the
more ethnographic elements of the data collection (p67, p73-75; Charmaz, 2006; Birks and Mills, 2011;
Myers, 2013).
In order to understand, this difference between practice and description Austin’s Speech Act
Theory proved useful (Austin, 1962; Oishi, 2006). Unlike his reductionist predecessors and colleagues,
Austin warned against oversimplifying complexities of meaning by reducing it to its descriptive
properties. More specifically, the focus was set upon the way in which associated conventions made
certain meanings more valid than others but how practices could be interpreted as having different
meanings to the ones originally presented. In practical terms, the objective set was to observe the
points expressed in the interviews. The descriptions and ideas described were to be observed in vivo
to see what form those took in everyday practice (Hughes, 1971). As Charmaz explains, “organisation
rhetoric and reports may pale in the face of observed worlds” (2006:40). As a result, what was said in
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the interviews did not always “mirror organisational processes” but rather “aimed to shape public
reputation” (Charmaz, 2006:40).
There were several reasons for adopting this approach. As mentioned, given the study’s
ethnographic qualities a second observation period allowed to further build on and strengthen those
qualities (p67, p73-75). The constructs or categories which were unearthed and explored through the
interview data were given the possibility to be observed in action (Charmaz, 2006). Finally, it also
allowed further examination of the social justice qualities of this research by studying the participants’
thoughts and actions using that specific lens (p54-56). For example, ideas around thresholds of risk,
tolerance to symptoms and hospital admission procedures stimulated by the teams or person-centred
care based on service-user’s wishes were all presented in the interviews as aspects of practice that
had been considerably thought upon and changed since, over the course of the teams’ existence
(already explored in the previous chapter). By revisiting the teams, such notions closely linked to the
ethics of practice evoked in the interview data, could now be examined more closely while also placing
them within their social context (Prus, 1996). It allowed to answer questions from the emergent
analysis, as well as to consider how participants had invoked ideas and practices but also how they
actually adapted their language and interpreted meanings (Charmaz, 2006).
Compared to the initial observation which was concerned mainly with the practical ways in
which the teams had been set up and subsequently organised themselves, this second observation
period went beyond, exploring both the teams’ day-to-day interventions as well as the way in which
they collaborated with other organisational levels, within mental health and outside it. Practically, this
was mainly done by following professionals on their visits and interventions, as well as other aspects
of their ‘clinical’ work (notes, communication with other services and professionals, clinical meetings
etc.). This was linked to the premature theory building which started coming out of the data collected
thus far through the study’s methodology and my own involvement in it. At this point, the idea was to
understand the context the teams were set up in, as well as the context they were themselves
producing. This was done by paying attention to the themes which will be explored below. In other
words, the interview data could be considered to show that participants were deconstructing
understandings learned within the residential setting to adapt to their new context. The way in which
they did so in practice was worth exploring.
The second observation became even more relevant due to its timing which coincided with
the retraction of funds by the federal government towards mobile teams and the restructuring of both
the geographical areas and the main criteria for the teams’ development (Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010). With the teams and their members in a financial and something of an existential
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crisis, my observation of them in action at that time became even more relevant for the emerging
paradoxes, which will be explored throughout these next two chapters. It became a time of everchanging understandings of both the reform itself and of mental health services.
With those paradoxes interlinked with the emerging ‘mental health’ concepts, the question
of social justice also came back into focus. The interviews explored the social justice implications of
the reform and questioned the scope for implementing certain differing or re-constructed ideologies.
‘Person-centred care’, for example, was a widely used notion, said to be focal for practice. The original
approach to person-centred care developed by Carl Rogers was very much concerned with the use of
a non-directive approach (Rogers, 1951). However, how it was understood and implemented was
from a professional point of view, with notions heavily influenced by psychiatric understandings of
mental health distress (Morgan, et al., 2016).
The second observation period allowed me to ascertain the nature of this ‘reform’ which ran
in parallel with a given status quo based on a profoundly institutional and hospital system of care (p2935; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). It was an exploration on whether participants’ ideals
were being implemented, to what extent and the reality and practicality of implementing them further
given the existing, established and powerful residential structures.
I was once again given the opportunity to witness and be part of the reform as it was
unfolding. This gave me the possibility to understand first-hand the development of the teams’
(re)constructed language and relationships that were forming within the constraints of everyday
practice as well as political and economic powers. As for the research itself, it was an opportunity to
further build on the methodology’s subjective form. By adopting a reflective position and locating
myself within the reality of the teams, emerging ideas and shared constructs could be interpreted and
theorised whilst building on the interview data (Charmaz, 2006). It was also an interesting move from
the position of observer into a more participatory one by actively engaging in the team’s journeys and
their everyday work (p73-75; Adler and Adler, 1987).

Second Observation Method
Within the time frame available, a period of four days with each 2A and 2B team, amounting
to eight days with each project was planned. The second round of observations had a different focus
from the first one. As mentioned, attention was given to home visits and interventions involving other
services with actors from the residential sector to social services, as presented in the interviews (p118130), as well as practical multidisciplinary team tasks like briefings and meetings. The goal was
therefore to get a sense of the people the teams met with and the interventions offered, including the
way they organised.
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To ensure continuity, the teams were sent their interviews, including the transcripts. This
served as a reminder of our work together until then. It was also an opportunity for team members to
consider and revisit notions they shared at the time of the interview. There was a considerable time
difference of about one year between the interviews and the second observation period, during which
a lot had changed, both in terms of the teams’ “vision” and “mission” (their words), as well as their
practical everyday work, including personnel changes and wider governmental implementations. The
second observation period therefore allowed for this lapsed time to be somewhat accounted for.
Furthermore, the visit to the teams was also an opportunity for team members to amend or revise
anything said during the interview if they wished to. However, most people did not really revisit it,
perhaps because they did not have the time. Of those who did, most did not express any need to
change anything. Nevertheless, one participant made the exception; she was shocked with things that
were said but preferred not to “formally” change anything, expressing instead faith in my research
analysis. None of the participants expressed a wish to withdraw at this point (as stipulated by the
ethical standards underpinning this research; p72-73).
As the interview data was analysed and certain themes began to arise from it, this second
observation period was firmly based on Grounded Theory methods. Specifically, concurrent data
generation and analysis for new data, which is based on the principle of collecting and analysing new
data which in turn is to be compared with older data (Birks and Mills, 2011). Categories developed
from the interviews could be further strengthened and shaped during the second observations by
constant comparative analysis (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). For example, identifying ideas around
‘space’ and ‘time’ through in vivo observation made them even more central to the theory, while
making sure those themes represented direct interpretations of participants’ voices. Finally, by the
end of the observation period, theoretical saturation and integration was achieved originally based on
the interview data and further improved by the observations (Birks and Mills, 2011; Myers, 2013).
The categorical levels, explored in the previous chapter, somewhat directed the second
observation period, while they also allowed for the final categories to arise. With the second
observation leaning heavily on ethnographic qualities, theoretical sensitivity became essential (p8688; Charmaz, 2006; Otkay, 2012). Categories constructed from the interviews were further established
while particular care was given for themes to re-emerge. By revisiting the interviews, the participants
themselves were also invited to take part in this process, and in this way mitigated the researcher’s
subjective account while allowing for dialogue and co-production (Charmaz, 2006).
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Below, the diagram (figure 3.3) used throughout this work is highlighting the processes that
brought up the subcategories which formed the basis for the central categories explored in the
following chapter.

Figure 3.3 The Analytical Process: Subcategories

Table
3.3 The
Analytical Process: Subcategories
Figure 3.3 The Analytical
Process:
Subcategories

Subcategories
Existing in time
Time and temporality became important themes throughout this research. They reflected the
work done by the teams, but also the research itself as well as the higher hierarchies in how the ‘107
reform’ developed over the years. This theme therefore explores the different relationships with time
or the temporalities at play throughout the different levels explored in the categorical analysis.
Moreover, the time that ensued during this research meant that there were interesting developments
from the changes in personnel within the teams to the restructuring in governmental structures with
a direct effect on practice. Time was therefore an important notion in understanding the reform
process at the teams’ level but also the political landscape at large, as well as the researcher within
the research process.

Level I: Team work
How time was used practically in interventions was key in understanding the difference
between the 2A and 2B teams. With different temporalities to their work, one could also understand
the populations they saw and in turn the models they followed to offer effective support. 2A teams
worked within short-term periods but saw people with a high frequency (even up to once a day if and
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when necessary) during a period of “crisis” (broadly based on the CRHT model, p26-27; appendix A.6;
Johnson and Thornicroft, 2008). This made their work short-term but intensive.
What is therapeutic? We know that there are people who go to see somebody for 20 years and
nothing moves. Is that therapeutic? […] For me, I think through our style of work, which is in
fact based on something subjective, there is an encounter/a meeting, which allows for
something to change. Not a lot, but often there is something through that meeting that allows
for things to happen a little bit differently, already during our intervention, if it’s just in the fact
that people have the courage at last to go somewhere or talk a little about what is not going
well. That for me is as therapeutic as someone who is working, following a person during 5, 6
years, which is also good (2A team member).
For 2B teams, time was understood on a larger scale. As many participants mentioned the
notion of having time on their hands gave them the opportunity to explore different possibilities
during an intervention (Anthony, 1996; Moriarty, et al., 2007).
We have time to make errors (2B team member).
It’s a process of falling and getting back up (2B team member).
It was considered that there was time to build a relationship and get to know the person and their
situation (Anthony, 1993). Some 2B team service-users were sometimes only seen once a month.
However, even at that frequency, visits were considered important and valid.
We are in a society that demands objectives, to be able to arrive at something. Sometimes we
are working with a patient for two years and we have the impression of never arriving
somewhere. But when we reassess the situation, yes, there are things that have shifted. […]
Already, s/he is receiving/hosting/welcoming us. S/he is able a little to put some words on
certain things. We were able to refer to one service or another. Or simply, well, we chat with
him a little. There is somebody in his situation (2B team leader).
Interactions between service-users and professionals appeared to be fragmented yet ordered through
allocated visits and appointments, with discussions often focused around people’s engagement
(Bloomfield and McLean, 2003). Those times were generally organised and led by professionals rather
than service-users (Moriarty, et al., 2007).
The services’ age (the period during which the teams had existed) impacted on who their
target population was. Most teams existed as a direct result of the reform and were by default
attached to hospital structures (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). This meant that
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participants had undergone big and quick changes both in the way they understood their work and in
turn their population. One team involved in this study had ambulatory sector qualities and had been
in existence for the last forty years. By not imposing a time limit some of their service-users had been
receiving support for over twenty years. This not only made time an important component to their
long-term support, but it also meant that the service was faced with an ageing population. In turn,
support was no longer solely focused on ‘mental health’ aspects but also on physical and somatic
difficulties as well as cognitive ones that become more topical and central for older adults.
Participants repeatedly, both in the interviews and the ensuing observations, expressed the
need to keep the “luxury of time”. This was both in terms of the time available for them to see serviceusers and exchange with colleagues but also in terms of the period of interventions and, by default,
the freedom of content in those.
I pray that despite all the reforms […] that we can keep this luxury [of time]. Why? Because,
[of] this value which is important for me: to be able to keep/hold the other as a human and
not within a (supported) care pathway (2B team member).
For the 2B teams which had imposed a two-year maximum intervention period, all participants agreed
that no time limit should be imposed (based on the FACT model p27; appendix A.6; Veldhuizen and
Bähler, 2013).
There is a big difference in saying: “I am here for you for two years” for people for whom
temporality is very different to saying “I am here for you, full stop” (2B team member).
Most teams, if not all, wished for more time both in their clinical work as well as a part of a
team. They hoped for more time for (re)consideration and exchanges in order to continue to evolve
both as a team and in practice. In terms of the process of working in a team, some participants wished
for a better multi-disciplinary approach. With workers presenting as doing the same work, some
participants argued for the need for disciplines to be made more explicitly visible, as well as the
workers’ personalities, thus increasing complementarity in the team work. Many also wished for more
involvement from the psychiatrists, including more available hours for the mobile teams. Moreover,
through the increased involvement and available hours, many hoped to have the team psychiatrist
also operate as the treating psychiatrist for all service-users followed by the teams. However, other
participants questioned the need of a psychiatrist in a mobile team at all and also questioned the need
for a specific hierarchy in decision-making processes.
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Level II: Working with other services
In general, time was mostly used to intervene in a ‘positive’ way. Participants used time to
their advantage both in building relationships as foundations of an intervention (Anthony, 1996), to
refer people towards other structures of care and as a base to avoid ‘relapses’. Many teams for
example also mentioned “prevention” as part of their work (Snyder and Lopez, 2002).
The first objective will be not to have one and to really give ourselves time. So there, we do not
put a time limit. The limit will come if the suffering decreased and we were able to find other
persons to take on a signalling function based on objectives that we were able to build with
the patient (2B team member).
Depending on the time available however, certain interventions were consciously intense but not “too
deep” with that work being left to teams offering long-term support, whether mobile 2B teams or the
ambulatory sector as well as hospital.
Through the interview data, it became increasingly obvious that a strong comparison was
made between the mobile teams and the temporalities within residential structures (Bloomfield and
McLean, 2003). Those came into focus in understanding the intervention the teams were offering,
including how they were presented as alternatives to hospitalisation. For example, it was said in the
interviews that in-patients had to learn to “be (a) patient” (2A team member) in hospital, for example
people had to wait around to be seen by the staff or to be discharged (Farnworth, Nikitin and Fossey,
2004). In contrast, with mobile team visits, there was a specific and agreed time for an intervention
without one party waiting on the next. The time spent together between professionals and serviceusers was therefore focused and direct.
In the end, patients are seen more by a mobile team, in this work within the home setting, than
when they are hospitalised. […] We move, we stay one hour, one hour and a quarter at people’s
homes, we take time. Maybe it’s just 45 minutes, but it still is for them that we move, it’s them
that we listen to, it is positioned around them (2A team member).
More specifically, 2A teams presented their work as short-term but intense with long-term
results given the context and timing of their intervention. Since their intervention was confined to a
crisis situation it was short-term but given the setting it was said to have long-term effects within the
home environment (Johnson and Thornicroft, 2008). This was different to residential interventions
that may be less intense but could not hold, once a person was discharged home (Bloomfield and
McLean, 2003). For 2B teams, time was extended with interventions taking longer than in the hospital
setting but again with longer lasting results. 2B team participants explained that changing a person’s
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habits at home took longer than in hospital but those habits were then adopted by the person in their
daily life (Anthony, 1996). Evidence of these longer-lasting results were however difficult to grasp,
measure and render visible (England and Lester, 2005).
For me, working here, it’s as if the patient is composed of two sides of the same coin and in
hospital we only see one side and in the community, or in any case here, because we visit at
home, we see the other side of the coin. And for me, really, I think when I arrived here, I had
no idea of our patients’ human distress. When I say human distress, it’s about apartments in
such a situation, we want to cry really. We want to cry. We tell ourselves that this is not
possible. It is not human that people live like this, it’s not possible. Yet, this is their daily life. So
yes, in hospital we battle sometimes with patient hygiene; they need to wash themselves etc.
but we manage. But us here we work for years with those patients that do not wash themselves
and in hospital do every X days. Here we sometimes take months to make it happen, with
patients who stink in the whole house (2B team member).
Since we are in something for the long-term, we have time to make errors too. Hospital doesn’t
have this time. […] I think that hospital is taken in a completely different line of time. Everything
just happens fast. They don’t have time to check/verify (2B team member).
In hospital everything is done quickly and under pressure, whereas in [the mobile team] there
is a different rhythm, if only that. I mean, the temporalities are different (2A team psychiatrist).
I would say that time is different between hospital and here. In hospital, I find that everything
must happen quickly. The patient goes in on Monday and on Tuesday during the team meeting
we are already discussing her/his discharge while putting in place a project which is suited for
the team and not at all for the patient. Here, in the mobile team, time is ten times longer. We
have time. And we saw it with people we followed in hospital and who had thirty
hospitalisations and it was a catastrophe. Since they are with the mobile team, we really
thought with them on how to improve their situation, their work etc. they weren’t hospitalised
any more. It really is a different way of working, a different way of seeing. I say, it is a new
profession (2B team member).

Level III: Working within a wider context
The regional contexts also dictated the particular goals the teams put in place based on
peoples’ socio-economic needs. For example, (and as mentioned in the previous chapter, p130-136)
Flanders had a social care and first line care system that worked more efficiently than other areas
where it was overworked. As a result, the teams could concentrate on matters of mental health in
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their intervention. However, teams in Brussels and Wallonia, had to first take care of peoples’ social
and financial situations as a way to also improve their mental health (Friedli, 2009). The workers’ time
was therefore spent very differently. This is also reflected in the way in which their collaborations with
social structures or non-mental healthcare structures in the different regions was presented, with
considerably more frustration where social and first line care systems were failing to answer to the
population’s needs. Many of those points will be explored in later themes.
This research has been a few years in the making, during which the reform changed and
evolved. At first, the higher structures took a somewhat detached approach, offering the teams only
abstract guidelines on how they should set up their work (p34-35). This was based on ideas of a
bottom-up reform (Natalis and Pieters, 2016). However, times changed both the political landscape
as well as the economic one. The second observation took place during a difficult time for the teams,
since a political and financial crisis surrounding their practice was in full swing. As mentioned, the
geographical catchment areas expanded while the governmental funds tightened. However, although
this was true at a national level, the Flemish region projects felt it much less than Brussels and
Wallonia, who have less finances due to the lower number of beds and higher number of service-users
within their areas (p25-26; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).

Making use(s) of space
The setting and frame in which the mobile teams worked, made use of different spaces that
had perhaps not been actively used in mental healthcare until that point. Having the person’s home
environment play a part in a person’ care was an important change, especially in terms of the reform’s
development and the way it shaped working practices of mental health services (Natalis and Pieters,
2016). The theme of “space” is very much interlinked and intertwined with the one of “time”
previously presented (Bloomfield and McLean, 203). In many instances, concepts explored under the
concept of “time” could well have been explored through notions of “space” and vice versa.

Level I: Team work
The concept of mobility and moving through space, was central to mobile teams (Natalis and
Pieters, 2016). However, it was interpreted differently for each project (chapter 4). For example, for
some, mobility meant home visits, where for others it also meant a physical support in the act of going
to other structures, such as GP surgeries or social services. In some cases, mobility also meant the
general philosophy of taking the person’s environment and contextual setting into account.
It’s de facto at their home, or in a place of their choice, because we have already had several
situations where people do not wish for [the meeting/visit] to take place in their home.
Because they want it to be outside, separate from the spouse etc. So, in any case, based on the
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fact that it is at home, or for a large part at home, we told ourselves that we should always
pay attention to the household as a whole, so that all the persons living under that roof are
informed of our passage (2A team leader).
Although they all agreed that the home environment was a space to be invited in and visit, there was
a sense in which visiting people at home was not always of added value. In some instances, it could
even be regarded as a disservice or a way to perhaps further debilitate somebody, either by making
them inactive or by the sense of intrusion (Moriarty, et al., 2007). Another interesting contrast (aligned
with wider debates on the subject) was some projects’ decision to include people who were homeless,
while for others they became a specific target within their populations (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2014).
In general, the home environment, in comparison to the hospital, was seen as a space
belonging to its resident (Mallet, 2004). As seen in the categorical analysis, home was where a serviceuser was in control, where they had more choice and more responsibility (Estroff, 1981). This was also
generally true during the observations, although not always, with team members occupying the space
not only physically but also verbally (Moriarty, et al., 2007). For example, team members did not
always wait to be invited in or would speak at length without giving the space for service-users to
express themselves. Team workers often adopted a directive and prescriptive style or manner usually
based on behavioural aspects of everyday life (Bloomfield and McLean, 2003). Professionals appeared
to be overly comfortable within service-users’ spaces, perhaps masking their lack of comfort and
control.
Each team’s chosen headquarters was also an interesting point of reference in the context of
space (Prior, 1993). Some teams, as mentioned, operated within the hospital grounds, one even within
a closed acute ward, and although some participants hoped to become detached from it, others
enjoyed the fact that they had closer links with the residential sector. Furthermore, in areas where
there were relatively fewer possibilities to refer people towards other or alternative services,
operating close to hospital meant that they could make use of residential structures such as day
hospitals. Although perhaps unfortunate, this proved the only way to escape a difficult context but
also avoid a deterioration and a hospital admission. This also appeared to be a good motivation for
workers to be mobile as they didn’t invite service-users to visit them. This meant that they were often
associated with the hospital, with some referrers and/or users who believed that they (symbolically)
represented the “key” to the hospital.
We are on a psychiatric centre site. Sometimes, the fact of making a call to a mobile team and
seeing a psychiatrist for example [makes] people imagine that the psychiatrist will allow them
in, will hospitalise them. There also, right away we need to put limits and inform that we don’t
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have the keys. Because precisely, being on a psychiatric site does not facilitate things.
Sometimes especially, we are with people that would like to be hospitalised (2A team
member).
In other cases, some teams enjoyed the luxury of large private spaces that they sometimes
used to invite service-users to meet them instead of visiting them at home (Bloomfield and McLean,
2003). However, this was also seen as a good possibility, in order to offer people the choice to make
their care separate from their home environment. They argued that this gave an opportunity for
people to detach themselves from difficult environments but would also act as a self-motivation for
their care (Moriarty, et al., 2007). The question however arose: if teams invited service-users to their
office, what is the difference in function between a mobile team and an existing
ambulatory/community team? For this reason, other teams actively avoided receiving people at their
offices.
A particularity which we hold on to is to really stay mobile. So, we never receive people here.
It is clearly an office for the team. I know that there are many mobile teams that slowly became
[less mobile], to save time etc. Because, it’s true, travelling/moving, eats up a lot of time and
energy. So, they slowly started receiving people. We refuse to. Alternatively, we will become a
guidance centre (2A team leader).
A different approach to the theme of “space” can be explored through some of the teams’
rejection in sharing spaces as per service-users’ wishes. In other words, some teams offered to
intervene in situations by coming into contact with people solely by phone or by mail. Workers actively
chose not to visit people in order to respect their wishes (Moriarty, et al., 2007). In other instances,
teams worked with a person’s personal network without intervening directly with the person
concerned. This was also a way not to invade their space but provide some support and guidance
nonetheless (Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
In all these spaces, there was a very clear physical boundary between the professional space
and the consultation space (Prior, 1993). There was even a sense in which workers would retreat to
their offices, thus creating a “safe space” for themselves. In an interesting account, a team member
remembered her first six months with the mobile team, during which she would revisit the ward which
she previously worked in, in order to surround herself with in-patients. This, she explained, provided
her with a sense of security she felt she lost when she started mobile work.
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Level II: Working with other services
As shown repeatedly during the interviews, as well as above in the theme of “time”, the teams
were quick to compare their work to that of hospitals (Bloomfield and McLean, 2003). The main
contrast, especially at first, was explained through the difference between the hospital or other
mental health services and the home seen by mobile teams.
It’s true that hospital framework is extremely, well often a little too rigid, often very regulated.
We shouldn’t forget also that the private consultation framework and how by simply having
an office, a secretary, somebody that comes to you, a regular diary; those are all things that
organise the therapeutic relationship a little and that you don’t have at [the user’s] home or
perhaps less (2A team psychiatrist).
This in turn brought about other notions linked to the space of the home environment, such as the
involvement of the surrounding context, the need to work according to the person’s wishes and
control (Estroff, 1981; Moriarty, et al., 2007).
The fact that we visit at home, I think, that’s already something that is really distinct. It’s
something you can’t compare to anything else, I think, because you- well, you enter the home
environment, you see so many things over there, and you will be more inclined to adapt
yourself to, to the client you’re visiting at that particular moment (2B team member).
Furthermore, some teams, that had perhaps originally been closer to hospital work, started to become
more involved with their neighbourhood and surrounding areas. In that sense they engaged with the
social aspects of their work and actively promoted social links based on notions of ‘citizenship’, also
explored in the categorical analysis (p134-135; Mezzina, 2014; Clayton, et al., 2013).
There were some ideas amongst team members in different projects about the possibility to
set up spaces for service-users themselves. This was explored in the interviews and the categorical
analysis (p129) but was also a subject during the observation. However, workers questioned whether
it was their place and function to do so, or whether those spaces should be set up by service-users
themselves or others (see Russo and Sweeney, 2016). In one project, a plan was put in place for a
social event every fortnight for service-users.
By setting up spaces that were service-user led and occupied, existing possibilities for those
service-users claiming their own spaces was also interesting in exploring this theme further. In one
service for example, the waiting room and garden space assigned for service-users became a sort of
meeting ground for them, resembling in some cases the “old asylum pavilion” (Prior, 1993). Others
mentioned relationships they had kept from hospital admissions. However, this was not true for
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everybody with service-users disengaging from relationships they had formed in hospital and
preferring to create their own separate spaces instead. Furthermore, many workers mentioned the
increased experience of loneliness felt by many service-users, especially those that had many and long
hospital admissions (Estroff, 1981). The possibility for users to form social relationships was also very
much linked to their geographic areas and the possibilities offered within the region (Friedli, 2009). As
mentioned, for areas where fewer options existed, teams expressed wishes to create such spaces
(p129).

Level III: Working within a wider context
In general, teams aimed to “mirror” the spaces they occupied and that included the
populations they saw. There was a stark contrast in how service-users’ homes differed between
projects depending on the areas they lived in, which also further reflected the difficulties they
experienced (Friedli, 2009). As mentioned in the interviews, some hoped for more multi-cultural
teams to represent their areas. However, this was not always the case, with a participant mentioning
the risk of “colonising” different cultural spaces. As he explained, Western psychiatry had a past of
colonising other countries and cultures with its interpretation of madness (Davar, 2016) and there was
a sense in which this could happen more easily with mobile team work. For other areas, multi-cultural
approaches were not as central because the population was more homogenous.
Teams made up of people who lived in the area were somewhat different to others to which
people commuted. There was a sense of self-identification with the region and with people who had
occupied the region, often for generations. They themselves represented the population they served,
with migrants from the same home countries on both the professional and user side. For teams that
were made up of people who commuted, there was a sense in which it was to some extent easier to
“abandon a sinking ship”, so to speak, once the financial crisis hit and the team’s future became
unknown (p143-144).
The idea of space also becomes relevant in the notion of “visibility” raised during the
observations and interviews (p97; p116). Teams operated within catchment areas, each with their
own context, and workers made specific choices in order to serve their given areas as effectively as
possible (Natalis and Pieters, 2016). Paradoxically, in order to do so they also had to have certain
resources to sustain those areas, something that was not always the case. For example, some teams
who had large catchment areas with “vulnerable” populations, but few workers did not always have
the necessary resources, especially given the greater amounts of time spent on travelling, in order to
be able to sustain their working model. The teams’ main criteria for their target populations (aside
from that of age) was based on geography/territory (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). As
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a result, the area and resources available to serve it, directly impacted on how teams made sense and
developed or avoided their visibility. A good example of this was of a smaller team operating within a
large city area: by actively avoiding becoming too visible, they also avoided receiving too many
referrals that they wouldn’t be able to answer.
Furthermore, space is an interesting theme when thinking about regions and the possibilities
they offer for service-users (Friedli, 2009). As mentioned, different regions have different services and
some regions have a wealth of “normalising” spaces for mental health service-users while other
regions prove very “poor” in that respect. For example, Brussels has many possibilities, from social
cafes and restaurants to talking groups aimed for service-users (e.g. l’Autre «lieu», Le Pianocktail, Poco
Loco). Nevertheless, those spaces remained for the most part the service-user’s personal
responsibility often translated as ‘choice’, even if the health and social system was extremely
complicated to navigate.
Moving up to higher levels, the concept of space was translated in how the federal
government-imposed catchment areas on projects. As mentioned, aside from the political powers
retracting a considerable amount of funds, they also made plans for all the geographic areas to be
accounted for. This meant that new projects were to be put in place while existing ones were asked
to expand their areas in order to cover ‘blind spots’. This presented several problems depending on
where the teams were set up. For example, the Walloon region has a large geographic area which is
mostly woodland and which had to be accounted for (south-eastern Luxembourg area). This is also
closely linked with the previous point made on the need for time and resources to travel within large
areas.

Carrying memory
Space and time are closely interlinked themes, but they cannot only exist in the present since
they carry previous times and spaces that occurred before them. Those in turn, influence how present
situations are interpreted. The theme of memory therefore came into focus, both in how participants
specifically were influenced by their previous experience, but how psychiatry and mental health more
widely was based on existing powerful systems of knowledge (see chapter 4).

Level I: Team work
An interesting phenomenon that transpired during time spent with the teams was the
variability in the workers as well as their experiences. The importance of previous “knowledge” was
very apparent in how they made sense of present situations. For most teams this involved knowledge
they had amassed in hospital, through ‘specialisation’ (Wegner, 1987). For others, it was knowledge
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that was passed on through the process of sharing a team identity (Yank, Barber, Hargrove and Whitt,
1992).
A shared identity through values. […] Yes, I think that somewhere there is a whole ritual around
this. There is [Mrs X] who has been working here for 40 years and often if there are students
or new people who come to work here in the first days, well, we’ll go see [Mrs X]. And we are
invited into the whole story of the centre. I think that this also shows the extent to which we
have built on values that we try to transmit every time […] in the style of a tribe. We don’t have
a clinic in which we will give definitions with words we found in books, but it happens through
stories. […] It’s just a side that is unseen (2B team member).
Some of these participants noted from experience the fluidity in mental illness and in diagnostic
categories including how those had moved and evolved with the times, even throughout their own
working lives (Hacking, 1999). Some workers who had been working in the mental health system for
over twenty years were important partners in this new way of working. Memory served as a tool for
deconstructing current frameworks of thinking.
P6: We are talking of a system, a system where the doctor has a status, the illness has a history,
psychiatry has a history. All of this is stronger than us. And so, people did whatever they could
with this. At the time, a stupidity could be managed in a certain way, now we call the doctors,
the fire fighters, the mobile team. I mean, we are also the reflection. The people who we visit
are a reflection of the times and we are also a reflection of the times. We come with the tools
of our time. Those won’t be the same in 30 years and they aren’t the same as 30 years ago.
P1: My god no! At the time, we had two telephone lines: one in Dutch and one for the Frenchspeaking institute. Two lines and patients were there for 20 years (2A team member).
Although new ways of thinking about mental health have emerged, the theme of “memory”
was very important in making sense of the mental healthcare services language today.
There were illnesses of the time and now we have our psychiatric illnesses that we may not
have in 20 years anymore but there will be others. And we have to make do with all this. […]
And the people to whom we go will make them an illness and will give meaning to this illness.
Fibromyalgia, for example, […] it was recognised, it’s a pain that found its place, which found
its mediatisation2 and all this plays. It plays because certain people see this, hear this [and
think] “it resembles what I have” and here we go. Do we accept a diagnosis for us? […] Why
does one have this diagnosis? Why do they present themselves like this? Why do we accept

2

Mediatisation: visibility, hype
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this diagnosis? Because other colleagues said “[we accept] this diagnosis”. All this is part of
history, the history of a society. And what does one do with a diagnosis that falls on their head?
Why do they like this diagnosis? Why do they not like it? It’s from all this that we enter. In the
end it’s about all this that we discuss on our visits (2A team member).
During this research, for example, and as will be seen in more detail below, diagnostic language was
used quite readily. Many terms that are perhaps out of fashion in newer mental health circles were
still used within the mobile teams, such as “melancholia” for example. Those were based on a
professional collective memory, passed on through tacit experience (Wegner, 1986; Collins 2010). This
theme of memory served as a reminder of how illnesses were in fact socially constructed and transient
(Prior, 1993; Hacking, 1999)

Level II: Working with other services
As mentioned, in the theme of time interlinked with that of memory, the notion of ‘target
populations’ was also connected with the collective memory of the area in which the service existed.
For example, in new teams, service-users were sometimes known to professionals who had previously
had contact with them within the residential setting.
There were a lot of comparisons between the work within the mobile team and that of
hospital (Estroff, 1981; Prior, 1993; Bloomfied and McLean, 2003). This was also somewhat linked to
workers’ disciplines and the role they had previously occupied within the residential structures (Prior,
1993).
I think that for us, nurses, it’s more complicated because we had to mourn many things. We
either make it, or we don’t, that’s it. But there is still the mourning of technical acts, all this,
the daily contact with patients. So yes, it’s really very different and it’s not always easy. For me
at least, I really found it difficult at the start and then you find yourself (2A team member).
There are things that I miss from hospital, others that I don’t’ miss at all. You have a little bit
more proximity [in the hospital]. […] You are closer to the person because you live with them
for 10 years (2B team member).
For me, for example, I think it was easier based on my function [of social work], even if I worked
for a long time in hospital: we [were] well on the outside, we [went] to patients, sometimes
we [did] home visits etc. So, for me, it was something that corresponded. Besides, this was
what I wanted to do, I really wanted to work in the home, I don’t want to work in hospital
anymore (2A team member).
I was a little bit fed up with hospital! (2A team member)
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I find [our thinking] has moved a lot. The reflex to refer to hospital was more present at first,
when we started working, but now we are asking “what can we do?” We are more tolerant.
[…] We wait. We are there, the end (2B team member).
“P1: Well, I find that it is a plus that people come from hospital. […] There are clinical markers
that we learn in hospital and that people who have not passed from hospital have less. For me,
it is still more important that people have had experience. I think that it is a plus.
P2: But it demanded construction.
P1: Yes, it demanded some work. People shouldn’t lose their hospital reflexes.
P3: But on a clinical level, on a clinical maker level, fortunately it’s there.
P2: For many things I find, even treatment/medical management. When I look back on the last
two year, the themes are not the same, the feeling, the relational aspect. We were focused on
more pragmatic things: “he is not washing, hygiene is not great, what will we do? […] We were
going to recreate the hospital setting at home with lots of things. Now we are more into “oh
well, he is like this, we will see” (2B team members).
In contrast, one of the chosen teams had existed for forty years with many service-users
present for much longer than many professionals within the service (p93-95). Moreover, this team
was rooted in the Basaglian anti-psychiatry and social psychiatry movements (Dell’Acqua, 1995;
Mezzina, 2014). However, looking more closely, the service’s daily work seemed to have shifted quite
radically from its early days. With medical practices such as depot injections through ‘retention’
procedures (appendix A.5) as standard practice in everyday work, it seemed that perhaps their early
“memory” had somewhat faded or perhaps this had always been usual practice.

Level III: Working within a wider context
The theme of memory is intertwined with the one of “space”, since the teams worked within
regions, each with their own history reflected upon the people that lived there (Friedli, 2009). In
Wallonia for example, the population was very much a reflection of a post-industrial era. Furthermore,
many people were second or third generation descendants from migrants who had come to work in
the mining industry (p39; Caestecker, 2000). As a result, there was a lot of inter-generational hardship
which could be understood to have become “chronic” (Bhugra and Arya, 2005; Sangalang and Wang,
2017). In rural Flanders, on the other hand, a different set of regional aspects were understood in the
context of the culture towards mental health. Taboos and stigma were very much present and those
proved to be difficult for people to take up the courage and seek help from services (Sartorius, 2007;
Thornicroft, et al., 2007). Furthermore, although there weren’t necessarily any particular financial
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difficulties for people, services with a cost were actively avoided. It could be argued that ‘stigma’
became important when there was ‘something to lose’.

(Up)holding (on) to value(s)
As mentioned in the previous chapter as well as in the theme of memory the teams presented
a system of values upon which their working practices were based. The teams’ goals as presented by
the 107 reform were to provide an alternative for people in order to avoid or shorten hospital
admissions (p34-35; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). This theme therefore is an
exploration of those value systems and how they translated in everyday practice going beyond the
evidence-based models presented as the basis of their work (p42-43). The idea of teams providing an
added value towards the integration of the wider mental healthcare system was also examined.
Furthermore, values are often contested by the time and space within which they exist, as shown in
the previous theme of memory. It could be said that different frameworks use the same values, but
each assign their own meaning, creating a “false consensus” (Pilgrim, 2008). The notion of recovery is
a good example of this, with teams understanding it very differently. Furthermore, these differences
in values were reflected in the difficulties the teams came across when communicating with other
services leaving many workers with the feeling of “talking past each other” (see later p193). The
question remains however: what possibilities exist for ‘dissensus’ i.e. the acknowledgement of the
diversity in values, without suppressing different perspectives in established hierarchies of power
(Pilgrim, 2008; Morgan, et al., 2016).

Level I: Team work
With each project separated into two teams, one could immediately see the similarities in
both the team’s values but also the difference in how they applied them in their everyday work,
making up for different models directed at separate populations (Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010; Natalis and Pieters, 2016). As a result, although all teams operated based on
person-centred approaches (Rogers, 1951; Adams and Drake, 2006; Morgan, et al., 2016) they differed
in their specific organisational traits which allowed them to work for their chosen populations (Natalis
and Pieters, 2016).
Professionals often presented as being in a constant battle between their professional tasks
and their values. For example, their main intention was for person-centred care, yet the service-user
did not dictate their intervention. Rather, a value system based on the established professional
knowledge and power hierarchies in place was apparent in practice. It was evident that professionals
operated within a deontological framework, whereby actions were assessed based on moral grounds.
Professionals had a moral duty of care and in doing so were pushed to take action based on service-
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users’ motivation and incentive to change, rather than their possible needs or wishes (Morgan, et al.,
2016).
Community care is inherently based on concepts of recovery and self-determination
(Anthony, 1996) but examples of certain practices, the most extreme perhaps being ‘retention’
procedures in Belgium (appendix A.5; or the equivalent Community Treatment Orders-CTOs in the UK
(Department of Health, 2008) prove that it can also be paradoxical regarding the violation of human
rights and freedoms (Snow and Austin, 2009; Morgan, et al., 2016). In Belgium, there are some CTO
equivalents such as “retention” “post-cure” (for drug and alcohol) practices which are implemented
on people who are involuntarily admitted (appendix A.4) up to two years following their initial
admission. This ensures they comply with their treatment which is usually a depot injection.
Furthermore, during those two years there is also a “fast-track” admission procedure should
somebody have to be re-admitted involuntarily (appendix A.5). Finally, in Belgium, people who are
deemed ‘incapable’ to handle their own interests are often subject to an administrative/money
trustee who manages their finances (appendix A.3).
Such practices were used by a few teams, with some even fulfilling the legal obligation of
administering the treatment themselves (depot injection). This was especially true for one service
which was said to be based on values of the anti-psychiatry and social psychiatry movement
(Dell’Acqua, 1995; Mezzina, 2014). In practice however, it seemed that it centred its interventions
mostly on “psychiatric consultations” with, as mentioned, practices of hospital ‘post cures’, depot
injections and medication administration. It was also the main actor in people’s finances as many
received their weekly funds through the service. The question legitimately could be raised: was the
team facilitating them or proving to be the face of social (and financial) control (Bloomfield and
McLean, 2003). Furthermore, it failed to merge more modern notions such as the mobile aspect of
other younger mobile teams. Although the teams were said to be mobile, they appeared to be seldom
so.
The same teams were also very vocal about the “profitability” aspect in wider society and how
it could be extremely detrimental to users of their service (Friedli and Stearn, 2015).
Those people are worth it and they have resources, and even if we need five years to do one
thing, sometimes nothing but just keep the status quo, well, they are worth it. Psychosis
shouldn’t be bargained with. It’s not possible. We are losers. Well, those patients are losers in
this, because they are not profitable for anything. They cost in a certain way (2B team
member).
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However, practice seemed to be very much anchored around ideas of “insight” and personal
“responsibility” (Coles, et al., 2013). Yet, people would be presented as being “difficult” and “nonconsenting” if they did not go along with professional interpretations (Burstow, 2013; Morgan, et al.,
2016).
We must strive for the client gaining an insight, […] and that insight could then lead to change
(2B team leader).
Furthermore, the added value of the teams as alternative to hospitals was not always clear-cut given
the value system employed by workers. There was often a lack of a clear plan in place even after years
of working with a service-user, while concepts that were hospital-centred were very much in focus
(Burstow, 2013). On the other hand, relationships of trust were well established and that was perhaps
an important intervention aspect in itself (Shea, et al., 1992; Thomas, 2014).
The teams presented themselves as being especially invested in the person and repeatedly
mentioned “person-centred” care (Rogers, 1951; Adams and Drake, 2006; Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
The patient is at the centre of the team the whole team, we are really in an inter-relation
besides/according to the patient (2B team psychiatrist).
We stand next to the client (2A team member).
[We use] a humanist model that puts the subject in the middle. And a model that believes in
the person’s competences whatever they may be, if they are there. Rather an attempt to say
that we don’t retain the knowledge etc. But that there is a sharing to be had and a life
experience, that sometimes is richer than whatever theory we could have (2A team leader).
Yet, during the observations, assumptions and personal interpretations were made for people,
without the possibility for them to make or give their own meaning to their situations. A classic yet
simple example for this, was the assumptions professionals made on what a person was experiencing,
based on their dress style. Those were further prescribed and directed towards service-users with
many workers choosing a behavioural frame for their support (Coles, et al., 2013). In one instance,
when challenged, the workers explained that they appreciated a “practical perspective”. In others,
when pressed, many workers were unable to give a clear plan of action and couldn’t tell what the
service-users wanted or needed out of their service and/or in general.
We don’t guide clients to give them a good feeling. We guide clients so that they can get
themselves in a better situation (2A team member).
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In terms of the person-centred value the teams chose to employ, it was interesting to see how
meetings following visits ensued. As people fed back certain events and situations, it became clear
that a lot of workers’ reports were inevitably linked with the workers’ own interpretations of events.
This is also linked with their background in mental health services and the general collective rendering
of mental health professionals (Prior, 1993). However, this was not always the case, with some
employing direct quotes from service-users or by being aware of their own interpretation and
representations making them explicit.
Our objectives are not necessarily theirs and so considerable work had to be done on ourselves
so as to learn to differentiate ourselves from the patient and know what he wants and not
what we want (2B team member).
Most teams mentioned during their interviews that they actively chose to avoid taking a
medical stance in their work but instead as mentioned chose to work in person-centred ways (Morgan,
et al., 2016). An example of this for most teams was that they did not administer medication. However,
they did often take it upon themselves to check whether somebody was complying with their
pharmaceutical treatment.
We won’t introduce ourselves with a medical framework. So, we can offer support, we support
people even if we feel that a treatment could help. We will support people that do not wish to
take it. So, we have a large part of our patients that do not want to take medication, that are
completely delirious, with whom we will try to really work with the parts that are sane. […]
When we start being very worried, we are obliged to put on our care caps on and negotiate
for something with the patient; when those parts that are sane are invaded by the rest (2B
team leader).
Although this was true for most teams, some chose to still administer treatments. Furthermore, even
those that didn’t, were still seen as medical “enforcers” by way of ‘medical responsibility’ and the law
(appendix A.1; Shimrat, 2013) as they did seek the information regarding pharmaceutical treatment.
In one instance, the service-user visited chose to take their medication during the visit, which reflected
their understanding of the team as one that was mainly medical.
During the interviews many participants alluded to the concept of “transparency” in their
work towards service-users, especially by building on a relationship of trust (Thomas, 2014; Morgan,
et al., 2016). This was also thought to be a way to avoid ‘medicalisation’, but in practice it didn’t mean
that the medical model was not present in the work (Read, et al., 2004; Pilgrim, 2009; Burstow, 2013;
Shimrat, 2013).
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[Users] have trust: they have trust in themselves, they trust us also. I think that trust is not only
one way, it is shared and we are not alarmists. I think we have a large tolerance to symptoms
and so that we really work in transparency. […] I think we are not going to their home to just
chat for a bit. No, our missions are clear to them. [But] we will introduce ourselves from
something else, we tell them that we have a nurse in the team, we have a psychiatrist. […[ So
the front door will not be medical care, but if it is specified, if at some point there is a need for
it, we won’t avoid it either. But that is done in a transparent way (2B team leader).
If you start from their request and their wishes, then you can easily walk the same path
together, instead of reinforcing something like “you need the doctor”. It is not the first thing
that is being discussed. We will first listen to their wishes and even when it’s something that
actually has no direct link to their vulnerability, we will still agree and follow them to make
sure that we build a good bond, create trust, and later we’ll deal with their vulnerabilities (2B
team member).
In practice there was somewhat a significant lack of this. For example, many service-users who were
suffering from effects known to be directly caused by their medications, were told instead that those
were of their own responsibility. People experiencing weight gain for example were told to exercise
and eat healthily (Moncrieff, 2008). Furthermore, professionals kept their distance from people
considered to be “risky” (often diagnosed with personality disorders; Felton, Repper and Avis, 2017)
Professionals’ apparent expertise was used to detract from the real reason and instead put the focus
back onto personal responsibility.
A value raised repeatedly during the interviews was the wish to involve a person’s personal
context more closely into an intervention (also stipulated in reform guidelines; Natalis and Pieters,
2016). However, in practice this was not always actively sought. There could be several reasons for
this, such as a lack of personnel to do this work, a lack of time and/or a lack of guidance on how to do
so.
In general, different workers from different disciplines and with different personalities had
inevitably different working styles (Hall, 2005). In some cases, this was celebrated and teams actively
sought to use this wealth and variety in order to match professionals with service-users. However, in
other teams, a certain protocol was more important to follow. For example, one project operated in
a very manualised way by employing a “recovery plan” (p103; p113). It was said that some workers
used it more rigidly than others, but it was important to use it, nonetheless. Variability in its use
seemed to be more linked with service-users’ engagement rather than with worker preferences. By
using the recovery plan, individual workers present in a situation were not necessarily important to
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the extent that some teams did not actively try to have the same people involved in a situation but
rather to have different workers visit the same service-user. This felt fragmented and some
participants expressed the wish to provide more continuity in a service-users’ care in that respect, by
having the same workers involved where possible.
This last point may also explain the inability for peer support workers to find their place in
professionalised teams (as will be further discussed in later chapters; Coy and Hedden, 2005; Walker
and Bryant, 2013; Penney and Prescott, 2016). This difficulty could have been since peer support work
is founded on a different and experientially-based value system than the supposed professional
evidence-based knowledge of workers (Morgan, et al., 2016). Many professionals expressed fear for
possible “relapses” by peer support workers and felt that such instances would clash with their
deontological duty of care. This did happen or came close to happening in several teams, which
resulted in team members’ becoming even more uncomfortable with the idea of peer support work.

Level II: Working with other services
Participants expressed the wish to keep freedom of content in their work and avoid
formalising it too much and/or be caught up in bureaucratic procedures of “care pathways” and
prescribed networks, as partly stipulated by the reform guidelines (p29-35; Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010; Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
So, it is an added value and a pitfall. Because the idea is not to work with care pathways. […] I
think that there is no one good network for one patient. There is a good network depending
on the patient’s difficulties. […] But it is to ensure that there are enough zones where we do
not speak, so that the patient feels free to bring what he wishes to one place or to another.
We shouldn’t be too much in this idea that there is a good network for all patients. No, there
are networks that are interesting for each patient profile. Now, we have to coordinate
ourselves a little not to redo the same work again and again, but [the patient] really stays in
the centre (2B team leader).
However, there were several ways in which this was not being implemented. For example, the use of
a manualised ‘suicide prevention plan’ was implemented within all the mental health services in the
Flemish region. Another example was the use of a “recovery plan” by one project, as mentioned (p103;
p113). The idea that “one size fits all” proved to give little flexibility in the interventions with serviceusers. It begged the question as to whether the notion of providing the same and equal intervention
for all was just enough in providing support for different needs. In other words, by making
interventions the same for everybody and based on existing networks, peoples’ differences were not
accounted for and therefore support could be helpful for some but not others (hence not exactly
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person-centred). It was argued that the intervention style was also based on the disciplinary
background as well as the worker’s personality and experience. All in all, however, it felt very directive
with an increased lack of dialogue.
The theme of “values” could also be extended to the value system employed in hospitals in
comparison to that of the teams, as mentioned repeatedly in the interviews. With most mobile
workers previously having been residential professionals, it was no surprise to see that many
employed a similar value system (Wegner, 1986; Shimrat, 2013). However, it was the space and time,
as mentioned previously, that by default created a different language around this value-system, which
resulted in the deconstruction of notions made in the hospital time/space and a (re)construction for
the mobile function.
This was a very big task, I think, that all care workers must do, but especially in mobile teams,
where our representations were modelled by what we are, by where we previously worked, by
our training. We made the bet to really deconstruct our representation and to go towards the
representation of the other. To start from his representations of the world, of care, of illness,
of his suffering to construct and go from there (2B team leader).
Choice, responsibility and control were also interesting subcategories which were explored in
the differences between mobile and hospital work. Service-users were presented as having more
choice, control and in turn responsibility for themselves within their home environment than within
the frame imposed in hospital (Estroff, 1981; Bloomfield and McLean, 2003; Moriarty, et al., 2007).
Added to this, teams explained that consent was a notion approached differently in hospital than it
was in the community with person-centred care taking a central role for mobile team work (Morgan,
et al., 2016). These notions were also reflected in the different ways relationships formed between
hospital and home settings.
Here we discuss and we try to resume certain things that people already have within them,
their resources, which is not done in hospital; there we do it for them. And when they leave,
since we did things for them, they leave and they’re still there- they’re dependent. Sometimes
we even made them more dependent if it was a long hospitalisation. Whereas in their own
environment, we go and we say “we should perhaps try to do this”. Then some time later, we
go back and ask “where are we at?”. So, the person knows that they need to draw from their
resources. I think this is very beneficial. Whereas in hospital people come and are told “listen,
I’ll do it and come back to you”. We do this for three months, six months, a year, when they
leave, everything has been done in their place (2A team member).
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They have been maternalised (infantilised). We move away from this paternalistic psychiatric
hospital vision from before, when the doctor had an important place and the user effectively
compensates for. Here we are trying to really mobilise what the person can do, their
competences. That’s the idea (2A team member).
I think that the main difference is that we as care takers appeal much more to the feeling of
responsibility for the client in comparison with hospital. I think that in hospital, the patient’s
responsibility is taken away quicker or the patient lets go of his responsibility (2A team
member).
At home, the client is the boss. He has control there. And we must adapt ourselves to the
client’s environment, where in admission the control lies with the care service. And that gets
translated in the care treatment: we can give ten pieces of advice, but in the end the client
decides what he will do and what he won’t do. We have no power whatsoever against that. So
that’s a whole other approach. Also, towards the client: we won’t start with giving him ten
advices and guide him in what he has to do. We can only, yes, offer choices which might go
next to his automatic choices, and that’s a different perspective than an admission (2A team
member).
Multi-disciplinarity was also an important value raised by all participants during the interviews
as also stipulated by the reform guidelines (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). The
disciplines represented were the same as those in hospital since most teams were directly employed
by hospital structures with many professionals previously working there. In effect, mobile teams kept
the same specificities and functions as their ‘promoting’ hospital. Moreover, there was a higher
representation of nurses in most cases, with social workers, psychologists and special educators
(equivalent of Occupational Therapists) usually in smaller numbers, although this was not true for all
teams. Workers’ shifts also represented the hospital system, with nurses working during out of hours,
especially for 2A teams. Whereas in most projects, all workers (aside from their differences in shifts)
presented as doing the same work, one project chose to instead use a similar hierarchy with the
hospital with nurses holding caseloads and psychologists supervising. This raises questions linked to
the multi-disciplinary aspects of the teams and how they are translated into practice (Prior, 1993).
With projects’ funds coming directly from hospitals it became apparent that the teams were
at risk of becoming ‘buffers’ for the residential sector. This was often explicitly mentioned during the
interviews and the observations. Some teams actively sought not to adopt this function but instead
wished to operate as clearly separate functions from the residential sector. Others wanted to have
more of a ‘gatekeeping’ function in regard to hospital (broadly based on the CHRT model, p26-27;
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appendix A.6; National Audit Office, 2007). Teams who served a public with a higher risk of admission,
came into direct competition with their promoting hospital. Usually, those teams tried to stay away
from becoming ‘buffers’ or from having a ‘gatekeeping’ function, whereas the opposite was true for
teams whose population was widely different from their promoting hospital. This was highly
dependent on the available number of beds available per area, with those needing to be filled first,
before the mobile teams were called.

Level III: Working within a wider context
Mobile team values could be said to be further promoted through the possibilities made
available to them, including by the existence (or not) of socio-cultural organisations within the
projects’ regions. Specifically, urban areas had alternatives spaces outside mental health and social
care structures where people could find themselves in, such as social cafes and restaurants or cultural
centres. For projects that existed in regions where the possibility to offer people alternatives was
limited to (mainly) the regional day hospital, their values could not always be upheld given their
limiting context. In general, however, there were many instances of teams working hard at opening
up possibilities even where those were extremely limited. For example, one project employed an OT
who set up a social event for service-users and worked at creating other such projects.
With the retraction of funds and resources becoming scarcer, the teams had to make quick
choices on ways to re-structure their work. For example, workers visiting in pairs had to think about
the sustainability of such a way of working. With less personnel and by default less time available
there were fewer possibilities for joint work and teams reorganised for professionals to also work
individually. They adapted their original model (presented in chapter 4) to their new situation.
However, there were also clear ways in which teams actively sought to uphold their existing and
constructed values, despite the contextual difficulties imposed. There was a sense in which they were
loyal to their public and its needs as well as to the region. In practical terms, the teams did not want
to limit their hours but instead were adamant about keeping their availability and aimed to keep their
threshold for inclusion low.
People understood multi-disciplinarity in different ways especially in how it was implemented
given the original often abstract reform guidelines (p34-35). For example, many professionals
presented it in how their work was the same as that of their colleagues. For one team, who didn’t
have a coordinator, this was especially true, with some participants expressing that they would enjoy
more guidance. In another team, members were unhappy with the coordinator’s absence. With
disciplines represented in the mobile teams heavily relying on the blueprints of hospital work, the
political and financial restructuring at the time of the second observations, showed that the 107
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reform provided no security, especially for disciplines historically outside hospital. Although, multidiciplinarity was seen as an essential value in mobile work, it was not necessarily always easy to uphold
given the wider organisational context (Prior, 1993).
Education was a category explored during the interviews, with many people hoping that
through education would come the promotion of different types of care and understandings of mental
health (Hall, 2005). The teams thus welcomed students from different disciplines, including psychiatry.
It became very apparent that the students’ training environment and educational framework was
highly medicalised (Read, et al., 2004; Pilgrim, 2009). However, depending on their personality and/or
personal background, but also the team members and the teams’ hierarchies, the ways they were
influenced by mobile team work differed significantly. Some student psychiatrists were given a semipsychiatrist role and were therefore expected to perform standard medical duties whereas in other
teams, student psychiatrists were made to work in the same way as the rest of the team members.
The experiences between the two student roles differed significantly.
Some members of teams mentioned the need for a more multi-cultural approach to their work
to reflect their regions’ populations (p37-40 and chapter 4; p131). In many instances, especially in the
Flemish regions, this became more relevant in mobile work, since it was the inauguration of contacts
between mental health professionals and migrant populations. This proved problematic for the teams
since they had no experience in working with those cultures and languages and there was a lack in
guidance on how to do so effectively (for example through the use of interpreters). Sometimes, this
was further aggravated by a lack of finances and time to set out effective working practices, such as
for example inviting an interpreter to go over the obstacle of language differences. In one instance, it
was felt that a potential service-user was turned away because of her situation being very “culturally
charged” as well as the language and the ensuing communication difficulties.
Finally, and as already mentioned, values were also based on the possibilities available (Friedli,
2009). The value of offering help to people from lower socio-economic backgrounds was especially
relevant for teams based in poorer socio-economic areas. It was important that the service was free
of cost in order to make mobile team support possible and accessible due to the existing need,
although this also somewhat put a certain pressure on the teams.
[We are] partly under pressure because we offer our services for free. So I also think that’s one
of the most important reasons why [clients] always look towards us, because we offer free
care. Sometimes, when they need care from other agents or sectors, they are asked to give/pay
a financial contribution, causing clients to drop out (2B team member).
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In areas with economic difficulties this was less of a problem, teams were more readily expressing
ideas of including a minimal fee in the same way as the rest of the healthcare system (Corens, 2007).

Conclusion
With the thematic subcategories emerging, the context in which the teams were working in
started unfolding, as defined by the themes explored in the chapter. Mentioned repeatedly during the
interviews, participants were no longer snapping “photographs” of people’s lives whilst in hospital,
but they were now learning to see people within their home environments. Time was therefore
experienced differently within those spaces. The residential setting was said to allow for short-term
quick fixes, while interventions at home made a similar process lengthier but perhaps with longer
lasting results. Space and time were therefore experienced differently, held on to a collective memory
from previous mental healthcare structures. Values that perhaps existed within the residential setting
were now remodelled for community conditions.
As a result of those different elements at play, a changing set of meanings around the context
of mental healthcare suggested that an altered language and a different set of relationships were
forming. Participants were learning to employ a language built around their new practice based on
the new relationships they were now part of; perhaps a language they were in fact themselves
producing. Influenced by the new uses of time and space, building on a collective memory and value
system, their relationships with service-users and in turn their discourse was presented as changing,
especially compared to the one employed previously within the residential setting. This was further
reflected in their communication and collaboration with other structures such as hospital, social and
first line care. Participants repeatedly described themselves as “translators” between the hospital, the
social services and the people they saw at home. However, this ‘new’ language and these ‘new’
relationships were (as seen in this chapter) heavily reliant on previous experiences and established
understandings of mental healthcare, which in effect also constrained them. Here also lies the paradox
of this reform, which will be explored in later chapters. With a central category on the constructs of
‘language’ and ‘relationships’ slowly emerging, the question arose as to what made these any different
or new, if at all.
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Chapter 7:
Central Categories – Theory Building
Introduction to Chapter 7
Two central categories were born out of the subcategories explored in the previous chapter.
Existing in different temporalities, understanding and making several uses of space, carrying a sector’s
and a region’s memory, upholding and holding on to values within this ‘new’ context were all themes
that pointed towards the process of forming different relationships through the use of a different
language.
Participants were confronted with a different context within mobile community teams with
‘new’ functions and roles. As a result, they developed different ways to work with and within this
context. This process was reflected in the way they formed relationships including how and what they
shared and communicated, both amongst themselves but also with service-users and other services
and structures. The importance of ‘language’ was also reflected in how workers compared and
contrasted their own language with that of other structures. Workers actively sought to become
interpreters between service-users and other structures. The language used by service-users, team
members and other structures reflected the relationships and vice versa. This made the notion of
‘language’ as well as that of ‘relationships’ become increasingly important in the present work,
through both the categorical levels (chapter 5) and ensuing subcategories (chapter 6) which was also
reflected in the memos collected during the initial and focused phases of the work.
The figure below (figure 3.4) shows the final methodical stage of theoretical integration as the
last step in the process to finally arrive to those central categories, built on previous phases (Birks and
Mills, 2011; Myers, 2013). The central categories were developed as part of the analytical process,
which was continuous, simultaneously encompassing the different stages presented below. The
central categories of ‘relationships’ and ‘language’ are explored in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3.4 The Analytical Process: Central Categories
In this chapter, I will revisit the process of being a witness, with all its constraints and
advantages, before delving into the central categories of the analysis. Observing the teams meant
exploring the use of a ‘new’ language and of ‘new’ relationships within ‘new’ contexts, yet
paradoxically, with the same established power and knowledge structures ever present. The themes
of language and relationships both of which became central to this project, were understood through
the lens of the 107 reform bringing into focus the teams’ paradoxical position.

(Being a) witness(ing)
I was to discover that the line which separates a witness from an actor is a very thin line
indeed; nevertheless, the line is real. […] I was never in town to stay. [..] I had to accept, as
time wore on, that part of my responsibility – as a witness – was to move as largely and as
freely as possible, to write the story, and to get it out (Baldwin, 2017:31).
During the second observation with the teams some members believed that I was seeing only
a specific part of service-users since only those that were ‘well’ enough agreed to my presence. In
other services, team members aimed to invite me to meet with people who were in fact in extreme
states. I cannot be sure about whether I experienced a biased view of the ‘reform’ but I can certainly
say that I had the privilege of witnessing a wide array of insightful moments, which showed me why
and how language and relationships are important when talking of mental healthcare.
It was humbling to have both professionals and service-users accommodate me into their
everyday lives. For the most part, I felt entirely welcomed and even more so given that my presence
also coincided with some difficult times for the teams when their future was uncertain and hanging in
the balance. Perhaps even more dignifying was to be invited into service-users’ homes, many of whom
earnestly shared their stories with me, some while experiencing very difficult periods of their lives. It
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was some of these moments that proved extremely difficult to witness. The act of observation was
hard to think of as a privilege, since it was so challenging to be present and not actively participate.
As much as I wanted to be present but not actively participate, there were instances when I
was asked to give feedback on both my work and my thoughts on teams’ practices (Adler and Adler,
1987). As a result, a wealth of interesting dialogues ensued, either formally during team meetings or
informally during car trips to home visits, team lunches or in between breaths on bike rides. Those
proved extremely important in making some of my work ethnographically driven (Charmaz, 2006). It
was in some of those moments that I also felt to have overshared, mainly by being overly critical when
it was not my place to be. For example, an interesting question asked of professionals was whether
they would want to receive support by the mobile team they worked in, if they ever found themselves
in such a position. Many categorically answered no and I was often in agreement with them. Based on
this, on my last observations I asked the question while also mentioning this conclusion. Some
professionals actively disagreed with me and were quick to defend their work.
This second period also occurred at the same time as political and economic reforms, during
which my stance was certainly in alliance with the teams. This of course, was also an exercise in raising
my own awareness into personal subjective biases (Charmaz, 2006). A good example of this was that
throughout the study I became very conscious of my preference for 2B teams. This could be due to
several reasons, such as a personal rapport with the work and its different and particular temporality.
Or it could be linked to the workers’ personalities. Finally, it could be that I have had more personal
experience with this type of work. However, it was not only important to be aware of this fact but also
careful not to ignite existing competitions.
Throughout the interviewing process, as well as the ensuing observations there was an
obvious source of potential bias: my limitations with the Flemish language. As shown in the method
chapter, I diligently tried to control this as much as possible, especially in conducting, transcribing and
translating the interviews. However, for the second round of observations it was more difficult to do
so, especially when it came to home visits. There were two patterns. Sometimes, people chose or had
to carry on with their discussion in Flemish and I was then simply an observer. This was a big barrier
for me to overcome and I felt like I was missing out on a lot of the nuances that I had been able to
observe with French-speaking teams. In other instances, people very politely switched to English and
I was then actively participating in their discussions since much of it was aimed and directed at me.
This latter scenario felt as if I was losing my witness role entirely but as it transpired it also proved to
be a new platform for participants to communicate their viewpoints with me. This was perhaps even
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more accurate for service-users who shared their stories with me possibly in a different way to how
they had done with professionals till then.
Based on the methodological underpinnings for this research as well as my personal journey
both before this study and while conducting it, I was already looking at the subject from the specific
angle of social justice, ‘experiential’ politics and ideas of confluent positions (p53-62). Persistent
questions about the validity of psychiatric and mental health services increasingly led to many
different kinds of epistemic injustices (Fricker, 2007). These considerations were reflected both in how
the interviews were designed, by asking people about their ideals but also in the way I critically
engaged with the second observation period (p.142-143). I often felt as though I was somewhat an
‘infiltrator’ who was perhaps betraying professionals by being critical of their work. I aimed
throughout the observations but also the interviews to hold a mirror to the teams, by allowing them
the space to show me what they felt comfortable with and what they thought was important for me
to see. It was an attempt at mirroring the participants’ own subjective realities (Charmaz, 2006). This
was, of course, something a paradox given that my position in holding that mirror was far from neutral.
The purpose of this work is in no way to do a disservice to professionals but rather to offer them an
honest view with an invitation for dialogue.

Two Stories
During this study and specifically during the second observation with the teams, I was invited
to witness the mobile teams’ work in vivo, as it was happening. This was an eye-opening experience
to understand what was happening in practice. As was explored in the methodology chapter of this
work (chapter 2), research is conducted in such a way that it cannot exist within a “social vacuum”
(Charmaz, 2005). Research in its entirety becomes a process of past and current interactions and
interests with the research, the empirical materials as well as the emerging ideas. Neither data nor
ideas are mere objects that are passively observed and compiled. “No analysis is neutral” and a
researcher does not spring up into their studies “uninitiated” (Charmaz, 2005:510). Existing knowledge
develops without necessarily determining what will ultimately be theorised. Each stage of the inquiry
is thus constructed through specific social processes. Social scientists are precise in defining what they
record as data with those definitions outlining how a work is finally presented (Charmaz, 2006). As
such, there were different ways to explore mobile work, but I constructed a specific lens to view and
analyse it. This was not a neutral act, so I do not pretend or aim for neutrality.
Two stories became important during the research process that resonate with my experience,
and show how my view and how this study with mobile teams ultimately became concerned with the
emerging paradoxes explored in the analysis, which will be further discussed in this chapter. These
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paradoxes ultimately reflect wider ones that are linked to this reform specifically, but also to the wider
politics of mental health and psychiatry. There is an ephemeral nature to the meeting between people,
in this instance between professionals and services users as well as me, the researcher. It is difficult
to define it. As a researcher, one attempts to make it visible but knows from the start that most of this
meeting will probably be gone by the time it is written. Most of the possible interpretations will be
lost to give rise to only the most powerful or meaningful narrative. A meeting can exist in the
memories of its participants. These are people’s stories; they are complex and there are only specific
details that are shared in the following paragraphs. As such, it is impossible to explore all the nuances
that exist and that certainly matter. Such moments are not quantifiable but tacit and fragile. However,
the attempt here is not to challenge those stories’ validity or the people involved. Instead, those are
exchanges that convey the importance of being a witness, within a process, in this way and at that
time. They are interpretations rather than definitive stories, based on an analysis that hopefully will
allow dialogue on the emerging paradoxes.
The first story started with an invitation by a mobile team worker to witness a visit with a
service-user, a woman who had been homeless for many years. As it happens sometimes with age,
she was increasingly forgetful and her eyesight was also deteriorating. The team who were supporting
her were concerned about her situation. Her professional network was starting to get worried about
her and wanted an “administrative trustee” (appendix A.3) to be involved. They also wanted for this
woman to be put in hospital and/or sheltered accommodation. This was especially complicated in this
instance, given this woman’s distrust and distress when it came to financial matters and the banking
system; the worker knew that this woman would not be happy with the choices offered. The plan for
the conversation was to try to find out what the service-user really wanted given the changes in her
situation.
We met and she invited us to join her for a coffee in one of the main railway stations in the
city. The conversation was difficult, not so much in content, but in the attempt at continuity. There
wasn’t always a sense of a shared reality between us. The woman talked in a fragmented manner but
with sombre moments especially concerning the current frustrations with which she felt
overwhelmed. She was nervous and constantly fidgeting. The worker was concerned not least because
of this woman’s situation but more so about the way in which her colleagues were thinking of
proceeding. Therefore, throughout this exchange the worker attempted to convey what was being
discussed and aimed to understand the service-users’ preferences about procedures that were to be
put in place. At a certain point and in the most ordinary manner, the worker put her hand on the
woman’s arm and said: “please tell me how I can help you”. The lady stopped and looked up in tears.
She didn’t reply and nothing more was or had to be said for a few moments. It would be reassuring to
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think that there was a breakthrough; that the worker figured out what to do based on the woman’s
wishes. Unfortunately, this did not happen. But for those brief moments, there was a connection.
To me, such moments carry the purpose of this study. It is through these moments that I
attempt to make some sense of what this ‘reform’ was or could be about. This story is amongst other
things a best-case scenario about the professionals’ intentions to care (Morgan, et al., 2016). It is about
how many individuals involved in the mobile team are caring and do have the best intentions.
Compassion was vital in this relationship and yet it was not a guarantee that this person would be
offered alternative and suited choices to their predicaments.
The second story is very hard, perhaps the hardest I encountered during these last few years.
It was on a visit with two workers to a woman they had been seeing for two years. When we arrived,
we could already hear the screams coming from inside the house. Her partner answered the door and
we went into a house that was in very bad shape - I learned later that there was no bathroom. These
people lived in extreme poverty and in a very precarious environment, with limited resources. The
workers explained that when the couple had been offered help, such as installing a bathroom or fixing
broken tiles, they had refused explaining that they were on welfare and that they couldn’t work, they
weren’t allowed to. It appeared that they had internalised their context to the extent that it dictated
what they thought they were capable or allowed to do or have.
The woman finally came down the stairs barefoot and sat with us. I quickly noticed that half
her nose was no longer there, from years of hitting it. She was hitting it repeatedly during the visit,
each blow with such force she screamed and I couldn’t help but wince. I learned that she heard voices
who told her to hit herself. The workers attempted to have a conversation without acknowledging this
behaviour. Unlike me, they did not seem very fazed by it. At some point, she started bleeding and
when she made them notice the blood, they replied “if you hit it, that’s what will happen”. The woman
pleaded us to help her continuously. She pleaded me to help her.
The workers offered for her to go to the local day hospital. When she agreed, they called then
and there and put her on a waiting list (I think it was at least a month, if not two). We stayed there for
about 20 minutes. When we were back in the car, the first thing we did was use some sanitary gel for
our hands. I pointed to the fact that half her nose was gone and the workers explained that she did
this in part also to ‘provoke’.
Following on from the first story, this second story is about how professionals may have the
best intentions, but they may just not be enough. Unfortunately, there are considerable constraints
to their everyday work. The first is an organisational constraint. Instead of being constrained by
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hospital, this woman was now constrained by her home. Home, which is generally seen in reform
manuals as a place of freedom, or people’s “social fabric” etc. (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux,
2010) appears to have become exactly the opposite in this case. There were no alternative structures
to support this woman in this area. Day hospital was the only solution that was offered to her which
effectively meant that the only difference to a hospital admission was that now she would be sleeping
at home, arguably with more pressures, more everyday struggles and more isolation. It could
therefore be argued that this is de-hospitalisation process rather than de-institutionalisation, showing
that the ideology that people are always better at home is perhaps inadequate (Prior, 1993).
The second constraint is defined by the underpinning knowledges that exist in mental health;
it is about how the professionals understood this woman’s situation. Unfortunately, they had no
alternatives to offer her: they had no alternative services to refer her to but also, they didn’t seem to
know how to work with her distress. They ignored her most shocking behaviour and understood it as
provocative and ultimately as a negative personal trait. This is not a point that should reflect badly on
the professionals. The mobile team workers had been visiting her for two years. These were individuals
who were invested in the work, who despite these constraints were going back to visit this woman
and that is admirable to say the least (not everyone would). Yet they seemed unable to change much
and it could be argued that from the fear of their own and their team’s inadequacy they ultimately
made sense of her distress by protecting themselves. The problem is not their initial intentions, but it
is how those were proven not to be enough. This second story is not an attempt to undermine the
first story.
For both these stories I have the same questions: How are these women’s lives better than
before the involvement of the mobile teams? What has changed? What is the plan for these women’s
lives to change? How can their distress be alleviated? These stories are not described simply to
provoke or invoke emotion, they are about the people the mobile teams meet and about the limited
possibilities they have to offer them. These are examples of people who do not fit in services, for
whose difficulties there is no long-term solution at the moment. Those two stories and so many more,
in the context of this research, in what was said in the interviews, in what I witnessed during the
observations, they all point to the immense paradoxes of mobile work, of this reform and of psychiatry
and mental health in general and how those may have still not been addressed.

Forming relationships
Relationships were reflected in the hierarchies that were put in place within the teams as well
as the alliances and partnerships outside of them, with other services. Specifically, relationships can
be understood on a micro level (on a team level) but also on a macro level (between and within wider
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structures), including the imposed structures of “promoting” hospitals and government. Furthermore,
the micro-hierarchies that existed between users and professionals and within teams could also serve
as a blueprint to understand higher hierarchies within the reform, where teams answered to
“promoting” hospitals and federal government guidelines and demands (p34-35). Deontological
notions such as medical responsibility (appendix A.1), confidentiality or professional secrecy (appendix
A.2), person-centred approaches including choice and consent, explored as focal values, were also
very much at play here and will be further explored in this section (Morgan, et al., 2016).

Level I: Team work
On relationships at a team level there were again two parts. One concerned the relationships
between the professionals and the services users (Shea, et al., 1992; Anthony, 1996; Thomas, 2014).
The other regards the relationships within the teams (Prior, 1993; Hall, 2005). Both those relationships
were subject to the hierarchies represented by the parties involved (Yank, et al., 1992).
The relationship between the professional and the user were presented at the forefront,
especially if they were said to be grounded in person-centred ideologies (Rogers, 1951; Anthony,
1996). It is in these relationships that the true reform could take place, with participants explaining
that they were given the possibility to let go of the ‘expert’ role. However, these shared decisionmaking, person-centred approaches would presuppose that there was no inequality in professionaluser relationships (Morgan et al., 2016), which was perhaps not entirely the case in reality, as will be
discussed later in this chapter.
In general, it was hoped that the relationship between service-users and professionals would
be based on an alliance, on mutual understanding, respect and trust, where the workers would lend
a listening ear to the users’ needs.
We try to listen very closely to the patient’s needs: what does the client want? Making these
wishes possible and providing support in doing so allows you to create a bond of trust which
highly facilitates collaboration (2B team member).
However, there was a lot of talk about people being “malignant”, “provocateurs” or “difficult”
without always taking the time to consider the meaning behind these interpretations. These labels
were assigned to people the professionals worked with and although many participants did not
identify with the concept of “illness”, they did express “affinity with this public” during their
interviews. In other words, workers used particular symptomatology quite readily, they stated clear
preferences with working with certain “diagnoses” but did not always identify with people’s
experiences (Burstow, 2013). This point will be explored further under the theme of ‘language’.
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As mentioned earlier in this work (p118, p165), the question of peer support work came into
focus during the second visit to the teams. Many workers expressed difficulty in identifying with
people’s experiences, especially when preoccupied by symptomatology (Walker and Bryant, 2013;
Penney and Prescott, 2016). One team had originally included two members of staff who represented
users and carers. However, the user representative was no longer with the team on my return visit. A
worker explained that the team could not carry the person’s “vulnerability” and their “risk of relapse”
(such perceptions of service-users often led to distant relationships; Felton, Repper and Avis, 2017).
Another had three members of staff but by the second observation period only one remained. Other
teams had the opportunity to experience peer support work firsthand, with peer students having
come for a few weeks on placements. In general, the experiences professionals fed back were
negative. More specifically, the teams had faced harsh criticism on several fronts, from the language
they used during their meetings, as mentioned in the examples above such as “malignant”,
“provocateurs”, but also their stigmatising humour to their use of what the student called “emotional
blackmail” (coercion through guilt and fear; Morgan, et al., 2016). Existing competitions were relayed
and sparked further oppositions between teams within the project, with the student stating clear
preferences for one of the mobile team over the other.
Conversely, one team had a peer support worker representing carers. He was very active
within the team work and proved to be effective. He explained his work as “building bridges” to help
families understand a service-user’s view. He shared personal stories only when they were deemed
relevant and he aimed to keep his involvement at a low level in order to remain easily accessible. This
was a clear example of a peer support worker who had found his place in a function where people
often express a feeling of being lost. Conversely, he was not a service-user but a representative of the
carer role, yet paradoxically perhaps his main goal was to relay service-users’ experiences to families.
The intra-team relationships were a big theme throughout this research, with different roles
implemented (Prior, 1993; Hall, 2005). As a direct result of the cuts in federal funding for the teams,
considerable strain was added on those inter-personal relationships between team members due to
the pressure of their uncertain future. As mentioned, the different disciplines which existed in the
mobile teams were based on a blueprint of hospital teams (p168). As a result, workers from certain
disciplines wished to be more explicitly valued, in contrast with the residential sector. This was
especially true for psychologists in many teams, while some OTs (especially in more hospital-like
teams) found it difficult to establish a function and role for themselves. Social workers were also not
always engaged as such but perhaps that had more to do with their work not being as relevant in
certain areas where social services operated more smoothly than others (Prior, 1993). Other members
didn’t see the need for those to be explicit but preferred their presence to be implicit, interpreting
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this scenario as more democratic. The relationships which arose within a team proved important in
understanding the models and values employed.
We all have precise functions. […] We are all therapists and yet we do not do therapy. […] There
is something very precise from everybody and at the same time we share. I cannot do my work
if I don’t trust [my colleagues] completely and know that the patient can come when he is
unwell. And I trust absolutely that he will be welcomed in the same way as if I was doing
[welcoming him] (2B team member).
In effect, we do not pay attention to functions so it’s not that if somebody has a social problem
that we will involve the social worker. We are not attentive to this. We will even be vigilant to
avoid this, maybe so that the [professional] network can take its place. But clearly, we go with
what we are and so I think […] that there still is an experience of I don’t know how many years
in a [long-term service] here in hospital and so clearly there are reflexes. […] But I find that
there has been an evolution there too. […] We tried to distance ourselves [from hospital work]
with the experience in the mobile team. […] There was a detachment from our primary
function, but we still carry it of course. […] With the team being multidisciplinary they come
from different horizons, they come from different trainings etc. It will bring little touches,
different connotations (2B team leader).
In general hierarchies were represented negatively, either because they were implicit and
therefore presented as non-existent or because they were so explicit that they became oppressive. In
other words, some teams presented themselves as “horizontal”, but psychiatrists still held “medical
responsibility” which meant that a hierarchy did exist (Yank, et al., 1992). Other teams were clearly
headed by the psychiatrist and team leader, to the extent that no decision could be taken without
their agreement. Many workers appreciated the possibility to have guidance with some even asking
for more. In one team that didn’t have a coordinator the lack of such a position was understood
specifically as a lack of guidance. This clear hierarchy ultimately reflected the work itself including the
teams’ model and their function, which could not always be implemented in practice due to a lack of
guidance. Still, autonomy was valued with the teams enjoying less of it feeling more frustrated (Hall,
2005).
We are a very autonomous team. At the same time, we often go towards the team leader and
towards [the psychiatrist] when we are in need of advice (2B team member).
I find that horizontality allows for better repartition with respect to a certain problem and it
really allows for each person to give his human input, both clinical and professional, each with
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their training. But what I find very specific is that each person is a psychosocial worker and
they are considered competent (2A team psychiatrist).
This job is so different from what every one of us was doing before and I realise that the team
really wants a guide, or certainly expects an injunction. So, we have [questions such as]: “and
this? How do we do this?” [There is a need for] somebody to decide and so we’re not exactly
in a horizontal model, that’s clear. Having said that, each person’s opinion is heard. But as
soon as there is a need to decide, then it will be vertical. It will be either on a medical level/plan,
or an organisational level/plan […]. But it’s true that we are not in a completely horizontal
model, no (2A team leader).
All teams (that had a psychiatrist) were very clearly headed by the psychiatrist who took up
the decision-making role, as presented in the interviews (Prior, 1993; Hall, 2005).
There are different things in the [psychiatrist’s] function in the teams: a little bit of team
coordination/management, some team training, and there is still the clinical aspect (P2, 2A/2B
team psychiatrist).
There was a great deal of variety in how explicit or implicit this hierarchy was with some teams actively
directing all discussions towards the psychiatrist and other being more “fluid”.
When we are between ourselves, we are a team member like all the others. We have our
specificity. We are a psychiatrist and we give out prescriptions. We have our theories, our
studies on psychopathology. We can explain things and be conscious of certain things given
our training/studies. But in the team, even if I sometimes have the last word, sometimes,
sharing is the same. We are one of the partners around the patient (2B team psychiatrist).
Most accounts about why the psychiatrist had a stronger voice were around notions of medical
responsibility as well as experience and knowledge specific to the psychiatric function taking also into
account the community and home setting (Prior, 1993).
So, from the moment a doctor has taken the Hippocratic Oath he really is linked to this thing
and it’s impossible to undo. There is a responsibility that is linked to this with which you need
to fight a bit, make peace a bit, but at the same time we cannot pretend it doesn’t exist. That
is something that is sometimes difficult. That’s just the medical-legal side but there is also the
support you give to people. I don’t know how to explain this. I think that I have baggage from
support offered in hospital, in mental health centres, in hospital consultations, in general
hospital. […] I have a certain notion of how things can often evolve and so sometimes when
you have this baggage you come with some prejudices. I have the impression that the other
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[workers] have fewer of these prejudices and that they work more easily with the person. I
think that my psychiatrist’s baggage and the difficult things that I saw in hospital ensure that
I am a more anxious actor than others and sometimes […] I think that this is also associated to
my function. And that also participates in the fact that we feel more bare when we are in
people’s homes and that we have to work with this. It’s to say “ok, I am here, the situation is
serious and at the same time I am not in a position of strength and I need to work with other
weapons than those with which I have the habit of working with” (2A team psychiatrist).
For example, there were several teams for which the decision to include somebody in the service was
taken solely by the psychiatrist. In one team, they even went as far as to say that this was in order to
implement their exclusion criteria more strongly, specifically for people diagnosed with personality
disorders and especially “borderliners”. Furthermore, many psychiatrists chose to oversee any contact
made between the service and doctors from other services.
So, there is the medical responsibility. That means that in any case, there are obviously no new
inclusions without first passing by the psychiatrist, nor indeed - and I have to often insist on
this - discharges without first passing from the psychiatrist. There is a whole function of clinical
diagnosis, in any case of a clinical view on the person. There is all the contact […] with GPs,
treating psychiatrists etc. The contact between doctors is something that [the psychiatrist]
preserve[s] (2A/2B team psychiatrist).
In general, “greater importance” was given to the psychiatrist’s voice. In one instance, a team had
been quite angry with the decision to separate the psychiatrist and the rest of the team when doing
the interviews (p77-80). It was deemed too “institutional” (resembling the hospital sector). Yet the
same team was very hierarchical, with the psychiatrist directing care interventions. It begged the
question whether ‘keeping up appearances’ of a desired horizontality were more important than the
reality of practice. The psychiatrist as main or sometimes sole decision maker was ensured even in
their absence. The active involvement or lack thereof did not change their hierarchical power (Prior,
1993; Hall, 2005; Felton and Stacey, 2018). This was true also for psychiatrists who did not do any
home visits and in effect, saw no service-users in their mobile team function.
We need to always have [the psychiatrist’s] endorsement too, who needs to be informed even
if she is not always here. In any case, we need to find the moment when she will be here to
participate in decisions too (2A team member).
Teams were therefore often presented as very hierarchical and as a result, team members
actively sought more autonomy (Hall, 2005). This was shown through the interviews as well as in
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practice, where autonomy was somewhat practiced, nonetheless. In other words, the work demanded
workers to be autonomous. For example, it was not always possible to wait for the psychiatrist’s
decision on matters that were happening during a home visit or whilst on the road. The team knew
the limits of this autonomy, yet they still deemed that having more of it with a clearer frame and
formally recognised would be beneficial for their everyday work (Yank, et al., 1992).
In some teams, more involvement was sought from the psychiatrist, including the possibility
to do home visits. They also hoped for more supervision, guidance and direction in their work. Some
however, didn’t particularly like this idea, fearing that it could prove prescriptive and restrictive, as
shown in the categorical levels (p117). One team chose to avoid having an active psychiatrist working
in the team. However, one had to be attached for reasons of medical responsibility as well as for
political validity (regarding the federal government guidelines and demands). The psychiatrist
therefore ended up not seeing people but still operating within a “consultant” role, whenever he was
present.
Many members felt they carried too much responsibility, especially when the psychiatrist was
not present for home visits, but still hoped for more guidance and autonomy.
P1: He has a very clear vision which he can phrase beautifully […] so he should be more present
so you can hear it repeatedly until you fully grasp those ideas. […]
P2: The experience also, I think. [The psychiatrist] is someone with tons of experience and
because he has little feeling with the case or barely knows the referral, we often get a lot of
[questions]. You get the feeling that you work superficially, while if we work [together] on a
case for a long time, more information emerges where I think “wow, what a strange line of
thought, how does that work? How did he think about that?” […] The experience that he has;
it’s very interesting what he has to say, but it could be broader, I think (2A team members).
In any case, the psychiatrist was the definite decision maker while setting the frame in most teams,
with members implementing those decisions and frames (Prior, 1993; Felton and Stacey, 2018). This
was true to the extent that some team meetings resembled ward rounds, rather than multidisciplinary discussions.

Level II: Working with other services
Based on the interviews, there was a sense in which the competition between 2A and 2B
teams could be felt in those projects where it was central. However, although the competition was
palpable there were also examples of the close and efficient collaboration and relationship between
the two teams. Observation at a home visit with representatives from both teams during a mixed
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assessment proved an example of a space in which all were accounted for, including professionals
from both teams, as well as the service-user and his personal network. It could only be seen as an
example of practices that are clearly beneficial for all.
In terms of the collaboration between mental health structures and other general health
structures, it became apparent that the psychiatrists and doctors were often called to be at the
forefront of those collaborations, as mentioned earlier in this theme, with many psychiatrists being
the sole communicators with other doctors (Yank, et al., 1992; Hall, 2005). A good example of this was
an anecdote told during one of the interviews, where a psycho-social worker explained he would
sometimes use words such as “patient” in order to make himself sound like a doctor. In this way, he
had more success of collaborating effectively with other services.
[When we use the term “patient”] they often think we are doctors, so it happens/we get
through more easily (2B team member).
In terms of the collaborations between services, one could very often and quickly see that
decision-making roles were not clear cut as medical responsibility should ensure (Yank et al., 1992;
Hall, 2005). With fragmented services and many doctors existing around a situation, it could often be
felt that there was a culture of “passing the ball” (or “hot potato”). For example, teams who believed
one of their service-users needed an admission would opt for somebody else to take the decision in
order to retain a positive relationship with the person and in doing so keep some control in that person
coming back following their discharge for any “care needs”. Other times, workers pushed for an
admission by motivating people to go into hospital voluntarily (Morgan, et al., 2016). It raised the
question as to how this work was linked to the function of preventing admissions.
In the notions used to describe populations, there was also that of “chronicity”, especially for
2B populations provided with long-term care (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010; Natalis and
Pieters, 2016). It became apparent service-users were thought to be responsible of their chronic
presentations, even when considering their relationships and personal context. Furthermore, this
could also be said of the professionals who they themselves could become “chronic” with people
(Coles, et al., 2013). This is certainly the case in residential spaces, where people have repeatedly been
shown to become “institutionalised”, meaning that people lose important social and life skills as a
result of living in an institution for a long period (Goffman, 1961). Perhaps, however, this was also true
for mobile teams, who became “stuck” in certain situations with people. In one instance, this
chronicity was further pushed on the service-user when it was suggested to impose a residential
“treatment” on them. This was interlinked with a wish to close the file, but it was more shocking that
this person had not been in hospital before and there was no apparent reason as to why he may need
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it. On the other hand, this is also a good example of the lack of possibilities for teams to refer
elsewhere other than the residential sector as a last resort (Friedli, 2009). In other instances, teams
consciously took the decision for somebody to experience “total relapse” deeming it better for that
person to be admitted. This could mainly be seen in situations where service-users had used up a lot
of the team’s time and energy and where professionals became ‘stagnant’. As a result, an intervention
could seem somewhat fragmented with referrals towards “the network” of other services, while the
state of “chronicity” was perhaps not always specific to users but could be identified in professionals
themselves.
Sometimes it’s our own frustration. Those are patients that are there and we try to find them
an activity but well, they do not want to (2B team member).
In other instances, the doctors around a service-user would actively avoid communicating or
collaborating, due to having different styles and backgrounds. This was also linked to their promoting
hospitals. Although this may sound somewhat negative at first, there is something to be said about
the possibility for people to move from one professional to the other and claiming those spaces as
their own, each with their own specific relationships and goals (see appendix A.1, A.2).
I think that for the public we meet, it is important also to appropriately have more than one
person towards whom they can turn to, but also that they can have different spaces where
they can rest, in a different way, without saying the same thing, without having the same
relationship with everybody. That they can travel a little from one person to another (2B team
member).
However, it can also be said that this is a strain on the system, especially one with scarce resources.
It was considered very important to have ‘gaps’ within people’s care, with different services
operating separately without constant communication and feedback between them. For example, a
person could be both a user of a mobile team service as well as one of an ambulatory team while at
some point she/he could also be admitted in hospital (appendix A1; Natalis and Pieters, 2016). All
these structures operated with their own professional and confidentiality clauses (appendix A.2). This
was a way in which professionals didn’t operate on notions of social control but instead were said to
celebrate choice (Moriarty, et al., 2007). Nevertheless, many teams as seen in the interviews,
especially within the Flemish region, expressed the wish to close those gaps with one sole
representative and treating professional body for each service-user and other actors attached to it.
One of the values mentioned during the interviews was the idea of in- and outreaching
practices (Natalis and Pieters, 2016). There was an opportunity to experience work around in-reaching
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firsthand by being present during a hospital team meeting for a mobile team service-user. This was
also an opportunity to see hospital work up close, as well as the collaboration with mobile teams. As
explained in the interviews, it was clear that the teams were very psychiatric, with all discussions
directed at the doctor. Furthermore, the lack of communication and collaboration between the
services was very clear, although it has to be noted that this deficit was true from both sides.
I think that they have their little functioning, their habits and just like ours, like we are outside
their framework, I don’t think they are very implicated in understanding how we work (2A
team member).
The world ends at the service’s door (2A team member).
It’s not like it’s their fault. […] Surely, it’s also something we should work on (2B team member).
During the hospital visit, it became increasingly apparent that the hospital team had not been
informed of the person’s situation nor did they actively seek it out although the service-user
themselves had been in hospital for several months. This showed the standard practices of long
hospitalisations and perhaps the reasons behind them not being necessarily “therapeutic” but due to
lack of efficiency, especially in gathering essential information on a person’s care history. It seemed
that the hospital appeared to remain indispensable when it perhaps was not necessarily so.
Collaborations between mental health and other health sectors were not always positive. For
example, at the time, a plan was being put in place for pharmacies to keep records of prescriptions,
since no record-keeping was in place. In terms of the relationships based on collaborations with first
line care, many services experienced it as difficult, as mentioned in the previous chapter. This was
certainly true in terms of the fact that the doctor who had medical responsibility was not always clear
(Appendix A.1). Moreover, depending on the situation doctors would actively seek or avoid this
responsibility. In one example during the second observation, a GP had failed to treat a person
suffering with cataracts for 12 years, yet he could not be held accountable. Given that the person was
from a low socioeconomic background and the fact that he was ageing made things even more
complicated. GPs in Brussels published a book on their negative experiences with the mental health
sector, further putting pressure on the 107 reform officials and practitioners (FAMGB, 2018). The
political and economic reforms at the time of the second observation were not only happening at the
team level but also concerned psychiatric hospitals as well as general health.

Level III: Working within a wider context
The idea of a collaboration through a network was the main idea of the 107 reform, however
this was not very relevant for all (p124-125). For the projects where it was relevant, due to the
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difficulties imposed by the political and financial powers, the referrers from other services who formed
the network stayed close to the projects. In some instances, they actively tried to make this period a
little easier on the mobile teams, for example, by decreasing the number of referrals so as not to
overburden teams who were losing employees. There was also a sense in which teams felt that the
network partners were falling onto themselves even more. “Everybody is thinking of themselves”
mentioned a worker. With this generalised political and financial crisis looming over the teams, it was
increasingly felt that a top-down structural hierarchy was imposing change on the teams, without
them necessarily having a say in the process.
There is a power that is imposed on us, to which we will have to get used to. Changes are
planned at the geographic area level etc. They will oblige us to rethink our functioning, maybe
our team, all of this (2A team member).
Although this political and financial restructuring was true on a national level, the Flemish
region projects felt it perhaps to a lesser extent than the Brussels and Wallonia ones, which have less
finances due to the low number of beds and a higher number of service-users within their areas (p2526; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010). This reflected the relationship with other structures
within the Flemish region, which happened more smoothly but which were also perhaps more
fragmented. As mentioned, the region’s social services and first-line care were not overwhelmed and
that left the mental healthcare services running more or less on their specific functions. Conversely,
the political and financial reforms had a much more negative effect on the rest of the projects. In
general, due to the disarray produced as a result of the political and financial restructuring the teams
directly affected were to some extent experiencing an existential crisis. As one team member
remarked it made them feel unrecognised on an “institutional level”.
It’s difficult to explain sometimes, the fact of putting a network in place, detect the little grains
of sand that block the network, or the support that we will bring to a person within the network
and not the user, to be sure that they’ll be able to stay the course, because they are overloaded
with this user who is giving them a hard time. [It’s difficult] to explain this work, which is not
quantifiable (2A team leader).

Borrowing Words and Diffusing Language
With new temporalities and spaces explored by the mobile teams while carrying memory and
developing a different value system, participants in the (mostly) newly developed mobile teams were
given the challenge of forming relationships within teams and outside of them. Through that process,
they developed different ways of thinking and seeing service-users in their situations and in turn reevaluated mental healthcare settings. With a mobile function based on existing residential structures
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and the concepts surrounding them, the teams presented this ‘new’ vision. Participants’ language
became a mirror of their work and vice versa. It became quickly apparent that this ‘new’ language was
riddled with paradoxes, with contested categories and values, many of them similar to the ones that
have always existed within the mental health field (Read, et al., 2004; Burstow, 2013).

Level I: Team work
A way of understanding professional representations of the relationship between workers and
service-users was by their preferences in the way they designated people. During the interviews,
participants were asked directly whether they employed the word “user”, “client” or “patient” or any
other and also whether they employed diagnostic criteria in their descriptions of people’s situations
(Russo and Shulkes, 2015; Burstow, 2013; Morgan et al., 2016). Preferences ranged and generally most
team members employed the same language/wording amongst them for the most part but, in many
instances, members did not agree on specific words. This was definitely true according to the
disciplinary background of certain members, with psychiatrists using clinical and medical terms more
readily. How language was used, within the team or outside of it, towards service-users, family
members, other professionals or in formal documents also differed considerably (Amsalem, HassonOhayon, Gothelf and Roe, 2018).
For example, medical and para-medical professions, most notably nurses, would more easily
use the word “patient” to describe their population while social workers and psychologists used “user”
or “client”. The terms “user” or “client” were most widely used in 2A teams while 2B teams employed
the word “patient” more. This may reflect the difference assigned by some teams between ‘mental
health’ and ‘psychiatry’ (p132; Barker and Buchanan-Barker, 2011). This was sometimes paradoxical
given the 107 ‘mental health’ reform.
The reform speaks of mental health. It’s true that we have a position that is a little… […]
Everything that is of the mental health agenda is not that of psychiatry. So maybe we are still
very attached to the psychiatric model. At the level of the 2B team, we can work with patients
that are ‘heavy’, for whom there are no real solutions etc. And we don’t want to make all
mental health problems psychiatric. That is something that we hold onto. But maybe that puts
us in a bit of trouble with respect to the reform (2B team leader).
These differences were sometimes linked to team models with 2B teams using “patient”
more, rather than “user” or “client”, especially when bringing in the difference between mental health
and psychiatry (Barker and Buchanan-Barker, 2011). In contrast, 2A target populations may be “new”
to the mental healthcare sector and presenting with more “social” problems, while 2B team service-
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users are known by the residential psychiatric sector (‘revolving door’). 2A teams were therefore more
at ease with using the word “user”, which was somewhat also linked to the notion of consent.
In our presentation, when we talk of psychic difficulty, it’s large and vague on purpose and it
is not centred on psychiatry. Precisely because I think that when we say “user”, it’s about
ordinary people. We are not in ‘psychiatric relapse’. Sometimes yes, it can happen but not
systematically. And so, when I say ordinary people, yes, it's ordinary people who encounter a
life event that entraps them and is complicated. […] We are not addressing a “patient”.
“Patient” is pretty restrictive; it’s to only see the clinical and health side. While here, I think,
we really consider the individual in her/his entirety, in her/his global system, which is her/his
family system, her/his care system too, even her/his educational system […] where s/he lives,
what s/he lives from […]. And so, it’s more than the health focus. […] And there is also the
notion […] that we always work with the person’s consent. So, if they are using our services,
[…] it’s because they want to (2A team leader).
Linguistic differences also played a role in the use of different denominations. The word “user”
is not readily used in the Flemish language, with professionals using “client” more. By contrast, in
formal 107 reform texts it originally was the word “user” rather than “patient” which was employed,
making it the somewhat official term for teams. Some workers however consciously chose to avoid it,
preferring the term “patient” instead. Later official texts referred to a study on therapeutic
relationships and preference in address, showing that most people preferred to be called patients by
doctors, GPs and psychiatrists specifically (McGuire-Snieckus, McCabe and Priebe, 2003). This
reference reflects the considerable wider need to embrace experiential knowledge including serviceuser and survivor voices in all their heterogeneity within the 107 reform both organisationally and in
practice (see later chapter 9). It also points to the immense power of medical professions and
psychiatry specifically while the voices critiquing them remain widely marginal and unheard (Read, et
al., 2004).
Ultimately, any choices in how and what to call people using a service, were defined by the
type of relationship the workers had with service-users. For psychiatrists, for example, operating
within their medical responsibility, the word “patient” was more often used, while for “psycho-social”
disciplines, the word “client” or “user” was preferred given the difference in the relationship and
setting. However, workers who had been working in a hospital setting (using a medical framework for
over 20 years) often used the word “patient” due to a habit which was difficult to break away from.
Different notions were given as to the denominative preferences and those were, as mentioned,
linked to the type of roles, relationships and rapports but also to the frame of understanding and the
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values the workers held when interpreting a person’s experience (Morgan, et al., 2016), their
“suffering”, their “vulnerability”, their “environment”, the level of “control” they had over their
situation and their ability to give their “consent” as well as their “resources” and their “strengths”
(Anthony, 1996).
The disciplinary background also played an important role in the language used (Prior, 1993).
Specifically, psychiatrists were relaxed in using the word “patient” (although not just them).
For me the word “patient” does not refer to the fact of having an illness, it refers to a rapport.
A rapport between a care worker and a patient. When I go see my GP, even if I go for my
annual check-up, to do a blood test […] I am his patient, but I am not ill as such. But I think that
in fact there is a distrust of the word “patient” because of the stigmatisation of mental illness.
It’s the whole difficulty. The big question is indeed whether a mental illness is an illness. […] So
mental illness has this status which is always a bit particular. Is it an illness or not? Patients
are the first to ask that question, to know if it is an illness; in any case they don’t want to be
confined to a diagnosis. There is this enormous mistrust around the possible ‘psychiatrisation’,
of the whole confining dimension […]. But, we must ‘call a spade a spade’. I find that work
should rather be done in de-stigmatising mental illness and de-stigmatising going to a
psychologist or a psychiatrist rather than change words. Because it is not the fact of being a
user that will change the institutional functioning (2A/2B team psychiatrist).
Indeed, we talk of a ‘patient’ because these are people that have a psychiatric problem that
by definition is an illness. They come here to be treated/cared. In that context: “patient” (2B
team member).
Aside from the forms of address, participants also made comments on diagnostic and (by
effect) pathologising language (Read, et al., 2004; Burstow, 2013). Most participants stated that
diagnostic categories and criteria did not interest them in their work and were unimportant for them.
However, many explained that those offered an easy description of a person’s situation (Callard,
2014).
It does offer some kind of framework in terms of frequency for instance, or to know what you
should be doing, what you can’t do. But the most important thing remains to get a general
picture of your client (2B team member).
Actually, a diagnosis doesn’t matter. […] Maybe it offers a certain approach, but in the end, I
think it is mainly our intention to really listen actively to the client in front of you. […] In some
respects, it is important. For example, if you’re dealing with people with a personality disorder,
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if you have that background, it can be important to say: “ok maybe we should expect this and
not that” or “maybe we should take that into account..” “Maybe it’s not the correct way of
approaching”. I think the support/intervention towards the client is the most important thing
(2A team member).
In everyday practice however, diagnoses and diagnostic criteria were used quite a lot in
briefing meetings between professionals but seldom with users, which made for an interesting
contrast. It was explained by participants that it was quite often a way to direct the approach taken
with a service-user and the level of “tolerance” in interventions and in network building practices.
Conversely, participants agreed that pathologies and symptoms were far from static but were fluid
instead, which in turn allowed workers to be flexible in their interventions. A good example of this
point happened during one of the observation days. We visited people with the same diagnosis, yet
the way in which they presented themselves was very different (Blashfield, Keeley, Flanagan and
Miles, 2014). This perhaps came into contrast with values of person-centred approaches.
As seen with the terms “user”, “client” and “patient” the use of diagnoses were definitely
different depending on people’s disciplinary background as well as function within the teams but also
setting. Psychiatrists were more prone to using diagnoses although they were very conscious about
the setting in which those were to be used (Gantt and Green, 1986; Milton and Mullan, 2014).
In the unit where I work, the patient is on the team, so you have to speak the same language.
You cannot speak about diagnostic criteria, you cannot speak in the same terms that you
would speak [with the rest of the team]. So you change your language because the patient is
there. I also worked in units where patients were really described in psychiatric terms. […] I
don’t know if the outreach makes the conversation different, or the psychiatrist or psychologist
(2A/2B team psychiatrist).
You need [diagnoses] for insurance purposes and you need it for referrals. It depends on the
hospital and it depends on the unit. If you want to refer someone to a psychosis unit if the
patient looks it up, […] you have to speak about the word psychosis. Because otherwise,
everyone will be in shock. And if you prescribe antipsychotics you have to give an explanation
about the word and why you think the medication is necessary (2A/2B team psychiatrist).
However, even they were careful to make the nuance between the use of diagnoses as
hypotheses or descriptions rather than ultimate facts. Most team members were more interested in
using client-centred language and avoiding stigmatisation, leaning on language based on people’s
difficulties but also strengths and goals (Anthony, 1996).
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P1: Actually, I find it important that we have an overview of- well, in itself it might be
interesting to have an insight into the diagnosis, it might help direct the type of treatment or
support, that’s something I personally believe. But in my opinion, it’s not necessarily useful for
the client. I don’t believe we need to include it in a team meeting report, because in a team
meeting report we try to be transparent towards the client. […] Because that’s part a
psychiatrist’s job, to sort things out in a diagnostic way, and if necessary, to adjust medication
with that in mind. It’s a doctor: he sees the client through different glasses. Maybe he’s also
more cause-consequence minded. He also focuses more on: what are the symptoms of the
disease? Because it’s also about psychiatric vulnerability. So, he has different role, in my
opinion. A psychologist will also work diagnostically, but will be diagnosing other things, I
think. […] We will focus on: how does this person experience life? What’s going well, what’s
not? (2B team member)
As mentioned in the theme of relationships, person-centred approaches were not always
visible or audible, with many workers talking about people in pejorative terms. Diagnostic language
and categorisation were also readily used, with examples of “typical cases” explored during team
meeting. During a meeting, for example, members discussed the difference between “psychosis” and
“psychotic behaviour”. In general, however, despite this highly medicalised and diagnostic framework,
the teams still aimed for “globality”, as mentioned in the interviews (their task was to understand
service-users’ in a global way which included their wants and needs; Anthony, 1996). This meant for
example, that a project’s plans to develop more specialised teams was abandoned, preferring instead
to focus on the work with the neighbouring network.
For teams that proposed a difference between psychiatry and mental health, diagnoses were
linked to “psychiatric pathology”, while mental health to “psychological suffering”. Diagnoses were
therefore left to professionals of the psychiatric field. For others, psychiatry and mental health were
part of a continuum and descriptions were associated with phenomena (DeRosse and Karlsgodt,
2015). Very often workers would explain that diagnoses were only used when communicating with
outside professionals, especially those within the mental healthcare sector or for insurance reasons
although it varied widely depending on the structures (Corens, 2007). For professionals outside the
mental health sector, due to matters of confidentiality and the “professional secret” (appendix A.2),
diagnoses were often actively avoided. The use of diagnostic criteria, and language in general for that
matter, was described as very different when a service-user was present and when not (Milton and
Mullan, 2014). Finally, some workers who were themselves carers were perhaps more inclined to use
certain diagnoses, which was somewhat seen as controversial.
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P1: I am hearing a hospital nurse. Sorry, I have to say it.
P2: I don’t think you are hearing a hospital nurse, I think you are hearing a mum who has been
confronted with someone with ASD every single day, and I have known him 17 years, and who
is still surprised every day in how he thinks, still being surprised and thinking […] “he sees that
differently” (2A team members).
The very clear hierarchy between professional and service-user was made even clearer when,
during a consultation, a professional responded to a service-user by saying “I am superman, here”. In
another instance, a professional desperately tried to avoid giving any validation to a service-user, even
though he agreed with their premise, for fear of the risks of allying himself with them. Another
professional actively chose not to agree nor deny with a series of diagnoses given to a service-user
who was experiencing difficulty after having received her notes and learning about them. It was
unclear whether that was actually helpful for that service-user or whether the professional was
keeping her/himself safe. All these could be examples suggesting that professionals were actively
“othering” service-users, by building walls between the two experiences and in turn, putting
considerable brakes in processes of co-existence and in the co-production of meaning.
Diagnostic language was something that was deconstructed in some teams who chose to take
on a role of raising awareness in terms of its validity, especially towards family members of carers
(Natalis and Pieters, 2016).
It really is important for us to do this, if the family asks for a diagnosis to tell them: “look, for
us even if there is a diagnosis, it doesn’t mean that [the person] is it by definition, s/he is not
his diagnosis, it’s just a guideline to know what could eventually happen, what you could
eventually do” (2A team member).
However, it was also a conversation that was centred on users themselves.
I’m not saying that it is very common, but it happens often that people ask. Often, they have
received a diagnosis and they will use it. They will say it and it’s as if they have nothing else to
define themselves, to present themselves with. […] It’s logical, because first of all you are not
alone anymore. That is very important. Because you put a name on something. You will be able
to treat yourself, get better, because you know exactly what it is you need to do. But it’s mainly
the fact that you’re not alone. […] Of course, there are many people that are disappointed, but
it depends on how it is brought up, how it is said. That is also important, the right moment. […]
But it is essential to show that a user is first and foremost a person before a diagnosis. That is
so evident. But it’s true that having it in mind is even better (2A team member).
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As mentioned in the interviews, the problem may not be the use of diagnoses or particular
denominations but rather the meaning behind those, which pointed towards an unequal and perhaps
dangerous hierarchy between care worker and service-user (Morgan, et al., 2016).
In my experience, the trap is in the words, in the attitudes of infantilisation. This is enormous,
I find and there are many, many complaints/accusations at this level (2A team member).
This was also shown in workers’ interpretations or relationships as being interlinked with the question
of dependency (Morgan, et al., 2016). Some welcomed this “mothering” function while others
deemed it dangerous territory they would rather avoid.
For me, the mobile teams removed my fear of dependency. I find that when I worked in hospital
services or in other services […] I would tell myself “patients shouldn’t become too dependent
on me, I shouldn’t invest too much…” and now, here, it’s the opposite. We will invest ourselves,
but we know we are doing this. We are conscious of what we are putting in place and so the
distance will come later, but perhaps there will be a passage by a stronger relation before. I
allow myself this, sometimes. After all, never mind! We’ll see! But it’s about really being next
[to the person] so that they can then re-appropriate something for themselves. […] After all,
we are all dependent on somebody (2B team member).
During the observation with the teams it was possible to meet a lot of different workers. What
became clear was that imposed hierarchies meant that there was not always enough space for
“dissensus” (Pilgrim, 2008; Morgan, et al., 2016). As seen in the theme of relationships, due to power
hierarchies, psychiatrist often “had the last word” and as a result there was not always space for
different views or discourses to be shared. Difference between workers’ disciplines and their
personalities were not always celebrated, with some teams actively trying to make themselves more
homogenous. In another instance, some workers were deemed “too critical” or “too emotive”. One
example in which multi-disciplinarity could be immediately recorded was in the notetaking, with
different members inputting very different notes for their visits. Some inputted direct quotes from
visits while other relied on ‘clinical’ interpretations (Morgan, et al, 2016). The former was mostly
employed by workers who had been working in the sector for over 20 years. Although this could be
seen as a wealth in the voices, interpretations and meanings available, many team members opted to
make the notes more fragmented and manualised.
With 107 reform guidelines remaining abstract, teams made different interpretations of
central notions of their work (chapter 4; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010; Natalis and
Pieters, 2016). An example of this was in the differing interpretations that were made on the notion
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of multi-disciplinarity. 107 guidelines clearly called for multi-disciplinary teams, but without
necessarily imposing specific disciplines. For projects, this meant that clear representations of several
disciplines had to be put in place, while some promoters argued that having a minimum of two or
three disciplines was enough. Perhaps not surprisingly, in most cases hospitals chose the disciplines
that already existed within their own structures that left social workers, OTs and psychologists behind.
Those disciplines are also the ones that had historically more of an outreaching role when working
from within hospitals while they have also always existed in community structures (Prior, 1993). As a
result, the first disciplines to be made redundant when funding was retracted were the people who
had that experience in the community and who in general had less representation in hospital
structures. This was of course directly linked to the recruitment protocols, with many mobile team
workers transferring from hospital to mobile teams through a ‘sliding’ process. In other words, most
employers remained the same for many professionals transferring from hospital wards into mobile
teams (Prior, 1993). It was, as mentioned, a hospital team that was the blueprint for mobile teams,
without necessarily first thinking about the difference in the setting and function of those teams.
Multi-disciplinary work was therefore clearly represented differently between structures.
Nevertheless, teams did fulfil a preventative role in most projects (Snyder and Lopez, 2002).
By providing a safety net, service-users were able to avoid hospitalisation. For many 2B teams, for
example, their interpretation of “crisis” was to handle their own, which meant that 2B teams
continued their support and avoided to the best of their abilities to refer people towards other
structures. This by default meant that in many cases there was no need for a close collaboration with
2A teams. In certain ways this lack has proved to be positive as it promoted strengthening
relationships that had been founded with service-users. In other ways however, it also proved
detrimental to some of those relationships. In some cases, 2B “crises” were often found in hospitals
anyway. Whether those admissions were shortened however remains a valid question.

Level II: Working with other services
As explored previously (p118-130), the teams’ collaborations with other services were
reflected in their communication and in how language differences or differences in visions became
apparent through that communication. These language differences quickly became central to the
study of mobile teams. Participants explained that viewing a person in their home environment gave
way to a different understanding of this person, making different things important for their care
(Anthony, 1996). When communicating with hospitals, such a view was novel and unknown to their
interlocutors, which reflected these differing visions on service-users and the work being done around
them.
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It’s a different reality between that of hospital and ours. It’s about trying to understand each
other, just like in all couples (2B team psychiatrist).
The frames of reference are really different. Sometimes, I have the impression that we don’t
talk the same language. Well, I’m thinking of hospital services where there is an obligation for
care/care constraint. But it’s true that we will work more on the non-obligation for care, on
the negotiation. Perhaps it is there that it’s complicated because we come with things that are
too flexible in comparison perhaps with the patient’s state at the moment they see him. And
one language is not better than another. I just think that our frames of reference at that
moment are different (2B team leader).
107 guidelines, as mentioned, remained very abstract on the notion of “crisis”. This was
originally done on purpose, suggesting a bottom-up approach whereby each project could develop
their own frameworks to serve their region’s particularities (Van der Jeugt, 2015; Natalis and Pieters,
2016). Obviously, for 2A teams the notion of “crisis” was central to their work, from the presentation
of their population to the intensity and frequency of their visits. The teams were constantly invited to
re-assess the term, in conjunction with the possibilities available. For example, due to lack of
resources, as well as the competition with other structures, many teams chose to make the difference
between “crisis” and “urgency”. First, they didn’t have the resources to answer to urgent situations
but also “emergencies” had to remain a function for the hospital (given the latter’s specific
regulations).
Those are people that do not want to be hospitalised. Concerning crisis, when it really is an
acute crisis with violent accents, we cannot do much because we don’t have the means to
frame that. In any case the mobile team cannot always supply a hospital frame, so if it is a
really acute crisis then we propose to reorient towards a hospitalisation (2A team member).
Most teams agreed that in order to communicate effectively, professionals would adapt their
own language to that of the hospital professionals in order to be understood and achieve their given
goal. With time they were then able to switch to their own new language habits and in turn influence
hospital professionals in how they viewed a person. For example, a participant explained that they
would use diagnostic criteria for referral purposes, yet once a user was accepted, they would then
switch the way they relayed information about this person based on the (home) situation rather than
the symptoms.
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I think that we will try to adapt, at that moment. I’m not saying that it will always be like this,
but I think that for the moment we try to adapt to be comprehensible on a hospital level (2A
team leader).
P1: Indeed, I think that we force ourselves to talk the interlocutor’s language, to convince him
for the necessity of a follow-up, if we are asking for a follow-up. […]
P2: And after you can say “yes, but I do not agree completely”. But you won’t say this the first
time [but] after you have ensured your follow-up (2A team members).
Many teams hoped to have more of a “gatekeeping” function to hospital admissions, while
still keeping a low threshold (broadly based on the CHRT model; National Audit Office, 2007). Instead,
they mainly saw populations that would perhaps be more eligible to be seen by existing ambulatory
services, while only a small percentage were people with a real risk of being admitted. Others enjoyed
having that population, maybe because they weren’t in direct competition with their hospital
promoters.
There were a lot of interpretations between what was considered “therapeutic” and what was
deemed support in the “here and now”. For some teams, the distinction was clear, with many
choosing to go with support in the “here and now” (p123). For others it wasn’t, with some teams
describing their work as both. This could somewhat be linked to the existing ambulatory sector which
was in some respects in direct competition with the mobile teams’ work and function. By
distinguishing and comparing therapeutic practices and supportive ones, it seemed that certain teams
made it clear that they were not interested in ‘stepping on toes’. Others who may have also been
closer to the residential sector and not in so much direct contact with ambulatory teams did not
perhaps need to make that distinction so explicit. In any case, what was considered therapeutic was a
constant discussion.
Teams did collaborate with other services successfully, especially for referrals from short
towards long-term care. However, and as first seen in the interviews (p118-130), participants often
felt that a difference in vision between structures meant that collaborations proved sometimes
difficult.
When I visited patients in hospital and spoke with the team, their speech/discourse was much
more clinical. Now it is logical […]. They do not have access to that side [of a person’s life] that
we have access to, which means that their discourse evolves in a certain way (2B team
member).
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The difference in visions resulted in teams becoming involved in a situation where the description
given by the referrer differed significantly to what the team understood or saw. “It is very difficult to
coordinate [service-users’] relationships” mentioned a worker during the observation. However, there
was something in the language that was shared between hospital and mobile teams.
I think we will try to adapt [our language to hospital], in this moment. I don’t think that it will
always be like this, but I think that at the moment we try to adapt in order to be
comprehensible at the hospital level. Although, I don’t have the feeling that we use a very
different language, since pathologies are pathologies, denominations are denominations,
treatments are treatments. It’s more to do with the actions we put in place or our modus
operandi, finally (2A team leader).
As with the language differences between the mobile teams and the hospital sector, the
collaborations with the ambulatory and community mental health sector ran along the same lines.
Again, the teams explained that they adapted their language in order to have a more effective
communication. This was mainly due to the difference in visions. There was a sense in which workers
felt the system to be fragmented with services representing “small islands” each with its own vision
(their own models and ways of working). Furthermore, although workers agreed that they may share
similar language, due to their different visions they could often feel as if they were “talking past each
other”.
Right now, it’s like everyone’s sitting on their own island, I guess, and we do try to build bridges
between these islands (2B team member).
There were even bigger differences between the mobile team’s language and that of social
structures (p123-124). With many participants seeing themselves as “translators” between social
services and users, they also saw themselves as holding an expertise in mental health compared to
those structures. For others, this was not the case.
I think that before everything there is a gap in the language between social structures, even
mental health structures too, and the person who is suffering. And that gap disables people;
they don’t know where to start. […] I am trained, I am interested in the question, I ‘swim’ in
this and I am lost in the social fabric. So, for the person suffering who has ruminations, suicidal
ideas, a low mood, no energy, how do you want him to get out of that kind of system? It’s not
possible. […] I think there is clearly a lag between the jargon and people. Again, we have the
impression that people are completely lost in that system and can’t find a place anywhere (2A
team psychiatrist).
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All in all, the participants leaned towards a somewhat good but difficult communication with
non-mental health structures. It was said that it was a challenge to find a common language due to
the lack of knowledge and the mobile team’s “specialisation” in mental health matters. Workers
explained that they adapted their language and aimed at educating their interlocutors (Gask and
Khanna, 2011). They regarded themselves as “translators” or “interpreters” decoding service-user’s
needs for non-mental health professionals to understand. This was especially true for workers within
social services.
I think that we are translators. We do a lot of translations at a social service level, because [a
user] comes with so many requests that need to be ‘re-centred’/centralised first (2B team
member).
It really is a translation of the difficulties the other is living, in such a way that the user’s word
can be heard. It’s helping the user have the power to be understood elsewhere. […] It’s really
about helping the person structure their speech a little. This, he can’t make happen very well,
because he is very much taken up by all his thoughts. But it’s helping him translate it through
to the facilitator who in turn will be able to answer his request (2B team leader).
It’s good and it’s sad, sometimes. I mean when we are translating, s/he is heard much more
(2B team leader).
Finally, participants explained that written language was different from spoken language
when communicating with other professionals. Written language was more formal, and more
attention was paid to it since it could be a potential trace for the service (Mead, Hohenshil and Kusum,
1997; Amsalem, et al., 2018).
If there is something official that gets out of here, we talk about “people with psychiatric
disorders”. We do not talk about “patients”. That is [used] between us. But towards the
exterior, personally, I avoid using “patient” and in […] progress reports, we talk of “people with
important, difficult psychiatric disorders (2B team member).

Level III: Working within a wider context
With 107 guidelines remaining abstract, each project was able to interpret them as they saw
fit. This was true for the teams themselves but also for their financial promoters (each of course with
their own interests in mind). However, due to the power of the promoters there was, especially during
the time of the second observations, a huge clash between the two levels, the team and hospital level.
This was especially true for matters of multi-disciplinarity as seen above in this chapter (p175-179,
p190-191).
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Another example of the theme of language can be explored through the differences in the
regional context also reflected in the respective languages used by the teams. The Dutch and French
linguistic properties differ widely, not only by account of their roots, but also in how they each employ
models from different countries (p137-140). As a result, French teams were more prone to take
inspiration from French or even Italian speaking countries, while the Flemish employed models from
the Netherlands or the UK (p26-28; appendix A.6). This may have been linked to a linguistic identity
and culture but also practically in how accessible each language was (also reflected in the difficulty in
the interviewing process for this study). In other words, French speakers may have had difficulty with
Dutch or even English texts, while Flemish speakers were more familiar with them, unlike with French
ones.
Differences in language could also be seen in how they had an impact on relationships. One
such example is the fact that in French there is a formal and informal way to address people (p138).
Participants used both but preferences often depended on their backgrounds. For example, some
participants who had been working in long-term residential wards were more used to using informal
address, while others were more likely to use formal ones. Furthermore, formal or informal address
was not static with some people employing both for the same person over the course of an
intervention. This was also a way in which participants explained that they managed to put barriers
between themselves and the service-users which was sometimes linked to the assigned diagnosis
(especially ‘personality disorders’, p164; p176).
It’s according to each person’s affinity, the patient’s history in the service also, and of the
pathology sometimes, because with certain patients it’s not a good idea to be in a position
that is too distant or in a position that is too close. It’s a set of things that make it a case by
case thing. (2B team member)
For bilingual professionals, given that the Flemish speakers do not have such a distinction in their
language, it was easier for them to jump from formal to informal unconsciously.
The glossary of terms for French-speaking teams versus Flemish-speaking teams offers a
glimpse into the different understandings between the projects (p137-140). Ultimately, however,
workers from both languages encountered the same paradoxes as their colleagues within the mental
health field. The difference was in the way they could deal with those paradoxes that depended on
the organisational constraints or possibilities their contexts would allow. The Walloon project
especially stood out repeatedly in how limited the options offered were to people, beyond the teams’
support (Friedli, 2009; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
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The difference of the language employed during home interventions between service-users
and professionals, and that used in the interviews was also interesting. Furthermore, the language
used at the team level (both during the interviews and observations) and the higher political structures
made for a huge contrast also. There is a difference between the informal language used during home
visits, the language used by teams when they present themselves and that used in government
guidelines. Professionals often presented themselves as “translators” for their service-users and this
could also be felt during their interviews, as if they were building the bridge between practice and the
reform’s abstract language.
A good example of this difference in language between the teams’ ordinary work and the
government language, could be seen through the main focus of communication between them,
specifically involving outcome measures. Every year, the “promoting” structures and the government
expected an “activity report” which included some specific statistics. It became clear that “numbers
lie” as one participant put it, with team leaders especially, arguing that those didn’t reflect the actual
work and were therefore far from meaningful measures. Moreover, it was argued that they could be
manipulated to form any picture their analyst would want to them to. As mentioned earlier, many
teams felt that a lot of their work was not quantifiable and, in many ways, difficult to put into words,
especially ones to be understood by people not working in a mobile mental health team setting (p182).
The contextual environment of each project played a major role in the possibilities to work
with non-mental healthcare services. The Brussels region, for example, stood out as it offers a wide
scope of services where mental health service-users can find a place, such as cultural cafes or “social
restaurants” (p156). However, for the rural projects there was a lack of such detached spaces and
activities which often proved problematic for mobile team workers who aimed and wished to refer
and redirect service-users towards such spaces and in doing so avoid psychiatric or mental healthcare
spaces. Due to the lack of alternatives, workers were pushed to refer people to activities within
residential structures, such as day hospitals for example. It was difficult to have a conversation around
this in the interviews since there was not a lot of material to explore. As was said during the interviews:
“it is the opportunity that makes care” (P2BTL:20).

Conclusion
The language and vision differences, the interpretations and meanings rendered to serviceuser experiences were constantly brought into focus throughout this study. It could be argued that in
general, participants’ ideals (or at least the way they presented their work) were perhaps closer to
notions of person-centred care, as opposed to how things were. There were some very thoughtful
attempts by some workers to set up their team in new and reflective ways, even if they were limited
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by organisational constraints in practice. However, this was not always the case with many employing
a language that was directly linked to their hospital experience (e.g. “patient”) or mentioning a need
for psychiatric “guidance” in their work. Furthermore, the contrast between mental health structures
and service-users’ experiences became increasingly obvious, especially in practice.
Thought and care was evident in how the teams presented themselves and their work. Personcentred care was always at the forefront with ideas celebrating choice, empowerment and even
citizenship. For example, there was a lot of deconstructing ideas on the use or need for diagnoses, yet
this scepticism was often limited. Team members seemed to recognise the controversial nature of
labels and were often interested in the role of social circumstances in a person’s life. Despite this,
personal disorder was also very much considered or at least implied. For example, many services used
‘personality disorder’ diagnoses as an exclusion criterion for their service or organised their
interventions differently for people with this label.
The home context definitely altered the perception institutionalised workers had of serviceusers. Moreover, these professionals were now forming relationships with workers from other sectors
within the community, such as social services. The difference in the language used by each was
interesting, with social workers interested in circumstance and context, without the need to discuss
‘psychiatric symptomatology’. Especially revealing was the mental health professionals’ approach who
aimed to ‘educate’ their colleagues in social services about service-user experiences.
Many participants alluded to the fact that they became ‘translators’ between different
services and structures. Although this appeared at first to promote person-centred ideals following on
from the previous point, it could also be understood differently, suggesting that in fact workers failed
to perhaps grasp the incommensurate nature of different perspectives, while also never questioning
their own. As participants explained, the way they communicated and worked with other services
often felt fragmented as if they each existed on separate ‘islands’ (often in competition with each
other even within the same projects), rather than part of an integrated and heterogeneous whole. In
this way, a perspective or story could not be ‘translated’ into another.
The teams seemed to present opposing values and beliefs, either within and between teams
or between sectors and areas. It became increasingly clear that the 107 reform did not provide a valid
alternative to resolve the contested nature of the prevailing bio-psycho-social model. The reform
created the illusion of a deinstitutionalisation process based on evidence-based models. Actually, the
same contested and unresolved issues remained. This evident lack of direction, originally based on
ideas of a bottom-up approach and seen as a strength, could have pushed the teams to develop in
ways that allowed for dissensus both within teams but also through the different hierarchical levels
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and structures. Failing to address those many ideological and linguistic differences became a gateway
for the omnipresent promoting hospitals to permeate mobile community work, further entrenching
established perspectives. Simply put by a service-user during a visit, they said: “this is my story, but
the science hasn’t caught up with me”.
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Part III: Navigating Paradox
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Chapter 8:
Discussion - Emerging Paradoxes
Introduction to Chapter 8
This work started out as a piece of critical research which was to concentrate on how different
models of community work were adapted and adopted by mobile teams (p35-43). However, broader
social and political questions concerning the space and time in which the study was carried out
broadened the focus. How the teams chose to (re)define the social construction of mental illness in
their given structures and changing contexts became of interest. What that (re)definition involved,
how it occurred and how it was represented through the work of psychiatric professionals in mobile
teams became the main focus of this work.
Objects of psychiatric practice are represented in numerous tools, tests, therapies and
everyday conversation, buildings, as well as in the division of labour, in disciplines and hierarchies that
surround the service-user. Diverse theories intermingle and overlap with one another, each one
highlighting a different part of a specific and powerful theoretical matrix (Joseph, 2015). Ultimately,
however, professionals’ ideologies and systems of reference are displayed in their effects on the lives
and activities of hundreds of thousands of human beings who are said to be suffering from one or
other form of ‘mental illness’. Professional representations of such ‘illness’ often become evident only
in so far as psychiatric workers describe, discuss and organise real live ‘patients’ or ‘clients’ or ‘users’
in real circumstances (Prior, 1993). Consequently, as well as examining various forms of written texts
and spoken interviews from professionals as well as direct observations of their everyday work, this
study also makes reference to the everyday experiences of people regarded as ‘mentally ill’ and users
of those services, who have produced a wide area of ‘experiential’ works (for example, LeFrançois,
2013; Russo and Sweeney, 2016). These works deal exactly with how psychiatric ideology has
impinged their lives.
To be explicit the analysis and ensuing discussion is only one part of the reform process. As
such, it is partial as well as subjective and by no means all-encompassing (Charmaz, 2006). I have
chosen to opt out of presenting a conclusion to this work. Instead, the paradoxes that emerged
throughout the study are put forward with the opportunity to allow for possibilities rather than a given
finality (Frank, 2012). As has been the case throughout, this discussion is grounded in the methodology
and specifically in the ideas of confluence. Trusting this process may ultimately allow for possibilities
and dialogues to develop through the emerging paradoxes.
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In the following paragraphs, I will look at the paradoxes and contested meanings of that
language and the hierarchies within those relationships as well as how those were and are embodied
in practice based on the analysis presented. I will revisit the methodology developed for this study
throughout, as well as the limits that I encountered while conducting it.

The 107 paradox(es)
A paradox is defined as a statement that, despite apparently valid reasoning from ‘true’
premises, leads to a seeming self-contradictory or logically unacceptable conclusion (Oxford
Dictionary, 2019). It goes beyond the idea of a ‘mistake’, misunderstanding or irony. Rather a paradox
involves contradictory yet interrelated elements that exist simultaneously and persist over time (Smith
and Lewis, 2011). Moving beyond Aristotelian ‘endoxa’ (accepted wisdoms), in this case the
established constructs within western society and specifically surrounding mental health and illness,
this study became one of the ensuing ‘paradoxa’. Throughout the analysis and observations,
paradoxes emerged specifically concerning the reform as well as the wider contested field of
psychiatry (Durkheim, 1982; Cormack, 1996).
Based on the analyses presented, it could be concluded that mobile teams are creating new
‘spaces’ within ‘new’ temporalities with ‘new’ values based on an adapted collective memory,
founded on ‘new’ relationships, thus creating a ‘new’ language (chapter 5). However, it seems that
looking more closely, especially when considering practice, a more complicated picture emerges
(chapter 7). Mobile teams could be said instead to be colonising existing spaces (in this case people’s
daily life within their homes) and temporalities, through a system based on older yet adapted values.
This seemingly ‘new’ way of working thus becomes a reflection of an older order, with the hierarchical
relationships and the language created/used reflecting established yet contested and paradoxical
meanings and views.

Social fact
This “107 paradox” could be explained in terms of a “social fact”. A social fact, according to
Durkheim, represents a broad tapestry of norms, assumptions as well as social and economic
institutions that transcend any one individual or organisation and becomes as he describes “states of
collective mind” (Durkheim, 1982). It constrains how we think and/or act and becomes simply the way
things are done. Social facts “consist of manners of acting, thinking and feeling external to the
individual which are invested with a coercive power by virtue of which they exercise control over him”
(Durkheim, 1982:52). This does not mean that there is never innovation or attempts to fix the system.
People are always developing creative ideas and approaches. However, most innovation takes place
within the assumptions, beliefs and values of the social fact. At its core the social fact in psychiatry
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and mental health situates the “mad” as the ‘other’, as objects of care rather than as the subjects,
who could also be protagonists in their own life story (if given the means). People may have the
capacity to rise up from their situation but they do so only when they have certain key things many
take for granted, such as legal protection against violence, justice in the courts, the ability to get
financial help or freedom to work and links to wider circles of social life (Durkheim, 1982). The difficulty
is that this ladder to an active social life is missing in many cases within the mental health system, both
as a result of organisational constraints and pathologisation (Spandler, Anderson and Sapey, 2015),
which in effect provides incentives for mental health services not to build such ladders.
Innovation and new approaches are developed and implemented within the current, given
and accepted framework, which is actually a harmful one (chapter 7). If the new approach proves to
be successful it is, in fact, making a harmful system more effectively harmful (Klein, 2010). The system
of addressing the needs of users is, effectively, a system that is creating users (Metzl, 2010). The way
that the mental health system is set up is based on the belief that there are issues or symptoms to be
addressed rather than people (Pilgrim, 2009). Issues are addressed institutionally, programmatically.
As first coined by Pierre Bourdieu a ‘symbolic violence’ ensues by “the imposition of systems of
meaning that legitimise and thus solidify structures of inequality” (Wacquant, 1998:217). Using a
medical model, people are understood mainly through their presenting symptoms (p188-194),
considerably limiting possibilities for them to be addressed through other means. Although this may
prove liberating for some who may self-identify (Callard, 2014), for others such an approach is
understood as reductionist and harmful (Read, et al., 2004). “Mad” people are made to be the users
and clients of an institution and other facets, such as their story, become unimportant. However, if
they climb out of the current system, this institution becomes obsolete. That would presuppose that
there is no physical, psychological or social coercion and control for users (Morgan, et al., 2016).
Climbing out of the current system becomes near impossible.
This is not to say that professionals’ intentions are not centred on creating support but the
argument is that those are just not enough (see Two Stories section; p174-177). With health and
mental health becoming a commodity it takes on all the aspects of an industry that creates wealth
based on a need (Metzl and Kirkland, 2010; Cederström and Spicer, 2015). As a result, we need to ask
ourselves: who benefits the most from the way things are currently set up? The people who we are
trying to help or the people who work and are part of that institution? To notice and expose currents
of power is not to expose people as malevolent. It is to claim that they, like everyone else, find it very
difficult to understand a society as large and as complex as ours. Navigating the interface between
individual meanings and actions and the collective narratives and powers is by no means easy,
especially since a lot of it is hidden.
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The main 107 reform paradox lies in the limited possibilities the teams were given to really
provide alternatives to hospital admissions. Many teams were not happy with what their target
populations had been reduced to and wished to be able to provide more of a “gatekeeping” function
in order to prevent admissions (p116; p167-168; p197; CRHT model; National Audit Office, 2007).
There was, however, no possibility to reassess their inclusion criteria by their promoting hospital. It
became apparent that if the teams started supporting people with more severe presentations, this
would mean that they would come into direct competition with hospital in-patients but also, they
would not have the means or the tools to support them effectively (p.167-168; p196-197). With a lot
of beds available and needing to be filled, the teams had to limit themselves to people who were
either eligible for first line care or ambulatory sector care, for whom they were able to provide help,
with what seemed a small percentage really representing people with a risk of admission. As a result,
the teams occupied a very paradoxical position, they were said to operate within the community but
were employed by hospital. Moreover, they were said to avoid or shorten admissions, but they were
discouraged from coming into direct competition with their promoting hospital.

Social control practices
It is clear that what people think and believe about mental disorder is invariably reflected in
some manner in the conceptual, material and bureaucratic tools which they use to organise
such conditions. Consequently, by examining those tools one inevitably comes to understand
the nature of the raw materials which they shape (Prior, 1997:12).
The current mental health system is very much interlinked with the way the Belgian health,
social, housing and legal system are organised. As mentioned throughout this work, the country
presents wide differences in its economic systems across its regions and this very much affects those
systems (Friedli, 2009). As a result, each region has its own particularities (p25-26). There were several
aspects of the mobile team work that interlinked with the rest of the system, often in paradoxical
ways. Bureaucratic procedures aimed at helping people were in fact experienced as volatile and
uncertain, when seen from the perspective of its receptors. For people caught in those situations,
professionals and service-users alike, such bureaucracies paradoxically produced precisely the
insecurity that they sought to eliminate (p116; p165). Workers often claimed their care was personcentred and aimed at beneficence, yet they too often fell into coercive practices, as offered by the
health, social, housing and legal system with such procedures ultimately beyond their grasp and logic
(chapter 7). The following paragraphs are a few examples of these paradoxical procedures.
In a health system using a language promoting choice, it was revealing to see coercive-like
practices in daily mobile work, from forced admissions (appendix A.4), administrative/money trustees
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(appendix A.3) or retention measures/CTOs (appendix A.5). Often, this made service-users angry but
generally compliant. Unsurprisingly, people under a ‘retention’ showed compliance for the two years
necessary and often disengaged when the time was up (sometimes to the professionals’ surprise and
confusion). As for the administrative/money trustee procedure it too created a set of different
problems, including an increased risk of coercion when setting it up, as it was often used as a threat
(e.g. to ensure compliance with medication). Moreover, it was also detrimental in the way people
were constrained in their everyday life. Having limited access to their own money for various needs
was inevitable and could become an increasingly complicated process. Any purchase that was ‘out of
the ordinary’, any activity that was considered special had to be requested by the trustee who had to
first be contacted and reached in order to finally decide whether an allowance was worthy to be
increased.
These types of practices limited people’s opportunity for “self-determination”, which involves
“the ability to act with free will and can be an important aspect in a person’s recovery” (Morgan, et
al., 2016:105). Furthermore, they raise concerns regarding increased coercion and the role of mental
health professionals as enforcers of social control. Coercion has been identified as the use of physical
force (such as restraint) or, more broadly, as incorporating a range of interpersonal interactions
resulting in influencing service-users decision-making and actions. It can include manipulation of
service-users’ wishes and restricting access to information (O’Brien and Golding, 2003). Different
techniques have been identified and were observed during this study such as persuasion or
interpersonal leverage (e.g. disapproving professional), inducements by rewards and enticements or
conditions set for a specific action to be taken, threats and compulsion or compulsory treatments
which are supported by legislation such as ‘retention’ measures or CTOs (Szmukler and Appelbaum,
2008). Practices such as forced treatment, including pharmaceutical interventions, have been
identified by service-users as a barrier to accessing care (Snow and Austin, 2009). This may be
exacerbated for minority groups who are more likely to be the subject of these compulsory powers,
including voluntary admissions through coercion (Laurence, 2003; Bindman, et al., 2005). Service
developments such as locked wards, have also been identified as inherently coercive (Bentall, 2013).
Paradoxically, many participants in this study argued for a mental health system that would
promote certain “gaps” for people to have the possibility to fall through them (p178). Many
participants were shocked with the extent of social control imposed in the UK, for example, especially
in the transparency between teams and services. They actively sought to avoid it in their practices.
However, in pressured situations, such practices were employed albeit implicitly (as mentioned
above), with some workers being repeatedly accused of “blackmail”. The question also arises explicitly
regarding people who do not consent to care: what options are there to choose? Moreover, how does
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one disengage from coercion practices (Morgan, et al., 2016)? Although the law in Belgium clearly
proposes that if a person is not in danger and does not want care, he is free to do so, implementing
this in practice was not always straightforward nor respected.
The notion of social control can also be examined through the nuance between the practice
of ‘professional secrecy’ and confidentiality. In Belgium, certain professions operate under the law
‘professional secret’, by which workers cannot divulge any information that was transmitted to them
in the process of their function. The ‘professional secret’ is permanent, even when an intervention has
ended and involves information that is personal and could be used to identify a person. In this way,
somebody that sees different professionals from different services can choose which information s/he
shares, while each professional should not act in complete transparency between themselves, since
they may not all have the same information. In general, the ‘professional secret’ is and should be seen
as a tool and not a constraint, both for the service-user and the professional. In other words, “silence
has meaning” (De Greef, 2018:37) and it is a right for the service-user that the professional is obligated
to uphold. On a micro level guaranteeing confidentiality not only allows professionals to maintain
people’s fundamental rights (even the right to lie, if one so wishes or needs) but also may act as a
gateway to establish a relationship of trust. On a macro level, aside from protecting individual
confidentiality, the concept of ‘professional secrecy’ also represents a societal value: the citizen’s right
to a private life participating in a society that is cohesive and just (Bosquet, 2018).
Unfortunately, the founding ideology behind this law was not always upheld in practice. On a
macro level, the ‘professional secret’ law has evolved, shaped by the Belgian social and political
context. Social control politics in the form of security policies introduced in the 1990s allowed for the
confusion between notions of prevention and the maintenance of public order. Meritocratic ideas,
the individualisation of social responsibility and the criminalisation of poverty meant that work
became a moral obligation. In this sense, a person out of a job and dependent on welfare was seen
either as a fraudster and a criminal or a ‘good poor’ when an active job seeker. The beginning of the
20th century introduced evaluation and management techniques aiming to standardise care practices
(or perhaps render them uniform) in order to make those ‘effective’ and profitable. At the same time,
‘transparency’ was introduced through the use of computer filing systems, despite reluctance as to
whether they are actually facilitating practice (Bosquet, 2018). All those developments further shaped
both societal understandings of confidentiality as well as the law and practice.
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In Belgium, several events within the social and political context further promoted a ‘leaking’
culture between care professionals. Heavily mediatised cases including the ‘Dutroux affair’3 and the
revelation of paedophilia practices in the Catholic Church in the 00s, a social fraud conflict (and the
ensuing austerity politics) born in 2014 and the terrorist acts of 2016 (Bosquet, 2018) shaped public
opinion leading to national organisational changes. Exceptions to the confidentiality law were
broadened as a result of these events, namely when associated with risk but also for court case
testimonies. However, in practice there was a clear “banalisation of the exception” (Bosquet,
2018:12), including due to ignorance as to the specific details of the law amongst professionals. There
was a culture of oversharing, where when uncertain professionals spoke out rather than promote
silence, arguing that as such they were acting with ‘beneficence’ and ‘to be sure’. Moreover, serviceusers who were found out to have shared different versions of similar stories were seen as
“manipulative”. As a result, they were assigned specific diagnoses notably personality disorders (p164;
176; p196).

Deinstitutionalisation
There have been many explanations for mental healthcare and deinstitutionalisation reforms
such as 107. Many have been concerned with technological explanations such as the emergence of
new drugs but those have fallen short in giving a global picture (Prior, 1993). Scull (1977) argued that
such processes were linked to a shift in the needs of late capitalism such that unproductive labour no
longer needed incarcerating but could be monitored with newer community-based techniques. Based
in Marxist terms, this explanation has some connection with Foucault’s methodology of thought,
which would argue that this was a shift from sovereign to disciplinary power, from “exile and
enclosure” to “monitoring and surveillance” (Foucault, 1977). For example, as can been seen in
practice and as mentioned in the interviews, the differentiation between psychiatry and mental health
was relevant for the teams. This great separation between the healthy and the ill is effectively replaced
by arguments of a ‘continuum’, where everyone is “precariously healthy and everyone [is] precariously
ill” (Armstrong, 1998:455). This new form of ‘surveillant’ psychiatry utilises practices of social control
(as seen above) to implement a reform in the community, based on established yet adapted powerful
notions of mental illness.
Just as the demise of the asylum can be linked to the disappearance of madness and the
emergence of psychiatric disorder in the community (Armstrong 1979, Prior 1991, 1993), so
the decline of the traditional hospital in the immediate post-war years can be seen as simply
3

Marc Dutroux is a convicted child molester and murderer. His widely publicised trial in 2004 caused
discontent amongst the Belgian public with the country’s criminal justice system and was an important
catalyst for the reorganisation of law enforcement agencies.
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the architectural and institutional manifestation of this new perception, of this new social
representation, of the nature of illness: if there was not a separate population of the ill and a
separate population of the healthy, what role for a bounded hospital (Armstrong, 1998:455)?
This shift in political ideology from sovereign to disciplinary power situates “the problem of
health and disease at the level of the individual” (Crawford, 1980:365). Health and mental health
become ideological positions based on value judgements, hierarchies and assumptions inevitably
constructed by power (and privilege) as much as ‘well-being’. In this respect, the individual produces
a specific type of subjectivity constructed by the presently dominating neoliberal governmentality,
(p51-52; Geekie and Read, 2009). Moving beyond the valid argument that health is a fixed entity which
should merely be reallocated and redistributed evenly, health (including mental health) not only
presents itself as a commodity but as a moral value of everyday life, with certain characteristics
constructed as desirable and healthy, while demoting others as offensive and/or irresponsible (Metzl,
2010).
The resulting iatrogenesis means that health ‘benefits’ are promoted without necessarily
supporting the person affected (Illich, 1976). Moreover, health-ism and sane-ism allow to discriminate
against specific health or mental traits considered ‘unhealthy’. Masked as objective certitudes
promoting health and well-being, these ideologies effectively determine all matters of corporeality,
ability and ultimately normalcy through a Foucauldian ‘discourse of power’ (Metzl, 2010). With the
biomedicalisation of mental healthcare and a move to a new form of ‘surveillant’ psychiatry (within
the community), mental health becomes the total absence or abnormality which is now considered a
personal/individual responsibility and choice, promoted by societal value judgements reflected in
professional practice.

‘New’ practices, same paradoxes
As mentioned, ‘mental illness’ could be shaped by the practices that surround it and as such
the way the different disciplines are organised reflects what ‘illness’ is at any one time. The ways in
which different professions fragment, divide, classify, analyse and organise a person’s life contributes
in the way in which they are perceived within the social order (Prior, 1993). As a result, the person is
‘decomposed’ into self-contained fragments, where parts of existence are dealt with based on
differing professional interests and strategic positions. Examining this ‘biopsychosocial’ model more
closely (Engel, 1977) both in theory and in practice shows that all professions, although aiming at
autonomy, finally situate themselves in relation to the medical profession. This has been historically
so, since the psychiatrist has always represented the “dominant profession” (Freidson, 1970) with
other professions “subordinate to it” (Prior, 1993). This is visible in how all other disciplines
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represented in the mobile teams have to be at the very least approved by psychiatrists and hospital
structures, as seen in both the interviews and ensuing observations.
As mentioned (p113-115, p179-183), in most teams professional disciplines were not always
made explicit. Many workers alluded to having a general ‘psycho-social’ function and some mentioned
that this was actually a ‘new’ discipline generated by mobile work. Their understanding of this new
practice was based on their background and previous experience. Although they were now working
outside the residential institutional setting they were not freed from the professional dominance of
psychiatrists (Prior, 1993; Read, et al., 2004). There was, however, a shift in ‘responsibility’ with mobile
team workers carrying more of it in the mobile setting and psychiatrist effectively less. Psychiatrists
met with service-users much less than other mobile team professionals, if at all, yet they still carried
the ‘medical responsibility’ for the team (appendix A.1).
Examining the disciplines and practices within the mobile teams the tendency remained to
assist psychiatrists. Nurses, for example, were no longer confined to the technical acts and duties of
psychiatrists within hospital and at first glance appeared to be active participants in the design and
execution of intervention processes. However, their goals were more often than not directed by the
psychiatrists. Social workers, who had been peripheral to the hospital setting and always looked to
the outside and to the return in the home environment, were able to perhaps feel more at home
within a mobile team. However, their work often remained dominated by the same concepts of
‘aftercare’ as it had been in hospital. Psychologists often felt undervalued and aimed to have a more
specifically ‘therapeutic role’ (many expressed this in their ideal vision) but given the ‘medical
responsibility’ held by psychiatrists, such a role would in any case be under psychiatric direction
(appendix A.1). As for special educators (equivalent of occupational therapists), where relevant and
present disciplines in teams, they didn’t seem to hold a clear identity to their role. This was perhaps
the main reason why they could not break away from leaning onto psychiatric input.
The ‘colonisation’ of psychiatry into mental healthcare and specifically within the mobile work
function became obvious, not only in the relationships between team members and disciplines but
also within the intervention setting as well as the structural levels (p179-183). It could be argued that
the theoretical distinction between ‘mental health’ and ‘psychiatry’ was an extension of this
occurrence (p132; p183). More specifically, the focus of psychiatry widened in making this distinction
by shifting the attention from relatively rare occurrences to ‘milder’ situations and minor ‘deviations’
from so called normality or average presentations (Armstrong, 1998). In doing so, it seems easier to
‘colonise’ the home setting in a ‘panoptical’ way, since the person’s everyday social life, including the
family and community become objects to be examined more closely for finer details (p151-153;
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Bloomfield and McLean, 2003; Read, et al., 2004; Moriarty, et al., 2007). Professionals ‘dropped in’ to
service-users’ homes and lives for short, predetermined time periods, while attempting to continue
to manage and monitor for the remaining time, from a distance (chapter 6). Home, which is often (but
not always) felt to be a ‘safe haven’ (Pinfold, 2000) came to be in most cases synonymous to mobile
community care. Paradoxically, a few team members who made the distinction between psychiatry
and mental health yet were more concerned with matters of the latter were often more prepared to
return to their residential sector job. Similarly, others also wished for their team to be more detached
from hospital. By widening the distinction both in theory and in setting, the clinical “gaze” through
‘discourses of power’ into people’s life broadened (Metzl, 2010).
The role of peer support may be the most obvious example in showing how the mobile teams
were perhaps not so novel in their way of working and approaching mental healthcare as originally
thought. Peer support work became increasingly relevant in Belgium during the time of this research,
with university courses developing and some teams employing workers in that function. As mentioned
in the analysis however (p118, p165, p179), it was difficult for teams to understand and invite this
function within their work. It brought into focus the need for the “pathology” to first be acknowledged
and in turn accepted by the person for them to be considered a peer. Paradoxically, this was based on
a medical model of ‘mental illness’, while the peers were employed to function because of their
experiential knowledge. It therefore became increasingly apparent that, by ‘professionalising’ peers
and positioning them within biopsychosocial models of work, specific stories of ‘recovery’ which were
aligned with those models were more accepted than others. Specific ‘types’ of recovery stories
determined who became a peer support worker, with many other stories left behind. Moreover, the
notion that there is a singular and authentic ‘voice’ or ‘story’ of ‘the recovered patient’ is far from
true, since people in any social group have varied interests and perspectives (Said, 1978; Pembroke,
2009; Cresswell and Spandler, 2016). Furthermore, this shows that if looked at closely the reform
highlights the paradoxes of the false binary between the notions of responsibility and choice versus
the medical model. However, not only do they co-exist, but one appropriates the other, depending on
who is promoting them, in effect proving that they may be confluent and sides of the same coin.
Finally, it was revealing to reflect on what the teams did not talk about. Participants had
difficulty thinking of ideals because they didn’t know what possibilities could exist and were rather
constrained by the way things were done. It became obvious that what people understood their work
to be also constrained them in thinking outside their current practice and beyond the ‘social fact’
(Durkheim, 1982). Whilst it would be wrong to assume that the changes in the mental health system
were wholly imposed by policy makers and were a result of organisational consequences or a general
reconceptualization of mental illness, it is perhaps fair to assume that the ideologies and effects on
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the social life of service-users were not entirely foreseen or fully understood by professionals
themselves. However, it is professional practice which ultimately comes to define mental illness and
therefore inevitably holds a large part of the responsibility in how care is delivered and received (Prior,
1993).

(Re)established hierarchies
Team members often aimed at deconstructing their previous visions of mental healthcare. As
shown in the analysis, the new spaces and temporalities in which they found themselves was also an
exercise in unravelling certain so called ‘facts’ they had learned during their educational years as well
as through their residential experiences (p156-160). Many participants showed active self-criticism.
However, this research strongly suggests that for many the old patterns of understanding were still
present despite ‘new’ found practices within novel contexts. I was invited into many ‘critical’
conversations during this research but most involved established narratives either of so-called antipsychiatry or social psychiatry movements, with only limited knowledge of experiential movements.
Throughout the observations, it became obvious that instead of celebrating certain nuances
or even differences and pluralities in meaning, many conversations turned to established meanings of
“person-centred care”, “recovery”, “resilience”, “independency” amongst others. Some team workers
who attempted to detach themselves from those established meanings, were quickly deemed “too
critical” with established understandings, especially surrounding the ‘biopsychosocial’ model, that
remained constantly at the forefront (Read, et al., 2004). Although teams presented as being
‘multidisciplinary’, most of them did not work in a horizontal way which would have allowed different
views to coexist (e.g. p178-183, p193). Rather, the psychiatrists had a very clear directive role and the
‘final voice’ in how the teams operated and intervened. The same hierarchies that could be recorded
in hospital teams were to be found in mobile teams (Prior, 1993), since both the finances and the
blueprints of those teams were originally based on their promoting hospitals.
This “107 paradox” proved to be a type of ‘tug of war’ between the reform ideals and the
status quo of powerful hospital structures. The teams came to be stuck between the people they were
developed to provide care and those whom they were able to do so, with many dealing with
presentations that were perhaps less ‘severe’ than the reform had originally called for. The teams
were therefore adding to existing structures without necessarily changing the system, especially since
the immense number of hospital beds had first to be filled. In cases where teams were said to indeed
decrease admission periods, workers understood that this was only in fact to empty hospital beds
quicker with new admissions (and money) welcomed as a result. To some extent the function of
mobile teams became marginal, their interventions subsidiary, became perhaps unnecessary (to the
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point of disserving), impractical, ‘un-therapeutic’ or ‘unsupportive’ and in the end offered ‘unhelpful
help’ for both the people themselves but certainly for the mental health system as a whole.
Paradoxically, an originally hospital-centric system had perhaps become even more so thanks to the
mobile teams, since the hospitals were the ultimate decision makers as financial promoters of 107
projects.
As demonstrated in Byrd’s (1981) study on the organisational constraints of psychiatric
treatment, it seems that key determinants of people’s care often rest on organisational needs rather
than service-user needs. Byrd contrasted the ‘professional perspective’, where care depends on
objective expertise, and the ‘bureaucratic perspective’, where care depends on organisational
patterns and constraints. The conclusion was that although people’s needs were emphasised by the
different professional groups, it was the organisational demands that structured care in practice. This
was also reflected in the reclassification of people’s presentation at various stages so as to better serve
organisational demands. The same was observed within this reform. For example, people were only
able to access care if there was availability. Whether someone was to be cared for in hospital or the
community was ultimately determined by the available openings in each setting at that point in time,
Hospital was favoured and when beds were no longer available people were referred to the mobile
teams. Care was therefore not provided depending on a person’s situation but by the extent of the
available resources, so much so that the nature of their ‘illness’ was redefined so as to better fit those
resources (Byrd, 1981). Consequently, this goes against concepts of person-centred care, which puts
the person in need of support at the centre of decision-making, planning and delivery, rather than the
concerns of the service itself (Morgan, et al., 2016).
As mentioned, it was evident that “it is the opportunity that makes care” (p201). In this way,
a reform and a true alternative to existing structures of care could not be easily provided if new spaces
were not created outside the current system. With hospital structures dominating the mental health
sector it was often the first and last port of call for many teams. Although people could avoid or
shorten their admission period, the possibilities for them in their everyday social life very much
depended on the socio-political context in which they were themselves found (Friedli, 2009). All too
often, people were still directed towards hospital day centres, psychiatric or mental health services,
subject to the same contested values, constructs and understandings (p174-177).
At the political and financial levels, the reform became the subject of a discussion around
bureaucratic notions such as implementations of reform “functions”. This “functionalization” of
mental healthcare was a direct result of the shift from bottom-up approaches, where teams could
organise and develop based on the local possibilities available, to ones that were top-down, with the
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federal government becoming increasingly strict financially while also taking on a directive and
executive role. Conversations became centred on funding of full-time equivalent workers rather than
on creating meaningful work practices. This was also reflected in the requested outcome measures
concerning “beds” and diagnoses as well as “catchment areas”. In this new language of policy, the
term ‘community’ came to emphasise geographical and locational aspects (Prior, 1993), rather than
values more directly associated with care.
During the time of this study the discourse surrounding the reform changed somewhat (or
perhaps was always implicitly so). There appeared two separate narratives about it. One was a story
of deinstitutionalisation where reform spokespeople made it clear that the purpose was to decrease
beds in hospital in order to keep on developing the mobile functions. For others, however, the idea of
the reform was to provide more care possibilities and alternatives to allow for more choice, promoted
through a ‘balanced care model’ of healthcare (Thornicroft and Tansella, 2013). This is important both
in understanding the positions people were able to take but also the way in which processes of change
were recounted and historicised in a way that kept the original order somewhat intact, yet with an
adapted hindsight.

(Re)creating the “other”
The move towards the development of mobile work did not seem to be a simple change of
care setting but was presented as an active attempt towards autonomy and self-determination for
individuals experiencing mental distress. Participants explained their work to be about giving back
choice and responsibility to the individual, about reconstructing the previously disempowered
inpatient into an independent citizen (p134-135; p154). As seen in the analysis, the language of
person-centred mobile care therefore increasingly became about ‘choice’ (p130; p151-153), ‘personal
responsibility’ (p. 156; p166-167) and ‘independence’ (p111), by individualising the person while
promoting ‘social inclusion’ within the community. However, these apparently progressive, inclusive
and person-centred approaches were more complex with often specific and prescriptive tactics in
practice (p177-179; Spandler, 2007; Sayce, 2016).
Examining the prevailing mobile teams’ discourse and ensuing practice more closely it is
evident that the defining characteristics of institutional care were fully present in the mobile and home
setting (chapter 7). Aspects of daily activity were organised and directed by mental healthcare
professionals who took on an authoritative stance. The concept of an intervention was therefore
broadened to cover aspects of a person’s life, which were perhaps peripheral or in any case easily
controlled within the hospital setting. Professional assessments of life became wider, from a person’s
‘needs’ to their ‘resources’ or capacities. This wider focus of the clinical “gaze” was evident inasmuch
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as it was directed towards a person’s behaviours, social relations and everyday activities, therefore no
longer confined to symptoms and biological characteristics of an illness (even if thought to be directly
caused by it). For example, bathing or exercising, work or dining in ‘social restaurants’ were
‘prescribed’. Those activities were seen as therapeutic and beneficial, part of a process of
‘normalisation’, of recovery and ‘citizenship’ (Sayce, 2016). Indeed, it was a “professionalisation of the
mundane” (Prior, 1993). However, the aspect of ‘mental illness’ remained present and was often cited
as the ultimate source and origin of a person’s problems. Professionals continued to observe, describe
and analyse service-users in terms of the same discourse that they were used to employ in residential
settings, as they assured me that “we speak the same language” (p187). Furthermore, the dominant
and prevalent constructs of mental illness were further underpinned by the wider organisational level
as seen above. Based on this, it was perhaps less clear whether the person was actually given more
choice or responsibility in the context of mobile work.
The concept of ‘independence’ therefore became part of a wider and broader discourse
related to fundamental processes at work in the social, economic and political fabric at large. It
pointed towards the reconstruction of the person from ‘ill’ and dependent to an individual within the
social fabric. This new social position was built around the notion of “needs” so although the person
was pushed to be independent, s/he remained different and socially distinct. As such, most people
who were seen by mental health services and especially those with a journey of psychiatric admissions
simply did not have sufficient material resources to position themselves as active agents within the
wider society. Rather than entering the social world as economically active citizens, service-users in
the community tended to live differently than the mainstream. In other words, these attempts at
independence could be said to have been fleeting or superficial, given that the reality was that serviceusers were (made to be) different than their social community and as a result the social demands
expected could not be fulfilled. They did not enter their social worlds automatically, nor were they
accepted more openly and readily by the community at large (Spandler, 2007). Although psychiatric
language was presented as having undergone change, this did not necessarily mean that the everyday
experiences of service-users radically changed (p174-177; Sayce, 2016). After all, people attended the
same day centres amongst the same individuals, many lived very solitary lives and the world of the
hospital was not left behind for good, but was always present and looming if only as a possible
eventuality.

Confluence
Based on the ideas of confluence, presented in this study’s methodology, the resulting
categories for this work show how this mental health reform has implicated all the actors present by
making them complicit within established power hierarchies. As a result, there is no stable analytical
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position and difference. Identity or systems of domination are complicit between and within their
formation as well as their (re)production (Joseph, 2015). In effect, the emerging paradoxes which were
introduced and are explored below show how ideological and organisational constraints in the mobile
teams’ work are sides of the same coin. Moreover, relative positions within the hierarchy reflect the
wider inequality and power imbalances. Service-users are limited by the same constraints and are part
of the same paradoxes as professionals, despite their different positions.
Using this type of analysis allowed for the focus to become wider in time and space across
procedures and processes. It unravelled how practices become institutionalised through policy (and
law) as well as across disciplines, identities and/or categories, resulting in a system of domination
(Prior, 1993). Rather than focusing on the distinct parts of an oppressive practice or the identity and
categories of difference (between professionals and service-users or different modalities of care), the
focus was on the total of these practices and social relations. By focusing on difference, understanding
tends to become fragmented and based on competition; analyses suggest separate, discontinuous
categories where someone else can possess expertise. In contrast, an analysis of confluence made it
a process of examining continuities rather than differences, relationships rather than distinct
categories. In turn, this process of continuity revealed the outlines of a set of power relations, systems
and practices that (re)create hierarchical structures and interdependent ‘knowledges’ reflected on all
the different levels of those structures (Joseph, 2015).
These profoundly biased while established forms of professional practice, disciplines, policies
and law had important implications in the way the reform developed and operated. These deeply
historical interdependent processes of mental health systems challenge conceptions of progress or
advancement since they (re)produced the same outcomes: a denial of (helpful) care, a reliance on the
old ‘medical personage’ and his (re)positioning as an expert through means of explicit ‘othering’ and
difference as well as ‘hidden’ violence through practices of social control. Such a critique does not
necessarily go against the reform. A position that is “anti” becomes problematic because it relies on
difference, since it can only exist as an antithesis (instead of on its own). Instead, a position of
confluence means that the reform is seen as part of a fluid and complex process, where all positions
are complicit. Despite this, positions are also infinite and each has unique possibilities to transgress
through this “encapsulation in a totalised system of discourse, power and knowledge” (Joseph,
2015:34).

Social Navigation
It was evident throughout this study that the professionals, the teams and the service-users
were put in a position where they were made to ‘navigate’ structures that were constantly and
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tumultuously in motion. Teams were starting to establish themselves, professionals were learning a
new way of working while political or hierarchical and financial changes also affected their work.
Service-users were also constantly made to navigate health and social structures, either directly
through the mobile teams’ intervention or as a result of their distressing experiences. In this way, each
actor’s social action was seen to be constantly generated in the knowledge that the field of her/his
representations was neither solid nor stable but shifting and fluid. More specifically, positions were in
a movement between the ‘here and now’ as well as in relation to social goals and prospective positions
(with the interviews questioning this process). The concept of ‘navigation’ points out this practice of
moving across a moving environment, as it emphasises a tentative yet constant dialogue between
possibilities and practice. It is a multiple process where planning and movement are constantly shaped
and attuned to each other (Vigh, 2009). In this way, any position on this mapping process is only
relative to the next and although this presented many constraints, it still allows for possibilities.
While navigating those structures, people were to direct their attention not only towards the
immediate social flows and shifts but also to how these would influence their positions and
possibilities towards their ideals. For example, during the second observation with the teams, there
were many speculations about the looming changes due to impeding financial constraints. Team
members discussed different scenarios and possible avenues to deal with them. Rather than being
predefined, environments and futures became dependent on the knowledge of the past (memory),
experiences of the ‘here and now’ and emergent or potential possibilities. How people chose to
‘navigate’ their social structures depended not only on the movement but on the possibilities for
movement. For example, for service-users living in precarious situations and specific geopolitical
contexts, possibilities were fewer and very much limited compared to others.
Anxiety and audacity, fear and courage, despair and hope are born together. But the
proportion in which they are mixed depends on the resources in one’s possession. Owners of
foolproof vessels and skilled navigators view the sea as the site of exciting adventures; those
condemned to unsound and hazardous dinghies would rather hide behind wind-breakers and
think of sailing with trepidation. Fears and joys that emanate from the instability of things are
distributed highly unequally (Bauman, 2001:122).
In this ‘seascape’ (as opposed to a static landscape), there is no transparent structure that
allows somebody to navigate but rather a changeable and constantly emergent process, with multiple
forces. This ‘social navigation’, as a modality of movement, is related to one’s social position and
experience. This equally means that the background variables that influence one’s navigation are not
singular and objective. Rather, one’s ability to control the flow of events is dependent upon one’s
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position within this social order. In effect, we all navigate, but the necessity of having to move in
relation to the movement of social forces depends on the speed and unpredictability of change as well
as the level of exposure or shelter that our given social positions and ‘capital’ grants us. Participation
in the ‘flow of life’ is therefore not only a question of will but just as much one of power (Vigh, 2009).
It is exactly here that ideas of social justice became paramount to this work.
As discussed, psychiatry and mental health, including deinstitutionalisation reforms, are
products of wider societal forces which are produced and shape this ‘seascape’ in which both
professionals and service-users find themselves in. In today’s context, positions within this ‘seascape’
are direct products of a neoliberal governmentality based on value judgements, hierarchies and
assumptions inevitably constructed by power (Foucault, 1994; Oksala, 2013). Specifically, concepts
and viewpoints within psychiatry and mental health (re)produce and occupy ideological constructs
reflecting wider society. Navigating these structures (for both professionals and service-users) allow
such positions to simultaneously be one’s own possession, actively sought and occupied, making
people dynamic and decisive participants in life and yet also the product of social and political forces
advanced by effects of power outside of one’s own influence (Vigh, 2009; Frank, 2012).
Discussed throughout this work, these wider hierarchies of power were seen to be
(re)produced both on a macro and micro level within teams and in regard to professional relationships
with service-users. In this respect, established value systems regarding health and illness were
perpetuated despite the seemingly progressive reform process (Metzl and Kirkland, 2010). Neoliberal
governmentality directed practice through the use of problematic medical value systems and
contested reductionist approaches (Read, et al., 2004). Adopting seemingly progressive approaches,
the reform presented as having undergone a shift from the psychiatric language of hospital, did not
necessarily mean that the everyday experiences of service-users radically changed (Spandler, 2007;
Sayce, 2016). The ‘updated’ mental health system reflected once more the dominant politics of
individual responsibility and selfhood.

Politics and possibilities
Collective representations are the result of an immense cooperation which stretches out not
only into space but into time as well (Durkheim, 1915:16).
It is human activity which creates the social world and holds the various aspects of social life
together as a coherent whole. Therefore, it could be argued that the social world is constructed
through human action and social representations arise through that action. ‘Mental illness’ can only
be the product of those who are concerned by it, who describe and explain it as well as those who
manage and care for it. Inevitably, psychiatric professionals have produced the processes and ideas
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which define and shape the ‘object’ they attend to (Prior, 1993). However, those representations are
only a part of a person’s existence, including their distress. It is therefore imperative to recognise that
there are numerous other sources and other types or representations, most notably by survivors
themselves, as will be explored in the following chapter.
Western biomedical and biopsychosocial models of mental illness deny people the
opportunity to be seen as a whole person, capable of being well when given the chance to be
supported and to belong. When systems of knowledge and law have historically fabricated and
reinforced this idea of ‘illness’ through targeted practices, the possibility of not being seen as such
becomes difficult for those targeted. Furthermore, the outcomes used in these practices are
continuously being reinforced by disciplines claiming objectivity. ‘Illness’ becomes static and
unchanging with clear distinctions being made across time and space, through relationships and
language. The ‘ill’, the ‘mad’, the ‘other’ is eliminated by experts without the need for heterogeneity
within the group or by sub-defining it (Said, 1978).
These ideological and structural or organisational constraints show us that we should reflect
on the politics of mental healthcare, on who holds the knowledge and which kind of knowledge that
is; on who holds the structural power and why. It is important to reflect on these questions to change
them so that we are able to offer real possibilities for people experiencing distress. Building spaces for
equitable dialogue to share in the complexity of human distress may allow us to make sense of it
together, whatever our differences. Those spaces may in turn offer us new and different ways of
understanding experience. However, if we retreat and maintain solely our ‘benevolent’ professional
intentions, the risk runs high that mental healthcare will inevitably fall back on the same unhelpful,
institutionalising and “othering” patterns.
Oppressive language does more than represent violence; it is violence; does more than
represent the limits of knowledge; it limits knowledge. Whether it is obscuring state language
or the faux language of mindless media; whether it is the proud but calcified language of the
academy or the commodity-driven language of science; whether it is the malign language of
law without ethics, or language designed for the estrangement of minorities hiding its racist
plunder in its literary cheek - it must be rejected, altered and exposed (Morrison, 1993).
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Chapter 9:
Paradoxical Possibilities
A doctor once pointed out to me - in the face of what he considered my obvious denial - all
the behavioural indicators associated with my particular brand of madness. To him, my selfinjury was a ‘symptom’; my panic was a ‘symptom’; my hearing voices and seeing people who
were not there were all ‘symptoms’. When he proclaimed, not without disgust, ‘You have a
mental illness’, I’d responded, ‘I thought I had stories to tell.’ [...]
My ensuing battle with that doctor - and, quite frankly, many others along the way - had
nothing to do with my ‘symptom profile’ or which ‘diagnostic category’ I belonged to. It did
have to do with the complete abrogation of my right to be a person in the world with a history;
a person trying to make sense out of her life. I was essentially disconnected from any context
that could have explained the chaos in and around me. This is what happens when the
individual is viewed as the problem, rather than the world the individual lives in. When the
actions we take to cope, or adapt, or survive are deprived of meaning, we look - well, crazy
(Filson, 2016:20-21).

Introduction to Chapter 9
The reform and this study of it has shed light on existing paradoxes within mental health, from
dominant yet contested discourses to hierarchical relationships of power. It is, however, in and
through those everyday paradoxes that the context for possibilities could be sought or created. All
positions within a system (or ‘seascape’) are understood as complicit, always relative to the system
itself and the differing positions within it (p56-57, p220-222; Joseph, 2015). Understanding this
dynamic is key in creating such possibilities, even though they will also, in turn, prove to be complicit
and relative to the system. Following this process, alternatives based on ideas of social justice could
be formed by examining the current paradoxes and contrasting those with the existing context. These
following pages will explore such possibilities for service-user and survivor-led approaches and
practices in mental healthcare by also acknowledging their own limits and paradoxes.
This chapter’s general idea focuses on breaking the established and dominant hierarchies and
discourses within mental healthcare relationships in order to allow for those alternatives. These could
have included practical organisational tools which may shape an organisation that allows for care to
be centred around the person rather than vice versa, by developing meaningful outcome measures
for the service-users. Or perhaps, possibilities could have been about providing certain resources for
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the teams (such as a secretary function, supervision or further training in ‘alternative’ or experiential
models) that would allow for more time and space to do real person-centred work.
Conversely, the discussion provided here is centred upon the conceptual underpinnings of
processes that may help in creating the ‘space’ and allowing the ‘time’ for a justly new ‘value’ system
to emerge. Based on the methodology for this work (supported by social justice ideas) and following
on from the analysis, this chapter explores the possibilities for an alternative ‘discourse/language’
based on ‘relationships’ built on a more equal standing. As such, this chapter (re)presents a
methodology, a process of creating possibilities and alternatives to current practices by considering
the ‘political’. Rather than ‘fixing’ a bad idea, the focus is on understanding how current practices are
co-opted or ‘mass-produced’ and ‘institutionalised’, even though they may have started as
‘alternatives’ (see Russo and Sweeney, 2016); how they have in fact been colonised by the established
‘social fact’ and how they in turn colonise new spaces. In that sense, ‘alternatives’ will never be
complete, all-encompassing or perpetual (long-lasting) but they will be about creating choices and
avoiding ‘narrow’, coercive and forced practices.
This chapter is mainly directed towards the participants of this study and the professionals
involved in mobile team work but may equally interest policy makers or researchers. Furthermore, an
important aspect in presenting these alternatives would be to invite service-users and survivors from
Belgium and outside to respond to both the study and the ideas presented below. Following on from
the discussion, the concepts presented are discussed rather than recommended. Whether there exists
the possibility for mental health services to inherently change in order to promote social justice, is an
important question which I leave to the reader to decide.
Many of these concepts will probably be familiar to most readers and/or professionals.
However, they are (re)presented using a different lens and position based on the methodology,
analysis and discussion of this work, heavily influenced by service-user, survivor and allied scholars
looking out toward social justice (p53-62). In this way, those familiar notions take on a different
meaning in comparison to how they may have been understood before. These could be interpreted
as existing within the ‘social fact’ of mental healthcare (p208-209), as they have indeed been used
until now. However, they may also be key in creating a different understanding of them and may act
as important possibilities in how we can step outside this ‘social fact’.
This deconstructing methodology to understanding these concepts differently is perhaps what
is key to creating real possibilities. In this sense, the following are not a set of strict recommendations.
Rather, they are about how mental health concepts, some of which were even said to be adopted by
the teams, may need to be deconstructed and thought through to progress them further into more
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socially just alternatives. It is therefore with a Leonard Cohen quote that I introduce the discussion of
the following concepts, which a service-user offered me as guidance during this study: “There is a
crack in everything. That's how the light gets in” (Cohen, 1992).

Dissensus
The need for partnership in healthcare may seem obvious, especially in multidisciplinary
teams that present themselves as working using a person-centred approach (p111). However, as
shown repeatedly in this work relationships are often unequal (p177-187). Service-users are
frequently set into passive roles to be directed by professionals (p218-210). Furthermore, within the
teams there is all too often a dominant discipline in psychiatry, while the teams as a whole are subject
to the decisions of financial promoters and policy makers (p216-218). To seek equality in practice
means therefore to seek equality of partnership in decision-making, to allow for ‘dissensus’ within
relationships.
As previously mentioned in the analysis (p160), ‘dissensus’ refers to acknowledging diversity
in values, without suppressing different perspectives through established hierarchies of power.
Moving beyond notions of collaborative practices aimed to reach ‘consensus’ where ultimately one
overriding value will dominate all others (Grebowicz, 2005), the focus is to allow “different values
remaining fully in play to be balanced sometimes one way and sometimes another according to the
particular circumstances of a given situation” (Morgan, et al., 2016:59). Success is therefore no longer
described in terms of “collaboration” (p115, p118-119) and invariably in the rhetoric of rigor and
reliability but instead relies on a radical shift towards sharp critical thinking and the precise use of
language, with each position constructively included (Gregowicz, 2005). Rather than organisational
procedures orienting and limiting what type of care a person has access to (p218; Byrd, 1981), the
work becomes centred around the person and their specific situation to reach decisions. The reality is
all too often that of leadership and dominance of an individual or a professional voice within practices
of coercive treatment and inequality, as explored repeatedly throughout this study (p214-220).
Conversely, dissensus (based in part on feminist innovation) relies on difference: between different
individuals and groups coming from different social and cultural assumptions and with different stakes
(Ziarek, 2001). It is therefore even more important to open spaces for a diversity of people and values
including those that validate the minority voices, without putting the system as a priority.
In order to achieve real ‘person-centred’ care based on the original Rogerian understanding
using a non-directive approach (p144; Rogers, 1951), as well as in order to include notions of dissensus
it is important to understand that clinical practice is based on a series of technical acts from the first
assessment to protocols and diagnostic categories (Read, et al., 2004). This fixed framework, which
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was often employed by the teams, means that there is little room to include a plethora of different
views, let alone give them each a balanced space. Moreover, in this regard, service-users’ experiences,
stories and views are always mediated and interpreted through this technical framework. Personal
meaning and the context of that meaning is often disregarded for the prevailing and contested
‘biopsychosocial’ models of understanding (Engel, 1977; Read, et al., 2004). People, including their
stories, are ultimately represented as ‘cases’ to be interpreted by professionals, further hidden behind
notions of professional secrecy (p212-213; appendix A.2). These interpretations, as seen during the
observations, inevitably reflect the power imbalances, where the dominant psychiatric discourse
becomes the prism through which a person’s experience is viewed (Beresford, 2013).

Narratives
In order to achieve a space of ‘dissensus’, it is imperative to allow for personal narratives to
have their place in mental health. However, personal narratives frequently undergo a
“pathologisation” (Pembroke, 1994) or a “de-narrativisation” process resulting in service-users’
stories to be narrated mainly through and for the mental health system (Morgan, et al., 2016). As
explored in the analysis, the way in which professionals spoke of service-users, from the terminology
to denominate them or the use of symptomatology to describe them, from note taking to directive
interventions, pointed to this “pathologisation” (e.g. p188-190; p190-194). In other words, people are
seen through the lens of professionals (or academics), which in effect could be understood as a “subtle
form of silencing” since this process prevents service-users from producing knowledge about their
experience on equal terms (Russo, 2012). A further issue is that certain narratives are prioritised and
valued over others, which proves especially true for certain recovery stories, from “celebrity
disclosures” to generally “positive” stories.
The problem with the dominance of psychiatric discourse is not linked to the existence of
experiential knowledge through personal narratives and their validity in contributing to developing
and changing the understanding around mental distress and mental health practices. Rather, the risk
lies in how personal narratives are engaged with, in ways that often reduces them into another set of
‘data’, clinical discussions and notes or symptoms (e.g. 178-179) to be analysed and interpreted within
the existing ‘social fact’ (p208), using established hierarchies, or as commodities for marketing
institutional or organisational agendas. During this study, I was present in policy meetings solely
interested in full-time equivalent workers, funding and catchment areas, ultimately pointing towards
a strict ‘functionalisation’ of care (p218-219). I observed professionals invited into people’s homes,
yet directing conversations, prescribing behaviours and looking to psychiatry for definitive answers
(both practically and intellectually). To avoid this co-optation, it is important to consider “context”
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using a wider frame, including the various subjective positions, which are heavily influenced by
hierarchies of power. Moreover, it is important to keep the contexts within which meaning making
can be diverse (Kalathil, et al., 2011). While many personal narratives focus on the loss of power
inherent in the experience of mental distress within care settings, they can also point to a different
kind of power that allows for self-determination through narrating one’s own story. It is, therefore,
imperative to be vigilant about existing inequalities and hierarchies that may affect meaning and
knowledge.
Furthermore, in engaging fully with personal narratives one must confront the question of
authenticity and truth. All too often, personal narratives are challenged by dominant discourses on
whether they are authentic and ‘true’ (e.g. p173). As Arthur Frank suggests, authenticity is always in
a type of negotiation, “always in dialogue, and sometimes a contest, between storyteller and listener”
(2012:2). In that sense, it is important to avoid viewing stories as fixed but as dialogical processes and
interactions. Moreover, pre-fixed frames of analysis without acknowledging the context and personal
meaning processes increase the risk of losing unique insights to a collective understanding. In this way,
the service-user’s story can no longer be understood as “data” to be interpreted and analysed but as
an “expert by experience” (Morgan, et al., 2016). Personal narratives offer their own theories,
concepts and notions of distress and in doing so they offer the possibility to deconstruct the dominant
psychiatric discourse by accepting it as just one of many. Rather than merely being “tolerant to
symptoms”, the focus shifts towards meeting the person ‘as and where they are’.
Arthur Frank explains that narratives have a value beyond the information they provide; that
the “witness offers testimony to a truth that is generally unrecognised or suppressed” and that an
engagement with this testimony is a “moral responsibility” (1997:137). The moral responsibility of the
reader/listener/viewer of narratives is to enter into a “dialogical relationship” (a relationship that
opens a dialogue, forms a relationship and is reflexive of the predispositions and contexts). Frank
suggests that “there is not, nor should there be, any method of narrative analysis, if method is
understood as a prescribed set of steps that the analyst should follow” (2012:72). Instead, he proposes
the idea of a “dialogical relationship” between the narrative and its recipient. Dialogue allows us to
avoid “finalisation” of meaning. Analyses and interpretations based on a dialogical relationship have
“little interest in excluding – it welcomes a proliferation of possibilities” (Frank, 2012:110). In essence,
they “let stories breathe” (Frank, 2012).

Recovery
Throughout this study, the idea of promoting recovery was at the forefront of person-centred
care for many teams (p34; p103-104; p112-113). The interpretation given in the context of mental
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health is paradoxical since it entails for people to return to their normal state of health or to regain a
position (Oxford Dictionary, 2019). In this way, it could be said to share many elements with the
concept of ‘cure’; it implies that the person has a ‘problem’. There are expectations that symptoms
will decrease or disappear completely, that the ‘illness’ will no longer interfere in daily life and
relationships and activities will be held as before. In this way, teams were often working with the idea
that their intervention had an end (even more so for French-speakers and their use of the word ‘care’;
see p137). In some cases, people were referred to hospital when several professional interventions in
the community hadn’t produced results (p184). This interpretation of recovery is closely linked with
the biomedical approach which also implies professionals as key figures in promoting recovery,
including for example, in the use of ‘recovery plans’ as a fundamental intervention guide as seen in
the context of the study (p103). In practice, however, psychiatry has struggled to find a ‘cure’ for
mental health ‘problems’, with all too often a pessimistic outlook through the perception of ‘chronic’
conditions (Morgan, et al., 2016).
Although, the use of the recovery model was central for mobile teams, people with lived
experience have repeatedly highlighted the devastating impact that such perceptions can have
(Deegan, 2009). With small percentages of people diagnosed with ‘serious mental health problems’
experiencing recovery (to the extent that their problems do not interfere with their daily lives), using
this framework leaves many people who have been diagnosed with limited hope for a rewarding and
valid life (Harding, Brooks, Ashikaga, Strauss and Breier, 1987; Nicholas and Reifels, 2014; Slade and
Longden, 2015). Inevitably, the value of this biomedical interpretation of recovery within mental
health should be examined and re-evaluated. Challenges have mainly come from service-user/survivor
movements, which have themselves represented a wide range of perspectives. They have challenged
power relationships and questioned the view of the established recovery model as defined by others
(Campbell, 2009; Pilgrim, 2009).
Based on the above, a different but valid and meaningful interpretation of recovery is an
approach that is owned by (and owed to) service-users. As Gosling puts it “we decide what we mean
by being well, we do not need someone else to tell us” (2010:13). In this way, recovery becomes a
personal journey where a one-size-fits all definition is impossible (unlike the use of a ‘recovery plan’
for all; p164-165). The focus is on accepting the possibility of multiple interpretations, considering a
person’s worldview rather than one based on an imposed framework. Even then, it risks reliance on
Western notions of individualism and downplaying structural inequalities and more collective
identities and cultures, which all need to be considered (Kalathil, et al., 2011).
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There are common themes that outline the work of service-users across the relevant
literature. For example, hope is a common thread and is seen as important for people to believe in
the possibility of regaining a sense of self, beyond their disability. It also is an important resource for
challenging times which resist pessimism, going beyond stigma (Deegan, 1996; Thornicroft, et al.,
2007). Recovery can allow for a new sense of self to emerge, with opportunities to build new
relationships and identities and where mental health problems are only a part of who they are. This
process has been described as “recovery in” (Davidson and Roe, 2007). Another relevant theme is that
of taking back control by recognising the person’s own expertise in understanding themselves and
their distress as well as their coping skills. All too often, people lose control over their daily life by
handing it over to professionals. This of course is not only challenging for the person themselves but
also for professionals and their responsibilities, especially when people are particularly distressed.
However, workers could transition from their role of prescriptive professionals (p152) to people with
knowledge and skill that are to be made available to service-users (Repper and Perkins, 2009). Serviceusers can retain control through professionals (Davidson, 2005).
As seen in the previous chapter, making choices and having control over one’s life in a world
of social control and forced treatment in the context of mental health is, at the very least, complicated
(p210-212; appendix A.3; appendix A4; appendix A.5). The recovery approach focuses on much more
than a mental health ‘crisis’, symptoms or getting ‘back to normal’. It encompasses a person’s journey,
their context and identity while it touches on broader notions of rights, roles, values, relationships and
opportunities within a socio-political setting. In this way, recovery has multiple interpretations and
often divergent views. Pilgrim (2008) highlights that this has very clear implications for practice. For
example, for one position a lack of insight is the barrier for recovery, whereas for the other it is the
denial of opportunity to exercise rights and choices which may have been removed by mental health
services. This ‘false consensus’ view of recovery was present throughout this study, leading to the risk
that recovery came to mean whatever the different stakeholders wanted it to mean to service their
interests, whether appearing in policy, professional practice or service-user narratives. However,
when considering the power differences this process of appropriation proves problematic (Pilgrim,
2008).
Recovery, therefore, presents a challenge in terms of its underlying politics, which were to
some extent often disregarded by professionals during this study. A focus on individual factors fails to
recognise the context in which people develop distress. Damaging and oppressive social environments
are not accounted for, with people in minority groups having only a limited voice within the recovery
movement (Kalathil, et al., 2011). Moreover, the widespread acceptance of recovery in policy may
reflect the fact that an emphasis on choice and autonomy suits current political ideologies. For
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example, employment has increasingly been presented by some as an important part, yet it may not
be a goal for everyone. ‘Choice’ may be presented as important, but it may also mask the increased
levels of privatisation and funding cuts across health and social care, with individuals having to manage
their own support leaving people isolated, stigmatised and alone in tackling a socially unequal welfare
system (Ferguson, 2007). Recovery can therefore often be perceived as ‘professionalised’ with notions
of ‘choice’ and ‘personal recovery’ leaning heavily on models of rehabilitation rather than
‘empowerment’.
If recovery emphasises people’s rights to self-determination, increasing opportunity and
taking back control, the reality is that often people are not facilitated in this. Suggesting selfmanagement and certain coping strategies may in itself be biased with a view that people are more
prone to lose control. For example, mobile teams often monitored triggers and early warning signs, a
system which was ultimately concerned with control or self-surveillance. Furthermore, handing over
control to others during a crisis, especially when people were admitted to hospital through the mobile
teams, only confirmed that the power was given back to institutions rather than to the person
themselves. An individual’s constant self-surveillance of their health and wellbeing forms part of a
recovery that is very much within a neoliberal governmentality approach by emphasising individual
autonomy, good citizenship and self-governance (p51-52). The ‘self’ controls itself, not the state. As a
result, genuine ‘choice’ is never entirely possible since non-conforming behaviours are rejected (Scott
and Wilson, 2011). This is further underpinned by the individualistic focus of recovery which fails to
consider social environments that may cause and perpetuate distress. Recovery by way of this selfgoverning idea where autonomy and choice are celebrated only comes to reinforce neoliberal models
by masking and ignoring social inequality.
Based on these points, promoting “recovering” should become a complex process which is
personal, social, political and continuous. As Deegan (1995) suggests, people’s right to determine their
own choices should be an outcome for recovery-oriented mental health services. Conversely, she also
proposes that compliance is not a desired outcome since it maintains an “external locus of control”
reinforcing a cycle of learned helplessness for people using services. Therefore, as suggested by the
“anti-recovery” movement and survivor group, Recovery In The Bin (RITB): autonomy and selfdetermination can only be achieved through collective action against “the effects of social and
economic circumstances such as poor housing, poverty, stigma, racism, sexism, unreasonable work
expectations, and countless other barriers” (RITB, 2019).
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Person-Centred Care
The prevailing idea in person-centred care has historically been to put the person affected at
the heart of mental healthcare (Rogers, 1951), especially when promoting a recovery-oriented
approach. Aside from working models with a focus on strengths and abilities, on individual selfdetermination or therapeutic risk taking to make choices, it has been proposed that shared decisionmaking may be an important start in departing from dominant and traditional mental healthcare
models (Morgan, et al., 2016). Furthermore, although a person could benefit from an excellent
relationship with a professional, the established power structures within mental health and psychiatry
cannot be limited to the personal but may have to include the social and political. Person-centred care
was mentioned throughout the interviews and observations as the pillar of mobile community work
(p111; p116-117; p123). However, such a notion was repeatedly proven to be more complicated in
the contested context of mental healthcare. From power imbalances within therapeutic relationships
(p160-165; p178; p191; p219-220), but also within teams and throughout the wider system (p165167; p217-219), person-centred approaches were continuously challenged. In this respect, personcentred models should perhaps start by including shared decision-making and non-directive
approaches primarily focused on preventing abuse, putting forward people’s rights by being extremely
aware of the contested and complicated field in which the ‘care’ relationship exists.
Observed repeatedly throughout this study, the professional usually informed the person of
the options and continued by persuading them to accept the option that was perceived to be the best
(e.g. p178). Notions of shared decision-making have been used to counter this pattern, which involve
sharing information, identifying the person’s preferences and jointly agreeing an option (Coulter and
Collins, 2011). In order to make negotiated decisions with service-users, it is deemed important to
understand one’s views, values and beliefs, without falling into assumptions that the person deemed
mentally ill is irrational and incompetent to make decisions. Even if choices are perceived as risky or
‘bad’ it is important to follow the person’s preferences, when and where possible. Furthermore,
shared decision-making is dependent on enabling people to be involved. A trusting therapeutic
relationship is key and it was repeatedly mentioned during the interviews as the main ingredient in
mobile work which was to provide the necessary conditions for a person to share their preferences
and be offered opportunities (e.g. p111; p134). Moreover, it is also important in that context to
recognise the influence of culture on the experience of distress (Kalathil, et al., 2011). Therefore, a
“culturally competent” approach to care which is aware of factors such as language, values,
community and family relationships can prove important when developing therapeutic relationships
(Dy and Purnell, 2012). Previous experiences of stigma, prejudice and discrimination may have caused
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people to be guarded about developing such relationships so the need for understanding and empathy
may be key (Morgan, et al., 2016).
In practice, however, including during the observations of this study, it was often the case that
service-users’ abilities came into question by professionals when faced with decisions (e.g. p164,
p178). Discourses that emphasise a lack of rationality and competence are still prevalent and
undermine a shared decision-making approach. ‘Cognitive ability’, ‘paranoia’ and ‘insight’ or
diagnoses of ‘personality disorder’ are contested terms, yet frequently used in practice (e.g. p182) and
seen as barriers, even if studies have shown that people with ‘serious’ mental health problems want
to and feel able to be involved in decision-making (Matthias, et al., 2012). The power of mental health
professionals and generally services endorsed by policy and legislation, limits the possibilities for
shared decision-making. ‘Capacity’ was regularly used as an argument against autonomy and a
person’s liberty was often at risk when encountering services, from coercive practices to voluntary or
even forced admissions (p210-213; appendix A.4; appendix A.5). This shows that professionals have
the power to override people’s personal preferences and many using services are fully aware of this.
It would therefore be naïve to think that this disparity in power does not influence what is said, done
and decided within the therapeutic relationships as well as the constraints on shared decision-making
(Morgan, et al., 2016).
Lately, the Open Dialogue approach practices have become increasingly adopted in many
mental health services across Europe and is increasing in popularity in Belgium over the last few years.
It is thought to offer a few practical answers to the limits posed by person-centred care. Originally
from Finland, Open Dialogue was implemented to change the hospital admission procedures (Seikkula
and Olson, 2003). As a result, acute crises were handled by having a ‘network meeting’ between the
person, their family and/or other key persons including professionals. This model supports
transparency between the planning and decision-making processes with everyone present. It draws
upon Mikhail Bakhtin’s theories of polyphonic dialogic communication, with understandings reached
not necessarily belonging to any one individual but rather collectively constructed. This approach is
often seen as the model to use for person-centred work based on the wide area of interpretations,
meanings and narratives that are invited into a ‘network meeting’. With theoretical underpinnings in
systemic family therapy, dialogical theory and social constructionism, it aims to work with families and
social networks, within the home environment in order for a ‘shared meaning’ to emerge and ‘healing’
to become possible (Olson, 2015).
Open dialogue is seen as a possible way to avoid a ‘professionalisation’ of people’s situation
(Penney and Prescott, 2016). However, the way in which the approach is increasingly taught and
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disseminated points to its limitations in practice, especially since the model exists within established
structural hierarchies (Seikkula and Olson, 2003). The same paradoxical professions remain while the
practice is carried within existing psychiatric services and professionals still carry a role within those
‘network meetings’ as the main actors offering their reflections of a situation. In other words, Open
Dialogue operates within the ‘social fact’ (p208-209). This is especially true in the key outcome
measures used to show its effectiveness, with the use of diagnostic criteria, medication use and rates
of return to work (Seikkula, et al., 2004). This critique serves as yet another example that it should be
imperative to exercise caution along with a critical evaluation of the very possible and alarming pitfalls
when using terms such as person-centred care, shared decision-making or even open dialogue. An
awareness of the complexities of these processes is central in enabling more equal power
relationships, moving from the personal to the political.

Peer Support
Peer support is an approach that has been used and valued, from self-help groups, to peerled services, activism and collective mutual support (Faulkner and Kalathil, 2012). More recently, a
growing attention has been given by statutory services across Europe and North America. During this
study, the role of peer became increasingly important for mobile teams, with some including the role
within their work. As such, the role and the ensuing particularities was explored during the interviews
and observations (p118; p165; p179). Peer support is characterised by a helping relationship between
a person who has experienced mental distress and someone who has progressed less in their ‘recovery
journey’ (Davidson, et al., 2012). Peer support offers a unique opportunity for people who share an
identity to also share their experiences of mental distress through acceptance, understanding and
empathy as well as practical and emotional support. While definitions often differ, most highlight the
positive impact a peer can have on a person’s ‘recovery journey’ as it helps with feeling more in
control, having a sense of empowerment and hope while also improving confidence and self-esteem
(Repper and Carter, 2011). Peer support workers themselves have highlighted that their own recovery
has benefited from this role, especially in terms of their identity and confidence (Mental Health
Foundation, 2012).
The risk with peer support, as with many if not all service-user and survivor led initiatives is
that of co-optation. Movements for the promotion of social justice by marginalised and oppressed
groups are regularly challenged with co-optation, especially within mental health. More specifically,
“co-optation is a process by which a dominant group attempts to absorb or neutralise a weaker
opposition that it believes poses a threat to its continued power” (Penney and Prescott, 2016:35). It
can take many forms, either by the way dominant groups assimilate the language of marginalised
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groups thus altering definitions over time or by appropriating personal narratives from oppressed
groups to interpret them in ways that diminish their power (Coy and Hedden, 2005). This certainly has
become true in the way service-users and survivors use different words to denominate their social
group. Inevitably, the use of a name reflects experience and a particular worldview. For a group of
people that is far from homogenised, the way in which mental health professionals make use of certain
words in order to avoid terms such as ‘patient’ in conjunction with this growing concern with naming,
quickly turns paradoxical. The term ‘consumer’ in the US is an interesting example reflecting a harming
capitalist society for the very people it aims to ‘de-stigmatise’ (Penney and Prescott, 2016).
Challenges of peer support are evident with some already explored during this study (p216).
Power differences have already been intensified through training, role structures and paid
employment in statutory organisations, therefore making it difficult to protect the uniqueness of the
role. ‘Professionalisation’ of peer support is also a risk to the range and diversity of approaches since
experiences and values are varied (as seen with recovery; Penney and Prescott, 2016). Especially when
it comes to funding cuts in services, peer workers run the risk of becoming cheap alternatives to
professionals. Consequently, unique aspects of being a peer become overshadowed with potential
expectations that workers start adopting the “controlling” aspects of healthcare. There is a risk that
peer support workers become ‘tokens’ in further promoting established notions of care. There is an
essential need to protect what makes peer support, especially now that it is being expanded through
mainstream services, including mobile work (Faulkner and Kalathil, 2012). Discrimination against the
role can be strenuous, as also seen in this work (p173-174) but it is also proof of the challenge it poses
towards staff attitudes (Repper and Carter, 2011). Finally, boundaries between the helper and the
helped may blur, questioning the wider boundaries between mental health professionals and serviceusers.
Peer support is an instructive example of survivor knowledge co-optation. What started as
grassroots peer support practices developing out of necessity by service-users and survivors, became
funded staff positions without any single accepted job description (p165). Although for some the
opportunity for a paid position is a sign of progress for others this ‘development’ is a prime example
of co-optation of survivors’ experiential knowledge to benefit the mental health system, leaving its
coercive practices unchanged (see also p210-213). With the increased ‘manualisation’ of peer support
in an attempt to define a homogenised vision, the informal and relatively unstructured bases on which
it was built is at risk of being replaced with a hegemonic definition (Penney and Prescott, 2016). As is
already evident, peer support positions do not always offer peer support but become
paraprofessionals in traditional mental health structures, often performing the same tasks as nonpeer staff (Davidson, et al. 2012), while they are expected to disclose their personal histories and serve
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as role models. Many supporters who identify as service-users are those who have come to accept the
biomedical model of ‘mental illness’. However, research points that they too often feel ostracised and
poorly treated by their non-peer colleagues (Walker and Bryant, 2013). Whether peer support can find
an appropriate place in mental health care is highly dependent on how it is understood and on how it
can be implemented and practiced.

‘Madness’ in the community
Rather than go out into the world telling people at every turn when they are sanist in a sanist
world, I would rather offer time to allow people to discover for themselves what it is to be
seen as mad, mislabelled, have treatment forced on you, and be mentally incapacitated. Time
and open questions might change a culture of coercion to a culture of relating, even between
ignorances. And so the idea of socialising out of psychiatric control-care includes the idea of
not marketing it, not sanesplaning it, not boxing it for the factory floor. This brings with it the
attendant problem that it might not even be recognisable to people as anything like an
alternative (Fabris, 2016:104).
“We are all a little mad” explained a participant during this study (p99). For her, the ultimate
goal would be for madness to be understood as a variation of human experience, for it to be part
society. Participants mentioned the need for collective spaces for service users (p129-130). However,
practical implementation of this idea is definitely not straightforward. Opportunities for non-coercive
spaces that exist within people’s own frameworks, worldviews and understandings of their
experiences are few. Nevertheless, there have been certain group-based projects that have developed
that hold important clues as to what such an idea may/could look like.
In fact, throughout Belgium, survivor and service-user led initiatives have become established
spaces yet separate from mainstream services and can serve as important examples. Many are
constantly at risk of falling apart mainly as a result of financial cuts or by being overtaken or colonised
by traditional mental health services. Such important initiatives are the “groupes de paroles” (talking
groups) organised especially in French-speaking areas of the country. Those may resemble “hearing
voices groups” (Dillon and Hornstein, 2013; Longden, Corstens and Dillon, 2013) but the subjects
covered are wider than one experience. They are directed towards service-users and carers. Other
initiatives are more culturally driven with many social cafes and restaurants across Wallonia, Flanders
and Brussels. Activities are organised around everyday gatherings as well as larger social, cultural or
intellectual events for any person interested. There has also been a growing interest for the
development of survivor-led residential structures such as respite houses. Although, several similar
projects do exist, they are part of mainstream services or at least professionally led. Homes that may
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develop as part of ‘therapeutic communities’, without the involvement and authority of professionals,
are perhaps an interesting concept to implement. Moreover, for it to be regarded as service-user and
survivor led they should be implemented as distinct from professional spaces.
Although professionals are present in such existing spaces and may be important partners and
allies in the development of new initiatives, it is imperative that those remain service-user led. In this
way, professionals are visitors and service-users their hosts. The idea behind creating and maintaining
such initiatives goes beyond the use of a shared space or creating ‘citizenship’ and ‘socialisation’
between service-users, as mentioned in the interviews (p129-130). Although they do promote such
processes, they are also about creating a different way of being a citizen, a different way of socialising
as part of a particular and parallel culture. In other words, it is not about developing an alternative to
mainstream care, but it is instead about creating something altogether different.

Values in practice
As seen throughout this work, including in this chapter, the power imbalances which exist
within mental health care are major barriers in providing helpful support and although omnipresent
they are often overlooked (p214-221). Established mental healthcare practices have been criticised
and are still disputed by service-users and their allies, with many seeing psychiatric treatment as a
form of “iatrogenesis” (Illich, 1976; Breggin, 1991) with abusive and pathologising practices often
further silencing service-users not least because of their given diagnoses, as also observed in this study
(e.g. 164; p179). The system has also proven to be damaging to the workers too, with stresses,
anxieties and threats (McKeown and Spandler, 2017).
There is juxtaposition between different and opposing sets of values within mental
healthcare. Throughout the interviews and observations, participants were at once care providers and
employees of an organised institution of care, which often was a paradoxical position to occupy (p208210; p217-219). Caring attitudes were recurrently put on hold for prioritised tasks and this at the
expense of providing support and developing meaningful therapeutic relationships which could be
assumed to be the essential components of care (p174-177; p178-179; Morgan, et al., 2016). This fact
and its acknowledgement may be an opportunity to open up possibilities towards a common cause
with the categories of “service-user” and “professional” overlapping (Morgan, et al., 2016).
It has been suggested that although students emerge from their education with strong
professional values, several organisational factors often come to impede in their implementation.
Factors identified have ranged from a lack of support to poor role models, time pressures, role
constraints, staff shortages and work overload (Maben, et al., 2006). Frequently, professionals are
pushed to believe that they are not living up to their convictions and may also internalise aspects of
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an organisational failure. Furthermore, it has been suggested that poor role models push new workers
to shift their identity so as to justify the loss of their ideals and become proficient in their new role.
Resisting is replaced with the desire to appear to conform, especially since it is challenging to be
discouraged and not supported (Curtis, et al., 2012). Routine and task-based work may become even
more embedded in work approaches where they are valued. As Brookfield suggests, it is “cultural
suicide” since those who choose to take “a critical stance towards conventional assumptions and
accepted procedures face the prospect of finding themselves excluded from the culture that has
defined and sustained them up to that point” (1993:200). With those challenges and difficulties, from
target pressures and other systemic constraints, to cultural conformity and loss of self-identity (Curtis,
et al., 2012), the risk for professionals to lose their values runs high (p160-170). Resources such as the
law and ethics should prove to be increasingly powerful in countering bad practice, especially in areas
of human rights and anti-discrimination. However, those resources prove to be inadequate on a daily
basis (p174-177; p217-221).
This learned conformity may appear to be passive but subcultures within medicine, amongst
other settings, have challenged assumptions that stability and uniformity exist within a profession.
This apparent conformity has been explained in two ways: “learning to play the game” and
“presentation of the self” (as seen in this work; e.g. p192; Clouder, 2003). ‘Playing the game’ involves
becoming aware of the rules and learning to comply with the systems in place, which requires
understanding the power differentials. ‘Presentation of the self’ is the need to present oneself or act
in accordance to expectations. These two processes suggest that individuals interact with others in
order to establish what is ‘professional’, within an established structure. With many professionals
coming into conflict with their beliefs when coming into the field of mental health, it is no surprise
than many chose to leave and pursue alternative careers, thus rejecting the system (Robinson, et al.,
2005). Indeed, the more empathic professionals often prove to be the most vulnerable (p194; Figley,
1995). This was true in the context of this study, with some participants choosing to leave mobile work
or even mental health care entirely to pursue careers elsewhere.
Discourses between ‘professionals’ and ‘service-users’ that are built on difference maintain a
lot of the issues faced in practice. Moreover, workers become inescapably complicit in interventions
that service-users find harmful. Bearing this responsibility has serious consequences, as mentioned,
from the loss of self-identity to many choosing to leave their profession, since they do not have the
authority to alter systemic practices and established power hierarchies (McKeown and Foley, 2015).
In this way, relations are more complex than merely oppositional, with cycles of “reciprocal
traumatisation” emerging (McKeown and Spandler, 2017:86). Such relational processes and
complexities between service-users and professionals should be considered carefully in order to first
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understand the reasons for mistrust, violence and coercion from all sides (Sweeney, et al., 2016).
“Expertise”, “intuition”, “good intentions” and “beneficence” amongst others were all arguments
used by professionals (e.g. p128, p135, p160) to carry on with established yet contested practices
within mobile work. Shifting from those notions into ones that don’t just provide help, by way of
professional interpretation, but actual ‘helpful’ help based on service-users’ meanings becomes a
relevant process. This is not to say that professionals should do away with their experience but
perhaps it is the service-users' needs and their expressions of what help they need that should frame
what is offered rather than the other way around. On the other hand, it is not about alienating
workers, who might feel criticised and become defensive (McKeown and Spandler, 2017).
Although acknowledging professionals’ experiences should be addressed, it is important to
consider the extent to which workers are themselves complicit. Power imbalances should perhaps be
understood in more nuanced ways, as seen throughout this work, especially those between serviceusers and staff (McKeown and Spandler, 2017). As mentioned, dialogical processes hold an important
key to setting up partnerships and alliances in order to create change. Bottom-up initiatives are
perhaps the most important ones to create and make space for (Inwood and Alderman, 2016; see also
Russo and Sweeney, 2016). Those radical social movements, as well as mental health services, need
to be more critical to allow for dialogue, possibilities and strategies to be developed in order to avoid
the reproduction of established and re-established power hierarchies existing within the ‘social fact’.
Structural change starts by changing established discourses. Finally, whilst the processes of dialogue
might be healing, it is important that they are not imposed or co-opted by others (McKeown and
Spandler, 2017).
To assess and create alternatives it may be first about recognising that those challenges exist
and that they cannot be answered through established codes of ethics and practice or through laws
that often fail to be upheld (p209-212, appendix A.2). Following this, it is imperative to raise awareness
of the values that are at play, often conflictual and paradoxical. Theory, ideals and practice inevitably
become interlinked (as seen extensively throughout the interviews of this study), so that frequently
for example, person-centred practice comes to reflect professional values rather than those of serviceusers. Team work can be an important start in bringing diverse knowledges and skills into the
complexities of practice through a range of values. With a process of ‘dissensus’ different values can
be explored and allowed, without one becoming dominant.

Rights-based approach
With social control practices (p210-213) and other forms of subtle compliance recorded
during this study though unequal relationships (p178-179), service users’ rights inevitably have to
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become part of the conversation around social justice and mental health care. An important practical
example in how thinking about mental health should be more rights-based and (by default) political,
is in the use of the word “stigma”, which was mentioned repeatedly by many participants as an
important intervention part of their work (p134-136). Many preventative approaches to mental health
often employ this term from everyday practice to policy making and charity campaigns that aim to
“fight it” (Stuart, 2013). However, stigma should perhaps be called discrimination instead, since it is
the very idea of stigma that produced attitudes and practices that stigmatise. In other words, stigma
refers to a legal, medical, social system and otherwise that actively works against the individual it is
supposed to help. By discussing discrimination instead, one immediately enters the political realm by
which such structural difficulties become apparent (Webb, 2016).
Although the link between disability and mental health has been and is still the subject of
debate, it is nevertheless a relevant and valid one that seems to make sense for many users and
survivors of psychiatry. Situating themselves as people with disabilities and advocating for human
rights within that identity group, including through similar concepts such as “actual and perceived
disability”, users and survivors have found answers to certain problems and practical avenues and
approaches for change (see Spandler, Anderson and Sapey, 2015). Moreover, mental health service
survivors were instrumental in the development of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (CRPD; United Nations, 2006).
The CRPD is a uniquely rights-based legislation which is international but also domestic.
Through it, users and survivors have specified that their identity is self-defined and by doing so they
have actively and formally rejected any medical characterisation. Furthermore, the convention clearly
calls for the eradication of violent and abusive practices, such as mental health detention and
compulsory treatment. It was founded on premises of equality without exception by acknowledging
the right to liberty and the right to free and informed consent (United Nations, 2006). It is therefore
an important piece of legislation towards the (equal) rights of people who have a variety of
experiences, which have been mainly medically explained until now and have generally been seen as
negative. The social model of disability was therefore instrumental in starting to shift the attention
from a medical understanding of a condition to society’s response to it, in order to expose exclusion
and oppression (Finkelstein, 1975).
Nevertheless, there are limitations of the social model to disability for mental health serviceusers and survivors, since the experience of physical disability considerably differs. For example, the
disability movement rarely addresses important causal factors of impairment but rather focuses on
society’s response to them. Although talking about discrimination may open up the conversation to
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structural and systemic problems linked to mental health, it fails to address the way in which this
environment causes problems to begin with (as explored above). Furthermore, challenging psychiatric
diagnoses is an important part of the survivor movement, which further raises awareness of society’s
perception and the psychosocial issues that arise as a result. In other words, the mental health survivor
and service-user movement takes on a wider scope in naming violence and abuse as well as their
fundamental causes. Although, the CRPD was an important step in the inclusion of survivors and
mental health service-users, it is important to keep up this dialogue with the disability movement so
that no experience is overlooked (Plumb, 2015).
The question of power therefore becomes central in any notion put forward by this piece of
work, especially when it comes to partnerships and alliances. Power imbalances should be given
particular attention, such as who upholds service-user and survivor values and how? Who qualifies as
a service-user and survivor? How can service-users define discourse rather than be invited into an
established one? How can co-optation of personal narratives be avoided? Who are the experts and
who says so? Within a movement that is far from homogenised and where power imbalances exist as
much within as outside it (Cresswell and Spandler, 2016), it is important to create opportunities for
different approaches and especially those that have historically been suppressed, silenced and
oppressed to be included. Only by working together can change happen.
It could be argued that such dialogical notions may be flawed since they may contribute in
disguising the inequalities that are present. Work based on co-production/co-construction can never
erase the differences that will inevitably exist between services users, survivors, professionals or allies
(Cresswell and Spandler, 2016). It is therefore important to start by acknowledging those inequalities
and allowing for dissensus across hierarchies, expertise, experience, degrees of influence or access to
resources, cultures and languages. Expertise and influence vary, depending on context while survivors
and service-users are not a homogenous group and recognising this is central. This is a difficult process,
not just in challenging inequalities but also in recognising that failing such a process will probably
burden those with less power to begin with, most notably due to whatever is left unspoken. Using
differences constructively (dissensus), while constantly challenging and transforming them, may prove
useful towards (re)creating strong relationships and partnerships.
Undoubtedly, a rights based approach to mental health has to be grounded in recognising the
repeated abuses experienced by service-users and survivors of the mental health system and
psychiatry, from historical examples such as “lobotomies, incarceration, seclusion and restraint,
harmful drugging and electroshock and stigmatising diagnoses meted out to people of particular
‘race’, gender and sexuality” (Wallcraft and Shulkes, 2012:12 as cited in McKeown and Spandler,
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2017). Such social control practices still occur today with physical ‘containment’ (restraint), seclusion
and forced medication but also subtle coercions to comply (p210-213). The colonisation and expansion
of the psychiatric discipline further constitutes such practices and continues the propagation of
neglect against survivor perspectives. As a result, a form of epistemic injustice continues to occur by
which experiential knowledge is systematically refused, as also seen in the development and
implementation of this reform (Fricker, 2007).
Revising the past to change the present and promote social justice in a field that has often
tragically failed to do so through established power imbalances, may be an important step in creating
a more sustainable future. Following on from the theme of ‘memory’ in the analysis (p156-169), a
valid idea in tackling these past and present injustices is that of organising a reparative “truth and
reconciliation” process in mental health services (Rose, 2015; McKeown and Spandler, 2017). With
many different service-user and survivor movements it is perhaps important to recognise that not all
reject every aspect of an oppressive psychiatric system, which for some cannot be simply reduced to
human rights violations (Plumb, 2015). It has further been argued that perhaps the challenge should
be against psychiatric neglect rather than abuse (Spandler, 2016). However, whether it is by
addressing more covert, yet damaging systemic relations (Rose, 2015), psychiatric epistemic injustice
(Fricker, 2007; McKeown and Spandler 2017) or violence and human rights abuses (Russo and Shulkes,
2015), accepting and condemning psychiatric harm is long overdue. In other words, “perhaps healing
or restitution cannot take place until the full extent of survivor grievances have been acknowledged”
(McKeown and Spandler, 2017:89). With the guidelines to this Belgian reform failing to recognise
survivor movements but also historicising its foundations in a veil of neutrality, it is perhaps time to
acknowledge psychiatry’s painful past but also the current work being done in best answering
questions concerned with ‘memory’. Bull, Gadsby and William’s (2018) apology for the distress and
disempowerment caused as a result of nursing violence is an important start in this recognition. This
is not a process aimed at offering symbolic acts of reparations, but it is about acknowledging past
harm and practically implementing new spaces where those can be addressed and transformed
(McKeown and Spandler, 2017).

Resistance
Resistance and activism are important parts of both upholding valid and socially just principles
but also convincing others to do so. Moving away from simplistic benevolent practices in mental health
which may often fail to penetrate the question of injustices, activist practices may not promise a
revolution but may open possibilities towards effective and desperately needed change in a system,
which as we have seen, continuously propagates itself, apprehending professionals and service-users
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alike in its path. Given the inherent struggle within mental health professions, a constructive
engagement with power may provide (some) answers to the power imbalances explored throughout
this study.
The idea of resistance is concerned with challenging, reforming and transforming mental
healthcare. It is after all through resistance to established and powerful models of psychiatry that
initiatives and alliances between workers and service-users can fully take effect. This “conjoint
activism” has proven repeatedly valuable (Cresswell and Spandler, 2013). Of course, there have been
tendencies towards polarisation especially by oversimplifying an increasingly complex subject. This
has further prevented a deeper exploration and mutual understanding of different perspectives. Some
may see such proposals and possibilities as unnecessary, others as merely reforming a harmful system
that should be abolished. As mentioned, the risks are that such approaches only reflect a temporary
instrumentality that in effect only re-establishes an inadequate system (cf. ‘social fact’, p208-209).
However, the propositions offered above are ultimately an invitation for each party involved to listen
to others’ experiences and perspectives. It is imperative for the above paradoxes and approaches to
be considered, allowing for dissensus and dialogue as well as social relations on which alternatives can
be built. Dolly Sen and Anna Sexton explain: “a voice and a story without equality is an act of
ventriloquism that can never be as beautiful as one with” (2016:168).
Individual testimonies and narratives may be key in starting to address psychiatric harm, but
they may fall short in changing social inequalities and structural violence. The underlying sociopolitical conditions should be addressed for genuine justice to be delivered (Nagy, 2012). The risk runs
high that if wider factors and strategies are not considered, psychiatry as it is practiced today may
remain intact, if not further reinforced. However, such a critique is perhaps based on a false dichotomy
between peace and justice or transitional and transformative justice (Rose, 2015). With reconciliation
being an ongoing process of which personal narratives are an important part, this should not be seen
as a replacement for wider social change but rather as an aspect of it. Those are not two opposing or
mutually exclusive strategies but rather they are confluent, by which wider social change can be
achieved through an attention to more nuanced discussions as well as activist strategies (McKeown
and Spandler, 2017).
An important part of recollecting, understanding and ultimately reclaiming the experience of
madness is in finding the right words. Inevitably, the psychiatric language has become a point of
reference, as seen in this work (p187-201). Mary O’Hagan points out “there isn’t even a word for
patients that doesn’t put us in relationship to the system that dominates us” (2014:16). Explored
throughout this thesis, although perspectives vary widely on the biopsychosocial model and many
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adaptations have and could be made to it, there is no evidence to support this model to begin with
(Read, et al., 2004). As such, perhaps this is the opportunity to turn away from trying to find proof of
biomarkers or discover ‘mental illness’ but rather join forces towards creating a different discourse,
based on difference that reflect the heterogeneity of existence and move beyond solely identity driven
realities. Pembroke notes, “rather than trying to agree on terms we can all use, let’s celebrate, respect,
understand and agree to differ from other people’s definition” (2009:6). Or as Faulkner puts it
“language can broaden and describe so much better than it can abbreviate and classify. It seems to
me that we need more words rather than less to describe experiences” (2002:7-8). Finally, “we have
a choice: we can let our differences forever divide us and inhibit the work we do together, or we can
find a way to embrace them and let them deepen, broaden and enrich the uniqueness of our
contribution” (Russo, 2016:67). Of course, as with any new paradigm, this approach will in turn have
its own paradoxes, its own power-driven discourse but at least at first its difference(s) may prove to
be its validity.
Psychiatric discourse has become “a regime of ruling” (Smith, 2005). As such it imposes a
language and an understanding of the world that is further established by the system of law. It is the
only profession that can detain people who have committed no crime. Psychiatry becomes believable
because “mental illness” is a hegemonic concept. Law, research, public services are all devoted to
psychiatric discourse. With an established power/knowledge structure that not only continuously
establishes itself in all areas of (mad) life but further dominates and colonises other discourses, it
becomes an unquestionable fact that one has to problematise this discourse and the concepts which
underpin it. Aside from critiques to psychiatry however, what perhaps matters more is the exercise of
“semantic resistance” (Burstow, 2013) or “semantic disobedience” (Starquit, 2018).
The average person in the street speaks of “schizophrenia”, of “mental illness” or “symptoms”
of this or that “mental disorder”. When we talk this way, irrespective of our intentions, we are
performing our designated role in the work of psychiatry. Just like the nurse who picks up a
chart, we are activating it; we are helping it exist. On the other hand, when our talk is
psychiatry-resistant or even psychiatry-free, we do something very different, potentially even
revolutionary. Simply by how we speak, in other words, we are either tacitly upholding or
undermining psychiatric rule. (Burstow, 2013:82)
Despite the ongoing conceptual, semantic and even tactical disagreements within the survivor
and service-user movements, it is time for the language, the constructs and concepts we use to
become actively oppositional. As Bonnie Burstow explains “we live in and through words, […] words
matter.” (2013:79). She offers a list of refusal terms as a start to resist against this “ruling regime”
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promoting a language of acceptance and difference. Perhaps now more than ever before with
psychiatry pathologising normal, everyday life, such a resistance is needed, both for current, future
and/or potential service-users and survivors.
An active engagement presupposes that there is never an endgame; not only being “open” or
“just” or having better care options available. As Fabris writes, “re-invention is a better way to consider
multiple ways of theorising, politicising and resisting” (2016:102). The focus is on always being there,
being questioned and reconsidered in order to re-invent the world we live in.
Insofar as our “ontological vocation” (Freire, 1970) is to name the world in order to change
the world, it is critical to keep reflecting on our discourse. We need discourse that serves us
and we need to remember that, as Audre Lorde (1984) puts it, “the master’s tools will never
dismantle the master’s house”. By talking in the established language we are propagating it,
we are helping it exist. On the other hand, refusing to use established psychiatric and mental
health terms we are tacitly undermining established power hierarchies. Simply by how we
speak, we are resisting (Burstow, 2013:79-80).
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Epilogue
One must say Yes to life, and embrace it wherever it is found - and it is found in terrible places;
nevertheless there it is […]
For nothing is fixed, forever and forever, it is not fixed; the earth is always shifting, the light is
always changing, the sea does not cease to grind down rock. Generations do not cease to be
born, and we are responsible to them because we are the only witnesses they have.
The sea rises, the light fails, lovers cling to each other and children cling to us. The moment
we cease to hold each other, the moment we break faith with one another, the sea engulfs us
and the light goes out (Baldwin, 1964:60).
Recording and transcribing a small piece of the reform puzzle has been a privilege. It has also
been a burden because I have to do justice to the people I met throughout it, both professionals and
service-users, as well as myself and my journey. It is always sad to finish something on which one has
worked for so long, as well as appeasing. This work is the result of countless little decisions that should
add up to one big statement. To finish it means to destroy all those possible other outcomes of that
very project. However, I do not present a conclusion to this work. Perhaps because there are so many
and at the same time none at all. My attempt was to allow such outcomes to still have their space by
putting forward the paradoxes that made this study an opportunity for possibilities rather than a given
finality. As has been the case throughout, it is now about “trusting the process” and allowing for
possibilities to emerge through those existing paradoxes.
This analysis was only one part of the reform process. It was partial as well as subjective and
by no means all-encompassing. It is, however, my own and as such it is important for me to keep a
certain intellectual integrity or honesty in how it is presented. Unfortunately, as is the case for so many
of the viewpoints in mental health discussed here as elsewhere, this study runs the risk of being coopted and assimilated by different powerful bodies to serve different purposes compared to its
intentions. I am very much concerned by this and it is with a certain apprehension that I deliver this
thesis to its public. It will be up to the reader to receive it as it was intended, to question their actions
and beliefs and how these can be changed or valued.
This research, what I witnessed throughout it inevitably became about the immense and still
unaddressed paradoxes of mobile work, of the reform and of psychiatry and mental health in general.
It was not what I had expected. I thought I could ignore the contradictions; I thought they were not
part of the story. I was wrong, they became the story. Public officials and mental health professionals
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may go to great lengths to “implement” reforms, to “functionalise” and “reorganise” care and its
structures, to talk of “person-centred care” and “recovery”, of “choice” and “self-determination” but
in the end people are ultimately suffering the same fate as they were before. The organisational
constraints and the ideological constraints which are facets of the same coin ultimately lead systems
and professionals within them to continue “othering” service-users.
I have repeatedly heard the argument that things are better than they were before, even if
they are not great. Perhaps, however, better is not good enough and it’s a shame that anyone would
be willing to settle for so little. Some people receiving appropriate care, does not mean that the
oppressive psychiatric system is behind us. It proves that once more some of us are luckier than others.
Of course, we must celebrate successes and acknowledge our privileges when we have them. But we
should also refuse to settle. We should refuse to forget how much work there is still to be done. We
should refuse to relish the comforts we have at the expense of others who are still seeking comfort.
Suppressing the knowledge produced by an oppressed group makes it easier for dominant
groups to rule because the seeming absence of dissent suggests that subordinate groups willingly
collaborate in their own victimisation. Maintaining the invisibility of critical ideas on madness and
distress has been critical in maintaining social inequalities. Despite this, many service-users, survivors
and their allies use their voices to raise important issues that affect people daily. In response to the
prevalence of the limited ways care is structured, to the prevailing limited ways in which we talk, write
and think about madness, no matter how good our intentions, no matter how finely crafted our
approach, I cannot help but think that by settling we all lose. I’m not sure how we can get better at
having conversations, but I do know we need to overcome our deeply entrenched positions and
resistance to difference, to nuance and paradox to allow for dialogue and to explore possibilities. We
have to be more involved in making things better rather than just being right or interesting.
I finish this work with a strong need to escape it, however complicit and ultimately impossible,
and the challenge to persevere despite facing a sobering reality. These perhaps mutually exclusive
feelings, I now experience as singular, part of a confluent whole. Reflecting on the act of witnessing, I
look to the future with a reminder once again to ‘trust the process’. A concept that was revisited
throughout the different steps and phases of the research, it involved a leap of faith into the
deconstruction of accepted and established constructs, leaving behind the safety of an illusory
certainty. A moving subject within a moving environment, I constantly questioned and re-evaluated
positions and views, including my own. This ‘mobilis in mobili’ (‘motion within motion’, changing in
the changes, moving amidst mobility; Verne, 1870/2001) became pivotal in trusting the process.
Despite the uncertainties and lack of control, the possibilities arose in all their sublime paradox.
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The responsibility is to keep on setting the record straight, not as a spokesperson but as a
witness. I invite and urge the reader into this creative dialogical process. I hope that this work will
celebrate paradox and bring nuances to our discourses.
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Appendix A: Legal procedures used in
mental health
Appendix A.1: Treating Medical Bodies
In Belgium, there is usually a nominated ‘treating’ doctor, who is an equivalent of a general
practitioner in the UK system (Corens, 2007). The same concept is often used for psychiatrists, with
one psychiatrist effectively acting as a ‘treating’ psychiatrist. This means that s/he is the main agent
in setting up a person’s psychiatric treatment (especially pharmacological). In this way, a person can
still visit other psychiatrists if s/he wishes.
Whilst in hospital, a person is mainly treated by the ward doctor and no longer by their
‘treating’ psychiatrist in the community, who takes on a secondary role. When somebody is forcibly
admitted, a ‘retention’ procedure is put in place (see Appendix A.4). As such, a different psychiatrist
(to their ‘treating’ psychiatrist) is responsible for the person in terms of their hospital admission, stay
and discharge. This procedure is set up to push for ‘impartiality’ both in terms of ‘patient rights’ for
the forced admission itself (between psychiatrist and service-user) but also to avoid ‘treating’
psychiatrists admitting people in the hospital which also employs them. A different psychiatrist, who
is seen as impartial, takes on that decision and the admission procedure. As a result, a person can have
many doctors involved in their care, from their GP to other ‘specialists’, including a ‘treating’
psychiatrist as well as others (non-treating) psychiatrists, depended on the context of their care.

Appendix A.2: ‘Professional Secret’
The ‘professional secret’ is included in a penal code (article 458) guaranteeing certain
fundamental rights concerning confidentiality within a therapeutic relationships between service-user
and professional. It is an essential element in mental healthcare, both in terms of its ethical bases but
also in terms of the relationship and trust between service-user and professional. The ‘professional
secret’ aims first and foremost to protect a person’s right to private life. Many reasons may exist for
people to share intimate parts of their life, to receive care or be defended in the courts; the
‘professional secret’ guarantees that any such disclosure is not shared. In effect, the ‘professional
secret’ renders ‘care’ possible, by upholding a person’s rights to be upheld by health, social and mental
healthcare professionals (Deswaef, 2016).
Although at first the ‘professional secret’ was seen as an absolute concept, it is now used more
relatively. It can be erased under strict circumstances. Those exceptions include legal or legislative
inquiries or for the responsibility concerning minors. Moreover, it can be disregarded when a person
gives their consent for their private information to be shared or when they are unable to express their
wishes in an urgent situations, including for professionals to inform and be guided by their superiors.
The concept of ‘necessity’ is also an important legal notion although it is not included in the law. A
‘state of necessity’ happens when a professional has to choose between two different values: to
respect confidentiality or protect others from danger that is serious and imminent (e.g. suicidal risk,
danger for loved ones). This is the result of interpretations based on a professional jurisprudence
(Deswaef, 2016).
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Service-users in the community have many professionals involved in their care, often from
different services including mental health, social care and home care etc. Professional networks
develop and collaborate with the service-user at their centre, while workers remain bound by the
professional secret. If and when workers determine that specific information ought to be shared with
colleagues (including within the same team or service), they are obligated to obtain consent from the
person first and should only do so if the professional collaboration is aimed towards a common goal.
In other words, there should be a shared and articulated mission in the service-user’s best interest
when sharing private information between professionals from different services. A service-user should
always give their consent first and is always within their rights to object or change their minds
(Deswaef, 2016).

Appendix A.3: Administrative Trustee
First of all, aside from the benefits system which is often very complicated to navigate and
necessitating support especially for people using mental health services, Belgium has a particular
administrative (including money) trustee procedure. There are two such ‘protection’ measures. The
‘extra-judiciary’ one is only linked to a person’s property or assets. The judiciary protection is linked
to both the person and their property or assets. It concerns adults, who due to their health, are
deemed ‘incapable’ (fully or partially) to handle and manage their interests without assistance or
protection. This latter type of protection is the most widely used in services (Psytoyens, 2017).
Anybody in a person’s network can request for them to have a trustee, including family,
employers or care workers. In such a case, a ‘peace judge’ decides whether to appoint an
administrator or trustee. To some extent the person can state a preference of a trustee while the level
of assistance can be partial or completely representative i.e. the trustee then handles all the actions
in relation to interests, depending on the given ‘incapability’ as decided by the judge (Psytoyens,
2017)..
There are two measures in the assistance provided by an administrative trustee. The first, the
‘assistance measure’ allows the trustee to assist the person in accomplishing certain tasks or actions
relating to their interests. The ‘representation measure’ allow for the trustee to complete the tasks
under their own responsibility regarding the person concerned (Psytoyens, 2017).
Anybody can be a trustee but often the responsibility is given to a judicial professional, such
as a lawyer or notary/solicitor, but it can also be a parent, a loved one, a partner or legal cohabitant.
Their tasks usually revolve around income, bills and social and fiscal formalities. Furthermore, they
also act as a safeguard, including a person’s living environment and allowance while also ensuring
regular contact. The trustee must also fill in a report to the ‘peace judge’ about the person’s interests
and income, including a balance sheet. This report must also be transmitted to the person concerned
(l’Autre «lieu», 2019).

Appendix A.4: ‘Placement under Observation’ (Forced Admission Procedure)
The law for the protection of mentally ill persons (i.e. in regards to their person) was
announced in 1990 and included a ‘placement under observation’ procedure (‘mise en observation’
in French; Collins, 2019). This forced admission procedure concerns the protection of persons suffering
from mental health difficulties and introduces the rules for involuntary admission. The law stipulates
that a protection measure (a temporary restriction of an individual’s freedom with a view to their
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hospitalisation) may be taken, provided that three conditions are fulfilled: a) the person must be
recognised as “mentally ill”, b) they must endanger their health and safety and/or constitute a serious
threat for the life or the integrity of others and c) no other treatment can be considered. There are
two procedures possible: one is the normal approach and the other is for urgent situations (Marchal,
2019).
Under the normal procedure, any person who is interested may make a written request to a
competent ‘peace judge’. The request has to describe the symptoms and the danger of the person
themselves and others and concludes that no other treatment is possible. A detailed medical report
must also be attached to this request (no more than 15 days old) describing the concerned person’s
“health” state. Note that the doctor who draws up this medical report cannot be the concerned
person’s parent or “relative by affinity” or be attached to the psychiatric ward the person may be
staying at. Within 24 hours, the judge fixes the date and time of a hearing, including a visit to the
person concerned. At the same time, a lawyer is appointed and their details sent to the person. The
person has every right to choose their own lawyer other than the designated one, as well as a
psychiatrist and a “person of trust”. During the hearing or what is called “adversarial debate”, the
judge hears the “patient” as well as anybody who s/he may deem important, in the presence of their
lawyer. A reasoned and detailed judgement is delivered by the judge within 10 days, following the
request. If they allow an admission to take place they also designate the psychiatric service in which
the person will be held for a maximum of 40 days (Marchal, 2019).
In case a situation is considered urgent, the procedure needs to be activated by the area’s
public prosecutor. Once confident of the situation’s urgency, they may decide to involuntary admit
the person concerned in a psychiatric service that they designate. The prosecutor’s intervention will
either include a doctor’s written opinion, appointed by the prosecutor (in the context of a judicial
inquiry for example) or a written request by a person who is interested in starting the procedure
including a detailed medical report. Within 24 hours, the prosecutor submits his written request to
the competent “judge of peace”. They also inform the person concerned about the measure and any
other people living with them as well as the person who sent the request in the first place. It is
important to note that as part of this emergency procedure, the restriction of the liberty of the
individual for whom protection is sought is immediate. The judge then takes the same measures as
those described above regarding the “normal” procedure (having a lawyer appointed, determining
the day and time of their visit to the “patient” and the hearing etc.; Marchal, 2019).
The police participates in such procedures since part of their mission involves the protection
of people and goods, assistance to people in danger, surveillance of those who seriously endanger
their health and safety or pose a serious threat to the life or to the integrity of others. The police
services inform the public prosecutor in the event of a person’s arrest whose condition suggests s/he
be suffering from ‘mental health problems’ and may justify an emergency involuntary admission. In
this case, the prosecutor invites the police to present the person to the doctor they appoint, in order
to establish a detailed medical report. This report is most often drawn up by one of the doctors
attached to the hospital psychiatric emergency services. These services operate 7 days a week and
have a multidisciplinary team that can intervene at any time of the day or night (Marchal, 2019).
There are several ways to end or stop an involuntary admission. The doctor in charge of the
establishment where a person is involuntary admitted can decide at any time to lift the measure by
simply sending a report of their decision to the competent judge. Furthermore, the prosecutor can
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also decide to terminate an admission as long as the judge has not taken a decision yet. The judge who
orders the involuntary admission can also remove the measure at the request of the person or any
other person, after obtaining the opinion of the doctor in charge. Finally, in the context of the urgent
procedure, the measure is automatically cancelled when the prosecutor does not forward his request
to the judge within 24 hours or when the judge has not rendered judgement within ten days of filing
the request (Marchal, 2019).

Appendix A.5: ‘Retention Measure’
On the 25th day of the 40 day (maximum) involuntary admission, a ‘retention’ measure can be
put in place. This measure is usually a specific ‘best care modality’ which the ward’s doctor usually
recommends to the judge who in turn decides whether to apply it. The service-user is obliged to follow
this proposed intervention in order to avoid re-admission. Interventions can be a referral to another
ward or obligatory community support, which often includes depot injections (form of anti-psychotic
medication administered by injection, which releases it slowly so it lasts longer; Darton, 2016). The
‘retention’ period lasts for two years following the forced admission, although it can be extended if
deemed necessary (Marchal, 2019).
This measure is very similar to Community Treatment Orders (CTOs) in the UK, which were
first introduced in 2007 through the amendments made to the Mental Health Act. It is a form of legally
mandated supervised community treatment, by which a person can be required to meet certain
conditions ensuring that they undertake their treatment and prevent harm to themselves and to
others. A person subject to a retention measure (or CTO) can be recalled to hospital if they do not
comply with their treatment. As a result, they act as mechanisms to ensure that a person experiencing
mental health problems undertakes their treatment. Internationally, a form of supervised community
treatment has existed for a number of years (Morgan et al., 2016).

Appendix A.6: European Models
UK: The UK model is a clear reference for the Belgian 107 reform, especially the way in which
community mental health teams are organised. The main models referenced are the Crisis Home
Treatment Teams (CRHT) for the «2A teams», the Community Mental Health Teams (CMHTs) and the
Assertive Outreach Teams for the «2B teams» (p34-35; Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010;
Natalis and Pieters, 2016). Note that the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) has a secondary care that
is boosted while its tertiary care (or equivalent of «Function 4» in the Belgian system) is smaller
(National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2011).
Crisis Resolution Home Treatment Teams (CRHT) were introduced by the NHS to provide intensive
treatment at home for individuals experiencing an acute mental health crisis and who would
otherwise be admitted to hospital care. The intended value was for CRHT teams to act as gatekeepers
to relieve the pressure on in-patient services, not only by reducing admissions but also by supporting
the early discharge of patients for acute wards to home treatment (Smyth and Holt, 2000; Johnson
and Thornicroft, 2008).
Although flexibility exists, the guidelines from the Mental Health Policy Implementation Guide
(Department of Health, 2001) recommended CRHT services for adults aged 18-65 with severe mental
illness who would ordinarily require admission to hospital. Typically, CRHT is offered to individuals
diagnosed with ‘schizophrenia’ and affective disorders and excludes those with primary diagnoses of
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alcohol or drug misuse, personality disorders or learning disabilities. Other key features of CRHT may
include 24-hours availability during a crisis, intensive intervention in the early stages of the crisis and
active involvement until the crisis resolves. A core principle of these services is the successful
engagement with the service-user and the involvement with the individual’s family and social network
in the care management plans. Patients are also provided with practical help on social issues, such as
financial, housing and childcare arrangements, which make the CRHT a holistic approach (Department
of Health, 2001; Smyth and Holt, 2000; Johnson and Thornicroft, 2008).
Community mental health teams (CMHTs) support people living in the community who have complex
or serious mental health problems and who may need more support than the one primary care has to
offer. CMHTs are multidisciplinary teams with professionals from health and social care backgrounds.
All service-users are assigned a “care coordinator” from within the team who ensures the right support
and treatment through a “care plan” based on needs. Furthermore, care coordinators make sure that
the different people involved in a person’s care are informed of this care plan. Most teams use a
“stepped care” approach which means that a service-user gets the lowest intensity intervention
appropriate for their needs, moving up a step if the problem is not resolved. CMHTs are usually based
within a clinic but also do mobile work by visiting people at home (Onyett, Pillinger and Muijen, 1995;
Simmonds, Coid, Joseph, Marriott and Tyrer, 2001).
Assertive Outreach Teams (AOT) and/or Assertive Community Teams (ACT) are part of community
mental health services but are separate from the traditional CMHTs. Those are specialist teams set up
to work with adults with a ‘mental illness’ or ‘personality disorder’ who may find it difficult to work
with services. Often, they have been admitted to hospital several times and may have shown violence,
self-harm, substance abuse or may have been homeless. AOTs offer an intensive, long-term
relationship to build up trust. They are multidisciplinary and include staff with a variety of skills to
meet services users’ needs. Also note that, due to the intensity in care, workers in these teams have
smaller caseloads than care coordinators in other teams (Department of Health, 2001).
Netherlands: The Netherlands Flexible Assertive Community Treatment (FACT; Veldhuizen and Bähler,
2013) was mainly adopted and adapted in Flanders. It was developed in the Netherlands and aims to
combine the ACT and CMHT models into one team. It targets 20% of the ACT population and another
80% who need less intensive treatment and support. To combine care for these two groups, the FACT
team employs a flexible ‘switching’ system. The group requiring the most intensive care is discussed
daily using a “FACT board” for which the team adopts a shared caseload approach. For the serviceusers requiring less intensive care, the same team provides individual case management with
multidisciplinary treatment and support. When people’s presentations become more stable, they do
not have to be transferred to a different team but rather stay with the same FACT team. This flexibility
to switch between the two modes of service delivery within the same team is said to enhance
continuity of care and reduces drop-out rates. For service-users who are at risk of recurring episodes
of psychosis and/or hospitalisation stays, the same team immediately switches to intensive ACT
support. This combination of flexibility and continuity ties in well with the “natural” course of people
who may present chronic difficulties, recurring episodes and relapses (Veldhuizen and Bähler, 2013;
Sood, Owen, Onyon, Sharma, Nigriello, Markham and Seabrook, 2017).
Italy: Trieste in Italy has long been a source of inspiration for other European countries that seek ways
to organise mental healthcare differently with mainly community and neighbourhood-oriented care
along with a minimum number of beds. The city became famous for its model of “democratic
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psychiatry” in the 1970s. At the time, Franco Basaglia, a psychiatrist, considered the classical
psychiatric hospital as pathogenic and wanted it replaced with a model aimed at restoring the civil
rights of psychiatric inpatients. He first started by changing the role of patients within the psychiatric
hospital by no longer giving them work on a therapeutic basis but by paying them, starting the first
social cooperative. Physical coercion and electroshock treatments were abolished. Gradually, people
were transferred to the community and the psychiatric hospital was closed. Based on this model by
1978 in Italy, the Law 180 went into effect by which no new patients could be admitted to any of Italy’s
psychiatric hospitals. The hospitals were closed and replaced by ambulatory care, focusing on people’s
‘socialisation’. With the hospital no longer active, attention was given to establish support and care in
the neighbourhoods. A team of doctors, psychologists, social workers and volunteers were given the
opportunity to set up mental health community centres which were low-threshold and included
residential care if needed. The family was also closely involved in the changes and in supporting the
service-users. Neighbourhood support was further boosted by integrating with and reinforcing other
services in the city, while also establishing new services with a focus on coordination of rehabilitation
and housing (Dell’Acqua, 1995; Mezzina, 2014).
Based on this history, the services in Trieste have developed a few guiding principles. The team focuses
on the whole person taking on a holistic approach, they include the network and social group that the
person is part of with the aim to include as many actors as possible. Finally, the teams have a rightsbased approach with an emphasis on the civil rights of people. At present, services in Trieste are
divided by districts each of which has their own Community Mental Health Centre (CMHC). These
centres offer both a first point of contact resembling walk-in services but also support with treatment,
care and continuity of care for people with mental health problems, regardless of severity. They also
include prevention and outreach services as well as provisions for individual and group therapy. Family
support, medication and day-care are also part of care provision. There are a number of other services
built around the CMHC which also form part of it, including rehabilitation services and work activities
as well as a crisis unit within the general hospital with an inflow from the emergency room, which
includes a number of inpatient beds to be used if needed. The centres also work with services that are
closely related to mental healthcare such as social cooperatives, self-help groups and family
organisations. In addition, the CMHC maintain relationships with various external groups such as the
police, social neighbourhood teams and welfare organisations (Dell’Acqua, 1995; Mezzina, 2014).
France: The model from the city of Lille, in the North of France, was also referenced in the 107 reform
practices. This model is based on a system of integrated care with different services acting as partners
from primary care to specialised services. This includes mental healthcare centres and MedicoPsychological Centres, home care services, Therapeutic Care Family Centres, Therapeutic Foster
Family care, Mobile Community teams as well as hospitals including day hospital, crisis beds, PostCure Centres or long-term hospital wards. Furthermore, there are rehabilitation workshops,
hospitalisation at home as well as Therapeutic Apartment units to help with social reintegration. All
those services link and network with the primary care sector which includes GPs, A&E departments
and mental health services for the homeless or people in precarious situations (Roelandt, Daumerie,
Defromont, Caria, Bastow and Kishore, 2014).
In particular, the Community Mental Health Mobile teams in Lille offer home hospitalisation services
in the form of intensive care with the help of other professionals either in health, mental health, the
social or the justice sectors. The teams are mobile and do home visits while they also work closely with
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residential facilities such as sheltered housing. They also have daily contacts with the emergency
services in general hospitals. Their main aim is to avoid situations escalating, based on a system of
accessibility, coordination and networking (EPSM Lille-Metropole, 2019; Roelandt, et al, 2014).
Ambulatory community care has been boosted with a full-time support and social inclusion offered as
community interventions. A continuous link with primary care through the GP is put in place while
there is an emergency response at any time provided by the mobile team. As a result, hospital bed
numbers have decreased and those that remain are on open wards (EPSM Lille-Metropole, 2019;
Roelandt, et al., 2014).
Switzerland: The Lausanne model in Switzerland was also important for the Belgian reform. This
model was based on a plan of action aiming to reinforce psychiatry in terms of liaison and
coordination. A network association in the community was set up including 70 members from doctors
to patient associations. The main goal was to improve continuity of care between the different
institutions as well as to find better solutions for the population’s expectations. As part of the solution
to this, a mobile team was developed with the aim to ensure interventions within the community. This
team is based on a Transition Case Management Model (Case management de transition or CMT;
Bonsack, Ferrari, Gibellini, Gebel, Jaunin, Besse and Morandi, 2013) loosely based on an ACT model
and aimed towards people suffering from long-term difficulties with limited access to care and with
situations presenting high risks and major complications. The mobile team therefore reinforces
coordination and liaison between services through the practice of case management. It offers support
for people with difficulties in accessing care through a cooperation between the person’s personal
network and first line workers. Furthermore, the team supports the reintegration of people within
their community and promotes their resources as well as those of their primary carers. This in turn,
reduces the number and duration of hospitalisations. Differences with the ACT model include the fact
that each service-user is appointed one case coordinator without a team approach. This support is not
offered at any time but rather during the service’s opening hours. Furthermore, the case manager
offers support through the network of partners available, not on their own and finally, the intervention
is limited in time (Bonsack et al., 2013).

Appendix A.7: The ‘107’ Five Function Model
Function 1: prevention, promotion, early detection, screening, diagnosis. The first function
is conceptualised as the main basis and first access towards mental healthcare within the community.
It involves prevention, early detection and/or a first intervention, through an accessible point of entry
and a local response based on the mental health difficulties, ensuring if necessary, a continuity of care
for the long-term. In this setting, it is important to associate general practitioners’ support as much
for general as for mental healthcare. Ambulatory mental healthcare was generally included in this
function, although historically they have often informally executed many of the following community
functions (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Function 2: intensive ambulatory/mobile teams for both acute and chronic mental health
problems. This second function concerns teams that are mobile and visit people at home or
elsewhere. One type of team can support people in acute or sub-acute situations and another can
support people who present chronic difficulties. This new function is designed to explore a new form
of care that is quicker and more accessible as well as adapted to the home or live-in situation. In
offering an alternative to hospital, the offer of care is one that is mobile, with an immediate and
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intensive intervention for acute situations. Intensity and duration of care is also adapted for people in
chronic situations since those may vary greatly. Care is organised based on resources and as a
complement to the first function, but with a mobile approach and expertise. The partnership is
structured around a holistic approach considering the person’s environment and general health as
well as ensuring continuity in care. Resources from other functions are used in an individual manner
according to service-user need (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Function 3: rehabilitation teams working towards social inclusion. The third function
concerns the psychosocial rehabilitation sector. It comprises an offer of particular programmes for
people at a specific time during their recovery. Psychosocial rehabilitation is a dynamic process that
involves a social and professional reinsertion within society and requires a cross-sectional approach.
It is a particular programme that needs to consider the development of a person’s capabilities
permitting him or her to be sufficiently autonomous in his/her daily life, socially capable of
participating in community and cultural life, including in their ability to work within an adapted
environment. These programmes can be complementary to the basic care offered by the first function
or can act as a continuity in daily life interventions offered by the mobile teams (Service Soins de Santé
Psychosociaux, 2010).
Function 4: intensive residential care units, both for acute and chronic problems, when a
hospitalisation is deemed essential. The fourth function concerns the intensification of specialised
residential care for people who are in a serious condition and where help in their home or daily
environment is temporarily not indicated. Those units can deliver an observation or a residential
treatment which is specific and intensive, focusing on acute care with a goal to set a diagnosis. Those
small units are characterised by short-term stays within a specialised framework. During
hospitalisation the coordination of care is also taken over. To keep admissions as short as possible, an
admission screening process allows for a good coordination and ensures a follow-up to the acute
phase (if possible by the professional closest to the service-user). Permanent communication with the
other functions ensures that ties are maintained with the social network all the while setting optimum
conditions for a service-user’s return home. Crisis is also focused around fine-tuning a diagnosis with
a general health, psychological and psychiatric approach that can be further ensured by any other
given function of the network. A psychiatric emergency includes the modes of residential care which
are necessary (Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
Function 5: specific residential care when organisation of care at home or elsewhere is not
possible. This fifth function concerns the development of specific housing for people who suffer from
chronic problems, who are stable and present reduced possibilities in social integration. Those housing
initiatives have as main goal to offer support in the organisation of daily living. This goal is pursued by
facilitating social integration through individual programmes that take into account the service-user’s
expressed need for autonomy. Integrated within the social fabric, they are organised on the same
bases as sheltered housing, supervised accommodation or other forms of adapted accommodation
(Service Soins de Santé Psychosociaux, 2010).
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Appendix B: Statistics
In 2015, the largest Flemish network of healthcare providers, Zorgnet, produced a series of
data on the psychiatric services across the country. Note that these numbers are not exhaustive. At
the time the Belgian population was a total of 11,209,044 people. The total number of psychiatric
beds across the country were 18,547 in hospitals, 4,224 in sheltered housing and 2,964 in psychiatric
care housing. This amounted to 9,300 whole time equivalent (WTE) workers in hospital and over 2,200
WTE workers in other mental healthcare structures. The total number of “frozen” beds at the time
was 967 with a total WTE of around 539 people working across the 107 projects.
Brussels: HERMESplus
The participating Brussels Project, covered a total population of 202,866 people at the start of this
study, which is served by a total of 1433 beds in hospital, 558 in sheltered housing and 257 in
psychiatric care housing.
2A Team TANDEMplus: A 2015 report showed that the 2A team intervened mainly in municipalities
of the north-west and the south, which are high in population density. Those are also the regions that
are inhabited by people who live in highly precarious conditions whether in terms of earnings,
education, employment and/or housing. Family members were the most frequent callers (34%). First
line care such as social services (19%), services assisting people who are homeless (13%) and GPs (10%)
were next, while psychiatric services at home or from hospital were limited amounting to less than
20% altogether. Half of the people referred had a previous hospitalisation (51%). The 2A team referred
people towards psychiatric care (51%) either in function 2B teams (31%) or hospital (20%).
Wallonia: Region du Centre
The central region had 366 beds available in hospital, 74 beds in sheltered housing and 136 in
psychiatric care housing. The budget for the mobile teams was raised by “freezing” a total number of
33 beds as well as the time-limited federal budget for the start of the project. The catchment area
included 13 municipalities which are for the most part rural areas and included 303,022 people.
2A Team Emc²: Data collected during 2013 and 2014 showed that over 65% of referrals to the 2A
teams were included. 40% of those came from mental health services (8% from residential care and
32% from ambulatory care), 25% from other services and 32% were self-referrals of from family
members. Most people presented with “mood disorders”, “disorders linked to a dependency” and
following close behind people with a diagnosis of “psychosis”. Fewer numbers presented “personality
disorders”, “anxiety disorders” and others.
2B team: Data collected during 2013 and 2014 showed that at least 62% of people who were referred
to the 2B team were accepted. Referrals were high from the ambulatory mental healthcare sectors
(34%) and represented 54% of the caseload. 17% of the caseload were from the residential mental
healthcare sector (23% of the caseload). About 13% were from other ambulatory care (18% of the
caseload). Family referrals (14%) represented 7% of the caseload and 9% were self-referrals (8% of
referrals). Most people referred had a diagnosis of “psychosis” and a few had “mood disorders”. Note
that these data were collected between 2013 and 2014 during which the 2B team had only been in
existence for five months.
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PAKT
The population covered was for 789,316 people who was served by 1956 psychiatric beds, 480 beds
in sheltered housing and a further 361 in psychiatric care housing. 96 beds were “frozen” which
allowed 55.02 WTE to be employed for the 107 project.
2A Team Mobiele Crisis Team (MCT) and MCT South: Statistics from 2016 showed referrals to have
nearly doubled in number since 2014. Most referrals were from GPs (27%), ambulatory mental
healthcare centres (23%) and residential care (15%). Most referrals involved people with “mood
disorders” (34%), “adjustment disorders” (18%) and “psychosis” (11%) amongst others. About 76% of
referrals were accepted and all of them included some form of “suicidal ideation”. Once the team’s
four to six week intervention period were over they were referred to a clinical psychologist (14%), a
GP (9%) or the psychiatric ward of a general hospital (for a short-term admission, 9%) amongst others.
2B Team MOBiLteam North: Data collected in 2013 and 2014 showed that most referrals were done
by health professionals (70%) with 37% from residential care and 27% from ambulant care. Most
people presented diagnoses of “psychosis” (34%), “mood disorders” (22%) and “substance abuse”
(12%). The team offered mostly ACT interventions (28%) and CMHT care (42%). 69% of people were
based in the city of Ghent. The team discharged a total of 38 people in those two years, about 55% of
those with a mutual agreement to end the intervention or because they referred them elsewhere
(16%), amongst other reasons.
The assessment team for all four 2B teams for the PAKT project shared some data in 2016. It had
received 452 calls during that year. Most referrals were from the psychiatric hospital (over 100) and
fewer but a considerable number from people’s personal network and GPs. Most presented with
diagnoses of “schizophrenia” and “mood disorders”. Most were offered a CMHT type model of care.
PRIT
The project served a total population of 240,688 who were served by a total of 260 psychiatric beds
as well as 72 in sheltered living and 60 in psychiatric care housing. 24 beds were “frozen” to employ
around 19 people working full-time for the 107 project.
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Appendix C: First Observation Checklist
-

Workers and disciplines (summary of job role)
Caseload and individual caseloads
Resources (cars, computers etc)
Use of diagnoses, how
Opening hours, shifts (when, by whom, why) and intervention times (when and for how long
– difference between disciplines?)
Length of engagement with users
Closest (network) partners and their role
Referrals from and to whom (numbers, how many on average per week or month in and
out)
Decisions about referrals (when and how)
Assessment (including by whom, how – tools, when, risk etc.)
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Waiting list?
Meetings weekly and daily, when, what is the format
Information sharing (meetings, computers, joint work)
Information keeping (Files? What information and how?)
Set dates for interviews and intervention
Steering committee meeting dates (commutée de direction? commutée de fonction?)
Collect project proposals
Collect data collected (for spf and within service, outcome measures?)
Intervention models (AOT, FACT?), including fidelity criteria if they have them and if any
Which interventions are used most commonly, what is most common presenting problem
(especially ‘social’, e.g. housing, finances etc.)
Mobility (cars? limits?)
Funding (
Hospital beds available?
Population served
Recruitment criteria
Team’s age and history
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Appendix D: Interview Questions
Consent
Focus group ground rules
• Please respect other people whilst they’re talking both so we hear everybody’s opinion.
Also, the conversation will be transcribed and this becomes difficult when people talk over
each other so please take turns and repeat if talked over.
• You are the experts so I will be asking the questions but it is up to you to answer and discuss
them.
• Please refrain from having separate conversations from the group. Every person’s
experience and opinions are important so speak up whether you agree or disagree.
• There are no right or wrong answers.
• It is important to hear a wide range of opinions and everybody’s voice is equal. I may call on
you if I haven’t heard from you in a while as I would like everyone to participate.
• The conversation which is to follow will be recorded so that I don’t miss anything important.
• You will remain anonymous and these interviews confidential. Of course, since this is a
group setting other individuals participating will know you responses.
• I might move you along in the conversation since we have a limited amount of time.
However, if you would like to add something important or you feel some parts may need
more time to be discussed please point it out.
Overview
The interview questions are to be presented in 3 parts reflecting the three levels of service design:
• The first level will focus on the team and ‘collaborative working’
• The second on intro-organisation or ‘co-ordinated working’: larger organisational structure
that provides mental health services that would include other teams, departments, both
hospital and community.
• The third will look at inter-agency or ‘co-operated working’: other statutory agencies
separate from mental health organisations, primary care, general healthcare, social
care/welfare, and agencies who provide supporting resources for mental health serviceusers in the community (e.g. housing, employment, cultural needs, leisure, education…).
All three levels will be looked at from: a realist perspective i.e. what is happening now, how things
are and an idealistic perspective i.e. what ought to happen, how each of the respondents think
things should be.
Introductions
At this point participants should each introduce themselves and their discipline (maybe also their
WTE in the team).
I will be writing some key words down which I will be sharing with you.
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Questions
A. Working as part of a team:
This first question concerns you, as members of a team. Why were you grouped together as
a team, the principal elements that make up your service, the persons (users/patients) with
who you work as well as how you work as individuals and as a team.
I would be very interested to hear what you have to say on this subject.
Prompts:
Define current / target population? Who decides?
Model origin? Who decided?
How do you organise your service? Principal/Distinct features?
(Modalities/setting and specificities/therapeutic interventions)
(How do you experience working in a mobile team?)
Clinical roles and shared and distinct functions.
Model implementation
How do you think things should be?
Shoulds
B. Working as part of an organisation:
The intra-agency level includes all mental health services that are part of the same
organisation i.e. the team is one part of a larger organisational structure that provides
mental health services that would include other teams, departments, both hospital and
community. This forms the perspective of co-ordination at an intra-agency level.
The focus of the question is about how you work with your organisation, how your
populations may compare and how the ways in which you describe the people you work
with may change from team on an organisational level, if at all.
Prompts:
Comparable populations? Unexpected differences?
Interfaces?
Focus and purpose of contacts (user/patient, administrative tasks)?
Categories/Descriptions? Same or imposed? (Communication style)
Does the organisation define your service?
(Different “temporality”?)
And how do you think things should be?
Shoulds
(NOTE: If the participants do not comment directly on the use of a particular terminology
question its specificity, if any. So think user vs. patient, categories vs. diagnoses)
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C. Working as an agency:
The inter-agency level includes other statutory agencies: separate from mental health
organisations, such as primary care, general healthcare, social care/welfare, and agencies
who provide supporting resources for mental health service-users in the community (e.g.
housing, employment, cultural needs, leisure, education…). This can also be described as the
network level. This forms the perspective of co-operation at an inter-agency level.
This question is about how your work is different from your partners, how you work with
them and how categories, descriptions, language may change from team level.
Prompts:
User needs described differently? How?
Categories change? An influence on who your service is for?
And how do you think things should be?
Shoulds

(107 – Ideology and practice: true/real alternative to hospital?
Broader reflections on society: change in culture, education)
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Appendix E: Participant Information and
Consent Forms
Appendix E.1: French Participant Information and Consent Form
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Appendix E.2: Dutch/Flemish Participant Information and Consent Form
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Appendix F: BCU Ethical Approval
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Appendix G: UGent Ethical Approval
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